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ABSTRACT 
Urban drainage systems are influenced by several future drivers that affect the performance as 
well as the costs of the systems. The uncertainties associated with future drivers and their impact 
creates difficulties in designing urban drainage systems sustainably. A review of the different 
future drivers for urban drainage systems illustrates that no sufficient future predictions for the 
long operational life spans of the systems are possible. This dissertation contends that to deal 
with future uncertainties, flexibility in urban drainage systems is necessary. 
 
At present, profound insights about defining, measuring, and generating flexible urban drainage 
systems do not exist. This research systematically approaches these issues. First, a clear 
definition of flexibility and an approach for the measurement and optimization of flexibility is 
operationalized. Based on the generic definitions of flexibility used in other disciplines, a definition 
tailored for urban drainage systems is generated. As such, flexibility in sustainable urban 
drainage systems is defined as ‘the ability of urban drainage systems to use their active capacity 
to act and respond to relevant alterations during operation in a performance-efficient, timely, and 
cost-effective way’. Next, a method for measuring flexibility is provided based on the developed 
definition of flexibility including the metrics, 'range of change', 'life-cycle performance' and 'effort 
of change'. These metrics are integrated into a framework for the measurement of flexibility 
based on a comparison of performance and effort in different alternative solution with respect to 
different future states. In addition the metrics are the core components for optimizing flexible 
design of urban drainage system. The measurement method is successfully applied in two case 
studies in Tuttle Hill, UK and Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg, Germany. Using the developed definition 
and method for the measurement of flexibility, this dissertation illustrates that a transfer of the 
general theoretical background of flexibility to the field of urban drainage is possible. 
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It is currently unclear how the flexible design of urban drainage systems can be executed. Based 
on a review, this research identifies nine potential principles of flexible design, described by the 
indicators of modularity, platform design, flexible elements, cost efficiency, decentralized design, 
real time control, low degree of specialization, scalability, and a combination of these principles. A 
case study of Hamburg-Boberg is then presented to analyze which of these principles of flexible 
design can be verified. For each alternative solution in the sample, the indicators for the different 
potential principles of flexible design as well as the flexibility provided by the design are 
calculated. Testing is done to determine if there is a significant correlation between the potential 
principles of flexible design and the measured flexibility using a chi-square-test and F-test. Two 
principles are verified with a high degree of confidence, 'platform design' and ‘flexible elements’. 
The ‘platform design’ principle provides high flexibility, in which urban drainage system elements 
with high change costs are designed robustly with huge tolerance margins, whereas elements 
with low change costs are designed with flexibility options. The 'flexible elements' principle aims 
to include as many component elements as possible, which provides high individual flexibility in 
the design of the urban drainage system. 
 
These design principles and associated static indicators enable a quick screening of huge 
number alternative solutions and provide guidance for the development and optimization of 
flexible urban drainage system. Within the framework for optimization of flexibility, the design 
principles can help identify the most promising alternative solutions for the design of urban 
drainage systems. The optimization framework includes the following steps: identification of the 
required flexibility, generation of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems, 
screening of the most promising alternative solutions, detailed measurement of flexibility provided 
by the alternative solutions; and selection of optimal solution. Hence out of a sample of different 
design approaches, the solutions with the highest flexibility could be identified. 
 
The successful application of flexible design in three case studies illustrates that the concept 
provides a suitable strategy for dealing with the challenges associated with future uncertainties. 
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For urban drainage systems, flexible design guarantees high levels of performance in uncertain 
future states while reducing the effort required to adapt the system to changing future conditions. 
This study contends that flexibility allows for profound decision making for urban drainage design 
despite future uncertainties. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose of Research 
The design of urban drainage systems is confronted with a dilemma. Global and local drivers of 
change, like climate change, demographical change, the changing mode of working and living, 
and more, are affecting the performances and costs of these integral systems. At multiple points 
during their long operational life spans, urban drainage systems and their basic conditions will be 
changed by uncertain future drivers. Despite this reality, there are currently no sufficient 
procedures available for predicting the affects future drivers will have on the operational life spans 
of urban drainage systems from 50 to 100 years old. 
 
The dilemma is that long-lasting decisions about urban drainage systems have to be made even 
when future developments are uncertain. What worsens the situation is that it is not possible to 
defer design decisions until future uncertainties are known. To deal with this predicament, several 
researchers have proposed a flexible design approach for urban drainage systems (Scholes et al. 
2006; Ashley et al. 2007; Schmitt 2006 and Sundberg et al. 2004). Flexible design guarantees 
that current decisions will not adversely affect the adaptation capability of future measures. 
Flexibility will thus facilitate the implementation of urban drainage systems despite uncertainties. 
 
Fundamental insights about the concept of flexibility in terms of its definitions, measurement 
approaches, and optimization methods are already in advanced stages in areas like business 
management (Hocke 2004; Koste & Malhotra 1999) and some engineering disciplines (Fricke & 
Schulz 2005; de Neufville & Cardin 2008). However, in urban water management, particularly for 
urban drainage systems, the discussion of flexibility is in its infancy. The issues discussed 
regarding the concept in urban drainage still focus on the question of the general appropriateness 
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of flexibility as an approach to deal with uncertain future drivers (Sieker et al. 2007; Zimmermann 
2006). To date, the existing insights of the other disciplines have not been integrated into urban 
drainage, until now. There are thus many unanswered questions about the flexible design of 
urban drainage systems. Two general topics of investigation are highlighted below. 
 Knowledge about the flexibility of urban drainage systems is limited. Approaches for the 
definition, measurement, development, and optimization of flexibility in urban drainage 
systems are missing from the technical literature. In contrast, several profound approaches 
for definition and measurement of flexibility have been identified in business management as 
well as in some engineering disciplines. An investigation is therefore required into how these 
approaches can be transferred to the field of urban drainage.  
 Knowledge about the principles of flexible design that offer flexibility in urban drainage 
systems is limited. As such, the available approaches for achieving flexible design in this area 
are unknown. Furthermore, the costs as well as the benefits of the principles of flexible 
design are not clearly outlined. The principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems 
have to be identified and approaches for the optimization of flexibility have to be developed.  
 
Because the existing research concerning flexible design in urban drainage systems is still in its 
infancy, with huge questions still looming, the research topic for this work is necessarily limited. 
This research focuses on the flexible design of urban drainage systems during the development 
of new land-use areas. Firstly, as the scale is limited to a consideration of 'land-use areas', 
citywide or regional scales are not considered here. Secondly, a focus is maintained on the 
period of the development of land-use areas, so that only the planning and development, but not 
the ongoing management, of flexibility options is taken into account. 
 
1.2 Research Questions  
Based on the limitations described above, the scope of this work has been narrowed to the 
following research question: 
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 How can the flexibility of urban drainage systems be designed during the development of new 
land-use areas?  
 
For ease of analysis, the research question is subdivided into the following detailed questions: 
 What degree of flexibility is required for urban drainage systems? 
 Which general approaches for definition, measurement, as well as design and control of 
flexibility can be transferred to urban drainage systems? 
 Which principles of flexible design facilitate the identification and optimization of flexible urban 
drainage systems?  
 
1.3 Research Approach 
This dissertation is based on a deductive research approach. For each research question, 
assumptions are developed based on theoretical considerations. These assumptions are verified 
and validated through modeling and the analysis of case studies.  
 
The text is divided into three main chapters, each addressing one of the detailed research 
questions above (Figure 1). The detailed research questions result in the development of a 
framework for the optimization of flexibility of urban drainage systems. Based on these, a 
framework for the optimization of flexible design is developed as presented in Figure 2. The 
optimization framework includes the following steps: identification of the required flexibility, 
generation of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems, filtering the most 
promising alternative solutions, detailed measurement of flexibility provided by the alternative 
solutions; and selection of optimal solution. The different parts of optimization of the framework 
are discussed in the different chapters as described below. The research questions, the research 
methods and the research results of the different chapters are described in the following and 
illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Chapter 2 addresses the question, 'What degree of flexibility is required for urban drainage 
systems?' The future drivers for urban drainage systems (e.g., climate change, urbanization, 
population development, etc.) are analyzed to ascertain the degree of 'required flexibility' for the 
system. As a research method, a systematic scenario analysis is applied. In the first step of the 
scenario analysis, a system analysis of urban drainage systems is provided. Up-to-date strategies 
of urban drainage systems, in particular the approach of sustainable urban drainage systems, are 
presented. Based on the system analysis, the input and output factors of the urban drainage 
systems are described, which can have an effect on the (future) performance of the system. As a 
result, a generic system model of urban drainage systems is developed, which serves as a basis 
for the analysis of the required flexibility. In the second step of the scenario analysis, possible 
future drivers affecting the input and output factors of the urban drainage system are analyzed. 
The third step analyzes the different possible future drivers. Their development tendencies are 
then combined to form coherent future scenarios, describing the required flexibility for urban 
drainage systems. The results of this chapter address the step on ‘identification of required 
flexibility’ in the optimization framework. 
 
Chapter 3 addresses the question, 'Which general approaches for definition, measurement, 
design, and control of flexibility can be transferred to urban drainage systems?' The chapter 
develops a coherent theory of flexible design for urban drainage systems that includes a definition 
of flexibility, a framework for its generation and management, a methodology of measurement 
and a framework for optimizing flexible design. First, the present technical literature on generic 
theories of flexibility is reviewed. In addition, a literature review is provided of the already existing 
insights about flexibility in urban drainage systems. An assessment is done to determine the 
transferability of the generic theory of flexibility to the field of urban drainage. Based on the 
general definitions of flexibility, a definition customized for the requirements of urban drainage 
systems is developed, and a framework for the generation of flexible design for urban drainage 
systems is also presented. A method is then developed to measure the flexibility of urban 
drainage systems. The method is applied to two case studies, which demonstrates the 
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practicability of the measurement approach as well as its compliance with the general 
requirements for assessment methods. Hence the theoretical foundation of the framework for 
optimization of the flexible design of urban drainage systems is provided. In particular the 
framework for the measurement of flexibility serves as a core component of the optimization 
framework, covering the steps of generating alternative solutions, detailed measurement of 
flexibility provided by the alternatives solutions and the selection of optimal alternative solutions. 
 
Chapter 4 focuses on the research question, which principles of flexible design facilitate the 
identification and optimization of flexible urban drainage systems?' A hypothesis test is applied, in 
which hypotheses are developed based on theoretical considerations and are then assessed in a 
case study. The significance of the results is then tested. Using this method, principles of flexible 
design for urban drainage systems are identified and verified. To do this, the knowledge about 
principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems is reviewed. This includes specific 
principles for urban drainage systems as well as generic principles of flexible design. Based on 
the review, hypotheses about possible principles for urban drainage systems and indicators to 
measure the different principles are generated. The identified principles are assessed in a case 
study analysis for an urban drainage system in a new land-use area. Different alternative 
solutions for the design of urban drainage systems are generated and then assessed individually 
in terms of how well they perform against indicators for the different principles of flexible design. 
In an independent step, the flexibility provided by the different alternative solutions is also 
measured. Finally, an analysis is done to determine if there is a significant correlation between 
the potential principles of flexible design and the measured flexibility. As a result, the principles 
for the flexible design are identified and verified. In the optimization framework the design 
principles contribute to the generation of appropriate alternative solutions and the filtering and 
screening of appropriate alternative solutions. The principles help reduce the number of 
alternative solutions considered in the detailed measurement of flexibility and help reduce the 
time consumption for the optimization of flexibility. In order to verify the principles of flexible 
design, the method for the measurement of flexibility is required (presented in Chapter 3). Hence 
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the identification of the design principles deferred to Chapter 4. The complete framework for the 
optimization of flexible design for urban drainage systems is presented at the end of Chapter 4. 
 
In Chapter 5 the research results are summarized and discussed to answer the research 
question: ‘How can the flexibility of urban drainage systems be designed during the development 
of new land-use areas?’ The contribution of the optimization framework to the flexible design of 
urban drainage systems is presented. 
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Figure 1. Structure of the dissertation  
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Figure 2. Contribution of the single chapters to the development of the framework for the 
optimization of flexible design of urban drainage systems 
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2 THE REQUIRED FLEXIBILITY OF URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
2.1 Objective and Method  
This chapter reviews the present state of knowledge regarding flexibility design in urban drainage 
systems. Based on that review, it identifies the flexibility required for the systems in order to be 
responsive to the range of current and future uncertain change drivers. The research question 
addressed here is: 
 
According to Schmitt (2006), Scholes et al. (2006), Sieker et al. (2008) and Pibernik (2001), urban 
drainage systems are affected by severe future uncertainties. To assess such future 
uncertainties, this chapter applies a scenario analysis approach. Scenarios are defined as a 
'hypothetical sequence of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on causal 
processes and decision points' (Kahn & Wiener 1967 in Fürst & Scholles 2008). The scenario 
approach is characterized by two qualities. On the one hand, scenarios are suitable to represent 
complex and uncertain future development in a systematic way. This makes the scenario 
approach particularly suitable for analyses that include severe future uncertainties as they relate 
to the future drivers of urban drainage systems, to which deterministic prediction methods cannot 
be applied. On the other hand, the scenario approach utilizes concepts from system analysis. It 
systematically decomposes future development into single components like future drivers, 
affected elements, etc., which are then combined to form a consistent scenario (Fürst & Scholles 
2008). The scenarios describe the future development of the system in a structured way. 
Because of its applicability for severe uncertainties and the analysis of complex systems, the 
scenario approach is suitable to analyze the required flexibility of urban drainage systems.  
  
What degree of flexibility is required for urban drainage systems? 
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According to Fürst & Scholles (2008), a scenario analysis includes the following steps:  
 System analysis: The methods of general system analyses are used to present the input 
factors, output factors, management elements and interrelationships of urban drainage 
systems. As a result, a generic system model of urban drainage systems is developed, which 
serves as a basic framework for the analysis of the required flexibility. Furthermore, metrics 
for assessing the performance of urban drainage systems are presented (Appendix A). 
 Future drivers: Based on the system analysis, the future drivers that might affect the (future) 
performance of urban drainage systems are assessed. The identified drivers and their future 
development tendencies are presented.  
 Scenarios: The different possible future drivers and their developmental tendencies are 
combined into coherent future scenarios. Within the range of possible future tendencies, a 
limited number of relevant developments are chosen. The selection is supported by 'scenario 
storylines', which represent a coherent combination of future developments that include an 
understanding of the interactions within the system (Fürst & Scholles 2008). As a result of the 
analysis, the future uncertainties and the required flexibility of urban drainage systems are 
presented in the coherent future scenarios.  
 
This chapter addresses the first step of the framework for optimization of the flexible design of 
urban drainage systems and provides future scenarios describing the required flexibility. The part 
of the optimization framework discussed in this chapter is highlighted in Figure 3.   
 
2.2 Definition of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
The term urban drainage serves as an overall term that includes different types of drainage 
systems such as combined sewer systems, separated sewer systems, and sustainable urban 
drainage systems. The particular focus of this dissertation is in the approach of a near-to-nature 
management of stormwater. In the following pages, the established terms in both the German- 
and English-speaking countries for this new management approach are presented.   
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Figure 3. Contribution of Chapter 2 to the development of the framework for the optimization of 
flexible design of urban drainage systems 
 
In the German-speaking technical literature, numerous related terms like 'dezentrale 
Regenwasserbewirtschaftung' (decentralized stormwater management), 'naturnahe 
Regenwasserbewirtschaftung' (stormwater management close to nature), 'alternative 
Regenwasserbewirtschaftung' (ecological stormwater management), and also simply 
'Regenwasserbewirtschaftung' (stormwater management) are used. Despite the difference in 
terminology, the associated concepts are comparable. The differentiation within conventional 
urban drainage systems (separated and combined sewer systems) focuses on the quick and 
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complete discharge of the runoff in a sewer system and in receiving water bodies. In combined 
sewer systems, stormwater and wastewater are collected in one sewer and discharged to the 
wastewater treatment plant. In a separated sewer system, stormwater and wastewater are 
collected in different sewers, and the stormwater is discharged with minimal or no treatment and 
retention into a receiving water body. A decentralized system of retention, evaporation, and 
infiltration of the stormwater is desirable. According to Sieker (1998), decentralized stormwater 
management is defined as: 
 
In the UK, the term 'sustainable urban drainage systems' or 'sustainable drainage systems' with 
the abbreviation SUDS is used (Butler & Davies 2004). The associated concepts, such as 
delayed discharge and infiltration of stormwater, are represented closely by the German term. An 
example is the definition of SUDS in the planning advice in note 61 of the Scottish Government 
(2001):  
 
In the USA, drainage systems utilize terms like best management practice (BMP), integrated 
management practices (IMP), or 'low impact development (LID). Additionally, the terms urban 
stormwater management or water sensitive urban design are used in Australia. The drainage 
concepts associated with these terms are always comparable. The term sustainable urban 
drainage system (SUDS) will be used in the style of the technical discussion in the UK. 
 
Additional terms for the specification and description of urban drainage systems are defined when 
required. Because this dissertation describes case studies of urban drainage systems in 
Germany as well as in the UK and in USA, there is the problem of translating the technical terms 
‘The decentralized arrangement of elements of stormwater infiltration, stormwater 
retention and throttled discharge of the stormwater to minimize the anthropogenic 
changes of the natural water cycle in settlement’.  
'SUDS aim to deal in an integrated way with the issues of water quantity, water quality 
and amenity. It works on the following principles: managing surface water run-off on-site 
as near to source as possible; slowing down run-off; treating it naturally; and releasing 
good quality surface water to watercourses or groundwater. The overall objective is to 
return excess surface water to the natural water cycle with minimal adverse impact on 
people and the environment. The means by which this can be achieved can be designed 
as an attractive integral amenity feature within the development and can achieve 
significant ecological enhancement compared to conventional drainage options'. 
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between English and German. It was decided to use the terms established in the guideline DWA 
A 138 E, which is available in both languages and can serve as a kind of 'Rosetta Stone' for 
urban drainage. 
 
A short overview of the current practices of urban drainage in Germany, the UK, and USA is 
presented. The historical development of urban drainage is described using the different phases 
of the innovation cycle described in Kill (1991): 
 
Invention: In the first phase of the innovation cycle, the weaknesses of the existing infrastructure 
system lead to the invention and testing of new solutions (Kill 1991). The first technical urban 
drainage systems in the 19th century were combined sewer systems, in which sewage and 
stormwater were drained in a joint sewer and discharged into receiving water bodies. The 
wastewater treatment plants and sewers within the combined sewer systems could not be 
dimensioned for all critical runoff discharge rates. Hence, for heavy rainfall events there were 
combined sewer overflow (CSO) spills, a situation in which untreated sewage is discharged into 
the receiving water bodies. Two problems occur as a result. For one, the speed and peaknesses 
of the flow in the water body increase compared with natural flow conditions, causing hydraulic 
stress in the receiving water bodies and aggravating the danger of flooding. Also, the untreated 
sewage of CSO spills pollutes the receiving water body. Because of these problems, separated 
sewer systems were developed in the 1960’s. In these systems, sewage and stormwater are 
collected in separated sewers, and stormwater is discharged into the receiving water body. If 
required, end of the pipe treatment technologies like stormwater retention basins are used. 
However, though separated sewer systems reduce the point source pollution load in the receiving 
water body, there is still the problem of diffuse pollutions caused by stormwater. Furthermore, the 
problem with hydraulic stress in the receiving water body remains unresolved. In the 1980’s, 
solutions and innovations began to be developed to reduce the problems involved in receiving 
water bodies caused by conventional urban drainage systems. It was at this time that the concept 
of sustainable urban drainage systems was invented. The objective of sustainable urban drainage 
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systems is not to discharge stormwater into a sewer, but to offer decentralized infiltration, 
evaporation, retention, and treatment to the runoff. 
 
Isolated application: In the next step of the innovation cycle, the new infrastructure solution is 
implemented in small case studies and niche markets (Kill 1991). In the 1990’s in Germany, the 
UK, and USA, the concept of sustainable urban drainage systems was tested in several 
demonstration projects. The development in the UK commenced in 1992 with a series of 
guidelines about sustainable urban drainage produced by CIRIA and associated demonstration 
projects (Scholes & Revitt 2008). In Germany, sustainable urban drainage systems began  in the 
1990s as demonstrated in the International Building Exhibition (IBA) Emscher Park (Londong & 
Nothnagel 1999). In the US, sustainable urban drainage systems (also termed best management 
practice or low impact development) were first applied and tested in Prince George's County in 
Maryland in 1999 (Dietz 2007; EPA 2000). In all countries, the functionality and practicability of 
sustainable urban drainage systems were demonstrated, and the advantages--like the reduction 
of pollution and hydraulic stress--for water pollution control in the receiving water body could be 
observed. 
 
Spreading of the new infrastructure system: In the third phase of the innovation cycle, there was a 
further expansion and implementation of the new infrastructure solution; however, a direct 
competition with the existing infrastructure system was still missing (Kill 1991). In Germany since 
the mid 1990s priority was given to sustainable urban drainage systems, rather than conventional 
sewer systems, in new development sites. This priority was reflected in the water laws of the 
federal states as well as in technical guidelines. Consequently, Germany sustainable urban 
drainage systems were established as state of the art for new development sites (Scholes & 
Revitt 2008). In the UK during the 1990s the acceptance of sustainable urban drainage systems 
came more readily in Scotland than in England and Wales. Currently, sustainable urban drainage 
systems are established in the whole UK as a technical approved solution for new-build urban 
areas even if there are still some economical and regulatory obstacles for an exhaustive 
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implementation (Scholes & Revitt 2008). In the USA the development of sustainable urban 
drainage systems (also termed best management practice or low impact development) differs 
between different states and is still considered an evolving practice (Dietz 2007). In all previously 
mentioned countries, sustainable urban drainage systems could demonstrate their advantages 
over conventional drainage systems and could prove their practicality also in large scale 
application. Nevertheless, in all three countries sustainable urban drainage systems were not 
competing with pre-existing conventional sewer systems. This phase of the innovation cycle 
represents the present state of the art in Germany, UK and USA. 
 
Transition to a new system: In the last phase of the innovation cycle the critical threshold is 
reached, such that the spreading of the innovative infrastructure systems leads to a conversion of 
the existing infrastructure system (Kill 1991). In Germany and the UK sustainable urban drainage 
systems are established as state of the art for new-build settlements. Nevertheless, the 
conversion of the existing conventional drainage systems has not yet occurred. At present in 
Germany, the first examples of the transition from existing conventional drainage systems to 
sustainable urban drainage systems in existing urban areas are being implemented. An example 
is the Emscherregion, where a decoupling of 15% of the existing drainage areas from the sewer 
system is intended. One goal of this decoupling is the transition of these existing areas from a 
conventional sewer system to sustainable urban drainage systems (Stemplewski et al. 2006). A 
complete conversion of the existing conventional drainage systems in the future is unforeseeable 
at the moment. Because of the large amount of existing infrastructure, it is expected that in the 
immediate future there will be combinations of different types of drainage systems (conventional 
sewer systems and sustainable urban drainage system) existing in parallel. 
 
In this dissertation new development sites (new-build urban areas) are the center of attention. For 
these development sites sustainable urban drainage systems are established as state of the art. 
Therefore, the following dissertation is focused on sustainable urban drainage systems and 
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considers conventional urban drainage systems such as combined and separated sewer systems 
only as benchmarks of comparison. 
2.3 System Analysis of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
A system analysis of sustainable urban drainage systems is provided as a first step of the 
scenario method. The structure and performance of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
described, and an analysis model of the system is developed that can be used in the later steps 
of the scenario method. The analysis is based on the procedure described by Häuslein (2003) to 
systematically decompose the system and to develop an analysis model. Häuslein (2003) 
describes two strategies for the decomposition process: structure oriented analysis and 
performance oriented analysis. Performance oriented analysis focuses on questions of the input 
from the environment in the system, the behavior patterns of the systems, and the output of the 
system for the environment (Häuslein 2003). The effects of the system on the environment are 
then analyzed. Contrastingly, structure oriented analysis focuses on the elements of the systems 
and the interactions between those elements. The structure of the system and the interactions 
within it are analyzed (Häuslein 2003). A combination of both of these analysis strategies is 
utilized in this discussion. 
 
The system analysis illustrates the present knowledge about the structure and performance of 
sustainable urban drainage systems, which can be characterized by an overview of the 
comprehensive technical discussion about sustainable urban drainage systems in Germany, the 
UK, and USA. For example, Butler & Davies (2004) provide an overview of the state of the art 
urban drainage and sustainable urban drainage systems in the UK. Akan & Houghtalen (2003) 
present a comparable overview of the state of the art systems in the USA. A literature review of 
the low-impact development practices in the USA is also provided by Dietz (2007). Sieker et al. 
(2006a) give a survey of the state of the art sustainable urban drainage systems in Germany. 
Additionally, a summary of the state of the art sustainable urban drainage systems in different 
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countries including Germany, UK, Brazil, Australia, etc. is provided by Scholes et al. (2008a). The 
following system analysis is based on considerations culled from this recent scientific literature. 
 
Guidelines, regulations, and design manuals about sustainable urban drainage system are also 
taken into account in system analysis. These guidelines are of high importance, as they represent 
the presently accepted state of the art in urban drainage. Scholes et al. (2008a) provide a survey 
of the different guidelines in Germany and the UK. In Germany, the dimensioning and design of 
sustainable urban drainage systems is described in different guidelines. Most important is the 
'Standard DWA-A 138 Planning, Construction and Operation of Facilities for the Percolation of 
Precipitation Water' guideline. Also in the UK a great number of guidelines exist. Most commonly 
used are the guidelines developed by CIRIA (Construction Industry Research & Information 
Association), which were recently updated in 'The SUDS Manual 2007 and Site Handbook for the 
Control of SUDS 2007 (CIRIA 2007a; CIRIA 2007b). In the USA, separate guidelines for different 
states exist. In Florida, for example, the 'Florida's Statewide Stormwater Treatment Rule' from the 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP 2010) and the 'Drainage Handbook - 
Stormwater Management Facility' from the State of Florida Department of Transportation (FDT 
2004) provide dominant guidelines for that state. 
 
2.3.1 Objectives and Boundaries of the System  
The first step of system analysis is to define the objectives and boundaries of the system. Distinct 
sustainable urban drainage systems pursue different objectives. The following section describes 
the main objectives of sustainable urban drainage systems. The objectives discussed reflect a 
general orientation toward German guidelines for integrated urban drainage (DWA A 100); 
however, the system objectives of the UK and USA are comparable. The system objectives are 
substantiated for application in multi-criteria assessment methods, like utility value analysis, in 
Appendix B. The following main objectives for sustainable urban drainage systems are identified: 
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 Drainage of the settlement: A central objective of urban drainage systems is to guarantee 
hygienic circumstances in the settlement and to avoid damages caused by flooding (Gujer 
2007). Key is the guaranteed usability of the settlement area independent of weather 
influences and the protection of people, goods, and facilities against flooding (Sieker 1998). 
To enable an economic provision of drainage, it is necessary to define the intended design 
flood frequency (return period) and to describe the level of drainage comfort and security 
against flooding accepted. The design flood frequency represents the security against 
flooding accepted by the society. For example, the European guideline DIN EN 752 (2008) 
defines the following return periods for different land uses: 1 in 10 years for rural areas; 1 in 
20 years for residential areas; 1 in 30 years for the city center; and 1 in 50 years for 
vulnerable facilities like tunnels or subways. This guideline refers to cases of flooding when 
stormwater overflows from the drainage facility and causes damage. In Germany, many 
sustainable urban drainage systems are dimensioned for a design flood frequency of 5 years, 
referring to the transgression of a defined design level, which does not necessarily cause 
flooding or associated damage (Sieker et al. 2006a). In the UK, relevant regulations and 
standards (e.g. ODPM 2002 or BSI 2000) define different levels of service for urban drainage 
systems. There, standards range from a return period of 1 year for rural areas up to a period 
of 10 years for sensitive urban areas. 
 Disturbance of the natural water cycle: Another important objective is to minimize the 
disturbance of the natural water cycle in settlement areas. In other words, adverse effects to 
the natural water cycle should be avoided. A typical annual natural water balance in central 
Europe and the USA is characterized by 50% infiltration, 40% evapotranspiration, and 10% 
surface runoff (US-EPA 2004 in Sieker 2007). In residential areas with conventional urban 
drainage systems, the water balance is 35% infiltration, 35% evapotranspiration, and 30% 
surface runoff. Densely populated city centers are characterized by a water balance of 15% 
infiltration, 30% evapotranspiration, and 55% surface runoff (US-EPA 2004 in Sieker 2007). 
The objective of sustainable urban drainage systems is to mimic the natural water balance in 
settlements by increasing the evapotranspiration and infiltration rate and by reducing the 
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surface runoff compared to conventional systems. The existing technical literature (e.g. 
Sieker et al. 2009, Sartor 2002) discusses the use of the annual natural water balance as a 
benchmark for designing and dimensioning sustainable urban drainage systems. The existing 
solutions of sustainable urban drainage enable an approximation of the local natural water 
balance in the settlement. This objective is oriented to local conditions, like hydrogeology, 
climate, rainfall patterns, etc., in order to meet specific local potentials. 
 Flood protection in the receiving water body: In the UK, flood protection in receiving water 
bodies is crucial. Therefore, it is important to determine a maximum critical storm-water 
discharge rate, which minimizes the hydraulic impact on the receiving water body. The 
objective in the UK is to provide a retention volume required to prevent a 1:30 year flood. 
Until recently, in Germany, flood protection was a minor consideration in the design of 
sustainable urban drainage systems, but this objective has gained importance. 
 Water pollution control: A clear objective of sustainable urban drainage systems is to 
guarantee the good quality of receiving surface water bodies and groundwater. In Europe, the 
requirements for water pollution control are substantiated by the European Water Framework 
Directive. The directive states that pollution caused by diffuse as well as point sources in 
surface waters should be reduced. On the one hand, the emissions of pollutants should be 
reduced to the best levels possible given the technology available. On the other hand, 
emission-orientated objectives for chemical and ecological conditions are derived from the 
requirements of the water bodies. Furthermore, good chemical and quantitative conditions of 
the groundwater are required. This presents a potential conflict, however, as stricter 
requirements for the protection of groundwater can result in a higher pollution load in surface 
water, and vise versa. It is therefore important to balance the protection of surface waters 
with the protection of groundwater (Sieker et al. 2006a). In the USA, the Clean Water Act 
based on the Clean Water Act of 1977 and the Water Quality Act of 1987 is the key federal 
law for water pollution control. The Clean Water Act covers both the management of point 
source pollutions as well as non-point sources pollutions such as stormwater runoff. In 
addition to federal law, state rules also govern the management of the pollution load of 
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stormwater runoff. The state of Florida, for example, enforces statewide stormwater treatment 
rules (FDEP 2010 and FDEP 2012). 
 Urban water management: Potential effects posed by drainage systems on other 
performance indicators of urban water management — for example, stormwater as a water 
source, the protection of water sources, etc. — should be avoided whenever possible. 
 Social, ecological, and cultural requirements: The requirements of other sectors must be 
considered in the management of urban drainage systems. Kaiser (2004) emphasizes the 
connections between sustainable urban drainage systems and other initiatives like urban 
planning, landscape planning, traffic planning, and development planning. Therefore, 
additional ecological objectives should be taken into account. For example, the consumption 
of natural resources like land use, energy, and construction material by urban drainage 
systems should be minimized; the objectives of nature conservation like the protection of 
fauna and flora and the development of surrogate habitats in urban areas must be considered 
(Sieker et al. 2006a); and the objectives of urban planning and urban design (Sieker et al. 
2006a; Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) must also be taken into account. As such, sustainable urban 
drainage systems are a potential element of urban and landscape design that could facilitate 
the multifunctional usage of public green space, taking into account the demands of different 
users. Therefore, objectives of urban design like providing space for leisure activities, 
amenity provision in public spaces, and improvement of the microclimate must be considered 
as well (Sieker et al. 2006a; Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995). 
Based on the objectives and the temporal, spatial, and functional boundaries, the structure of 
sustainable urban drainage systems is defined. On the one hand, a technical core system is 
defined which includes constructional elements and facilities of the sustainable urban drainage 
system. On the other hand, the social and natural processes of the drainage systems 
environment—including the catchment area, the receiving water bodies, urban planning, nature 
conservation, the users, the climate, etc.—also shape the defined boundaries. 
 Temporal boundaries: There are two approaches to defining the temporal boundaries of 
sustainable urban drainage systems. For one, the average operational life span of the 
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drainage system could be used. The LAWA (2005) guideline documents the average life 
span for single constructional elements of urban drainage systems, of which there is a range 
of 25-40 years for swale infiltration trench systems and a range of up to 50-80 years for 
pipes. The average life span for most elements of sustainable urban drainage systems is 
around 50 years. Another approach is to consider instead the life span of the settlement, 
which is served by the drainage system, for which the average life span could exceed the 
limit of more than 100 years. 
 Spatial boundaries: This dissertation maintains a focus on the spatial scale of a single 
development site; that is, only sustainable urban drainage systems for single development 
sites are analyzed. Therefore, the guiding spatial scale frames the drainage elements within 
the boundaries of the development site under analysis. Elements outside the development 
site, for example, the receiving water body, are considered only when required. 
 Functional boundaries: Because sustainable urban drainage systems serve different 
purposes, a study limitation on a single performance function for urban water management is 
insufficient. Instead, the following three integral performance categories are considered: (i) 
the guarantee of the drainage functions for the settlement; (ii) the objectives of water pollution 
control; and (iii) the ecological, social, and cultural demands of nature protection, urban 
planning, and urban design. 
 
2.3.2 Input of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
Identifying the input factors is the second step of the scenario approach to the assessment of the 
future uncertainties. The following section presents the input factors of sustainable urban 
drainage systems. In the center of attention is the stream of resources and information that flows 
between the system environment and the technical core system. 
 
Design variables and control parameters: The objectives described above affect the design and 
control of urban drainage systems. Objectives like the drainage of the settlement, the orientation 
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of the annual natural water balance, water pollution control, and social, ecological, and cultural 
demands are therefore considered in the dimensioning of the sustainable urban drainage system. 
In addition, control parameters influence the sustainable urban drainage system in an enduring 
feedback process. 
 
Runoff: The volume of runoff to be managed by the sustainable urban drainage system depends 
on natural as well as anthropogenic factors. The intensity and duration of rainfall is influenced by 
short-term fluctuations as well as long-term regional climate conditions. For the design and 
dimensioning of sustainable urban drainage systems, two parameters related to runoff are 
required. The first considers the hydraulic dimensioning of the urban drainage systems’ peak 
flows, which occur with heavy rainfall events. Such heavy rainfall events only last for a short 
duration, but are characterized by high rainfall intensity, which is the product of the volume and 
duration of rainfall for different statistically recurrence times (frequency), and is available as 
Intensity-Duration-Return Period Curves (IDF Curves) for different locations. The second guiding 
parameter is the annual amount of rainfall. For the system’s design, the total transported mass of 
pollutants is taken into account and must be calculated using total annual rainfall (in mm). In 
addition, the process of rainfall transformation in runoff from paved surfaces has to be considered 
as well. Depending on the type of surface, a part of the rainfall is lost by evaporation, blow away, 
or infiltration. Different methods are available to calculate the runoff from urban watersheds in 
relation to rainfall excess and runoff concentration. An overview of some of these methods is 
provided by Akan & Houghtalen (2003). However, the common rational method (runoff coefficient 
method) is described as follows: The runoff (m3/s) is calculated based on the rainfall intensity 
(l/s*ha), the area of the paved surface (m
2
), and the mean runoff coefficient. For different types of 
surface areas, specific mean runoff coefficients exist, which indicates the ratio value of runoff 
from the rainfall volume. Typical mean runoff coefficients reach from 0.9-1.0 for metal roofs to 0.0 
– 0.1 for gardens meadows in flat terrain (DWA-A138). 
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Pollutants: There are a number of different paths for the input of pollutants in sustainable urban 
drainage systems. The pollution load of runoff results from a combination of the primary load in 
rainfall caused by general air pollution and the additional load at paved surfaces from runoff 
formation as well as the conveyance process. The concentration of pollutants varies considerably 
depending on locations. In Germany, the guideline DWA M 153 categorizes the pollution load in 
different land use areas as harmless, tolerable, or intolerable. A high pollution load is expected 
from some urban conditions, for example, from vehicle parking areas with frequent change of 
vehicles; roofing made from copper, zinc, or lead roads and squares with heavy pollution (e.g. 
markets); roads with a ADT of more than 15000 vehicles per day; roads in commercial and 
industrial areas with significant air pollution; HGV parking areas; and aircraft positioning areas in 
airports. With urban runoff, a number of different types of pollutants enter the urban drainage 
systems. The mass inflow could be described as the product of the total annual amount of rainfall 
and the mean pollutant concentration.  
 
Based on a stepwise analysis of hundreds of possible pollutants, Eriksson et al. (2005) delimited 
a list of 24 pollutants and total parameters relevant for urban drainage systems. Basic parameters 
considered include BOD (biological oxygen demand), COD (chemical oxygen demand), TSS 
(total suspended solids), N (Nitrogen), P (Phosphorus), and pH. The identified pollutants include 
dissolved and particulate/colloidal bound metals such as cadmium, chromium, copper, nickel, 
lead, platinum and zinc; PAH groups such as naphthalene, pyrene, and benzo pyrene; herbicides 
such as Pendimenthalin, Phenmedipham, Glyphosate, and Terbutylazine; and miscellaneous 
compounds such as chloride phenol and chloro organo compounds. A summary of the pollution 
loads for runoff in urban catchment areas is also provided by Ellis & Revitt (2008). 
 
Another input stream includes the resources for construction and operation of the sustainable 
urban drainage system. The required land-take for the development of sustainable urban 
drainage systems depends on the system type (Sieker et al. 2009). In systems with only surface 
infiltration without any retention volume, approximately 50-70% of the connected paved surface is 
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required for the drainage system. Sustainable urban drainage systems, which consist of 
infiltration elements with a surface retention volume, require a space of approximately 10-15%. If 
the sustainable urban drainage system is based on elements with subsurface retention volume 
(e.g. swale infiltration trench systems), less than 10% of the paved surface is required (Sieker et 
al. 2009). Because the space for sustainable urban drainage systems must be provided within the 
development site, there are several interactions with the building structure, open space structure, 
and structure of the traffic system. Through multifunctional usage of areas for drainage as well as 
other social, ecological, and cultural demands of open green space, the exclusive land-take of 
sustainable urban drainage systems can be reduced.  
 
In addition, the energy demand of sustainable urban drainage systems must be considered as 
well. Most elements of sustainable urban drainage systems do not require a technical energy 
input for operation. Instead, the construction of the system requires most of the energy—for 
example, energy to modulate the topography, energy for the production of building materials, 
etc.—which could be presented as embodied energy (Zhang & Yanga 2009). 
 
2.3.3 Performance Mechanism and Elements  
This section describes the performance mechanisms that make up sustainable urban drainage 
systems, including inlet control, runoff formation and concentration, infiltration, retention and 
evaporation of stormwater, stormwater treatment, and the associated single system elements. 
 
Source / inlet control: Stormwater can be controlled at the ‘source’ by retaining it at the point at 
which it enters the urban drainage system. The following measures of source control can reduce 
the paved surfaces in an area as well as the mean runoff coefficient. 
 Green Roofs: Stormwater can be retained on green roofs (Figure 4). Green roofs offer a high 
retention capacity, such that the mean runoff coefficient of conventional roofs (0.9) could be 
reduced to a coefficient of 0.5 to 0.3 (Butler & Davies 2004). Stormwater is stored in the 
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substrate of the green roof. Part of the stormwater is evapotranspirated by plants, and the 
discharge of the remaining water into the sustainable urban drainage system is delayed. 
Furthermore, green roofs also improve local micro-climates and can reduce the thermal 
stress of the roof’s construction (Sieker et al. 2006a). 
 Pervious surface: Areas without traffic or with only light traffic can be paved with pervious 
surface materials instead of conventional impervious pavements (Figure 4). Different types of 
pervious surfaces are available, such as pervious pavement, pavement with open joints, 
grass paver blocks, and others. Pervious surfaces significantly reduce runoff by reducing the 
mean runoff coefficient from 0.9 for asphalt to between 0.5 and 0.15, depending on the type 
of surface chosen (Butler & Davies 2004). However, pervious surfaces susceptible to the 
danger of silting, so that infiltration rates may reduce to 10% of the new value over their 
lifetime (Sieker et al. 2009). 
 Stormwater harvesting: The stormwater from roofs may be stored in tanks and used as non-
potable water for the irrigation of gardens, toilet flushing, etc. If the storage volume of the 
tanks is dimensioned and operated according to the requirements of stormwater harvesting, 
the available volume will always remain filled, guaranteeing the uninterrupted availability of 
stormwater. This does pose a contradiction to the requirements of sustainable urban 
drainage systems, as it necessitates that large storage volumes be available in case of heavy 
rainfall events. Nevertheless, the combination of several storage tanks in a settlement 
provides a big retention volume, so that peak flow can be reduced by 30-40% (Butler & 
Davies 2004). 
 
Runoff concentration / conveyance: Different conveyance elements for sustainable urban 
drainage system are available so that runoff from different paved areas can be concentrated and 
discharged into the different management elements. 
 Ditches, trenches, and runnels: Most sustainable urban drainage systems use subsurface 
open conveyance elements. These elements enable a temporary retention of the runoff, and 
with it, a delay in the runoff concentration. Furthermore, visible conveyance elements such as 
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ditches, trenches, and runnels can contribute to urban design and nature conservation 
(Figure 5). The hydraulic capacity of ditches is calculated based on the formula of Manning-
Stickler for surface flow, which considers hydraulic radius, the throatiness of the walls, and 
slope (Akan & Houghtalen 2003). The time progression of runoff concentrations in different 
sections of the ditch network, as well as temporary retention of the runoff, is considered by 
effect modeling (Sieker et al. 2006a). 
Sewers: Elements like pipes and sewers are often used in sustainable urban drainage 
systems as well. Unlike open ditches, these elements provide no temporary retention of 
runoff, and only a marginal delaying effect. The hydraulic performance of sewers is calculated 
based on the Manning-Stickler formula as part-full pipe flow or open-channel flow (Akan & 
Houghtalen 2003). 
 
Infiltration, evaporation, retention, and throttling: These management elements of sustainable 
urban drainage systems enable the quantitative management of runoff. 
 Retention basins: In retention basins, runoff is stored temporarily and the discharge is 
delayed to the next management element or receiving water body (Figure 7). Retention 
basins offer no infiltration and only marginal evaporation of the runoff. There are different 
types of retention basins, including dry retention basins without permanent water bodies as 
well as wet retention basins with permanent water bodies (Butler & Davies 2004). The 
objective of retention basins is to limit the critical stormwater discharge rate. The required 
retention volume is calculated in a time series by the maximum difference between the inflow 
volume and outflow volume (discharge) of the basin.  
 Temporary retention space: Temporary flooding areas, which normally serve other purposes 
as parks, sports fields, and the like, could be used for retention in periods critical for flooding. 
Because of the multifunctional use of these spaces, the demand for retention is minimized. 
Furthermore, the use of such spaces for temporary flooding requires the acceptance of the 
community (Butler & Davies 2004; HamburgWasser 2007). 
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Figure 4. Source control measures green roof and pervious surface  
 
Figure 5. Conveyance elements grass lined ditches and paved runnels 
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 Swale infiltration or basin infiltration: Swale and basin infiltration (Figure 6) are both infiltration 
facilities with an additional surface storage volume, in which the runoff is stored temporarily 
until infiltration takes place. By means of the temporary retention volume, the capacity of the 
infiltration facilities could be improved, and the required space demand compared to simple 
surface infiltration could be reduced. Unlike surface infiltration, here, the required storage 
volume is an essential dimensioning parameter. The retention volume is dimensioned by the 
maximum difference between the inflow volume and the outflow volume, which is described 
by the infiltration rate. The infiltration rate can be calculated using Darcy's law as described 
above. To avoid the dangers of anaerobic soil conditions, silting, and surface compaction, an 
emptying time of 24 h should not be exceeded. Also, a permeability of the percolation zone 
smaller than 1*10-6 m/s should be avoided. Swale and basin infiltration requires a 
permeability of the percolation zone between 1*10-4 and 1*10-6, and a space demand of 10-
15% of the paved area (Sieker et al. 2009). Infiltration facilities also depend on the design 
and the hydraulic loading. For example, infiltration swales are shallow decentralized 
infiltration basins, like grass-lined channels. They could be easily incorporated into urban and 
landscape design. However, because of its decentralized structure, swale infiltration has only 
low hydraulic loading. Infiltration basins, in contrast, consist of larger excavated areas lined 
with grass. These infiltration basins are centrally located in the drainage system, and as such, 
have higher hydraulic loading than swales. Basins can be designed as either dry infiltration 
basins without permanent water bodies or as wet ponds where a permanent volume of water 
is incorporated into the design. These ponds can also serve as pollution control and may 
offer additional aesthetic, recreational, or environmental benefits (Sieker et al. 2009; Butler & 
Davies 2004). 
 Surface infiltration: Surface infiltration elements infiltrate runoff without any surface or 
subsurface retention. These elements are concentrated in marginally used areas with 
vegetated soil and a high permeability of water. Darcy’s law may be used to calculate the 
rates of infiltration. For this calculation, the filter rate of the saturated zone, the hydraulic 
conductivity coefficient of the zone, and the hydraulic gradient are considered. Hydro-
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geological characteristics of the infiltration zone like the zone’s thickness and the soil’s water 
permeability coefficient are also relevant. Surface infiltration also has a high space demand, 
requiring 50-70% of the paved area of the settlement. Soil is also required that has a high 
permeability coefficient of smaller than 1*10 -4 m/s (Sieker et al. 2009) and facilitates a good 
infiltration.  
 Soakaways / infiltration shaft: These infiltration facilities consist of an underground storage 
volume that enhances the soil’s ability to filtrate by creating a huge infiltration active area. 
The runoff runs directly into the underground storage volume without passage through 
vegetated soil. Therefore, these facilities are only suitable for runoff with a low pollution load 
(Butler & Davies 2004; Sieker et al. 2009). 
 Swale infiltration trench element: Swale infiltration trench elements consist of a vegetated 
swale with a subsurface retention volume, which is filled with gravel material with high 
storage volume (Figure 6). The runoff runs in the vegetated swale and infiltrates rapidly 
through the artificial substrate and into the subsurface retention volume, which provides 
additional retention capacity. From the underground storage volume, the stormwater slowly 
infiltrates into the natural sub-soil. An advantage of swale infiltration trench elements is that 
the runoff is infiltrated through a vegetated soil layer, which reduces pollution loads and 
prevents collimation of the infiltration zone. Swale infiltration trench elements facilitate the 
infiltration of runoff in areas with subsoil with a percolation zone permeability of higher than 
1*10 -6 m/s and in settlements where only small areas are available for the drainage system 
(Sieker et al. 2009).  
 Swale infiltration trench system: If additional capacity is required, a connection to other swale 
infiltration trench elements can be provided. Such a combined infiltration trench system 
enables an optimal utilization of the retention volume and infiltration capacity in the drainage 
area. 
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Figure 6. Management elements infiltration swale and infiltration trench system 
 
 
Figure 7. Management element dry retention basin 
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Treatment: Stormwater treatment reduces pollution loads in urban runoff in order to minimize the 
inflow of non-point source pollutants in receiving water bodies and groundwater. Treatment must 
consider numerous physical, chemical, and biological retention and conversion processes of 
pollutants. Most treatment elements used in sustainable urban drainage systems provide a 
combination of different treatment mechanisms like filtration, sedimentation, adsorption, and 
biodegradability. The performance of these different elements can be described simply by using 
the pollutant percentage removal rate (Smullen et al. 1999). However, Scholes et al. (2008a; 
2008b) have questioned the accuracy of generic pollution removal rates. Because pollutant 
removal rates essentially depend on the specific pollution load and designs in individual facilities, 
general statements applied to different treatment facilities will be inaccurate (Scholes et al. 
2008b). Because of this, the values mentioned below must be considered with care. Most 
elements of sustainable urban drainage systems offer both a hydraulic function and a treatment 
performance, and serve for both objectives. Two essential treatment mechanisms are: 
 Infiltration through vegetated soil: All infiltration facilities where runoff is infiltrated through 
vegetated soil layers — infiltration swales and basins, swale infiltration trench systems — 
contribute to the treatment of runoff. Processes including ion exchange, precipitation, and 
biological degradation within vegetated topsoil zones serve to remove pollutants. Most 
pollutants are retained in the first 30 to 50 cm of the soil layer, and vegetated soil infiltration 
can achieve removal rates of COD 70% TSS 90% NH4 80% BOD 80% P 50% (Sieker et al. 
2009). The soil in the infiltration facilities is thus considered as part of the treatment facility. 
Pollutants are intentionally funneled into the soil, which operates as a sink for pollutants in 
order to keep the groundwater and the natural soil unaffected (Sieker et al. 2009). 
 Retention ponds: Permanent water bodies in infiltration and retention facilities can play a 
significant role in pollution removal. Biological processes and sedimentation can reduce 
pollutants and enhance the water quality of the outflow. Retention basins with ponds can 
have pollutant percentage removal rates of TSS 80-90%, N 20-40%, Bacteria 40-60%, 
Hydrocarbons 30-40%, and total metals of 35-50% (Revitt et al. 2003). However, Scholes et 
al. (2008b) warns that there is high variability in pollutant removal rates and recommends that 
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the effects of internal design factors like geometry bathymetry and hydraulic retention times 
on the performance of these water bodies be further investigated. 
 
Sustainable urban drainage systems also include a number of mono-functional treatment facilities 
as well. Litter racks, sediment traps, oil interceptors, filter strips, sand filters, bio-retention filters, 
and constructed wetlands are all examples of such facilities. Of these, the following two elements 
are presented as especially important. 
 Filter strips: Filter strips are vegetated areas designed to promote sheet flow of runoff. The 
elements are used to pre-treat the runoff. The filter strips remove pollutants from the runoff 
with sedimentation, filtration through grass, and adsorption. A pollutant removal rate of TSS 
60-70% and total metals of 30-40% can be achieved (Butler & Davies 2004). 
 Constructed wetlands: Constructed wetlands are artificial wetlands with shallow flowing water 
partly covered by aquatic plants. The plants transmit oxygen from the atmosphere to the 
roots, encouraging microbial growth and with it the removal of pollutants through biological 
processes and sedimentation (Butler & Davies 2004). Wetlands can significantly improve 
water quality, with a pollutant percentage removal rate of TSS 70-95% N 30-50%, HC 50-
85% Metals 40-75% (Revitt et al. 2003). Nevertheless, questions remain concerning the 
influence of internal design factors on the pollutant removal rates (Scholes et al. 2008b). 
 
The combination of the different elements of sustainable urban drainage system within the urban 
water cycle is presented in Figure 8.     
 
Urban and landscape design: Sustainable urban drainage systems may contribute to several 
ecological, social, and cultural objectives of spatial planning. For example, they may promote the 
development of attractive locations, or may support recreational usage of the urban open space 
(Kaiser 2004; Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995; Hoyer et al. 2011). 
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Figure 8. Urban water cycle with the elements of sustainable urban drainage system (own figure 
based on Sieker 2010) 
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Three characteristics of sustainable urban drainage systems in particular are identified as having 
high importance for urban and landscape design. First, the area of the management element 
must have a multifunctional usage. Sustainable urban drainage systems can contribute to the 
development of attractive and useable open green space in settlements. Recreation, amenity 
provisions, and other functions can be supported (Kaiser 2004). For multifunctional usage, non-
specialized management elements like infiltration swales or retention basins are particularly 
suitable. Second, the aesthetic values of well-designed sustainable urban drainage systems can 
contribute to the objectives of urban planning, which include, for example, the increased 
commercial exploitation of new development sites (Kaiser 2004). Sustainable drainage systems 
could perhaps use the positive image of the environmentally-friendly technology to positively 
impact the image of the whole location. Additional approaches to improve the aesthetical value of 
sustainable urban drainage systems are presented in Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995; and Hoyer et al. 
2011. Third, the sustainable urban drainage system could be designed near to nature. Open 
ditches, retention basis, wetlands, or ponds, for example, could facilitate the integration of natural 
elements into a settlement. A number of other objectives of nature protection could easily be 
supported as well, such as the development of substitution habitats or the improvement of habitat 
connectivity, just to name a few. 
 
2.3.4 Interrelationships and System Structure  
Sustainable urban drainage systems consist of several single elements, which have to be 
combined according to local conditions and in keeping with the qualitative and quantitative 
requirements of the system.  
 
In sustainable urban drainage systems, the elements are arranged in a linear series, along which 
stormwater flows from one element to the next. Combining these elements can achieve different 
effects. For example, the retention volume as well as the infiltration and evaporation capacity of 
several elements can be combined so as to extend the hydraulic capacity of the whole system. 
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Alternatively, different treatment elements (e.g. pre-treatment or main-treatment) may be 
combined to achieve an intended treatment performance. The following section presents two 
methods established for analyzing the structures of sustainable urban drainage systems. The 
methods discussed here are treatment path and mass balance. 
 
The so-called treatment path is a concept for the combination of different elements of sustainable 
urban drainage systems. The treatment path, as presented in the CIRIA design manual (CIRIA 
2007a), provides guidance on how different elements should be used in combination and on how 
they should be selected for a particular application. Thereby, both hydraulic performance and 
pollution removal are considered.  A hierarchic concept is used to recommend different elements 
for different spatial stages. The objective is to choose a solution as close as possible to the 
source of the treatment path. The CIRIA design manual recommends following treatment path: 
 stage Inlet control: water butts, green roofs, good housekeeping, 
 stage source control: pervious pavements, soakaways, infiltration trenches, 
 conveyance: filter strips, swales filter drains, 
 stage site control: soakaways, infiltration trenches, ponds and 
 stage regional control: ponds, wetlands. 
 
Mass balance is a concept that refers to the interrelationships between elements of sustainable 
urban drainage systems (Butler & Davies 2004; Gujer 2007). A simple mass balance is based on 
the formula, accumulated mass = mass inflow – mass outflow +/- mass change. This approach is 
used in particular to describe the pollution removal performance of sustainable urban drainage 
systems.  
 Source: The sources of pollutants have already been provided, above. The total transported 
mass of pollutants is taken into account, which is calculated using the total annual amount of 
rainfall and the pollution load. 
 Conveyance: The conveyance of the pollutants in the sustainable urban drainage system is 
presented. The mass exchange between the different elements is analyzed. 
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 Reactor: The treatment measures are considered as reactors, which result in changes in the 
mass balance for the different pollutants. 
 Sinks: The pollutants are removed from the runoff, but remain in the system or the 
environment. The most important sinks are the treatment facilities themselves (e.g. the 
substrate in infiltration facilities) as well as the receiving water bodies. 
 
2.3.5 Output of Urban Drainage Systems 
In the last step of the system analysis, the output from the technical core system towards the 
system environment is presented. 
  
Water: The output (outflow) of water from sustainable urban drainage systems is described using 
the different spheres of the natural water cycle, evapotranspiration, infiltration, and runoff. The 
following section presents the range of outputs from the different types of urban drainage systems 
(Sieker 2007; Sieker et al. 2007a; Sieker et al. 2006b). 
 Evapotranspiration: Sustainable urban drainage systems reduce the rate of evaporation in 
the settlement by -10 to -15%, as compared to the natural water balance (Sieker et al. 
2007a). Nevertheless, the evaporation rate of sustainable urban drainage systems is much 
higher than the rate of conventional drainage systems. So, in settlements with combined or 
separated sewer systems, the infiltration rates are reduced by -15 to -25%. 
 Infiltration: In settlements with conventional drainage systems, the infiltration rate is reduced 
by -10 to -35%, as compared to the natural water balance. In settlements with sustainable 
urban drainage systems, the infiltration rates are comparable to those of the natural water 
balance, with a deviation of -5 to +5% (Sieker et al. 2006b). In single cases, there could be 
the problem that the ground water tables are rising due to an increased infiltration rate, 
resulting in the danger of damages to buildings. 
 Runoff: Settlements with sustainable urban drainage systems could experience minor 
increases in runoff rates of -5 to +15% as compared to the natural water balance. 
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Conventional urban drainage systems, however, will cause much higher increases in runoff, 
with rate increases of +25 to +50%. Sustainable urban drainage systems reduce the speed 
and peaknesses of the flow in the receiving water bodies. According to Sieker et al. (2006b), 
conventional drainage systems could increase the natural annual discharge of the water body 
HQ1 up to 100%. In sustainable urban drainage systems, the HQ1 could even be reduced by 
-50%. Hence, sustainable urban drainage systems contribute to the flood protection in 
receiving water bodies. 
Pollutants: Despite treatment measures, there is still an output of pollutants. 
 Pollutants in soil and groundwater: Despite treatment measures and regulations for the 
infiltration of polluted runoff, the outflow of pollutants into the soil cannot be prevented 
completely. However, properly designed sustainable urban drainage systems can reduce the 
output of pollutants significantly. The substrate in infiltration facilities (a part of the wastewater 
system) serves as an important sink of pollutants. 
 Pollutants in receiving water bodies: An output of pollutants, described as sinks, move from a 
sustainable urban drainage system to its receiving water bodies. Compared to conventional 
drainage systems (particularly, combined sewer systems with high CSO spills), the 
sustainable urban drainage systems reduce the outflow of pollutants significantly. According 
to Sieker et al. (2007a), sustainable urban drainage systems have an annual outflow of TSS 
of 1.2 to 30 kg/a. On the contrary, conventional drainage systems have an outflow of TSS of 
200 to 500 kg/a.  
 
2.3.6 Generic System Model of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
Based on the system analysis outlined in the previous sections, a generic system model of 
sustainable urban drainage systems has been developed. This model will serve as a basis for 
analyzing the uncertainties surrounding flexibility in urban drainage systems. Its generic structure 
will allow the model to be customized to attend to specific requirements. The components of the 
new generic model of sustainable urban drainage systems are given below (Figure 9).  
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 Input from system environment: The system environment includes the essential processes of 
input factors like the duration and intensity of rainfall and pollutants. 
 Paved surfaces: The area and the pollution load of the paved surface in the catchment area 
are considered. 
 Runoff concentration and conveyance: Runoff concentration from different sources and the 
conveyance to treatment elements is taken into account. 
 Infiltration, evaporation, retention, and delayed discharge: These four elements are illustrated 
in the quantitative management of the runoff. 
 Treatment: Elements for the treatment of pollutants are considered, and both the quantitative 
and qualitative management elements must be coordinated.  
 Output to system environment: The outputs (outflows) to the system environment are 
described, with emphasis on the hydraulic and pollution loads.  
 
In order to verify the performance of the sustainable urban drainage system, the generic system 
model must be substantiated by an effect model. A model is needed that can (i) dimension the 
required retention volume and infiltration capacity of the system for long-term series simulations,  
and (ii) verify the intended design flood frequency.  
 
Nevertheless theoretical reflections from decision analysis suggest that the optimal level of 
flexibility in decisions under real uncertainty could not be determined ex ante, because the 
required information is missing (Adam 1996). Effect models are realized, for example, in several 
commercial software solutions.  
 
For this dissertation, the software package STORM XXL is used, which combines a hydraulic 
runoff model with a model for the pollution load simulation. Detailed information about the model 
is available in the program documentation (Sieker 2010a). 
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Figure 9. The proposed generic system model of sustainable urban drainage systems 
 
2.4 Uncertain Future Drivers for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
The second step of the scenario analysis is to identify the possible future drivers that will affect 
the performance of the urban drainage system within the operational life span of 50 to 100 years. 
For this task, a generic framework for the analysis of uncertainties is presented. Finally, based on 
the generic system model and framework for uncertainty assessment, a systematic analysis of 
the future drivers for urban drainage systems is given. 
 
In general discussion, the term ‘uncertainty’ is often confused with similar terms such as risk, 
danger, or insecurity. Therefore, a technical definition of the term is required. In system analysis, 
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uncertainty is defined as 'any departure from the unachievable ideal of complete determinism' 
(Walker et al. 2003). Therefore, this is definition of uncertainty that will guide this analysis. A more 
detailed description of uncertainty is available in Walker et al. (2003), which provides a 
differentiation of the levels, location, and nature of uncertainty. 
 
First, different levels (degrees) of uncertainty must be considered. Two approaches for 
categorizing different levels of uncertainty identified from the technical literature are presented. 
For additional approaches, Tegner (2005) and Fürst & Scholles (2008) provide a useful 
comparison. The first selected approach, developed by Jaeger (2000), distinguishes the degrees 
of uncertainty using the criteria of date of occurrence, probability of occurrence, extent of 
consequences, and kind of consequences. Based on these criteria, the following degrees of 
uncertainty are differentiated (Jaeger 2000):  
 Certainty: An event’s date of occurrence is known. 
 Incertitude: An event’s date of occurrence is unknown. 
 Risk: An event’s date of occurrence is unknown, but the probability its occurrence is known. 
 Uncertainty: An event’s date and probability of occurrence are both unknown. 
 Insecurity: An event’s date and probability of occurrence are both unknown, but the extent of 
its possible consequences is known. 
 Indeterminacy: An event’s date and probability of occurrence, as well as the extent of its 
consequences, are all unknown. 
 Inarticulateness: An event’s date and probability of occurrence, as well as the extent of its 
consequences, are all unknown, but the kind of possible consequences is known. 
 Unrecognizability: An event’s date and probability of occurrence, as well as the extent and 
kind of its possible consequences, are all unknown. 
 
Walker et al. (2003) also differentiate between different degrees of uncertainty, but use instead 
the possibility of predicting future development as a distinct focus. Their uncertainty classification 
is outlined below.  
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 Deterministic: The future development is known and there are no uncertainties at all.  
 Statistical uncertainty (risk): The future development can be described by statistics.  
 Scenario uncertainty: The kind and extent of future developments could be described by 
scenarios but not in a statistical way.  
 Recognized ignorance: There is a general uncertainty about the future development, but the 
existence of the uncertainty is recognized.  
 Total ignorance: The highest degree of uncertainty, in which even the kind of possible future 
development is unknown.  
 
Next, the location of uncertainty in a system is categorized. A simple approach to this is to 
differentiate between system-external and system-internal future drivers (Hocke 2004). In a more 
detailed approach, differentiations are further divided into superior system, system, sub-system, 
and parallel system components (Walker et al. 2003). For technical infrastructure systems 
(Sundberg et al. 2004; Hillmer 1987), uncertainties are described in terms of their location within 
technical, social, or environmental sectors, as described below. 
 The technical system (also called technical core system) consists of the constructional 
facilities of urban drainage systems like pipes, ditches, and retention basins. The 
uncertainties in technical system are related to these constructional facilities.  
 The social system (also called social system environment) considers the people associated 
and concerned with the urban drainage systems—for example, operators, users, and 
regulators, etc. This system essentially influences the planning, implementation, operation, 
and maintenance of urban drainage systems. Numerous socio-economic uncertainties and 
future developments within the social system will affect the performance of urban drainage 
systems.  
 The environment system (also called general system environment) includes the interactions 
between the urban drainage system and the natural environment. Here, environmental 
uncertainties that influence the technical core system are considered. 
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Finally, the nature of the uncertainty is categorized. Here, ‘nature of uncertainty” refers to the 
level of possibility within a system for dealing with a future uncertainty, where the nature is 
characterized as either reducible or structural. This categorization also reflects a confrontation of 
two different strategies for dealing with these uncertainties: the objective approach and the 
emergent approach (Buergin 1999; Wildasvsky 1993; Hauger et al. 2003). 
 Reduce able uncertainties can be traced back to insufficient forecasts as the result of 
insufficient knowledge about a system. This category of uncertainty is addressed by the 
objective approach, which is based on the assumption that uncertainties can be reduced with 
improvements in the analysis and predictions of future developments (Buergin 1999). These 
uncertainties are transformed into objective risks. 
 Structural uncertainties are caused by the natural variances in the future developments of 
complex systems, which cannot be reduced (Walker et al. 2003). The emergent approach 
used to address this uncertainty is based on the assumption that all future predictions are 
associated with high levels of uncertainty that could not be reduced even if analysis methods 
were improved (Buergin 1999).  
 
The general framework for the analysis of future uncertainties has been used to identify the 
uncertain future drivers relevant to urban drainage systems and sustainable urban drainage 
systems in particular. In correspondence with the general system model of urban drainage 
systems, the structure of this analysis is divided in terms of its objectives, input-factors, elements, 
and output-factors, as well as the associated future drivers. 
 
The uncertain future drivers identified for this analysis have been selected based on a review of 
the literature. Further discussion and profound overviews of the different future drivers are 
available in SWITCH (Vairavamoorthy 2009b; Vairavamoorthy et al. 2009c: Scholes et al. 2006), 
AUDACIOUS (Ashley et al. 2007), FORESIGHT (Evans et al. 2004a), and net-WORKS (Kluge & 
Libbe 2006). 
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2.4.1 Uncertainties in Relation to the Objectives of Urban Drainage Systems 
The objectives for the design and dimensioning of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
influenced in large part by the social system environment. As such, social values have a lasting 
effect on most objectives. The consequences of socio-economic drivers and their associated 
uncertainties can influence the future development of objectives for sustainable urban drainage 
systems in a number of ways, captured in brief below. 
 The general social value change (as well as the value change of the stakeholders) influences 
the objectives for sustainable urban drainage systems (Evans et al. 2004a). Two possible 
trends in development are presented here. On the one hand, the social, ecological, and 
cultural demands for urban drainage systems could gain importance because of the 
increasing public awareness of the requirements of sustainability. On the other hand is a 
trend toward the increasing economization of the infrastructure provision. These two 
potential, contrasting trends of social value change provide a snapshot that illustrates the 
uncertainty and variability regarding the relevance of different objectives for urban drainage 
systems in the future.  
 The general economic development and its consequences for the funding of infrastructure 
providers will also influence the objectives of sustainable urban drainage systems (Scholes et 
al. 2006). For example, a financial crisis of the public bodies could result in trends toward 
increased privatization of the infrastructure or in shrinking standards for the design and 
operation of infrastructure in order to reduce costs (Kluge & Libbe 2006). On the contrary, if 
suitable funds for the operation of infrastructure design were available, then the design 
standards might increase, allowing for additional ecological, social, and cultural demands to 
be considered. The general economic development, the funds of the infrastructure providers, 
and the consequences of the objectives of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
associated with numerous uncertainties. 
 A change in the legal framework could have far reaching consequences for the objectives of 
sustainable urban drainage systems as well. In the field of environmental protection, for 
example, changing legal requirements are influencing the existing facilities today. One 
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current example is shown by the implementation and consequences of the European Water 
Framework Directive. This directive aims for ecologization and regionalization of water 
pollution control in Europe (von Keitz & Schmalholz 2002; Hentschel 2005) in order to reduce 
diffuse pollutants in receiving water bodies. To reach this objective, the existing urban 
drainage systems will require changes as well. Other similar developments in the legal 
framework are also conceivable. As such, changes in the European competition law or in the 
public procurement law, or future developments in the legal requirements for flood protection 
may have consequences for urban water management (Kluge & Libbe 2006). Hence, future 
developments in the legal framework and the resulting consequences for existing urban 
drainage systems pose huge and significant uncertainties. 
 
Developing objectives for the design and operation of urban drainage systems is clearly 
characterized by a number of uncertainties related to the social system environment. The 
consequences of already existing trends, as in the case of the European Water Framework 
Directive, could be illustrated using a scenario. There are of course a number of problems with 
making future predications. If there is a paradigm change - in legal rules; in social perceptions - it 
will be impossible to update the existing trends. This circumstance represents structural 
uncertainty, which cannot be reduced with improved future forecasting. The timeframes of future 
drivers also vary widely, able to reach from short-term changes in policy to long-term changes in 
social trends.  
 
2.4.2 Uncertainties of the Input Factors of Urban Drainage Systems 
The input factors of urban drainage systems are affected primarily by several future drivers of the 
social and natural system environment.  
 
An important input factor for urban drainage systems is rainfall. The duration, intensity, and 
frequency of rainfall events are affected by long-term fundamental alterations in climate patterns. 
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Currently, consequences related to global climate change and changes in rainfall characteristics 
represent a central discussion. For a description of the causes and general consequences of 
global climate change, please refer to IPCC (2007a) and IPCC (2007b). The following analysis 
focuses on the possible consequences of climate change for the duration, intensity, and 
frequency of heavy rainfall events, which is an important parameter for the hydraulic 
dimensioning of urban drainage systems. Milly et al. (2008) argue, for example, that climate 
change undermines the basic assumption of “stationarity” that historically has driven the 
management of water systems. For long-term average values such as annual rainfall, reliable 
predictions about the consequences of climate change exist (IPCC 2007a; IPCC 2007b). 
Nevertheless, for all extreme events including heavy rainfall, a present prognosis is associated 
with high uncertainty. In particular, the down scaling of global climate change models to regional 
and local scales is a process required for the dimensioning of urban drainage systems, yet 
associated with severe uncertainty (Loftus 2011). Furthermore, as found by Semadeni-Davies et 
al. (2008), the errors of GCM climate models increase and cascade at every step of the 
downscaling process, so that the general uncertainties about the impact of climate change 
increase on regional or local scales. According to Hallegatte (2009), it is not possible to use the 
results of climate models as inputs for the design and dimensioning of urban water infrastructure 
because of the high levels of uncertainty in the predictions. Furthermore, it is not expected that 
this information will become available soon. There is therefore a significant disparity between 
what can be provided by climate science and what is required for the design of infrastructure 
systems (Hallegatte 2009). Hoppe (2008) and Schmitt et al. (2006) also summarize that the 
current climate models do not provide reliable predictions for the development of rainfall patterns 
in the space and time resolution required for urban drainage system design. Thus, unfortunately, 
for factors relevant to the dimensioning of urban drainage systems, the future uncertainties 
concerning the consequences of global climate change are very high indeed (Zebisch et al. 
2005). These uncertainties associated with the impacts of climate change should not be confused 
with a general skepticism about global climate change (Loftus 2011). These uncertainties are 
reflected in the present technical discussion.   
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On the one hand, the special report of the IPCC (2012) on extreme events caused by climate 
change concludes that:   
 
The IPCC’s prediction of increased rainfall is corroborated by a number of other studies as well. 
Jonas et al. (2005) and Ekström et al. (2005) expect that despite the modeling uncertainties 
described above, the frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall events are likely to increase, as 
climate change is expected to continue until the year 2100. In addition, the UKCIP climate change 
scenarios for the UK expect that rainfall intensity could increase by up to 20% (UKCIP 2002). In 
Germany, the consequences of climate change for urban water management and flood protection 
in particular were investigated in the research project KLIWA (Katzenberger 2004). This project 
recommends that designs of flood protection facilities be considered with a general supplement of 
15 to 20% for the design discharge, and it contends that by considering this buffer, the 
robustness of the systems should be improved. Furthermore, KLIWA proposes methods for the 
development of possible future long-term rainfall series that considers the consequences of 
climate change based on a stochastic weather generator (Ruf 2006). The project AUDACIOUS 
addresses in detail the consequences of climate change for urban drainage systems and 
develops related adaptation strategies. Based on the program RainClim, rainfall time series with a 
high resolution for the period up to 2100 are generated. The results of AUDACIOUS recommend 
an initial uplift of the extreme rainfall events between 10 to 40 % in order to consider the 
uncertainties associated with the predictions of the consequences of climate change (Ashley et 
al. 2007). In the UK, EA/DEFRA summary information W5-074/A proposes additional rainfall 
considerations of 10%, which result in an approximate 20% increase in runoff. This allows the 
consequences of climate change for urban drainage systems of new land-use areas to be 
analyzed despite uncertainty. For Canada, Arisz & Burrell (2006) predict an increase of 10 to 20% 
It is likely (a 66-100% probability of the outcome) that the frequency of heavy precipitation 
or the proportion of total rainfall from heavy falls will increase in the 21st century over 
many areas of the globe. This is particularly the case in the high latitudes and tropical 
regions and in winter in the northern mid-latitudes. (…) Based on a range of emission 
scenarios (B1, A1B, A2), a 1-in-20 year annual maximum daily precipitation amount is 
likely to become a 1-in-5 to 1-in-15 year event by the end of the 21st century in many 
regions, and in most regions the higher emissions scenarios (A1B and A2) lead to a 
stronger projected decrease in return period. (IPCC 2012)  
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in the intensity of rainfall events until 2050, or a halving to the return period of the events, so that 
a rainfall event with a 10-year return period will become an event with a 5-year return period in 
the year 2050. For Denmark, (Grum et al. 2006) argue that despite the uncertainties in predicting 
the consequences of climate change, there is the clear trend that suggests heavy rainfall events 
will become more frequent and will therefore impact the design of urban drainage systems.  
 
On the other hand, a number of authors (Schmitt 2006; Schmitt et al. 2006; Sitzmann 2008; 
Hoppe 2008; Rauch & Toffol 2006) refer to the fact that the consequences of global climate 
change on heavy rainfall events are unable to be assessed by present climate models. Schmitt 
(2006), Schmitt et al. (2006) and DWA Arbeitsgruppe ES-2.5 (2008) point out that the present 
analyses of the consequences of climate change on heavy rainfall events do not have the degree 
of accuracy required for the dimensioning of urban drainage systems. Schmitt (2006) therefore 
rebukes the use of a general climate factor for the design of urban drainage systems and instead 
argues for higher flexibility within the systems. In Germany, the update of the DWD KOSTRA data 
set of intensity-duration-frequency curves from the year 2005, when compared with the previous 
period, were found to report no changes in the intensity of heavy rainfall events for the duration of 
15 to 60 min (which is relevant for dimensioning urban drainage systems) for all frequencies 
(return periods) from 1 to 100 years (DWD 2005). Rauch & Toffol (2006) also could not identify a 
significant increase in heavy rainfall events in the analysis of historic rainfall series. Sitzmann 
(2008) concluded that in Germany, no significant increase in heavy rainfall events with a low 
duration (which are critical for the dimensioning of urban drainage systems) are documented, and 
that there is therefore no reason to change design standards at the moment. Furthermore, Hoppe 
(2008) summarizes that several studies based on rainfall series in Middle-Europe show no 
significant change in the frequency and intensity of the rainfall events, which, again, are critical for 
the dimensioning of urban drainage systems.  
 
The discussion within the technical literature illustrates that there are huge uncertainties involved 
with future developments and the intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall events. It is also 
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unclear if improved regional and local climate models for the future would reduce these 
uncertainties. Uncertainties thus surround the development of the input factor rainfall exist for 
both the middle and the long term.  
 
Another input factor considered for urban drainage is pollution load. Different drivers of the social 
system environment contribute to the influences of pollution loads on drainage systems. 
 Land-use: The pollution load of runoff is influenced by the land-use of the catchment area. As 
such, spatial developments have important influences on the pollution loads of runoff. 
Processes of relevance influence and change land-use patterns in catchment areas and 
subsequently affect pollution loads (Scholes et al. 2006). In existing settlements, changes in 
the pollution load could be caused by trends like inner-city development or the revitalization 
of brown land. The resulting changes are difficult to predict, as economic growth, new 
commercial activities, or the intensification of agriculture could cause an increasing pollution 
load. Or, it is conceivable that existing deindustrialization processes could promote a lasting 
reduction of the pollutions. As a consequence of these conflicting trends, knowledge of 
whether the pollution load in catchment area will increase or decrease is indeterminate. Both 
the future development of the land-use and the as-associated consequences for pollution 
loads are characterized by huge uncertainties.  
 Traffic: Increases in the volume of traffic as well as developments in traffic technologies will 
also influence the pollution loads of urban runoff in substantial ways. Several forecasts of the 
future of urban traffic have identified a number of sub-processes as well, which include 
population growth, mobility habits, economic growth, development of traffic costs, 
technological development, and others, as seen in Acatech (2006), Shell (2004), and Tramp 
et al. (2006). The result of this is that the traffic volume predictions are characterized by a 
huge range that increases from 30% until 2050 up to a stagnation of the traffic volume. 
Consequences for the pollution load of the streets are expected. There are also different 
predictions about future mobility technologies. Some expect that the increases in 
implementation of new sustainable car technologies (such as engines with alternative fuels) 
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will reduce the pollution load on the streets (Scholes et al. 2008a). Others, like Shell (2004), 
expect that in the medium term the conventional petrol engines will be determinant. These 
examples demonstrate just a few of the ways that uncertainties will be interconnected with 
future development to traffic and the associated pollution loads. 
 Air pollution: The pollution load of urban runoff is also affected by general air pollution. 
Therefore, the future developments of air pollution are considered. One affecting impulse for 
the reduction of air pollution, for example, could be the European air quality guidelines (E G-
RL 96/62) and subsidiary directives. A potential development of this could be that according 
to the trends of the last decades, the reduction of the air pollution will continue. However, the 
present discussion of air pollution in European cities is focused on the aspect of fine particles 
and nitrous gases NOX (LFU 2003), two pollutant categories of minor importance for the 
pollution load of the runoff. Furthermore, particularly in industry, a high level of emission 
reduction has already been reached, and it is questionable if further important reductions 
could be achieved. The developments of air pollution represent yet another source of several 
uncertainties. 
 
There are huge uncertainties about the future development of the pollution load of the urban 
runoff. In general, a stagnation or additional reduction of the pollution load is expected in the 
future (Scholes et al. 2008a). However, in local catchment areas, which are relevant for the 
design of the treatment capacity of sustainable urban drainage system, an increase in the 
pollution load is also possible. The pollution load is influenced variously by medium to long-term 
developments. Though these structural uncertainties cannot be reduced, they can be described 
using future scenarios.  
 
The basic conditions for the infiltration of runoff are determined by the local hydro geological 
conditions of the infiltration zone. For these hydro geological conditions, uncertain future drivers 
have to be considered. One potential future driver of these conditions is the large-scale changes 
of the local groundwater tables caused by urban development. The associated developments of 
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this driver also have the potential to counteract. On the one hand, urban development with 
increasing paved surfaces can cause a decreasing infiltration rate and shrinking local 
groundwater tables. Then, the hydro geological conditions for the infiltration of stormwater will 
improve. On the other hand, in some cities, the trends of rising groundwater tables and 
subsequent worsening conditions for stormwater infiltration are observed (Kennedy et al. 2007). 
This trend is caused by developments like the reduction of the local extraction of groundwater for 
drinking water or the improvement of the sewer system from reduced groundwater drainage. The 
future development of the hydro geological conditions can vary depending on local development. 
However, scenarios could describe the middle to long-term alterations of the hydro geological 
basic conditions. 
 
The size of paved surfaces is primarily influenced by drivers of the social system environment, 
and, in particular, by the spatial and associated social developments. In the following, these two 
main drivers are considered, where spatial development applies both to the whole city as well as 
to internal developments in single settlements.  
 
There are contradicting trends for the general spatial development of cities that could cause both 
increases and decrease in the paved areas. In many cities, there is still a suburbanization 
process with the development of new settlement areas and an increase of the paved surface. The 
drivers behind the suburbanization are social processes like the growth of population, changing 
requirements on housing, the increase of the mean living space demand per person, etc. 
(BMVBS & BBR 2003). In other places, though, such as Eastern Europe, cities are shrinking 
along with the trend of a reduction of the paved surface. The shrinking process is caused by 
drivers like the migration of population or the ageing of society and results in a deconstruction of 
houses and infrastructure (Institut für Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg 
2003). Uncertainties here concern the general spatial development as well as the local 
consequences for the single city and the single settlement.  
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In addition to the general spatial trends, local developments in single development sites also 
affect the size of paved surfaces. The internal developments could be illustrated as a life cycle of 
a quarter (Bizer et. al 2007). Concerning the size of the paved surface, the following development 
phases of a development site may be distinguished: 
 First, there is the original land use as open space, brown field, or previous settlement. 
 Second, the development site is initially constructed. In this process paved surface is 
produced and an urban drainage system is constructed. The development of new build areas 
is associated with uncertainties in relation to both the timeframe and the extent of the 
development (whether the area will be developed as planned or if some area will remain 
undeveloped, e.g. because of missing market, so that the paved surface is smaller than 
originally expected). There is also the danger that the urban drainage system is over 
dimensioned.  
 Third, there is a continual development of the site with a steady but slow increase of 
impervious area, for example by construction of additional carports, enlargement of houses, 
changes of streets of footpaths, etc.  
 Fourth, with the ageing of the inhabitants and the change from the first to the second 
generation of landlords, there is a maturity phase of the development site. A change of 
landlords is also often associated with comprehensive changes of the buildings to adapt them 
to the living requirements of the new generation. Thus, there could be an enlargement of 
houses and an increase in the paved surface. But shrinking cities with a decreasing demand 
and also a demolition of buildings and infrastructure is possible as well.  
 
Even for a single development site, there is a wide range of possible future developments—for 
example, stagnation, increase of paved surface by additional buildings, or decrease of paved 
surface building demolition, to name a few. The development of paved surface on the local level 
is then associated with a number of its own uncertainties.  
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The interactions of the different global and local spatial developments are associated with huge 
uncertainties. In most cities there are oppositional but synchronous spatial development trends, 
like shrinking in one quarter and growing in another quarter. Because of inconsistency in 
development trends, there are substantial uncertainties about the spatial development and the 
development of the paved surface. Some spatial development processes can be controlled by 
urban planning, though several spatial development processes are beyond the control of urban 
planning, such that a structured uncertainty exists that is unable to be reduced. However, the 
spatial development trends are associated with medium to long-term uncertainties and could be 
described by future scenarios. 
 
2.4.3 Uncertainties in Relation to the Performance of Urban Drainage Systems 
This section discusses the uncertainties in the technical core system of the urban drainage 
system. The internal future drivers of the system for hydraulic performance and treatment 
performance are analyzed. 
 
The hydraulic principles of urban drainage system are mainly understood. Indeed, the hydraulic 
functionality is complex and is influenced by several internal and external factors. A consequence 
of the complex system’s behavior is that the frequency of design rainfall does not necessarily 
correspond with the resulting design flood frequency. In other words, a rainfall event with a 
recurrence time of five years does not necessarily result in flooding with a return period of five 
years. Because of the complexity of the system, there are unsystematic variances (Sieker et al. 
2006a). Despite this, hydrodynamic effect models could represent the hydraulic performance of 
specific urban drainage systems, for which the consequences could be analyzed with a high 
degree of accuracy. Hence, Hauger et al. (2003) concludes that the hydraulic processes of urban 
drainage system are well understood, despite the complex system internal interaction. 
Nevertheless, some uncertain future drivers will affect the performance of the technical core 
system.  
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Uncertainties for the hydraulic performance can occur during the operation process of the system. 
During operation, there is the danger of failure—bottlenecks in ditches caused by waste, plants, 
sediments, etc. Such bottlenecks occur accidentally, but the danger could be reduced through 
regular control and maintenance. Furthermore, there are problems with the collimation (siltation) 
of infiltration facilities which  seal themselves. This process adversely affects the infiltrate rate of 
the facilities. The collimation problems could be reduced by constructional measures (like 
sedimentation facilities or infiltration via the vegetated topsoil) or with management measures 
(like restricting the use of the infiltration areas to prevent the compaction of the soil and regular 
maintenance) (Sieker et al. 2009). Uncertainties for hydraulic performance can therefore be 
reduced significantly by regular control and maintenance. However, uncertain future drivers may 
also influence the quality of the maintenance itself. The standards for maintenance depend on the 
business model for the operation of the urban drainage system (Kluge & Libbe 2006). For 
example, if a sustainable urban drainage system is operated and maintained by several private 
landlords, it is uncertain if the proper maintenance is guaranteed because of missing technical 
expertise; and if private companies operate sustainable urban drainage systems, there is the 
danger that the maintenance will focus on economic objectives, thereby reducing precautionary 
maintenance (Ashley et al. 2007). Nonetheless, the public will likely expect that the maintenance 
is guaranteed in urban drainage systems, which are operated by utilities and interested in the 
long-term and reliable operation of the system (Ashley et al. 2007). Hence, further uncertainties 
additionally surround the future development of maintenance, the danger of failures in urban 
drainage systems, and the resulting consequences. 
 
The uncertainties about the quality of maintenance in the future will pose consequences for the 
hydraulic performance of the sustainable urban drainage system. These uncertainties could be 
described by scenarios analysis, though they are structural uncertainties that will not be reduced. 
The development occurs in a medium to long-term period. 
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Additional uncertainties for the treatment facilities of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
described in this section. Unlike the quantitative management, the qualitative management of 
sustainable urban drainage systems is affected by numerous uncertain future drivers. 
 Treatment performance: According to Scholes et al. (2008b), the effectiveness of treatment 
facilities depends on several local conditions in addition to the design characteristics of the 
specific facility, so that a generalized pollutant percentage removal rate is a mostly not valid 
indicator for performance. There are therefore uncertainties within the pollutant percentage 
removal rates of the treatment facilities of sustainable urban drainage systems. For example. 
Scholes et al. (2008a) claim that different types of treatment facilities like ponds and wetlands 
must to be predicted in order to investigate the internal design factors that influence plan 
pollutant removal rate, like geometry bathymetry, hydraulic retention times, sediment water 
column, etc. However, there are also treatment mechanisms like the passage of the 
vegetated soil, with well-understood functionality and several experience-based verifications 
(Sieker et al. 2009). Nonetheless, uncertainties will remain concerning the technical 
understanding of the performance of several treatment facilities within sustainable urban 
drainage systems. 
 Maintenance: To guarantee the reliability of performance, maintenance of the treatment 
facilities in sustainable urban drainage systems is required. The pollutant percentage removal 
rate is also influenced by the quality of the maintenance. As already presented above, the 
quality of maintenance is affected by several socio-economic drivers and hence is associated 
with future uncertainties.  
 Technological development: Because of the long operational life span of urban drainage 
systems, it is possible that an available treatment technology will change during lifetime of the 
system. The development and implementation of technological innovation is characterized by 
several uncertain future drivers (Scholes et al. 2006; Evans et. al 2004a; Pinnekamp et al. 
2008). Different from quantitative management facilities, which are already sophisticated, for 
treatment facilities, distinct technological improvements are possible. This is illustrated by the 
fact that in the present technical literature, only minor innovations are made for quantitative 
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management, but several innovations for the treatment of urban runoff are discussed. As 
examples, filter systems for gullies (Sommer 2004) and strategies for the retrofitting of 
wetlands (Ellis et al. 2003) are both mentioned as new treatment approaches. The invention 
and implementation of innovations depend on several socio-economic drivers, so the ability 
of a society to innovate corresponds with general economic development and the available 
funds for research. Furthermore, ability depends on the open-mindedness of the society 
toward change. There are huge uncertainties, even including incertitutede, looming over the 
innovations for treatment facilities of sustainable urban drainage systems and also regarding 
how such innovations will be implemented in future. 
 
The quality of the maintenance of treatment facilities is, as described, associated with structural 
uncertainties. Furthermore, there is uncertainty in terms of the uncertainty itself, as it is presently 
unknown if the uncertainties associated with the treatment facilities are reducible uncertainties, 
caused by inadequate knowledge, or structural and not reducible uncertainties, caused by 
complex treatment processes. Moreover, there is incertitude about the future development of 
technological innovations. Thus the treatment facilities of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
clearly confronted with high uncertainties. 
 
2.4.4 Uncertainties in Relation to the Output Factors  
Urban drainage systems are characterized by a linear process without any feedback loops. 
Therefore, most output factors and associated uncertainties do not affect the urban drainage 
system. There are, however, some that do, as output factors that provide indirect feedback loops 
with the system. For example, urban drainage systems contribute to the attractiveness of the area 
for urban planning and influence spatial development; this may results in consequences of paved 
surfaces or the dimensioning of the urban drainage system. Another relevant feedback loop is the 
emission goal for controlling water pollution. 
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The emission goals of water pollution control for the discharge of urban runoff in receiving water 
bodies depend on the specific receptiveness of the water body. Thus, the emission goals affect 
the objectives (the treatment requirements) of the urban drainage system. For this reason, the 
future drivers for the loading capacity of the receiving water bodies are considered here.  
 Consequences of climate change: The loading capacity of receiving water bodies depend on 
characteristics like flow rate or water temperature, which could be affected by possible 
consequences of global climate change. In other words, the consequences of global climate 
change, like changing rainfall patters, can cause consequences for the loading capacity of 
receiving water bodies. One potential consequence of global climate change may be an 
increase in the frequency and duration of drought periods in the summer months, as 
discussed in Zebisch (2005). Such a development could affect the flow rate of the receiving 
water bodies so that the treatment requirements for the sustainable urban drainage system 
increase to compensate for the decreasing loading capacity. As described above, predictions 
about the possible consequences of global climate change involve a number of uncertainties 
on regional and local levels.  
 Pollution preload: The pollution preload of the receiving water bodies is influenced by several 
socio-economic drivers like the development of land-use, traffic, and air pollution in the 
catchment area. On the one hand, increasing pollution loads from the catchment area could 
cause increasing treatment requirements for the urban drainage system. On the other hand, 
when the pollution preload of the receiving water bodies decrease because of general 
improvements in water pollution control, the treatment requirements for the single urban 
drainage systems could decrease. There is just one example of the several uncertainties 
affecting the future development of the pollution preload of receiving water bodies.  
 
The loading capacity of receiving water bodies affects by several medium to long-term 
uncertainties, which in turn affect the treatment requirements of the sustainable urban drainage 
systems.  
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Figure 10. Uncertain future drivers of urban drainage systems (UDS) 
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2.4.5 Conclusions Uncertain Future Drivers for Urban Drainage Systems 
In the technical core system of sustainable urban drainage, only minor future uncertainties exist. 
Despite some open questions about the performance of treatment facilities, the functionality of 
the technical core system is mainly understood. The uncertainties that do remain in the technical 
core system are of minor importance for the required flexibility of sustainable urban drainage 
systems. Most of the major future uncertainties concerning urban drainage systems during their 
life spans (50 to 100 years) accrue instead in the social and natural system environment. Within 
this environment a number of sources of substantial uncertainty can also be identified in 
particular. Some examples of these include the future drivers for urban and traffic development 
(paved surfaces, pollution loads, hydro geological conditions); social development (objectives, 
maintenance quality, available technology); and climate change (rainfall patterns, loading 
capacity, receiving water bodies), which can have significant effects on the performance of 
sustainable urban drainage systems. Based on the generic system model of sustainable urban 
drainage systems, a summary of the different future drivers is presented in Figure 10.    
 
2.5 Scenarios Describing Future Uncertainties of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
In the last step of the scenario approach, scenarios are developed that can describe future 
uncertainties and with those, develop the required flexibility within the sustainable urban drainage 
systems. Based on the results of the systematic analysis of uncertainties in sustainable urban 
drainage systems, presented above, scenarios can be generated. For this, several future drivers 
and possible future trends are combined to form coherent possible future developments, then 
described as scenarios. The combination and selection of drivers and trends is supported by so-
called scenario storylines, which describe the coherent developments of some basic drivers. In 
the following section, scenarios are developed that represent the range of future uncertainties for 
which flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems is required. The scenarios describe the 
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range of future uncertainties, the speed and progress of the related future changes, and then 
present the range of the uncertainties for which flexibility should be provided. 
 
Scenarios reduce the huge number of possible combinations of different drivers to a limited 
number of possible future states (Fürst & Scholles 2008). The scenarios represent possible future 
developments but do not mention the probability of the different future states. The objective is not 
to use the scenarios to predict the future developments precisely; instead, the object is to 
describe a realistic spectrum of possible future developments in consideration of the systematic 
interrelationships between different drivers and future trends (Fürst & Scholles 2008). Hence, 
scenarios are suitable to represent complex and uncertain future development in a systematic 
way. Because no information about the probability of different future drivers is required, scenarios 
are suitable for addressing severe uncertainties.  
 
The future scenarios are developed based on following assumptions:  
 The basic characteristics of the scenarios are given. First, the scenarios represent the 
development for a period of 50 years. This time period is selected based on the average 
operational life span of core elements of sustainable urban drainage systems. Next, the 
consequences of the future drivers are considered for the spatial scale of a single 
development site. As the applied case studies are located in Germany and the UK, the 
scenarios focus on the drivers most relevant to European cities. Third, as the system ’s 
internal drivers are of a minor import compared with external drivers, the scenarios focus on 
the drivers from the social and natural system environment and do not consider the 
uncertainties occurring within the technical core system.  
 Three core drivers are in the center of attention for each different scenario. First the spatial 
development trends are considered. Then the social value change trends are taken into 
account. Next, economic development is considered as a core driver. Based on these three 
core drivers, the general development trends of the scenario storylines are developed, and 
from it, additional sub-drivers for sustainable urban drainage systems are deduced .  
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 The scenario storylines are developed referring to existing scenario storylines for spatial 
development and the development of technical infrastructure systems. The scenarios 
considered are (i) the scenario storyline for socio-economic and technical development: 
'Foresight – Intelligent Infrastructure Futures – The Scenarios Towards 2055' (Curry et al. 
2005); (ii) the scenario storyline for socio-economic and spatial development: 'Scenarios for 
spatial development – space and settlement structure in Germany 2015 / 2040'  (BMVBS & 
BBR 2003); and (iii) the scenario storyline for socio-economic development and development 
adaptive capacity concerning climate change: 'Building Economic and Social Information for 
Examining the Effects of Climate Change' (BESEECH) scenarios 2050 (Dahlström & 
Salmons 2005). The general trends from these scenario storylines are adopted and 
customized for sustainable urban drainage systems.  
 
 The objective of the scenarios is to present the range of future uncertainties which result from 
the systematic interrelationships between different future drivers. For this reason, the 
scenario storylines were chosen to represent contrasting trends that may result from the 
drivers, like growing, shrinking, or balancing.  
 
The characteristics of the scenarios and the development trends are summarized in Figure 11.    
 
 
Figure 11. Future scenarios describing the required flexibility of urban drainage systems  
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2.5.1 Scenario 'Global Village'  
The development of the next 50 years will be representing a booming globalised economy. The 
society will be characterized by economization, technique-orientation, and consumerism. There 
will be long lasting economic growth, which may on the one hand increase economic wealth, or, 
on the other hand, intensify ecological or environmental stress. Economic wealth will result from 
growth in average living areas, so there will be a further increase in settlement areas. In addition, 
the demands of urban design as well as the aesthetic aspects of environmental protection — 
clean water, landscaping, scenery — will gain in importance. As a result of the change from an 
industrial economy to a service-oriented economy, the industrial pollution load will decrease.  
However, the global economy will also result in increased need for mobility, so traffic volume will 
increase. The innovation-friendly climate will result in far reaching technological changes of cars 
with a sharp decline of petrol machines. The climate protection goals will not be achieved, 
resulting in a strong global climate change with consequences on rainfall patterns. The following 
changes in input factors for sustainable urban drainage systems are anticipated:  
 Ecological objectives: In the economic-driven society, ecological demands will not take center 
attention. The importance of ecological objectives for sustainable urban drainage systems will 
remain at the present level.  
 Social and aesthetical objectives: In wealthy societies, the significance of aesthetical 
objectives of urban design will increase. For technical infrastructure systems, a mono-
functional technical design will no longer be accepted. A multifunctional use of the space will 
be a goal of future sustainable urban drainage systems. The attractiveness of a location’s 
image will increase significantly, resulting in an increasing importance (weighting) of social 
and aesthetical goals of up to 40% in the next 50 years.  
 Intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall events: As a consequence of lacking climate 
mitigation measures, there will be strong climate change in the future. As expected from 
some experts, the duration, intensity, and frequency of heavy rainfall events will increase 
significantly. Nothing will happen in the first 30 years, but then a steady increase in the 
volume of heavy rainfall events will occur of up to 40% in the year 50.  
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 Pollution load: The shift to a service-oriented economy and the resulting deindustrialization as 
well as the change to more sustainable traffic technologies will results in a steady reduction 
of the pollution load. But because of stagnating environmental demands and the increasing 
traffic volumes, the total reduction will be low. In the first 20 years, there will be a stagnating 
pollution load, then a slight reduction of -10% until the year 50.  
 Paved surface: Because of the booming economy and the increasing wealth, there will be a 
steady increase of the settlement area, and along with it, in the size of the impervious area. 
Even in existing settlement areas, there will be further increases in the impervious areas. The 
impervious area in existing development sites will increase significantly by 30% in 50 years.  
2.5.2 Scenario 'Gated Communities'  
As result of the uncertainties of the future over the next 50 years, a neoconservative society will 
arise. The many changes of the complex world will result in a public mindset of avoiding 
uncertainties and changes in the personal spheres, including in the settlements in which people 
live. The required economic means to enable the attitude 'My Home is my Castle' will be 
available. The spatial development will be characterized by so-called 'gated communities'. The 
development of the technical infrastructure will be driven by a conservative engineer paradigm 
with a low risk approach. This will result in the application of tried and tested technologies with 
only minor innovations. In addition, large safety factors in the design of technical infrastructure 
systems will be considered, in order to guarantee that the infrastructure will not fail. The many 
developments will result in the fact that the single development sites are steady units within a 
complex world. The developments outside the single sites will not affect the development of the 
land-use area itself, and could therefore be neglected. As a result, the present status quo will not 
change in the next 50 years.  
 Ecological objectives: The conservative attitude of society will result in the increased 
importance of preserving and protecting nature. Nevertheless, because of the missing 
innovative forces, the existing ecological objectives will remain.  
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 Social and aesthetical objectives: The social activities in the conservative society will focus in 
the private space. In addition, space for neighborhood activities will be needed. These 
contradicting trends will result in the continuation of the present demands.  
 Intensity and frequency of rainfall: The consequences of climate change will manifest in long-
term periods. Differently from as expected by some experts, the next 50 years will reveal no 
changes in the duration, intensity, or frequency of rainfall patterns due to climate change. The 
runoff characteristics remain unchanging as well.  
 Pollution load: There will be no further successes in reducing the pollution load, as the easily-
achievable reduction potentials are already exhausted. The level of the pollution load will 
therefore remain steady.  
 Paved surfaces: Because of the conservative tendencies, large constructional changes in 
existing settlement areas will not be supported. Also the building activities of construction and 
demolitions will balance so that there will be no changes in the size of paved surfaces in 
existing settlements.  
 
2.5.3 Scenario 'Shrinking Settlements' 
The society in 50 years will be shaped by a severe energy and economic crisis. The crisis will 
intensify already existing negative trends, like the shrinking and ageing of society, ecological 
issues, and the ageing of the infrastructure. This drastic and radical crisis will not result in a total 
collapse of society, but the reduced financial means of the infrastructure providers will require a 
change in the setting of priorities. Priorities will be placed on guaranteeing the basic functions of 
the urban drainage system. Additional objectives — ecological, social, or cultural demands — will 
lose importance. In addition, there will be no precautionary maintenance of the technical 
infrastructure, so problems will only be addressed as soon as they occur. The shrinking economic 
development will influence spatial development trends as well. The economic plateau in 
combination with a shrinking and ageing society will result in shrinking cities. In existing land-use 
areas, there will be an uncoordinated demolition of buildings resulting in brownfields. 
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Furthermore, in the shrinking cities, a stagnating traffic volume is expected. Despite the economic 
decline there will be global climate change, as stated. The reduction of the emission caused by 
economic decline will not change the already-occurring climate changes. As a result of the crisis, 
development will be characterized by abrupt alterations. The consequences for sustainable urban 
drainage systems are described as follows. 
 Ecological, social, and aesthetical objectives: Ecological, social, and aesthetic requirements 
for urban drainage systems will be considered as a luxury. Following year 20, the ecological, 
social, and aesthetical objectives will significantly lose importance at about -40% in the next 
30 years.  
 Intensity and frequency of rainfall: The global climate change will lead to minor changes in 
the duration, intensity, and frequency of heavy rainfall events. In the first 30 years, nothing 
will change. Then, a slight but steady increase in the volume of heavy rainfall events of up to 
10% in the next 20 years will begin.  
 Pollution load: The traffic volume will stagnate. Following this crisis, economic activities will 
decrease. These effects will be contradicted, though, by the ageing of vehicles, a lack of 
vehicle maintenance, and the decreasing environmental standards for commercial and 
industrial uses. In the first 20 years, there will be a slight increase of the pollution load of 
10%; in the next 30 years, there will be an increase of 30%.  
 Paved surface: In the future there will be an uncontrolled shrinking of cities. Random 
deconstruction of buildings in existing land-use areas will take place, resulting in a significant 
decrease of the paved surfaces. In the first 20 years, the area will stagnate, but then there 
will be a shrinking of the paved surface of -30% until the year 50.  
 
2.5.4 Scenario 'Eco Cities'  
As a response to the future challenges, there will be a lasting change in the values of society 
towards sustainability. Ecological objectives like habitat protection and resource efficiency will 
gain in importance. The green economy will result in steady economic development no longer 
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focused on short-term profits, so that adequate funds for sustainable investments will be 
available. The changing values of the society will also influence the spatial development. The 
growing space demand will be stopped to guarantee a high efficiency of urban developments. 
The spatial development will be characterized by the redevelopment of existing settlements and 
the conversion and reconstruction of old buildings in order to implement new sustainable 
technologies. Several objectives of sustainable development, such as the reduction of energy 
consumption, habitat development, reduced water demand, and traffic calming, will be achieved 
due to a planned conversion and qualification of the existing settlements. Also in the field of urban 
drainage there will be high importance placed on the development of sustainable solutions. 
Furthermore, there will be sustainable conversion of the existing traffic system. The traffic volume 
of cars will be reduced, and public transport, bikes, and low-emissions vehicles will guarantee 
public transport. The transition to a sustainable society will not mitigate global climate change 
completely, but the consequences will be reduced. The implementation of the new requirements 
will be organized in a long-term steady process to enable a step-by-step conversion of the 
existing settlement and infrastructure. The following consequences for sustainable urban 
drainage systems will be observed: 
 Ecological objectives: The ecological objectives for urban drainage systems will gain in 
importance and with a significant increase of the weighting of up to 60% in the next 50 years.  
 Social and aesthetical objectives: The social and aesthetical demands will be considered in 
all urban drainage systems. The construction of a mono-functional technical infrastructure will 
not be longer accepted. The importance of the social and aesthetical demands will increase 
significantly up to 60% in the next 50 years.  
 Intensity and frequency of rainfall: The consequences of global climate change will be 
reduced. However, a total avoidance of the consequences of climate change will be not 
possible because of the already-undergoing climate change processes. There will be only 
minor changes in the duration, intensity, and frequency of heavy rainfall events. In the first 30 
years, nothing will change. Then, a minor increase in the volume of heavy rainfall events of 
up to 10% in the next 20 years will begin. 
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 Pollution load: Because of the sustainable conversion of the traffic system with a reduction of 
traffic volume and new vehicle technologies, there will be a significant reduction in the 
pollution load of -30% in the next 50 years.  
 Paved surfaces: During the conversion of the existing land-use areas, the size of the paved 
surface will also be reduced. Still, the potentials for the reduction of paved surfaces in 
existing areas will be limited, as the contradicting trend of an increasing inner city 
development will be occurring simultaneously. As a result, only a slight reduction of the paved 
surface of -10% in the next 50 years will be achieved.  
 
2.6 Future Uncertainties and Required Flexibility of Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems 
Urban drainage systems are mainly affected by structural uncertainties that are unable to be 
reduced by better forecasting. For most drivers, it is possible to identify the future trends that can 
affect performance; however, for almost all future drivers, the probability of occurrence as well as 
the extent of the consequences cannot be predicted, and thus deterministic forecasts are 
impossible. For some drivers, uncertainty extends even to the tendency of the development, that 
is, whether the result will be an increase or a decrease of the pollution load of urban runoff, for 
example. Furthermore, the consequences of the different future drivers interact with one another, 
which aggravate predictions. As a consequence of this, the uncertainties for the different future 
drivers must be summed. The result of the scenario analysis shows that the several future drivers 
cause uncertainties for sustainable urban drainage systems, but it is difficult to substantiate the 
level of uncertainty. For the following performance categories of sustainable urban drainage 
systems, structural uncertainties exist:  
 The hydraulic performance of the system (where important drivers are the consequences of 
climate change and the development of paved surfaces). 
 The treatment capability of the system (where important drivers are the requirements for 
water pollution control and the alterations of pollution loads). 
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 The social and ecological objectives (where important drivers are the changing objectives of 
nature protection and urban planning). 
 
Possible future scenarios to describe the required flexibility to cope with future uncertainties are 
described. The identification of the required flexibility is the first step in the framework for 
optimization of the flexible design of urban drainage systems. The scenario approach presented 
in this dissertation can be applied for different locations and facilitate a reliable presentation of the 
required flexibility. 
 
The design of urban drainage systems is confronted with the dilemma of insufficient information, 
as no sufficient future predictions are possible for the development of these future drivers for the 
operation life span of urban drainage systems from 40 up to 80 years (Scholes et al. 2006). 
Nevertheless, decisions for the design of urban drainage cannot be deferred, even if it is 
expected that the foundation for these decisions will alter during their long operational life spans. 
To deal with this dilemma, a flexible design of urban drainage systems is proposed as alternative, 
as flexible urban drainage systems will guarantee that current decisions do not adversely affect 
the capability for subsequent adaptation measures.  
 
The increase as well as the reduction of the requirements for sustainable urban drainage system 
has to be considered. For example, an increasing runoff volume may require increasing the 
hydraulic capacity of the sustainable urban drainage system to avoid flood damages. On the 
other hand, decreasing runoff volume may require the reduction of the hydraulic capacity to avoid 
an over-capacity of the urban drainage systems. The resulting reduced space demand provides 
the change to implement more efficient land uses instead. 
 
A flexible design is needed for three system components of urban drainage systems: hydraulic 
performance, treatment capacity, and social and ecological objectives. The different categories of 
the required flexibility could not be substituted, so, for these categories, a separated assessment 
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of the required and the potential flexibility is needed. For example, a flexibility option for hydraulic 
performance will be irrelevant if flexibility for treatment capacity is required. This section 
discusses the uncertainties and the required flexibility for the hydraulic performance of urban 
drainage systems. Other uncertainties related to water quality and social and ecological 
objectives will not be considered here, as an extended account of water quality control would 
require additional effort without improving the quality of the general argument. A focus narrowed 
to hydraulic performance provides for more streamlined discussion and is sufficient to develop 
and demonstrate the concept of flexible design for urban drainage systems.  
 
A number of authors have supported a conclusion that high flexibility of urban drainage systems 
is required to cope with severe future uncertainties. A characterization of the general arguments 
is given in the following. 
 An adaptation orientated strategy to cope with the uncertain impacts of climate change for 
urban drainage systems is recommended by the research project AUDACIOUS – Adaptable 
Urban Drainage (Ashley et al. 2007). The research develops an analytical approach to urban 
drainage systems that considers future alterations and allows for alternative adaptable 
solutions to be evaluated. Flexible 'no regret' solutions for urban drainage systems are 
identified as important approaches to cope with future uncertainties.  
 The Institut für Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg (2003) recommends 
flexibility for urban water management systems including urban drainage systems. This 
recommendation is based on experiences of shrinking in East German cities. These cities 
currently experience several problems with adapting conventional urban water management 
systems on alternating basic conditions. A more flexible urban water management 
infrastructure is proposed to avoid such problems in the future.  
 In the research project KLIWA 'Klimaveränderung und Konsequenzen für die 
Wasserwirtschaft' ('climate change and consequences for water management') 
(Katzenberger 2004), an adaptation strategy for urban water management systems (including 
urban drainage systems) is recommended based on the principle 'flexible and no regret'. A 
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flexible design of the urban drainage management system should enable quick and cheap 
changes of the facilities.  
 Radical change and transition processes of network based infrastructure systems are 
investigated in the research project net-WORKS (Kluge & Libbe 2006). This work develops 
principles for the future-orientated development of urban water management systems. A high 
adaptability and flexibility of urban water management systems (including urban drainage 
systems) is recommended in order to guarantee the achievement of the intended goals even 
for varying basic conditions.  
 The research project DAYWATER 'Adaptive Decisions Support System for the Integration of 
Storm water Source Control into Sustainable Urban Water Management Strategies' (Revitt et 
al. 2003) identifies the need for flexibility in urban drainage systems, where flexibility is 
considered as the capability to meet changing requirements over time. 
 Espace (2008) analyzes the impacts of climate change on urban planning with consideration 
of urban drainage. The project develops the concept of decision pathways, in which different 
options for climate adaption are assessed at different points of time in the future to determine 
when the tipping point for each option occurs. As result, a flexible plan is identified to respond 
to climate change with a high degree of flexibility. 
 The SWITCH research project analyzes the impact of different future drivers on the future 
performance of urban drainage systems. Scholes et al. (2006) argue that high flexibility of 
urban drainage systems is necessary for coping with several uncertain future drivers: The 
unpredictability of major drivers for USWM (A/N Urban Storm Water Management) produces 
a clear dilemma: Planners have to make long-lasting decisions at the present time although 
they know that the basis for their decisions will change during the lifetime of the possible 
solutions. The only solution for this dilemma is flexibility. (…) To overcome this problem, the 
introduction of flexibility as a planning criterion is necessary. (Scholes et al. 2006)  
 Loftus et al. (2011) recommend flexibility as a strategy to deal with the uncertainties 
associated with the predicted impacts of climate change on urban water systems.  Flexibly 
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designed urban water systems able to consider a range of future scenarios would be better 
equipped to cope with conditions of uncertainty. 
The UKCIP Technical report “Risk, Uncertainty and decision-making” (Willows & Connel 
2003) describe the importance of a flexible approach for adapting technical infrastructure 
systems to climate change, arguing that “an important consideration is to keep open or 
increase the options that will allow climate adaptation measures to be implemented in the 
future, when the need for climate adaption and the performance of different adaptation 
measures is less uncertain” (Willows & Connel 2003). The aim of the proposed climate risk 
assessment strategy is to identify “no regret or low regret measures” as well as “flexibility 
options.” This should be achieved by a sequential decision making process which enables for 
the best decision to be made at each decision point and that facilitates in monitoring the 
impact of the previous adaption measures.   
 Pinnekamp et al. (2008) analyze the impacts of demographical change on the urban water 
management infrastructure of the city of Mannheim. To cope with the consequences of the 
change, flexible urban water management systems (including urban drainage systems) is 
developed and recommended.  
 Schmitt (2006) (compare also Schmitt et al. 2006) recommends a high flexibility of urban 
drainage systems to solve the conflict between adaptation requirements caused by climate 
change and the uncertainties of the climate models. Currently, local information required for 
the adaptation of urban drainage systems to the consequences of global climate change (e.g. 
the development of heavy rain events) is missing. With a high flexibility, the conflicts between 
the required adaptation measures and the missing information could be solved.  
 Sieker et al. (2008), Helm et al. (2009), and Helm (2007) recommend a high flexibility of 
urban drainage systems. The call for flexibility based is based on an analysis of the future 
drivers, which affect the urban drainage systems. Using a case study it is shown that 
sustainable urban drainage systems offer a higher flexibility than conventional sewer 
systems.  
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 Sieker et al. (2007a) and Sieker et al. (2007b) develop a method for the assessment of the 
ecological and economical characteristics of sustainable urban drainage systems. As a  
sustainability criterion, the ability to react to altering requirements in a flexible way is 
proposed. Sieker et al. (2007a) expect that sustainable urban drainage systems offer a higher 
flexibility against uncertain future drivers than conventional sewers systems.  
 Sundberg et al. (2004), based on Bossel (1999) develop an approach for the measurement of 
the sustainability of urban drainage systems. Their definition of sustainable systems includes 
the characteristic of flexibility. On the one hand, urban drainage systems should have the 
possibility to respond to normal fluctuations in the basic conditions. On the other hand, urban 
drainage systems should have the possibility to respond to fundamental and comprehensive 
changes of the system environment. 
 Semadeni-Davies et al. (2008) recommend the development of a flexible design of urban 
drainage systems that can alleviate the impact of climate change. In particular, the trend 
toward sustainable urban drainage systems, which could provide flexibility against the impact 
of climate change, is highlighted as a valuable adaptation strategy. 
 Hallegatte (2009) analyses strategies to adapt technical infrastructure systems (including 
urban drainage systems) to the impact of climate change. The design of technical 
infrastructure systems will become more difficult and expensive, as the predictions about the 
impacts of climate change are associated with high levels of uncertainty. Five methods for the 
management of these uncertainties are proposed:  (i) selection of “no-regret” strategies, 
which provide benefits even in the absence of climate change, (ii) the implementation of 
“flexible options,” (iii) the provision of “safety margins,” (iv) the implementation of 
non/technical “soft” adaptation strategies, and (v) the reduction of the time horizons of 
decisions (Hallegatte 2009). 
 Arisz & Burrel (2006) provide guidance for the planning and design of urban drainage 
systems in consideration of climate change. One proposed strategy is to design the urban 
drainage system “for the present climate with a moderate allowance for change, but to 
include sufficient degree of flexibility in the planning and design of drainage infrastructure to 
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allow the incorporation of additional capacity for the predicted hydro climatic conditions, of 
and when required” (Arisz & Burrel 2006). The benefits are that the adaption of the urban 
drainage is deferred until the effects of climate change are better quantified, the overall 
investment costs are reduced compared with a system designed for the expected climate 
change, and the costs for the adaptation are deferred (Arisz & Burrel 2006). 
 Pahl-Wostl et al. (2007) argue that besides the technical infrastructure, the governance 
structure of the urban water system must also be more flexible in order to address future 
uncertainties. The importance of social earning for an adaptive water management approach 
is highlighted.  
 Zimmermann (2006) calls for a 'breathing infrastructure,' which can react to the up and down 
trends of water demand and effluents with high flexibility. The fault tolerance and the 
adaptability of the urban water management systems and urban drainage systems should be 
improved. This recommendation is based on the experiences of the adaptation of urban 
water management infrastructure in shrinking cities and the expected consequences of 
climate change.  
 Winkel (1989a) postulates that traditional infrastructure concepts do not have the capability to 
meet changing requirements and thus proposes the development of flexible infrastructure 
systems. His assessment focuses on social infrastructure systems (such as schools, 
hospitals, etc.) but also includes technical infrastructure systems (such as urban drainage 
systems).  
 Ramirez (2002) assesses the value generated by flexibility for water supply systems. Based 
on real option analysis, he recommends urban water systems with the capability to adapt to 
unforeseen changes.  
 Geyler et al. (2003) propose flexibility as a criterion for the assessment of sewage systems. 
The goal is to reduce the sunk cost, which may be caused by a system change in the future.  
 Maharjan et al. (2009) analyze the advantages of staged cost optimization of urban drainage 
systems for changing and uncertain conditions. A flexible design is proposed that facilitates 
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the ease of revised decisions made as soon as better information becomes available in the 
future (Maharjan et al. 2009).  
 Vairavamoorthy (2009d) argues for the need of flexible urban water systems to address the 
uncertainties in relation to future change pressures. ‘Projections of future global change 
pressures are plagued with uncertainties which cause difficulties when developing urban 
water management strategies that are insensitive to these global change uncertainties. 
Hence there is a need to develop processes that can generate optimal urban water 
management systems that are robust, adaptable and sustainable under these future global 
change pressures. These flexible systems will be characterized by their capability to adapt to 
new, different, or changing requirements and they will have the capability to cope with 
uncertainties associated with changing needs.’ (Vairavamoorthy 2009d). Approaches to 
identify and generate flexible urban water systems and approaches for quantitative decision 
analysis and real option analysis are proposed.  
 Gersonius et al. (2011) (see also Gersonius et al. submitted, Gersonius 2008; Gersonius et 
al. 2010) propose the approach of real Option analysis to manage the uncertainties 
associated with the impacts of change on urban drainage systems. The objective of the 
approach is to include flexibility options into the design of the urban drainage system. With 
these flexibility options, the design of the urban drainage system can be changed over time, 
which facilitates an incremental adaptation to the changing climate. Compared with a robust 
design (already dimensioned for the expected impact of climate change), a flexible urban 
drainage system could reduce the costs of adapting to climate change by more than 20% 
(Gersonius et al. submitted).  
 
The literature agrees that the flexible design of urban drainage systems is a suitable approach to 
cope with the severe future uncertainties. Flexibility of urban drainage systems is required. 
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3 THEORY OF FLEXIBLE DESIGN OF URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
3.1 Objective and Method 
It is generally agreed upon that a high flexibility of urban drainage systems is required to cope 
with future uncertainties. To investigate this claim, it is necessary to define the term flexibility. 
This chapter is about developing a theory of flexible design for urban drainage systems. The 
chapter utilizes a deductive research approach, in which assumptions based on theoretical 
considerations are developed; these assumptions are then verified by case study analysis. 
 
A preliminary literature review illustrates that in several disciplines-- in particular, engineering 
science and business management—there exists a profound conceptual understanding of 
flexibility, while in the field of urban drainage systems (and urban water management generally) 
there exists a knowledge gap regarding flexibility. In urban water management the discussion 
about flexibility is still in its infancy. The technical literature is focused on the question of the 
general appropriateness of flexibility as an approach to deal with uncertain future drivers, and 
approaches to defining, measuring and optimizing flexibility for urban drainage systems are 
missing. Consequently, this chapter analyzes whether profound theories of flexibility in other 
disciplines can be transferred to urban drainage systems. The research question is:  
 
 
The research question is addressed in two steps. In the first step the existing theories of flexibility 
are reviewed and documented. The theory of flexibility is articulated based on a profound review 
of the technical literature. The review is focused on two disciplines that have already developed a 
profound theory of flexibility: real options analysis in engineering science and preinvestments 
Which general approaches to definition, measurement, as well as design and control of 
flexibility, can be transferred to urban drainage systems? 
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analysis of flexibility in business management. In addition to identifying pre-existing definitions of 
flexibility and measurement methods for flexible urban drainage systems are reviewed.  
 
In the second step the transferability of the general theory of flexibility to the field of urban 
drainage systems is analyzed. As a result, a theory of flexibility for urban drainage systems is 
proposed including a definition of flexibility, a framework for the management of flexibility and an 
approach to the measurement of flexibility.  
 
The theory of flexibility provides insights about the definition of the term flexibility, a framework for 
the development and management of flexibility and a framework for the measurement of 
flexibility. These component parts provide the foundation for the framework of optimization for 
flexible design of urban drainage systems. In particular the framework for the measurement of 
flexibility serves as the core component of the optimization approach. The components of the 
optimization framework which are addressed in this chapter are highlighted in Figure 12.   
 
3.2 Review of Existing Theories of Flexibility 
A literature review about generic theories of flexibility is provided. According to Kaluza & Blecker 
(2005) and Saleh et al. (2001) a theory of flexibility should address the following questions: 
 What is flexibility? The different characteristics of flexibility have to be analyzed and the term 
flexibility defined.  
 How can we design for flexibility? The pre-requirements and conditions of the mechanism to 
develop flexibility have to be analyzed.  
 What is the value of flexibility and what is the effort associated with it? The detailed effects of 
flexibility have to be analyzed and an approach for the measurement of flexibility developed. 
 
Based on these general questions regarding the theory of flexibility, the following review is 
divided into subchapters’ which discuss the definition, generation and measurement of flexibility.  
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Figure 12. Contribution of Chapter 3 to the development of the framework for the optimization of 
flexible design of urban drainage systems 
 
3.2.1 Definition of Flexibility 
The term flexibility derives from the Latin term 'flexibilis' meaning limber, ductile, or smooth. The 
word’s meaning can be traced back to the observation that a tree that bends during wind retakes 
its original shape. Flexibility, in short, generally is conceptualized as the capability to yield to 
pressure, as well as the capability to retake its original physical form (Sennet1998; Kaluza & 
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Blecker 2005). Despite this generic understanding of flexibility, there are challenges in precisely 
defining the term: 
 The term flexibility has different meanings, making it difficult to establish an exact meaning in 
a specific situation. In the narrow sense of the word flexibility is conceived of as the physical 
characteristic of elasticity and the capability to yield to pressure and to regenerate the 
physical form (Sennett 1998; Kaluza & Blecker 2005). However, the term flexibility is also 
used as a characteristic of dealing with uncertainties in planning and decision processes. 
Because of the several variations in the meaning of the word, an intuitive understanding of 
the term is difficult--an exact definition is required. 
 Saleh et al. (2001) illustrate that flexibility is a word rich with ambiguity and is largely 
associated with positive characteristics. Hence, there exists the danger that several 
characteristics are designated as flexibility to make use of the positive word meaning. The 
term flexibility, which is associated with high expectations, has to be traced back to rational, 
nameable and measurable characteristics. 
 According to Saleh et al. (2001), many authors intuitively comprehend flexibility as the ability 
to respond to future alterations or the ability to improve the future performance of a system. 
But this general word meaning causes confusion between the term flexibility and other terms 
related to the ability to handle alterations like adaptability, changeability, agility, elasticity etc. 
To substantiate the term flexibility, a more detailed definition is required which differentiates 
between the different terms of changeability. 
 A precise definition of flexibility is a necessary precondition in order to implement the concept 
of flexible design and to make it more manageable. A definition is required as a foundation for 
a measurement method, which will in turn represent the definition of flexibility (Hocke 2004; 
Upton 1994). Furthermore, the definition should state the complex steps required to achieve 
a flexible design. 
 In some disciplines - like business science (Merz 2006; Kuehn 1989; Kaluza & Blecker 2005; 
Hocke 2004) and engineering science (de Neufville & Cardin 2008; de Neufville 2004; Engel 
& Browning 2006) - several definitions of flexibility as a planning and decision criterion are 
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developed. It is unclear if these general definitions and the associated terms and 
preconditions could be transferred to the field of urban water drainage systems.  
  
It is clear from the above that a more rigorous and quantifiable definition of flexibility is required 
(Ross et al. 2008). To achieve flexible urban drainage systems, a definition of the term flexibility 
and a description of related theories are required. Hence the definition of the term flexibility is not 
only about semantics, but also includes a consideration of the concepts and strategies associated 
with flexibility. The objective of this chapter is to document and review the state of the art 
definition of flexibility in different disciplines and to develop a suitable definition for urban drainage 
systems. In addition, requirements for the definition of flexibility are formulated. The definition 
should: 
 delimit flexibility from other comparable terms,  
 serve as a basis for approaches to measure flexibility,  
 mention the preconditions of the process of flexible design, 
 use terms and criteria which are known in urban water management and 
 be as simple as possible. 
 
In the following, general definitions of flexibility are presented. The characteristics of the term 
flexibility are summarized and are delimited from comparable terms. As a result the term flexibility 
is defined for the dissertation.  
 
3.2.1.1 Definitions of Flexibility in Business Science and Engineering Science  
In this section definitions of flexibility, pulled from different disciplines, are presented. Additionally, 
the main characteristics of the different definitions of flexibility are presented. Because the 
profound theoretical foundation definitions from business management, as well as engineering 
science, are presented, a survey of the definitions of flexibility in business science are provided 
by Merz (2006), Kühn (1989), Kaluza & Blecker (2005) and Hocke (2004), while a summary about 
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definitions in the field of engineering science is offered by de Neufville & Cardin (2008), de 
Neufville (2004) or Engel & Browning (2006). The following definitions of flexibility are illustrated 
to present the state of the art of the definition of flexibility.  
 
Many flexibility definitions are based on the terms and concepts from systems analysis. Four 
examples are presented below: 
 
Saleh et al. (2001) developed a definition for a flexible engineering system based on system 
analysis: “we define flexibility of a design as the property of a system that allows it to respond to 
changes in its initial objectives and requirements – both in terms of capabilities and attributes – 
occurring after the system has been fielded, i.e., operation, in a timely and cost-effective way.” 
Saleh et al. (2001). The definition begins by describing the basic principle of flexibility and the 
ability of a system to adapt to relevant alterations. This basic principle of flexibility is a core 
element of most definitions of flexibility. Besides this, the definition emphasizes three 
characteristics. First, the definition establishes a time reference and clarifies that the flexibility 
change process takes place during the operation of the system. Secondly, it emphasizes it is 
flexibility which enables changes of objectives as well as requirements to be achieved. Thirdly, 
the definition provides metrics of flexibility, describing the ease of movement.  
 
Hocke (2004) developed a definition of flexibility for logistic systems while incorporating 
approaches from system analysis. Flexibility is defined as “the ability of a socio-technical system, 
to adapt them-selves target-orientated, based on their scope of operation on relevant system 
external as well as system internal induced changes, which can imply chances as well as risks.” 
(Hocke 2004). This definition starts with a description of the effect of change, the ability of a 
system to adapt to relevant alterations. It also clarifies for which alterations the adaptation is 
required, namely system internal and system external alterations. Furthermore, the mechanism of 
change is described and two characteristics are highlighted. On the one hand, the mechanism of 
change is characterized by the scope of operation, the option to adapt to alterations. On the other 
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hand it emphasizes that the mechanism of change can include chances as well as risks. The 
value of a system could be increased by reacting to uncertain events through either protecting the 
system against negative consequences or by utilizing added value when upside opportunities 
occur. 
 
Nilchiani (2005) defines the term flexibility in terms of space systems based on system analysis: 
“We define flexibility as the ability of a system to respond to potential internal or external changes 
affecting its value delivery, in a timely and cost-effective manner.” (Nilchiani 2005). The definition 
emphasizes three characteristics of flexibility. First, the ability to overcome alterations is 
presented as an essential characteristic of flexibility. Second, the guarantee of the value delivery 
and performance of the system for altering requirements is mentioned. Third, the ease of 
movement and the time and costs of the change process are considered as characteristics to 
describe the change process.  
 
Fricke & Schulz (2005) use a system approach to define the term flexibility for car manufacturing: 
“Flexibility: characterizes a system's ability to be changed easily. Changes from external have to 
be implemented to cope with changing environments.” (Fricke & Schulz 2005). The definition 
focuses on the agent and trigger of change for the system. Thus it emphasizes that the change 
process could be initiated system externally. The external usability of the capacity to act is a 
precondition in using flexibility as an objective of a planning and management process. 
Furthermore the effort of the change process is mentioned. 
 
The approaches from Koste & Manjo (1999) and Upton (1994) are to define flexibility based on 
the considered dimensions of flexibility. In the first step the aspired dimensions of flexibility are 
developed. Then based on these dimensions of flexibility the term flexibility is defined. Upton 
(1994) substantiates three dimensions of flexibility for manufacturing flexibility. First, range is 
considered as the ability to have flexibility options with a large range on the dimension of change. 
Secondly, the dimension of mobility is described as the ease to move from one state to another. 
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Thirdly, the uniformity of the system performance for different future states is considered. These 
dimensions of flexibility are reflected in a definition of flexibility as “the ability to change or react 
with little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance' (Upton 1994). The “ability to change” 
describes the range of change , whereas the other dimensions-- uniformity and mobility--are the 
focus of the “little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance” part of the definition.  
 
Flexibility is often discussed within the context of real options analysis. The basic idea of real 
options analysis suggests that the concept of financial options--the right, but not the obligation, to 
buy a product or service at a certain point of time with a price agreed in advance--can be 
transferred to real action alternatives and physical objects (de Neufville 2004; Pibernik 2001). 
Hence, flexibility can defined as '”the right, but not the obligation, to modify a system in operations 
to adapt it to this changing environment” (de Neufville & Cardin 2008). The definition suggests the 
key principle of flexibility: the adaptation of a system to a changing environment.  
 
As a second characteristic, it is assumed that a system in operation is changed. Finally it 
emphasizes that there is a right but not an obligation to change the system. Real option analysis 
deals proactively with the unavoidable uncertainties for the operation of a system by creating 
options, which project managers can adapt over time.  
 
The real option-based conceptualization of flexibility has three consequences, which are not 
mentioned in the definition, but are unquestionably a  part of the concept. First, if flexibility is 
considered as an option, then taking more risk creates more benefit. The benefit of a flexibility 
option is the bigger the unsteady future development is. This is because with increasing 
uncertainties the probability that the flexibility option is required increases (Dyer 2005).  
 
Second, real option analysis focuses on both the avoidance of downside risks, but also the usage 
of upside potentials of uncertain future developments. According to de Neufville (2004) in 
particular, the recognition that future alterations offer opportunities is a relatively new idea when 
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compared to the conventional perception of risk management with its focus on the negative 
effects of uncertainty.  
 
Third, flexibility is considered as an optimization task. The best initial design of the system - which 
can be developed most favorably over time (de Neufville & Hassan 2006) - has to be generated. 
Optimal flexibility combines a the intended performance with minimal life-cycle costs for the 
system 
 
Flexibility is also discussed within the framework of decision analysis. The aim is a flexibility 
management in which the potential flexibility is balanced with the required flexibility. For decision 
analysis, Adam (1996) differentiates between three different meanings of flexibility. The first 
meaning given to flexibility is 'to make decisions with lowest possible commitments for the future, 
to make present decisions so that in future the biggest possible capability to act (flexibility) 
remain' (Adam 1996). The objective is to avoid obstruction of possible development pathways 
that are due to a present decision. This meaning of flexibility is connected with the concept of 
flexibility planning (contingency planning). Therefore, according to Adam (1996), the present 
decisions should be decided in a way which does not limit the future capacity to act to possible 
future developments.  
 
The second meaning of flexibility 'does not describe the scope of operation (capability to act) but 
refers to the adaptation speed' (Adam 1996). The third meaning of flexibility 'describes solely the 
consequences of capabilities to act and the adaptation speed of the success factor (costs or 
revenue)' (Adam 1996). This meaning of flexibility is often used in decision analysis for the 
measurement of flexibility. The characteristics of the different definitions of flexibility are 
summarized in Table 1 so as to facilitate a comparison of the different approaches. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of flexibility in different definitions 
Characteristic of flexibility 
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Ability to adapt to future alterations (key 
characteristic) 
X X X  X X  
Flexibility option (mechanism of change)  X    X X 
Prevent damage and use upside opportunities 
(effect of change) 
 X    X  
Provide intended performance (effect of change) X  X  X  X 
System internal and external alterations (reason of 
change) 
 X X     
Modify system in operation (timeframe of change) X     X  
Change capabilities and attributes (object of 
change) 
X       
Change easily; effort of change (metrics of change)   X X X  X 
External control of change process (trigger of 
change) 
   X  X  
 
3.2.1.2 Similar Terms of Changeability  
There is a need for differentiation between flexibility and other comparable terms describing the 
capacity to cope with future uncertainties. The term flexibility is therefore defined in relationship to 
and in delimitation to other terms. Fricke et al. (2005) defines flexibility as a sub aspect of the 
overall term changeability: 'flexibility: characterizes a system's ability to be changed easily. This 
sometimes requires external changes to be implemented so as to cope with changing 
environments.' The definition of delimitation criterion for flexibility emphasizes that the change 
process is externally initiated. Also, Ross et al. (2008) proposes two criteria--the location of the 
agent of change and the mechanism of change--to reconcile the terms flexibility, adaptability, 
scalability and robustness. In the following the term flexibility is delaminated from other terms of 
changeability. 
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 Robustness: Most authors distinguish between robustness and flexibility. Although flexibility 
and robustness both describe the ability of a system to cope with change, there are  
important differences in the change mechanism. Robustness is defined as: ‘a system’s ability 
to be insensitive towards changing environments; robust systems deliver their intended 
functionality under varying operating conditions without being changed' (Fricke & Schulz 
2005).  In other words, robustness is the insensitivity of a system to disturbances. A high 
degree of robustness means that there is a high probability of achieving acceptable systems 
performance without changing the system (Kühn 1989; Corsten & Gössinger 2005). 
Contrastingly, flexibility describes the ability of a system to satisfy altering requirements by an 
initiated change of the system (Fricke & Schulz 2005). Flexibility, therefore, is characterized 
by an active initiated change process. 
 Adaptability: Some authors differentiate between the terms flexibility and adaptability. Fricke 
and Schulz (2005) maintain that 'adaptability characterizes a system's ability to adapt itself 
towards changing environments. Adaptable systems deliver their intended functionality under 
varying operating conditions through changing themselves'. The main contrast between the 
terms adaptability and flexibility is the location of the change agent within the systems 
boundaries. Adaptation is an internally initiated change, while flexibility is externally initiated. 
Nevertheless, other authors like Hocke (2004) or Kühn (1989) consider internal as well as 
external change processes as flexibility and do not make this differentiation. Furthermore, 
Jeffrey et al. (1997) differentiates the terms by defining flexibility as the potential for change, 
while adaptability is defined as the ability to execute such change. 
 Reliability: Reliability describes the ability of a system to provide an intended system 
performance under specific stated conditions for a defined period of time (for the reliability of 
urban water management systems compare Tung (1985) or Awumah et al. (1990). Like 
robustness, reliability refers to the probability of good system performance that does not 
require changing the system, whereas flexibility considers changes to the system. Another 
difference is that reliability is focused on stated and constant conditions of the system 
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environment, whereas robustness and flexibility consider changing and varying conditions. In 
short, reliability does not describe the ability of a system to handle alterations.  
 Resilience: Van der Brugge (2009) defines resilience as the ability of a socio-ecological 
system 'to adsorb disturbances and still retain essentially the same structure and function'. 
This definition is based on the ecological process; an ecological system can have different 
stability domains (called basins) on different performance levels. Resilience is the ability to 
absorb disturbances without being pushed out of the present stability domain (van der 
Brugge 2009). Resilience is characterized by retaining existing system structure and function, 
while Kühn (1989) emphasizes that flexibility only has to guarantee the systems function but 
does not need to preserve the original system structure. Furthermore, resilience refers to 
adaptation processes as an autonomous change of the system, while flexibility considers 
externally initiated change. Another approach is provided by de Graaf et al. (2007) who 
define the four dimensions of resiliency as the structural capacity to avoid damage, the 
coping capacity to reduce damage, the recovery capacity to quickly recover after a 
disturbance, and the adaptive capacity to adjust to long-term alterations. In this definition, 
flexibility is part of the broader concept of resiliency. 
 Elasticity: Kühn (1989) distinguishes between the terms flexibility and elasticity by suggesting 
flexibility is a target oriented change and elasticity is an undirected change. Target oriented 
suggests that only change processes which contribute to the achievement of the systems 
objectives are considered. Undirected elasticity includes capabilities of change which 
contribute to the system’s targets, as well as capabilities which are neutral to the system’s 
objectives. Zahn et al. (2005) does not attach importance to the characteristic of 'target 
orientation' and therefore does not distinguish between flexibility and elasticity.  
 Agility: According to Fricke & Schulz (2005) flexibility represents the ability of a system to be 
changed with low effort and without unintended effects on the performance, while agility 
describes the ability of a system to change rapidly. 'Agility characterizes a system's ability to 
be changed rapidly' (Fricke & Schulz 2005). Fricke et al. (2000) suggest that flexibility is a 
precondition to achieve agility or, in other words, agility is an advanced stage of flexibility. 
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However, the definitions of flexibility from Upton (1994) and Hocke (2004) consider a rapid 
adaptation process as a characteristic of flexibility and therefore do not consider agility as a 
separate term.  
 Transitionality: Könnölä et al. (2008) define system transitions as: 'long term continuous 
change process with parallel developments in different phases (...) leading to a radical new 
system.' Rotmans et al. (2001 in van der Brugge 2009) defines transitionality as 'a long term 
continuous process of social change during which the structure of society, or a sub-system, 
fundamentally changes'. According to van der Brugge (2009) the term transition is focused on 
a long change process mostly including different generations, whereas flexibility also 
considers short-term changes. Furthermore transition is characterized by a radical new result. 
So van der Brugge (2009) describes transition as a specific kind of change also termed as 
structural or fundamental change. In contrast, flexibility seeks to preserve the performance of 
the systems and does not necessarily aim at radical change of the system. In addition, in a 
transition process the desired new system is known in advance, whereas in flexible design 
the process is focused on the desired system performance and is therefore not limited to a 
specific design. 
 Changeability: Fricke & Schulz (2005) use the term changeability as a generic term for all 
change processes in a system; adaptability, agility, robustness and flexibility are considered 
as sub-aspects of changeability. Several authors - like Ross et al. (2008) or Shah et al. (n.y.) 
- embrace this definition whereas other authors - such as Oswald & Baccini (2003) - use 
flexibility as a generic term, which includes different terms like robustness, agility or 
adaptability. 
 
The characteristics used for the delimitation of flexibility from other comparable terms are 
summarized in Table 2.     
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Table 2. Differences between flexibility and other terms of changeability 
Flexibility is... Flexibility is not ... 
... coping with alterations by changing the 
structure or operation of system  
... coping with alterations without changing 
the system 
... characterized by a system external location 
of the change agent 
... characterized by a system internal 
location of the change agent 
...  retaining the system function (performance) 
... an attempt to retain the original system 
structure (architecture) 
... coping with long-term alterations  .... coping  with short term crisis 
... aiming to minimize the change required to 
achieve performance 
... aiming at a radical change of the system 
 
The differentiation of the terms of changeability facilitates the identification of characteristics of 
flexibility. There is a general consensus in the technical literature about the differentiation 
between the different terms even if in detail there are still some differences and disagreements.  
 
3.2.1.3 Existing Definitions of Flexibility in Urban Drainage 
Urban drainage systems have to deal with several uncertain future drivers, from climate change 
to spatial development. To cope with these uncertainties several authors demand a higher 
flexibility of the urban water management infrastructure. Despite this call for flexibility most 
authors of the technical literature do not define the term flexibility. On the contrary, the term 
flexibility is mostly used with a vague meaning of adapting a system to altering requirements. In 
this section, the few existing definitions of flexibility, as well as indirect descriptions of flexibility, 
for urban drainage systems (or urban water management systems generally), are presented.  
 
Winkel (1989) postulates that traditional infrastructure concepts do not have the capability to meet 
changing requirements and thus advocates the development of flexible infrastructure systems. 
The definition is generic for all infrastructure systems: 'Flexible infrastructure public infrastructure 
systems, which can correspond to different functional concerns without or with minimal additional 
expense, are named ' (Winkel 1989). The definition focuses on the effect of change and the 
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performance of the system under different requirements. Furthermore, the effort of change is also 
a metric for measuring flexibility.  
 
Oswald & Baccini (2003) developed the so-called 'Netzstadtmodell', an urban metabolism model 
which facilitates an integrated consideration of the interactions of spatial development and 
technical infrastructure including urban drainage. As one criterion to assess the streams of 
recourses the characteristic flexibility is defined: ‘Describes the characteristic of a system to react 
on internal and external changes in two directions: That the systems do not change 
(homoeostasis, buffer capacity); That the systems is renewed or improved (evolution, innovation 
potential).' (Oswald & Baccini 2003). The definition is focused on the mechanism of change and 
differentiates two basic principles, robustness and adaptability. 
 
Sieker et al. (2007a) developed a method for the measurement of the sustainability of urban 
drainage systems. One sustainability criterion considered is the survival capacity of the drainage 
systems and the ability to react on changing requirements in a flexible way. A definition of 
flexibility is not provided, but there are two indirect descriptions of the meaning of flexibility. On 
the one hand, flexibility is described as the ability 'to react on (...) changing basic conditions 
rapidly and appropriately, (...) to reduce the complexity of the socio-economic and legal reality in 
an appropriate way, to contribute to the long-term goal of sustainable development.' (Sieker et al. 
2007a). Besides the basic principle of flexibility as a reaction to alterations, some strategies to 
generate flexibility like the reduction of complexity etc. are mentioned. On the other hand there is 
a description of flexibility in the annex of the multi criteria assessment method: 'Flexibility is the 
ability to adapt the methods (of urban drainage) on the local conditions of the drainage area'. 
(Sieker et al. 2007a). This definition is limited to the problem of adapting a system to local 
conditions. These definitions present different characteristics of changeability. Furthermore, these 
definitions describe which objects of change (e.g. the employment of staff) require flexibility. 
Nevertheless, a general and compelling definition of flexibility for urban drainage system is not 
provided by Sieker et al. (2007a).   
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Sieker et al. (2008), Helm et al. (2009) and Helm (2007) consider flexibility as a necessary 
characteristic in the design of sustainable urban drainage systems. A direct definition of flexibility 
is missing but there is an indirect explanation of flexibility. Flexibility is described as an evaluation 
criterion of an assessment method: '...external homogeneity could be interpreted as flexibility. ... 
A high homogeneity describes, that value of benefit resp. multidimensional level of goal 
attainment has only a small variances for different future scenarios.' (Helm 2007). This 
understanding of flexibility contradicts the common definition of flexibility. The probability of a high 
value of benefit described from Helm (2007) is termed in the literature as robustness.  
 
The research project DAYWATER (Revitt et al. 2003) developed a profound decision support 
system for urban drainage systems including criterion for flexibility. A general description of the 
term flexibility is the '’capability to change over time'. (Revitt et al. 2003).  
 
Maharjan et al. (2009) considered the advantages of staged cost optimization of urban drainage 
systems for changing and uncertain conditions. The stage design offers a higher flexibility 
because it allows the system to be changed during its operational life span. Flexibility is described 
as ‘decision making that makes it possible for the decision maker to revise some decisions made 
today in of the event that better information on a future date is made available.' (Maharjan et al. 
2009). In this description the basic principle is to cope with future alterations; the incremental 
implementation of adaptation measures are also considered. 
 
Ashley et al. (2006) promoted incremental adaptable solutions for urban drainage systems as a 
concept to cope with the uncertainties related to the consequences of global climate change. 
Solutions are recommended that can be either abandoned or quickly adapted if the basic 
conditions change in the future. Flexibility is described as 'an approach that can evolve as 
knowledge develops'‘ (Ashley et al. 2006). This description focuses on the fact that information 
about future development will increase in the future.  
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Additional definitions of flexibility for urban water systems are provided by Ramirez (2002), Geyler 
et al. (2003) and Jeffrey et al. (1997). The characteristics of the different definitions and 
descriptions of flexibility for urban drainage system are summarized in the Table 3. The 
characteristics of the definitions in urban drainage are compared with the characteristics from the 
generic definition of flexibility. 
 
Table 3. Characteristics mentioned in the definitions of flexibility for urban drainage systems 
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Ability to adapt to future alterations 
(key characteristic) 
X X X X X X X  X X 
Flexibility option (mechanism of 
change) 
    X X     
Prevent damage and use upside 
opportunities (effect of change) 
 X         
Provide intended performance (effect 
of change) 
          
System internal and external 
alterations (reason of change) 
          
Modify system in operation 
(timeframe of change) 
          
Change capabilities and attributes 
(object of change) 
        X  
Change easily; effort of change 
(metrics of change) 
X       X  X 
External control of change process 
(trigger of change) 
          
3.2.1.4 Conclusions Regarding the Definition of Flexibility 
Despite the several definitions of flexibility presented in the literature, there is currently no agreed 
upon single definition. Nevertheless, based on the literature review a few key characteristics for 
the definition of flexibility can be identified. In addition, characteristics to delaminate the term 
flexibility from other terms of changeability are established.  
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Compared with the profound definitions of flexibility in business science and engineering science 
the definitions discussed in the field of urban drainage are simplistic and focus only on single 
characteristics of flexibility. Consequently, a clear delimitation from other terms like adaptability or 
robustness is missing. Summarily, there is a need for a profound definition of flexibility in the field 
of urban drainage.  
 
3.2.2 Generation of Flexibility 
An essential part of the theory of flexibility is the approaches to explain the creation of flexibility. 
The following frameworks present approaches to the generation of flexibility. The similarities and 
contrasts between the different basic theories are described. The following origins for the theory 
of flexibility are considered.  
 General system analysis: an approach called 'Flexibility Management' is presented, which is 
based on a systematic assessment of the system-input, the system behavior and the 
interactions in systems.  
 Decision analysis: serves as a foundation for rational decision processes. As an approach for 
decisions under uncertainty the concept of 'Flexible Planning' is developed.  
 Real options analysis: focuses on the similarities of flexibility and option analysis.  
 
For the analysis of the different approaches to the generation of flexibility, two categories are 
used in the literature: 
 Mechanism to generate flexibility: the basic mechanisms for the development of flexibility are 
described. The mechanisms focus on the substantiation of the capability for change and are 
considered in the definition as different theoretical approaches. 
 Frameworks for the planning of flexibility: flexibility should be a subject of planning processes. 
The different planning steps and the planning process required for flexibility are described.  
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In the following literature review approaches with different theoretical backgrounds are presented, 
and the similarities and differences of the several approaches are discussed.  
 
3.2.2.1 Flexibility Management in System Analysis 
The general function of system analysis, according to Ropohl (2005), is to provide a uniform and 
common formal concept for the description and analysis of different types of systems. The 
approaches of system theory are used in different disciplines such as business management and 
engineering science. In business management, several authors discussed flexibility concepts 
based on general system analysis or special applications like the concept of 'Complex Adaptative 
Systems' (Gell-Mann 1995; Hocke 2004). In engineering science, systems analysis is used to 
improve the general performance, as well as the flexibility, of systems (de Neufville 2000; 
Nilchiani & Hastings 2007). Flexibility is described as a closed loop control cycle in which the 
disturbances to system performance are compared with the desired performance, and the system 
is adapted in a control process until the actual output meets the desired value (Figure 13).     
 
 
Figure 13. Closed loop control cycle 
 
Hocke (2004) and Hocke & Heinzl (2006) provide an example of the generation of flexibility based 
on a system analysis approach. The foundation of the approach is a definition of flexibility which 
offers two guiding principles for so-called 'Flexibility Management': the response to alterations 
and the capability of change. The goal of flexibility management is  to balance the potential 
flexibility and the capability of change  with the required flexibility and the uncertain future 
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alternations of a system. A guiding principle of flexibility management is the rule of Eversheim & 
Schaeffer (1980 'as rigid as possible and (only) as flexible as necessary.'’ The required and 
potential flexibility is substantiated by means of system analysis; this is a precondition for 
flexibility management 
 The relevant alterations of the system or the system environment are summarized in the term 
'required flexibility'. Required flexibility is influenced by future uncertain developments and 
depends on the dynamics of the environment (amount of uncertainty) of the system. Hocke 
(2004) describes the characteristics of required flexibility in terms of systematic dimensions 
like the origin of the uncertainty (system internal or system external), the time characteristic 
(period or point of time), the impact on the performance of the system (relevant or irrelevant), 
and the quality of information (certainty, risk and uncertainty). 
 The capacity to act, which could occur in response to future changes, is named as 'potential 
flexibility'. Hocke (2004) identifies different mechanisms which generate potential flexibility 
based on system analysis. The following cybernetic mechanisms used to develop potential 
flexibility are described: shielding, selective input intake, open-loop control, closed-loop 
control and processual and structural change.  
 
Balancing the required and potential flexibility is necessary if one is to include flexibility 
management in a planning framework. According to Hocke (2004) the framework should include 
the following steps: 
 analysis of uncertainties and determination of the required flexibility,  
 analysis, determination and construction of potential flexibility and 
 maintenance, monitoring and utilization of the capacities to act.  
The generic system analysis is also used in engineering science systems to describe the 
generation of flexibility. Nilchiani & Hastings (2007) developed an approach for a systematic 
analysis of flexibility, based on six dimensions of system assessment:  
 System boundary: The boundaries of the system are defined as basic for the definition, 
measurement and implementation of the flexibility of the system.  
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 System aspect: The flexibility is measured with respect to a particular aspect of the system 
performance. So a system could be flexible with respect to one objective, while being 
inflexible to another. Hence it is necessary to define the aspects of the systems which require 
flexibility before the flexibility is measured or planned.  
 Time window of interest: A key element for the definition and measuring of flexibility is the 
time aspect. During its lifetime a system will go through several changes. Depending on the 
relevant time window, a system may include several relevant alterations.  
 Uncertainty profile within time window: Uncertainty can exist in the system as well as in the 
system environment. The identification of the sources of uncertainty and the uncertainty 
profile within the time window is fundamental to the planning and management of flexibility.  
 Degree of access: The degree of access to the system once put in operation is analyzed as 
an important limitation of flexibility options. 
 Value delivery response to change:  An evaluation of whether the performance of the system 
is influenced by the identified future uncertainties. Only those alterations which influence 
system performance are considered.  
 
Based on this six-element characterization of flexibility, Nilchiani & Hastings (2007) developed a 
framework for the generation of flexibility. The different system characteristics are allocated to 
steps of the planning process. The framework offers guiding principles for the identification, 
measurement, and valuation of required flexibility and potential flexibility. The flexibility framework 
of Nilchiani & Hastings (2007) includes seven steps: 
 Defining the systems boundary and time window: First step of the planning process is to 
define the boundaries of the system and the relevant time period of interest.  
 Defining the system's aspects of interest and measurable value delivery: the system’s 
aspects of interest must be indentified for the measurement of flexibility. In addition, a metric 
describing the intended system performance has to be defined.  
 Identifying relevant sources of uncertainty: As one dimension of flexibility management, the 
relevant future uncertainties of the system and the system environment are identified.  
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 Choosing an evaluation methodology: An adequate evaluation technique is chosen, 
depending on the type of uncertainties of the system. 
 Choosing a baseline and developing alternatives: Several alternative system designs are 
created which can improve the flexibility of the system (alternative solutions with different 
flexibility options). For the comparison of flexibility, a baseline alternative with the 
conventional planning approach is developed.  
 Applying evaluation methods to baseline and alternatives: For the different alternative 
designs of the systems, as well as the baseline design, the costs and benefits of the system 
are modeled considering the relevant sources of uncertainty.  
 Creating a flexible system: An alternative system design is selected in which the benefits of 
flexibility are higher than for the baseline case.  
 
Approaches to flexibility management, based on system analysis, are also used in the field of 
urban drainage systems. For example, Sieker et al. (2007a) developed principles for the 
sustainability and flexibility of urban drainage systems in the context of the categories of system 
analysis. As a basic mechanism to generate flexibility Sieker et al. (2007a) mention the design 
principles decentralization, diversity and self-organization. No profound approach for the 
generation of flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems is provided.  
 
The advantages and disadvantages of system analysis for the generation of flexibility are 
summarized. The system theoretical background is characterized by the following attributes: 
 There is criticism that until now system analysis has mostly focused on the optimization of the 
normal rigid systems without considering uncertainties and flexibility. So de Neufville (2000) 
criticizes the fact that many system analyses not consider future uncertainties and have failed 
to create flexible concepts to respond to these uncertainties. It is questionable if de 
Neufville’s decade old statement is still valid. The approaches presented above illustrate that 
system analysis could also contribute to the generation of flexible systems. 
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 System analyses provide clues to identify uncertain future drivers in the system as well as in 
the system environment and to identify basic approaches in developing 'flexibility potentials' 
which can be used to cope with future uncertainties. The general system analysis offers a 
framework to analyze required, as well as potential, flexibility. Therefore, system analysis can 
contribute to identifying locations for flexibility potentials, like areas in the design that can be 
easily manipulated and that can contribute significantly to performance of the system (Shah 
n.y.).  
 A basic principle of 'flexibility management' is to balance the required and the potential 
flexibility of a system. One critique of this principle is that this approach is not suitable for all 
types of uncertainties. If the uncertain future drivers are visible and can be described in their 
impact and influence on the systems performance, a balance of the required and potential 
flexibility is possible. If, however, the information about the possible future development is 
fragmentary or incomplete it is often not possible to describe the required flexibility. 
Consequently, no balance between the required and the potential flexibility can be 
developed. To deal with different types of uncertainty, Zahn et al. (2005) propose to have two 
types of flexibility potentials. Target oriented flexibility potentials for identified uncertainties 
are required. On the other hand, general undirected flexibility potentials (which can be 
substantiated later) for unknown future developments have to be provided.  
 The concept of 'closed-loop control' cycles can be used as a generic model to describe the 
provision of flexibility. In the control cycle, disturbances of system performance are managed 
by adaptation measures with feedback. The actual system performance affected by a 
disturbance is compared with the control variable describing the intended performance of the 
system. If there is a difference between these two values the control mechanism is triggered 
so that the system performance is influenced. In a feedback loop it is assessed if the new 
system performance matches the intended performance. The control mechanism is changed 
until the intended system performance is achieved. This general model can be transferred to 
the concept of flexibility management, thereby providing an assessment of whether an 
alteration in the system or the system environment affects the intended system performance. 
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If there is a gap, flexibility options as control mechanisms of the system are used to adapt the 
system until the intended performance is achieved again.  
 The system analysis is focused on the potential flexibility in the system design and does not 
consider the potential flexibility which can be created by the planning and management 
process. Hence, the system analysis does not offer any guidance to cope with problems 
occurring in the planning process.  
 
3.2.2.2 Flexibility Planning in Decision Analysis 
The theory of decision analysis is 'a systematic procedure for transforming opaque decision 
problems by a sequence of transparent steps' (Howard 1988 in Eisenführ & Weber 2003). The 
objective of the decision analysis is to produce rational decisions. According to Eisenführ & 
Weber (2003), there are two requirements for rational decisions. First, procedural rationality like 
answering the appropriate problems, a suitable effort for decision-making, considering the 
uncertain future development and clarifying the preferences of the decision maker is required. 
Second, the decision should be logically consistent. Goodwin & Wright (2004) or Eisenführ & 
Weber (2003) offer an overview of the myriad literature regarding decision analysis.  
 
A basic assumption of decision analysis is that a better and easier solution to complex decision 
problems is possible when the problem is divided into single components. The consideration of 
individual aspects reduces the complexity of the decision problem. Because of interactions 
between the aspects it is not possible to solve the decision problem in a single linear process; 
instead, feedbacks between the aspects are required. According to Eisenführ & Weber (2003) 
decision analysis provides a general framework for decision-making. This framework is suitable 
for general decision analysis as well as for specific decisions about flexibility.  
 Objectives and preferences of the decision maker: The objectives and preferences of the 
decision maker have to be described. The objectives influence the selection of alternative 
solutions and serve as benchmarks for effect modeling.  
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 Alternative solutions: In many decision situations reasonable alternative solutions are 
unknown, and it is part of the decision problem to generate such possible solutions. The final 
decision occurs by selecting the best alternative solution from the pool of possible alternative 
solutions.  
 Environmental influences: The environmental influences, which are relevant for the decision, 
have to be modeled. Depending on the quality of information, the future prognosis is 
classified in certainty, risk and uncertainty.  
 Consequences of each alternative solution and the environmental influence: The combined 
effects of the alternative solutions on environmental influence are determined by effect 
modeling. The consequences of the decisions are then identified.  
 
Decision analysis distinguishes different states of knowledge about future development. Besides 
a state of certainty, the deterministic knowledge of the future development risk and uncertainty 
are differentiated. 'Uncertainties are incalculable and not predictable developments.' (Buergin 
1999). In uncertainty, possible future states, but not the probability of occurrence of these future 
states, are known. Contrastingly, the term risk includes the calculation of the probability of 
occurrence of events. Risk includes the aspect’s probability of occurrence and the extent of 
damage so that risk is defined as 'Risk = extent of damage x probability of occurrence' (Buergin 
1999). Decision analysis has developed suitable decision rules for the different states of 
knowledge. For decisions under uncertainty only, the following limited decisions rules are 
permitted (Laux 2005; Scholles 2001): 
 The minimax-principle is based on the pessimistic assumption which considers the most 
unfavorable results for the different possible future developments. The alternative solution 
with the lowest unfavorable results for all possible future developments is chosen. The other 
possible results are not considered (Laux 2005).  
 The maximax-principle is based on the optimistic assumption, in which the most favorable 
results for all possible future developments are considered. The alternative solution with the 
highest possible maximum benefit for all future developments is chosen (Laux 2005). 
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 The minimax-regret-principle (also called ‘Savage-Niehans-Principle’) is a middle course 
between the minimax and the maximax principal. The alternative solutions are assessed not 
according to their immediate benefit; instead, the difference between the benefit of the 
assessed alternative and the maximal possible benefit of the other alternatives for different 
future developments is considered. An alternative is chosen which minimizes the 
disadvantage and regret for all possible future developments considered. Therefore, regret is 
the difference between the actual benefit and the benefit that would have been obtained if a 
different alternative solution had been chosen (Laux 2005). 
 Probalistic-principle is an approach to cope with real uncertainties by means of converting the 
decision from a decision under real uncertainty to a decision under risk. Therefore, it is 
necessary to ascertain the probability of occurrence for the different possible future 
developments. If some expectations of future developments exist, then the probability of 
occurrence of these developments can be estimated. Otherwise, the Laplace-Principle can 
be used. According to the Laplace-Principle, all possible future developments have the same 
probability of occurrence. The principle is based on the assumption that if no probability of 
occurrence in known for any future developments, then there is no reason to expect different 
probabilities of occurrence for the future developments (Laux 2005).  
 
These decisions rules for real uncertainty are relevant for flexibility for two reasons. On the one 
hand, the rules have to be considered for the assessment of flexibility for uncertain future 
alterations. And on the other hand, some of the principles can serve as basic rules to generate 
mechanisms of flexibility. An example of these principles being used to create flexibility in urban 
water management is described. So Katzenberger (2004) is using a 'flexible and no regret' 
principle, a combination of the 'minimized regret' principle and the approach of flexibility to cope 
with the uncertainties in relation to the impact of climate change. 
 
As an additional method for decision making under uncertainty, the concept of 'flexible planning' 
contingency planning was developed. The approach is a mechanism to generate flexibility in 
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planning processes. In the following the approach of flexible planning is illustrated based on the 
description of Adam (1996). Comparable approaches are presented from Laux (2005) and 
Corsten & Gössinger (2005). Planning based on decision making on several and successive point 
of time. A basic problem of planning is according to Adam (1996) that a decision at one point of 
time creates commitments for the events to follow. Hence present decisions influence the basic 
for the decisions in future. A big capacity to act in future could only be developed when they are 
already considered beforehand in the first planning steps. In flexible planning the successive 
decisions are not considered as a single but as a multistage decision. To optimize the future 
capacity to act a contingency planning is developed and considered in the first decision. The 
decision alternative with the most promising contingency plan is chosen. According to Adam 
(1996) the present decisions should be decided in a way, which on the one hand does not limit 
the future capacity to act and on the other hand enables the reaction on possible future 
developments. A binding decision about the future decisions and the contingency planning is not 
chosen until better and certain information about the future development exist.  
 
The practical application of the principal of flexible planning is restricted from Adam (1996). 
Crucial point of every flexible planning is the question which extent of flexibility is required in the 
future. The required flexibility should be balances with the capability of change planned in the 
system. Nevertheless theoretical reflections from decision analysis suggest that the optimal level 
of flexibility in decisions under real uncertainty could not be determined ex ante, because the 
required information is missing (Adam 1996). Furthermore the variety of possible contingency 
plans (the numerous combinations of decision steps and different future states) causes an 
increasing effort for planning (Adam 1996; Kruschwitz 2005). Hence the method of flexible 
planning could not be used for extensive planning problems with several planning periods and 
decision nodes. According to Adam (1996) flexible planning is 'is more a thinking principle than a 
planning process which can recommended for practical planning problems'.  
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The advantages and disadvantages of decision analysis for the generation of flexibility are 
summarized: 
 Decision analysis provides a systematic method for recognizing uncertainties and structuring 
the decision process. For flexibility in particular, the principle of contingency planning is 
relevant. Current decisions should be decided in such a way that there is considerable 
capability of change for later decisions. This includes the consideration of negative 
interactions for the capability for change, as well as an active development of capabilities for 
change. The principle of contingency planning offers a structure for the development of 
flexibility within the framework of planning and decision processes. A limitation is that 
decision analysis does not offer any assistance for the development of technical capabilities 
for change in physical systems.  
 Decision analysis offers a systematic framework for decision-making. The relevance of 
objectives for rational decision-making is emphasized. The objectives are also required for 
the planning of flexibility; therefore, flexibility is related to the objectives of the system. 
Furthermore, decision analysis offers basic approaches to cope with problems and conflicts 
in the planning process (e.g. deal with contradicting objectives when a system includes 
different goals or when there are conflicts between different decision makers). These 
problems are also relevant in the planning and generation of flexibility, which can include 
different objectives and/or several decision makers.  
 According to de Neufville (2000), a major limitation of decision analysis is that approaches for 
the optimization of flexibility are missing. The most practical planning aspires to develop the 
best (optimal) concept, not just to select from the known semi optimal solutions. Hence a 
method for the measurement of flexibility in different planning alternatives as well as an 
approach to develop optimal alternative solutions is required.   
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3.2.2.3 Real Option Analysis 
Flexibility is often discussed within the scope of real options analysis. The approach of 'real 
options' does not cover the whole theory of flexibility but offers an important theoretical 
background. The basic idea of real options analysis is that  the principles and methods of 
financial options--the right, but not the obligation, to buy a product or service at a certain point of 
time with a price agreed in advance--can be transferred to real action alternatives and physical 
objects (de Neufville 2004; Pibernik 2001). In this section, the theory of real options analysis is 
presented. Recent applications of ‘real option analysis’ for the development of flexible urban 
drainage systems and flood risk management are provided by Gersonius et al. (2010) and 
Woodward et al. (2011).  
 
Real option analysis considers the unavoidable uncertainties for the operation of a system and 
deals with it proactively by creating options, options which project managers can adapt over time. 
Depending on future developments, the options enable  an alteration of the configuration of the 
system. In real options analysis, flexibility is understood as an option which provides 'the right, but 
not the obligation, to modify a system in operations to adapt it to this changing environment' (de 
Neufville & Cardin 2008). First, if flexibility is considered as an option, then taking more risk 
creates more benefit (Dyer 2005). Second, real option analysis focuses on both the avoidance of 
downside risks, but also the usage of upside potentials of uncertain future developments. 
According to de Neufville (2004) in particular, the recognition that future alterations offer 
opportunities is a relatively new idea when compared to the conventional perception of risk 
management with its focus on the negative effects of uncertainty. Third, flexibility is considered as 
an optimization task. Too much flexibility could cause problems like unnecessary costs for the 
development and management of the system, whereas less flexibility could cause problems in 
adapting to uncertain future drivers. Hence both extremes have to be avoided and an optimum of 
flexibility has to be developed (de Neufville 2000). 
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Furthermore real option analysis offers a simplified classification of mechanisms to develop 
flexibility. According to de Neufville & Cardin (2008) two different kinds of options for the creation 
of flexibility have to be distinguished.  
 On the one hand options for flexibility 'on' systems relates to management decisions in the 
planning process. The flexibility is improved by organizing the planning and management 
process without modifying the physical system (de Neufville & Cardin 2008).  
 On the other hand options for flexibility 'in' systems utilize technical dimensions of the system 
to make it flexible to uncertain future developments. In other words, to create flexibility the 
design of the system is changed. The component enabling flexibility 'in' systems is referred 
as a 'flexible design opportunity'. In particular the flexibility options 'in' systems are specific for 
the system considered (de Neufville & Cardin 2008). The detailed categorization has to be 
developed for specific systems.  
 
De Neufville (2000) developed a framework for the planning of flexibility entitled 'Dynamic 
Strategic Planning'. The approach combines different approaches from system analysis, decision 
analysis and real option analysis. This framework describes the planning and generation of 
flexibility from the viewpoint of real option analysis (de Neufville 2000).  
 Modeling: Representing the consequences of possible alternative solutions of the system and 
different future states.  
 Optimization: Develop a formal optimization procedure to find the best solution for any set of 
conditions. 
 Estimation of Probabilities: A reliably estimation of the probability of future states for relevant 
parameters of the system. 
 Decision Analysis: Assessment of all possible results that can be obtained for different 
alternative solutions of the system and possible future states.  
 Sensitivity Analysis: Determine the sensitivity of the results of the assessment of alternative 
solutions of the system and future states. 
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 Evaluation of real options: Determine the benefit of different flexibility options and analyze 
which flexibility options justify their costs. 
 Analysis of implicit negotiation: Consideration of the varying preferences of the different 
decisions makers involved. When the decision makers have different preferences it is not 
possible to determine a single optimal solution. 
 
Compared with the traditional planning approach real option analysis emphasis a new way of 
thinking and is characterized by following advantages and disadvantages.  
 The real option analysis emphasis the principal of flexibility. Unlike traditional decision 
analysis, which focuses on a predetermined set of possible decision paths, real option 
analysis seeks to identify new decision paths by adding flexibility Engel & Browning 2006). 
Different from the conventional passive response to uncertainties (like robust or rigid design) 
real option analysis supports the active development of options, that enable to alter the 
performance of the system if required. So Shah et al. (n.y.) describe options as path enablers 
for future changes by reducing the cost of change. 
 Real option analysis based on the approach of contingency planning, which was already 
presented in the chapter before. According to de Neufville & Hassan (2006) the best initial 
design of the systems has to be identified, which can be developed most favorably over time. 
On the contrary traditional rigid design seeks to optimize for fixed criteria and do not intend to 
revise over time. The limitations of the contingency planning approach have to be considered. 
So there is a high planning effort, because the combination of future states and system 
alternatives create a high number of alternative decisions, which overload conventional 
decision analysis methods. So de Neufville & Hassan (2006) illustrate, that the number of 
decision for flexible planning is tens of orders magnitude larger than for a rigid design.  
 The real option analysis substantiates the term flexibility. The characteristics of options are 
emphasized. So options offer the possibility to reduce the damage caused by future 
developments as well as make use of future opportunities. Furthermore options emphasize 
the cost aspect of flexibility. According to de Neufville & Cardin (2008) the basic principle is to 
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incorporate flexibility in a system as long as the expected benefit is higher than the expenses. 
In addition real option analysis enables to calculate the value of flexibility by using the 
approaches developed in financial option analysis. The measurement approaches of real 
option analysis for flexibility are described in Chapter 3.4.2. 
 
3.2.2.4 Conclusion Generation and Management of Flexibility 
The literature review illustrates that the generation and management of flexibility could be best 
handled by a combination of approaches from decision analysis, system analysis and real option 
analysis. Applications of these theories in the field of flexible urban drainage systems are mainly 
missing. A key concept for the generation and management of flexibility is the need to achieve 
balance between the required flexibility (future uncertainties) and the provided flexibility. The 
flexibility of systems is provided by so called flexibility options. The identification of flexibility 
options for urban drainage systems is an important knowledge gap which must be addressed.  
The theoretical foundation also illustrates that the generation and management of flexibility has to 
be included in the general planning cycle of systems.  
 
3.2.3 Measurement of Flexibility  
For the management of flexibility, it is required to measure the flexibility provided by a system. In 
the technical literature several methods of measuring flexibility are discussed. Comprehensive 
summaries dealing with flexibility measurement in business management are presented by 
Schlüchtermann (1995), Pibernik (2001), Patig (2001) and Kühn (1989). In engineering science, 
de Neufville et al. (2008) and Shah et al. (n.y) give an overview of several measurement 
methods. The methods for the measurement of flexibility have to consider the following 
requirements: 
 According to Kühn (1989), the task of any method of measurement is to substantiate and 
specify the characteristics mentioned in the definition of flexibility. There is an internal 
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relationship between the definition and the measurement method. On the one hand, a distinct 
definition of flexibility is an important precondition for the measurement of flexibility. On the 
other hand, the definition should be quantified and specified by the measurement method. 
Therefore it is necessary to compare the measurement methods with the definition of 
flexibility.  
 The measurement of flexibility should be applied within the framework of the management of 
flexibility. Two aspects of flexibility have to be considered. Koste et al. (1999) suggest that 
flexibility is a relative attribute, as opposed to an absolute one. Hence, it is desirable to 
examine the flexibility of an alternative solution with respect to another alternative solution. In 
contrast, the measurement of flexibility has to consider uncertain future developments. The 
different uncertain future states have to be taken into account in the measurement process. 
The measurement method is assessed in regard to the framework for the management of 
flexibility.  
 
Because of the large number of different measurement methods, a systematization of the 
approaches is required. The methods are grouped according to their theoretical background in:  
 indicator based measurement, 
 measurement methods of pre-investment analysis,  
 measurement methods of decision analysis,  
 measurement methods of systems analysis and  
 measurement methods based on simulation methods.  
 
In the following sections, a wide-ranging literature review regarding approaches to the 
measurement of flexibility in complex systems is presented. General measurement approaches 
as well as methods for the measurement of flexibility in the field of urban drainage are presented 
(Figure 14).    
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Figure 14. Overview of different approaches to the measurement of flexibility 
 
3.2.3.1 Indicator Based Measurement  
Most indicator based measurement methods for flexibility do not have a theoretical foundation, 
and therefore most approaches have been developed by considering practical requirements. The 
basic premise is that flexibility is measured by indicators which offer plausible coherence between 
the analyzed system and the flexibility option (Schlüchtermann 1995; Corsten et al. 2005). 
Flexibility is presented by single static characteristics of the system, while ignoring  the various 
future states. The quality of the indicator-based approaches is determined by structured selection 
of the indicators. Different examples of static indicators of flexibility for urban drainage systems 
are presented in this section.  
 
In the DayWater research project (Revitt et al. 2003), a decision support system for urban 
drainage systems was developed. The flexibility of the system was regarded as a decision 
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criterion. Characteristic flexibility was assessed for different elements of urban drainage systems 
without modeling future uncertainties. In the decision support system, flexibility was considered 
by the following static indicators (Revitt et al. 2003). 
 The objective of flexibility in urban drainage systems is the ability to manage heavy intensity 
rainfall events. The reliability of urban drainage systems should be guaranteed. Indicator is 
the dimension of the design freeboard of the elements such as retention basins.  
 Other indicators can focus on the effort for reconstruction and adaptation of the facilities of 
urban drainage systems. The first indicator is the ease of retrofitting and modifying facilities, 
and this is measured at levels of low, medium and high. The second indicator is the cost of 
retrofit and adaptation (average cost in Euros).  
 A further indicator is the ability to reuse system components of urban drainage systems. The 
indicator selected is the potential to recycle system components or building materials and is 
measured at the levels of low, medium and high.  
 
Woods et al. (2007) developed four static criteria for assessing the retrofitting of urban drainage 
systems. Although these criteria were developed for a different purpose, they have congruities 
with the measurement of the flexibility of urban drainage systems (see below): 
 Is the type of sustainable urban drainage system suitable for retrofitting? 
 Is the required land-take for different urban drainage systems considered?  
 Are the capital costs for the implementation of retrofitting taken into account?  
 Are the maintenance requirements listed as evaluation criteria?  
 
Another static indicator for the flexibility of urban drainage systems is presented by Helm (2007), 
Helm et al. (2009) and Sieker et al. (2008). A static indicator for flexibility is the homogeneity of 
performance of the urban drainage system for different system objectives. The idea presented is 
that the simultaneous achievement of several objectives (a multiple use of the urban drainage 
system) is an important aspect of achieving flexibility. This indicator is supported by theoretical 
considerations. According to Winkel (1989) and von Weizsäcker & von Weizsäcker (1984), non-
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specialized technical infrastructure systems offer a high flexibility and robustness against 
uncertain future drivers. A low degree of specialization enables a system to perform a higher 
diversity of functions. Hence, if the demand for a specific function decreases because of altering 
requirements, a non-specialized system can perform another function within its scope of 
operation. This improves the robustness of the system, because it is guaranteed that even for 
changing requirements the performance can be varied. Furthermore, systems with a low degree 
of specialization are likely to be amendable to new requirements. These characteristics are 
described by the homogeneity of performance indicator for different system objectives (Helm 
2007).  
 
The measurement of flexibility by means of static indicators is a pragmatic approach involving a 
low amount of work. Nevertheless Jacob (1989) and Pibernik (2001) both criticize static indicators 
for not offering a direct coherence between the indicator and the object of studying flexibility. 
Static indicators neglect the required consideration of uncertain future developments. Because of 
the static approach, which is an essential characteristic of the framework for management of 
flexibility, dynamic future development is not considered. Furthermore, the presented static 
indicators do not properly describe the characteristics of flexibility mentioned in the definition. In 
the first and second approaches, the indicators are focused on the dynamics of the change 
process and disregard the performance of the system. In the third approach the indicator is 
focused on the performance of the system but neglects the dynamics of the change process.  
 
3.2.3.2 Flexibility Measurement Based on Preinvestment Analysis  
In business management, the question of flexibility is discussed within the context of pre-
investment analysis. The general approach adopted within pre-investment analysis is described 
in numerous publications (see Kruschwitz 2005; Wöhle et al. 1993; or Schierenbeck & Woehle 
2008). Pre-investment analysis--complemented by additional analysis steps--could be used for 
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the measurement and evaluation of flexibility. In the following section, different flexibility metrics, 
as well as measuring procedures from pre-investment analysis, are presented.  
 
Life-cycle Costs: Life-cycle costs can be utilized as a metric for the measurement of flexibility. 
The life-cycle costs method of measurement is based on the realization that, for the whole 
operational life span of an urban drainage system, the initial investment costs only represent a 
portion of the overall costs which also include maintenance costs, operational costs and change 
costs. Hence, costs for the whole life cycle are considered an investment decision. De Neufville & 
Hassan (2006), Fricke et al. (2005) and Nilchiani et al. (2006) applied these life-cycle costs as a 
metric for the assessment of flexibility. A system is more flexible than an alternative when the life-
cycle costs for different possible future states are lower.  
 
Like all technical infrastructure systems, urban drainage systems are characterized by economic 
attributes like high capital expenditure, long amortization periods, large overhead costs, high 
persistence and indivisibility of the infrastructure (Tauchmann et al. 2006; Herz et al. 2002; Sieker 
et al. 2007d; Skipworth et al. 2001). These characteristics result in requirements, which need to 
be considered during pre-investment analysis. A customized method for the calculation of life 
cycle costs for urban drainage systems, based on the net present value method, is presented in 
the German guideline 'KVR Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005). The costs of the different alternative solutions 
are calculated based on the specifications of the single elements. The investment costs for the 
implementation of the system, as well as the operational costs caused by the investment, are 
examined. After considering the single cost positions, a cash flow (a list of payments) of the 
infrastructure system is developed.  
 
In order to calculate life-cycle-cost, the period under consideration must be defined. The standard 
approach of the 'KVR Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005) is to define the period under consideration by using 
the operational life span of the systems. The operational life span corresponds to the economic 
life span of the system. In other words, the life span ends when the expected future costs of the 
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system are higher than the expected future benefits. The average life span of different types of 
urban drainage systems are listed in the annex of the 'KVR Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005). Another 
approach is suggested by Gutsche (2006). Urban drainage systems have, like other urban water 
management systems, a high persistence. Private investments--like residential areas-- are 
initiated based on the presence of an urban drainage system. To preserve the value of these 
private investments a continuous provision of the urban water management infrastructure is 
required. As such, it is necessary to replace--after the end of its operational life span--the urban 
water management infrastructure with a comparable system. The persistence of the urban water 
management infrastructure has to be considered in assumptions about the repeatability of 
investment decisions and the calculation period in the pre-investment analysis. Schierenbeck & 
Wöhle (2008) recommend the annuity method, which hinges on the assumption that the 
investment decision will be repeated with an economically comparable investment.  
 
For the economic assessment of the flexibility of urban drainage systems, special cost categories 
are considered (Figure 15). The cost categories are established according to their chronological 
occurrence during the life cycle of the system: 
 Initial construction costs for the infrastructure systems: All costs for the construction of the 
urban drainage systems--such as the costs of land, the costs for preliminary work and 
physical construction costs--are considered. Beside the normal investment costs, this cost 
category includes the additional costs of the construction of flexibility options. 
 Operational costs: Expenses for the operation, upkeep and monitoring of the urban drainage 
system during the operation period are evaluated. According to Siedentop et al. (2006), fixed 
costs (independent from the workload) as well as variable costs (dependent on the workload) 
have to be differentiated. With regards to variable costs, the cost of normal operational 
conditions and the special costs which occur if the system is overburdened or underloaded 
have to be recognized. In normal operation, the common costs for the operation of the 
system occur with only minor alterations within a range of tolerance possible. If a critical 
threshold value of workload is passed, or not reached, then the operational costs will 
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increase significantly. The variable operational costs are influenced by the flexibility options. 
Therefore, an increase in operational costs could be avoided via the use of flexible options.  
 Maintenance costs: Maintenance costs include the costs incurred while undertaking 
measures to prevent and repair constructional insufficiencies, which occur through abrasion 
or aging of the urban drainage system. Maintenance (and therefore maintenance costs) is 
necessary to preserve the performance of the system. Gutsche (2006) points out those urban 
water management systems consist of elements with different operational life spans. Hence, 
reinvestment costs occur in order to replace the elements with a short life span during the life 
cycle of the overall system. For these elements a high flexibility is required.  
 Change costs: Koziol et al. (2006) consider the costs for three different types of change 
processes. First, the costs for adaptation measures themselves are considered. These 
include costs for the actual implementation of flexibility options like construction costs etc. 
Second, the costs of renewal measures undertaken at the end of the operational life span 
when the whole system has to be replaced. Third, the demolition costs for the 
decommissioning, deconstruction and disposal of the system are taken into account. 
Furthermore, the sunk costs (also called stranded investment) of infrastructure systems could 
be considered (Koziol et al. 2006; Geyler et al. 2003; Schierenbeck & Woehle 2008).  
 
 
Figure 15. Cost line for 'life-cycle-cost' analysis with costs of flexibility 
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Costs, which occur at different times of the operational life span, have different present values. 
Hence, the cost positions have to be converted to equivalent economic figures which are referred 
to as a cash equivalent. The single cash equivalents are summarized to the net present value, 
and the equivalent annual costs are calculated. To measure flexibility the life-cycle costs are 
calculated for different possible future states, while considering varying change costs. The life-
cycle costs for various future states are compared. The alternative solution with the lowest 
average life-cycle costs for different future states has the highest flexibility. The precondition for 
such a cost comparison is that all alternatives have an equivalent performance. The following 
equations were taken from Schierenbeck & Woehle (2008). 
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                                         Equation 3.2 
 
    
    
    
                                                Equation 3.3 
 
where: 
EAC0 = equivalent annual costs (annuity) 
NPV0 = Net Present Value at period 0 (time of investment) in EUR 
RBFN
I
 = annuity factor for interest rate I and number of periods N 
CDt = damage costs, expenses in period t in EUR 
CBt = economic benefits, earnings in period t in EUR 
CMt = maintenance costs, expenses in period t in EUR 
COt = operation costs, expenses in period t in EUR 
CAt = adaptation costs, expenses in period t in EUR 
CI0 = initial investment costs, expenses at period 0 in EUR 
I = interest rate in %  
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The calculated life-cycle costs are combined with several uncertainties due to the long 
operational life span and uncertain future drivers of urban drainage systems. These uncertainties 
have to be considered for the economical assessment of flexibility. The calculation of the costs of 
flexibility is not connected to uncertainties, because the costs (like the construction of flexibility 
options) occur at present value. However, an assessment of the benefits of flexibility has to 
consider the future uncertainties. For example, it is uncertain if benefits of flexibility like the saved 
damage and renewal costs will be obtained. Different approaches for the consideration of 
uncertainties are available in preinvestment analysis. The 'KVR-Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005) proposes 
an assessment of the range of uncertainties by means of a sensitivity analysis. The 
consequences of uncertain input data on the results of the calculation are illustrated. The main 
thrust of this analysis is whether or not the profitability between two alternative solutions changes 
because of the variation of uncertain input data. According to Schmuck (1986) the sensitivity 
analysis does not solve the problem of the decision under uncertainty but the method illustrates 
the impacts of uncertainties. 
 
The method of measurement based on life-cycle-cost only represents a part of the characteristics 
of flexibility. The focus of the economic assessment is the costs and benefits of flexibility, 
whereas the other characteristics of flexibility--such as the capability of change or the duration  of 
change--are neglected. In other words, in the life-cycle-cost assessment method, the 
performance of the system is only considered indirectly e.g. as part of the operation costs. The 
single consideration of life-cycle costs is inadequate for the measurement of flexibility. However, 
the life-cycle costs metric could be one part of other approaches to the measurement of flexibility. 
 
Costs and Benefits of Flexibility: An economic metric for flexibility is “switching costs”. According 
to Shah et al. (n.y) or Silver et al. (2007), an accurate evaluation of the “switching costs” is the 
basis for valuing the flexibility of a system. This approach is limited to only considering costs and 
benefits of flexibility options in the cost calculation (Figure 16). Other cost categories of the life-
cycle costs are not considered. According to Kaluza et al. (2005), Schlüchtermann (1995), and 
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Pibernik (2001) the following cost categories are required for an assessment of the costs and 
benefits of flexibility: 
 Costs for construction of flexibility options: The costs for the construction of flexibility options 
are part of the initial investment cost when implementing the infrastructure system. The 
center of attention is the additional expenditures related to the construction of flexibility 
options.  
 Costs for maintenance of flexibility options: The costs for maintaining the functionality of the 
flexibility options is summarized. These are the additional operation costs, maintenance costs 
and repair costs which emerge because of flexibility options.  
 Costs for implementation of flexibility options: The costs for the application of flexibility 
options are those which are required to adapt a system to relevant alterations. These are the 
construction costs for the realization of the flexibility options, as well as operational costs for 
required additional management measures.  
 Saved adaptation costs: Adaptation costs always occur when an adaptation of the system to 
changing basic conditions is required. The occurrence of adaptation costs is independent of 
whether flexibility options are available or not. However, the amount of expenses is 
influenced by the available flexibility options. Flexibility options should reduce the amount of 
adaptation costs. It is possible to save adaptation costs by a preliminary preparation of 
flexibility options. These saved adaptation costs are seen as a benefit of flexibility. 
 Saved damage costs: When needed adaptation measures are not implemented, damage 
costs can occur. Damage costs are expenses caused by the disturbance or breakdown of 
system performance stemming from a lack of adaptations to altering requirements; 
operational costs could increase compared to a normal operational mode. Furthermore, 
damages (e.g. those caused by flooding) are considered. These damage costs could be 
avoided via flexibility options. These avoided damage costs are seen as a benefit of flexibility.  
 
As a measurement procedure, the expenses and benefits of flexibility are balanced by risk 
analysis. A flexibility option is profitable when the benefits exceed the expenses or one alternative 
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solution is more profitable than another. The costs of flexibility such as the construction and 
maintenance of flexibility options can be ascertained without any problems because they arise out 
of certainty. On the contrary, the benefits of flexibility such as the avoided damage or adaptation 
costs depend on the occurrence of uncertain future developments hence a risk calculation is 
required. Risk can be described as the probability of occurrence and the extent of the damage. 
Therefore, the benefit of flexibility is the avoidance of damage and adaptation costs and the 
probability that there will be relevant alteration of the basic conditions in the future. According to 
Dyer (2005) the benefit of flexibility is higher when future development is the more uncertain (the 
higher the probability of relevant alterations). For risk analysis, future uncertainties have to be 
transformed into a calculable risk (Laux 2005) by making assumptions about the probability of 
different future states. The risk calculation illustrates a dilemma for the planning of flexibility 
because there are certain costs for the development of flexibility options but there are only 
uncertain future benefits.  
 
 
 
Figure 16. Cost line for 'costs-and-benefits-of-flexibility' approach including the costs of flexibility 
 
The cost-benefit assessment is focused recursively on economical criteria and neglects other 
characteristics of flexibility. Furthermore, risk analysis is criticized. Therefore, the conversion from 
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uncertainties into risks by means of probabilities is a simplistic approach and does not meet the 
characteristics of uncertainty properly. The single assessment of the costs and benefits is not 
suitable for the measurement for flexibility. However, the results could be included in extensive 
measurement approaches.  
 
Unlimited Benefits: Marschak et al. (1962) developed a method for measuring flexibility. The 
expenses and benefits of a system are presented as a cost function for different future states. A 
system alternative is flexible if the cost function indicates an unlimited benefit while the expenses 
are limited. Therefore, flexibility is defined as an asymmetric risk profile of a system, which 
enables the reduction of potential loss while preserving the potential profit. However, according to 
Schlüchtermann (1995) there are problems with the implementation of this approach, and it is not 
possible to develop a valid cost function which includes all relevant future states of a system a 
priori.  
 
Real Option Analysis: Flexibility is often discussed within the scope of real options analysis. The 
basic idea of real options analysis is that principles and methods of financial options can be 
transferred to real action alternatives and physical objects (de Neufville 2004; Pibernik 2001). 
Real option analysis considers the unavoidable uncertainties for the operation of a system and 
deals with it proactively by creating options, which can be used over time. Depending on future 
development, options enable the alteration of the configuration of the system. Thus, in real 
options analysis flexibility is understood as an option which provides “the right, but not the 
obligation” to modify a system in operation so as to adapt it to this changing environment (de 
Neufville & Cardin 2008). The option-like perception of flexibility has three consequences: 
 The benefit of a flexibility option grows as future development becomes less steady.  
Therefore, there is a high probability that the preconditions of the system will change and the 
flexibility options will be required (Dyer 2005). As a result, taking more risks creates higher 
benefits of flexibility.  
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 In real option analysis, both the avoidance of detrimental risks and the beneficial potentials of 
uncertain future developments are considered. According to de Neufville (2004), the 
recognition that future alterations offer chances is of key importance. This is a notable 
change of perception when compared to the conventional approach of risk management, 
which focuses on the downside effects of uncertainty.  
 Flexibility is considered as an optimization task (de Neufville 2000). Too much flexibility could 
result in increasing cost of development and management of infrastructure, whereas less 
flexibility could result in a missing adaptation to uncertain future drivers. Hence, both 
extremes have to be avoided, and an optimum of flexibility has to be developed. 
 
In real option analysis, the foundation of the approach to assessing financial options is transferred 
to the analysis of real physical options. Hence, options analysis-- according to de Neufville 
(2004)--holds the promise of enabling the calculation of the value of flexibility. Financial options 
are based on the right, but not the obligation, to buy a service at a particular point of time for a 
price agreed beforehand. Financial options are assessed via a comparison of the option with an 
alternative, but comparable, investment traded on efficient stock markets. The future performance 
of the alternative investment is assessed and provides an indication of the worth of the option. 
The worth of the option is used as flexibility metric. Real option analysis is applied in the field of 
engineering science. Several applications are listed by de Neufville & Hassan (2006), Engel et al. 
(2006) and Arboleda & Abraham (2006). Recent applications of real option analysis for the 
assessment of the flexibility of urban drainage systems and flood protection systems are seen in 
Gersonius et al. (2010) and Woodward et al. (2011).  
 
In financial option theory there are different models for the calculation of the price of a simple call 
option (the right to buy something for a price agreed beforehand) which is used for the real option 
analysis. The three main models for the calculation of option price are the Black Scholes model, 
the Black 76 model and the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein Binomial model (Black, & Scholes 1973; Black 
1976; Cox et al. 1979). A good overview of these different option price models is provided by 
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Schieche (2007). Equation 6 presents the compact equation of the Black 76 model. All option 
price models base the measurement of the historic volatility of the price of the subject of the 
option (see Equation 7). Therefore, the calculation of the option price has to be based on historic 
records. The volatility represents the standard deviation of the price changes of the subject of the 
option over time. The following equations were taken from Schieche (2007).  
 
   
   
 
 
   
 
 
     
    
                                       Equation 3.4  
 
                                                   Equation 3.5 
 
where: 
COP = costs of option in EUR 
F = option subject 
Nd1 = the d1 quantil of the normal distribution  
X = strike price of the option in EUR 
 = standard deviation (volatility) of the foundation price 
t = duration of the option in years 
I = interest rate in % 
 
In general, options analysis allows for the measurement of flexibility. However, there are 
limitations to real option analysis. De Neufville (2004) and Schierenbeck & Woehle (2008) list 
several problems associated with the transfer of the approach from business management to 
engineering science. The financial analysis assumes that the options are traded in efficient 
markets with complete information and historical statistics. However, for engineering systems, 
neither profound historical data (particularly for uncertain future drivers) nor efficient markets 
exist. There are practical problems for the development of appropriate alternative investments for 
engineering systems. In addition, de Neufville & Hassan (2006) mention another key difference 
between financial options analysis and real option analysis, suggesting that financial options 
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analysis is primarily interested in the value of the option from the perspective of buying or trading 
it, while real option analysis is interested in the benefit value of the options as compared to 
available rigid alternatives.  
 
Real option analysis, in the narrow sense of the term, focuses on the economic characteristics of 
flexibility and does not deal with the other attributes mentioned in the definition. Furthermore, it is 
debatable if the focus of option analysis on the trading value of flexibility is suitable for the 
measurement of flexibility. The costs and benefits of flexibility seem more suitable for the 
measurement of flexibility. In addition, the practical implementation of real option analysis has 
several problems. There are very real doubts if real options analysis, in the narrow sense of the 
term, can be transferred to the field of urban drainage system. Nevertheless, real option analysis 
is a valuable theoretical approach, which offers some basic ideas for the measurement of 
flexibility. 
 
3.2.3.3 Flexibility Measurement Based on Decision Analysis  
Several methods for the measurement of flexibility are based on an approach developed in 
decision analysis to compare the system performance of alternative solutions for different 
possible future states. The starting point of this approach is the development of several 
alternative designs of a system, which represent the available flexibility options at the beginning 
of the planning process. Furthermore, different future states of the system are considered. The 
future states represent uncertain future drivers and alternating basic conditions. The performance 
of the alternative solutions is ascertained in the context of the different future states. The flexibility 
is assessed by comparing the system performance for different future states of the different 
alternative designs of the system. This basic approach for the measurement of flexibility can be 
modified for different measurement procedures as well as for different flexibility metrics.  
 
De Neuville & Cardin (2008) term these measurement methods “Decision-Tree Methods.” It is 
possible to illustrate the comparison between different future states and alternative solutions by 
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means of a decision tree (Figure 17). A decision tree is an approach used in decision analysis, 
which conveys the available decisions, possible future states, and the probability of these future 
states (Laux 2005; de Neufville & Cardin 2008). The decision situation is visually represented by 
a tree structure with nodes and connections. A decision tree includes three types of nodes: 
decision nodes, chance nodes and value nodes.  
 
The decision nodes represent the several possible decisions available at a particular point of 
time. The branches stemming from the decision node are the available capacity to act (flexibility 
options). The capacity to act could be connected with two types of uncertainties. In the first type, 
the consequences of an action are deterministic so that the branch leads from a decision node 
directly to a value node, while in the second type consequences of the decision can be uncertain, 
such that the branch leads from the decision node to a chance node. The branches of the chance 
node represent the probability that a particular future state occurs. At the end of the ‘chance 
branches’ there are value nodes. The entirety of the value nodes represents all possible 
combinations of decision alternatives and possible future states. For the measurement of 
flexibility, at least a two-staged decision tree is required. The available flexibility options are 
represented as branches of the decision node. The chance nodes represent the possible future 
states. The value nodes illustrate the system performance for all possible combinations of 
flexibility options and future states.  
 
Homogeneity System Performance: Koste et al. (1999) and Upton (1994) use the homogeneity of 
system performance in different future states as one characteristic to define flexibility (Figure 17). 
The average value as well as the value of the homogeneity of performance for different future 
states is calculated. Alternative solutions with a high homogeneity for different future states are 
required. The premise is that alternative solutions with a high homogeneity are not fixed to a 
particular future state. The homogeneity indicates the appropriateness of the alternative solutions 
for different future states and uncertainties. When the possibility to change the system during 
operation is considered, the measured homogeneity represents the characteristic flexibility (Koste 
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& Malhorta 1999; Upton 1994). If no changes to the system during operation are considered, then 
the metric represents the robustness of a system. According to Kühn (1989), a high robustness 
indicates that there is a high probability that acceptable system performance is achieved, without 
considering changes to the system. The following equations were taken from Peters et al. (2011). 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Decision tree measurement method 'homogeneity or regret system performance' 
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                                          Equation 3.9 
 
where: 
Hom = Homogeneity 
tUV = total utility value (weighted mean of the partial utility values)  
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pUVc = partial utility value for performance criterion c 
σ = standard deviation of the partial utility values 
n = total number of performance criteria c 
wc = weighting factor for the performance criterion c (     
 
   ) 
f(c) = utility function for performance criterion c   
 
A comparable approach was developed by Helm (2007), Helm et al. (2009) and Sieker et al. 
(2008) for the measurement of the flexibility of urban drainage systems. For the measurement of 
flexibility a metric called 'external homogeneity' is discussed. The basic idea of the criterion is that 
alternative solutions with a high homogeneity are not fixed on a particular future state. The 
homogeneity indicates the appropriateness of system alternatives for different future states and 
future uncertainties. The 'external homogeneity' is defined as the standard deviation of the 
performance for the different future states and different alternative solutions. Helm (2007) defines 
this homogeneity metrics as the flexibility of a system alternative against future changes. But 
according to the common definition in literature (Kühn 1989; Fricke & Schulz 2005) the 
homogeneity does not indicate the flexibility but the robustness of a system alternative. The 
homogeneity does not represent the flexibility of a system, the ability to change a system with low 
effort.  
 
The approach is a pragmatic method for the measurement of flexibility or robustness. The metric 
of homogeneity of the system performance is deduced from the definition of flexibility. 
Nevertheless this metric only represents one characteristic mentioned in the definition of flexibility 
(the system performance) and neglects other characteristics like cost of change, duration of 
change etc. Hence, when the metric is used independently, the definition of flexibility is only partly 
represented. However, in combination with other characteristics of flexibility the homogeneity of 
the system performance can serve as a metric for flexibility.  
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Minimax-Regret-Principle: The minimax-regret-principle (also called Savage-Kneepans-Principle) 
is a basic principle of decision theory for decisions made under uncertainty. The system 
performance under uncertain future states has to be aggregated and assessed based on what is 
called in decision theory 'the regret of the system performance'. The regret of an alternative is the 
difference between the actual benefit and the benefit that would have been obtained if a different 
alternative were chosen. Hence Loomes et al. (1982) and Katzenberger (2004) recommend the 
minimax-regret-principle as a criterion for the valuation of flexibility.  
 
The performance of the systems for different alternative solutions and different future states has 
to be modeled. The alternatives are not assessed according to their immediate performance but 
the differences considered between the performance of the analyzed alternative solution and the 
maximal possible performance if another alternative solution is selected. The regret of an 
alternative is the difference between the actual benefit for different future states and the benefit 
that would have been obtained if a different alternative were chosen. The alternative solution is 
choose, which minimizes the disadvantage and with it the regret for all considered possible future 
states (Eisenführ & Weber. 2003). If during the measurement of performance, the implementation 
of change measures is considered, the flexibility of the system is measured. On the contrary, 
when no change measures (flexibility options) are considered the metric represents the 
robustness of a system. The regret is described by the payoff value. It is the difference between 
the best alternative payoff and each alternative payoff of the scenarios. The following equations 
are based on Eisenfuehr & Weber (2003) 
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                                                       Equation 3.11 
 
                                                       Equation 3.12 
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where: 
RP  = minimax regret of the payoff for all alternative solution k and all scenarios i 
RP(k,i) = regret for payoff  for alternative solution k and scenario i 
P(k,i) =  payoff  for alternative solution k and scenario i 
s = number of scenarios i 
a = number of alternative solutions k 
 
The advantage of the regret approach is that no probability of the uncertain future development is 
required for calculation. The disadvantage of the approach is that the uniformity of the regret for 
different future states is not considered. Furthermore, the metric only represents one 
characteristic of the definition of flexibility. In combination with other characteristics of flexibility 
the regret of the system performance can serve as a metric for flexibility. 
 
Amount of Alternative Actions: A simple method for the measurement of flexibility is using the 
amount of alternative actions as metrics. The method is based on the definition of flexibility from 
Schlüchtermann (1995) as  'flexibility is the number of alternatives which remain, after a particular 
decision is chosen'. To measure flexibility the extent of alternative actions of all alternative 
solutions are assessed for different future states. To develop a comparable value of flexibility the 
number of alternative actions for one alternative solution is compared with the total amount of 
possible alternative actions for all alternatives of the system. A decision tree can illustrate this 
measurement method (Figure 18). The amount of alternative actions is the number value nodes. 
This measurement approach is frequently discussed in the field of business management. 
Documented implementations for urban drainage systems are not known.  
 
There are two variations to the basic approach. In the simple variation, all alternative actions are 
counted. Schlüchtermann (1995) and Kühn (1989) criticize the fact that all alternative actions are 
considered even if they do not contribute to the adaptation or relevant changes for the 
improvement of the system. This criticism leads to the development of a second variation of the 
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measurement approach. In this variation not all alternative actions but only those, which 
contribute to the performance of the system, are considered (Schlüchtermann 1995). The number 
of these target oriented alternative actions for one alternative solution is compared with the 
amount of target orientated alternative actions for the whole system. Targets for the aspired 
minimum performance substantiate the characteristic 'target orientation'. Several other 
characteristics of flexibility like the duration of change, the costs of change etc. could be 
considered by these pre-requirements. However, Kühn (1989) expresses methodical 
reservations, because there is no defined method for the development of the pre-requirements so 
that the selection is arbitrary. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Decision tree measurement method 'amount of alternative actions' 
 
The advantage of this approach is the catchy definition and the simple evaluation procedure to 
describe the range of change. However, there are practical problems in determining the number 
of available alternative actions. In a real-world decision situation, a nearly unlimited number of 
different action alternatives could be developed. Furthermore, in the measurement approach 
several characteristics of flexibility--like the uniformity of performance or the effort of change--are 
not considered.  
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Level of Target Achievement: The achievement of the system objectives for different future states 
is used as a metric for the measurement of flexibility. The system objectives are closely linked to 
the performance of the system e.g. measured by a value of benefit, the profit of a system etc. In 
the procedure for measurement, the flexibility of an alternative solution is assessed in comparison 
to the hypothetical optimum (perfect flexibility) as well as the poorest solution (total inflexibility). In 
the technical literature, different versions of this approach are discussed. In the following sections 
the methodologically sound approach and equation of Kühn (1989) is presented. The flexibility is 
measured by comparing realized, optimal and minimal flexibility:  
 
     
                
                 
                                     Equation 3.13 
 
where: 
Flex = provided flexibility 
Flex r = realized flexibility 
Flex min = minimal flexibility 
Flex max = optimal flexibility 
 
The different parameters are defined as follows:  
 Realized flexibility is the performance of an alternative solution for different future states. The 
value of the realized flexibility is not more than the optimal and not less than the minimal 
flexibility; in practice, the value sits mostly between both extremes. In a decision tree, this is 
the average value of an alternative solution for all possible future states (see Figure 19). 
 Minimal flexibility is also termed as a zero alternative. Kühn (1989) defines minimal flexibility 
as the performance of a totally rigid system when after the initial decision no additional 
changes to the system are possible. In a decision tree this is illustrated as a direct link from a 
decision to a value node (Figure 19). 
 Optimal flexibility is also termed total flexibility or prophetical planning. Kühn (1989) defines 
optimal flexibility as performance which can be achieved when a prophetic decision maker is 
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able to adapt decisions to all future developments. Another definition is to choose the best 
possible decisions out of the occurrence of developments, if all decisions can be revised. As 
illustrated in a decision tree, this is the situation where for the different future states the 
alternative solution with the best performance is always chosen (Figure 19). Always the 
alternative solution with the best performance is chosen (Figure 19). As a result, for all 
possible combinations of future states always the best performance is achieved.  
 
 
 
Figure 19. Decision tree measurement method 'level of target achievement' 
 
A comparison between the different extreme values has two functions. It enables the scaling of 
the realized flexibility on a value between zero and one. A solution without any flexibility has the 
value zero whereas one that can be adapted to all possible future states with the best 
performance is assigned a flexibility value of one. Thereby the flexibility of different alternative 
solutions and different systems can be compared. Hence the equation primarily serves as 
normalizer between 0 and 1. The comparison also offers a systematic method for the 
development of different alternative solutions based on flexibility options. Thus, the alternative 
solution of minimal flexibility is explicitly developed without any flexibility options, whereas the 
alternative solution of total flexibility includes the best possible combination of flexibility options.  
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The measurement approach follows the definition of flexibility from Kühn (1989) as a target-
orientated changeability. The measurement approach is focused on the objectives of the system. 
Also the 'capacity to act', the possibility to respond to relevant alterations are represented by the 
measurement method. The capacity to act is compared for different alternative solutions and 
future states. However, the implementation of the approach is associated with several problems. 
Hocke (2004) and Pibernik (2001) mention two problems associated with the definition of optimal 
as well as minimal flexibility. The details of both definitions are vague and it is not possible to 
anticipate the determination of the value of the parameters. Only in retrospect can the value of 
the parameters be specified. In addition, there are problems with the definition of the considered 
performance parameters. Schneeweiß & Kuehn. (1990) identify two requirements for the 
parameters. The parameter needs to represent the quality of the system performance but the 
parameter should also be measurable with a cardinal scale. However, these requirements do not 
offer guiding principles for the consideration of characteristics of change such as those for the 
overcoming of alternations or the effort for change. Hence, Hocke (2004) criticizes the method for 
not considering systematically the essential characteristics of the definition of flexibility. Finally, 
Pibernik (2001) criticizes that the flexibility parameters are not defined independently from the 
other parameters of the system performance. As a consequence, there is the danger that the 
performance of the system is considered in the decision process twice (Pibernik 2001).  
3.2.3.4 Flexibility Measurement Based on System Analysis  
Several methods for the measurement of flexibility are based on the general theory of systems 
analysis. In business management several flexibility concepts utilize general systems analysis or 
special applications such as the concept of 'Complex Adaptive Systems' (Gell- Mann 1995; 
Hocke 2004). In engineering science, systems analysis is used to improve the general 
performance as well as the flexibility of systems (de Neufville 2000; Nilchiani & Hastings 2007). A 
common aspect of the methods is that the metrics used for the measurement of flexibility are 
deduced by means of systems analysis. To solve this problem a systematic deduction of the 
criteria based on systems analysis is proposed. For the implementation of systematic flexibility 
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metrics, different measurement methods are used. The different measurement methods are 
presented below. 
 
Dimensions of Flexibility: Hocke (2004) and Hocke & Heinzl (2006) developed an approach for 
the measurement of flexibility, which systematically considers the different characteristics of 
flexibility. The method is based on the measurement of different characteristics of flexibility 
(Hocke (2004) uses the term dimensions), which are deduced from a systematic analysis of the 
definition of flexibility. The approach of Hocke was developed based on earlier approaches from 
Upton (1994) as well as Koste & Malhorta (1999). 
  
Based on the definition of flexibility as 'the ability of a socio-technical system, to adapt itself to 
target-orientated, based on their scope of operation on relevant system external as well as 
system internal induced changes, which can imply chances as well as risks.' Hocke (2004) 
developed a method for the measurement of flexibility. The following characteristics of flexibility 
are considered:  
 Range: This characteristic represents the ability to react to relevant alterations of the basic 
conditions. The indicator is the range of future states, which can be handled by a flexibility 
option.  
 Mobility: The constraints for the change of the systems like the costs and duration of change 
are considered by this characteristic. The costs of change are expenses, which can be 
allocated to the change process. The duration of change is the period between the 
recognition of altering basic conditions and the successful implementation of flexibility 
options.  
 Uniformity: This characteristic represents the performance of a system for different future 
states. The performance of the whole operational life span of the system is analyzed, 
considering different future states as well as the implementation of flexibility options.  
 Provision Cost: The costs for the construction of the flexibility options (which can be used 
later) are considered independently because these expenses do not arise directly from the 
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change process. Nevertheless, this characteristic is required for the comparison of different 
flexibility options.  
 
In the measurement method of Hocke (2004) these characteristics of flexibility are ascertained, 
aggregated and assessed step by step. Different approaches for the aggregation of the single 
characteristics can be used, so that the method could be customized to specific requirements. 
The measurement method is based on comparing the system performance for different 
alternative solutions and several future states, an approach already described above.  
 The different characteristics of flexibility are ascertained individually. When for a 
characteristic of flexibility several values exist, they are summarized to one value per future 
state and alternative solution.  
 The different characteristics of flexibility, mobility, cost of providing, and uniformity are 
summarized into one value per future state and alternative solution. The value represents all 
characteristics of flexibility. Only the characteristic 'range' is considered separately. If the 
ability to react to future alterations does not exist, the alternative solution is not flexible and 
the other characteristics could not be ascertained.  
 The value representing all characteristics of flexibility is summarized for the different future 
states to one value per alternative solution. Therefore, it is required to consider the probability 
of the different future states. Different approaches can be used to develop the probability of 
uncertain future states. Hocke (2004) recommends using the Laplace principle where every 
future state has the same probability of occurrence. Thereby the decision under uncertainty is 
transferred to decisions with probalistic risk. 
 Finally, a normalized value of flexibility for the different alternative solutions is ascertained. 
The approach of comparing the realized, optimal and minimal flexibility already described 
above is used. The realized flexibility of an alternative solution is represented by the value 
developed in the step before. The optimal and minimal flexibility have to be ascertained 
independently.  
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Hocke (2004) combines in his approach elements from different measurement approaches of 
flexibility with a systematic derivation of the considered characteristics of flexibility. The 
characteristic 'range' represents the amount of alternative actions adopted from the measurement 
approach already described above. The characteristic 'uniformity' considers the homogeneity of 
the system performance for different future states presented above. The characteristic 'mobility' 
considers the effort of change like the costs of change already mentioned in economic 
measurement methods. Hence, the single characteristics of the method of Hocke (2004) are 
based on already existing approaches. The feature of this method for the measurement of 
flexibility is the reasonable combination of the different characteristics so that the problems with 
the derivation of suitable criteria for the measurement of flexibility can be solved. The 
measurement method considers all characteristics of flexibility mentioned in the definition. 
 
Sustainability Criteria: In the field of urban drainage systems, different approaches for the 
measurement of flexibility based on a systematic derivation of the criteria of flexibility are 
presented. The approaches are developed within the discussion about the sustainability of urban 
drainage systems. 
 
Sundberg et al. (2004) develop an approach for the measurement of flexibility based on the ideas 
of Bossel (1999). A comparable approach was developed by Engel & Browning (2006). The 
approach focuses on the measurement of sustainability of urban drainage systems. Their 
definition of sustainability is 'sustainable systems are characterized by their potential to survive 
over time, with their potential to deal with diverse conditions as well as to respond and adapt on 
short-term and long-term contextual changes' including the aspect of flexibility. Hence, this 
approach is of interest for the measurement of flexibility. Sundberg et al. (2004) substantiate the 
following characteristics and static indicators for sustainable urban drainage systems.  
 Existence: The urban drainage system has to prove itself in the normal conditions of the 
environment. The Indicator is the renewal and degradation rate.  
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 Effectivity: The urban drainage system has to protect and conserve the resources from the 
environment, which are required to ensure their viability. As indicators the investment costs, 
work hours for operation and energy consumption are used.  
 Freedom of action: To facilitate the reaction of different future developments the urban 
drainage system should have a capacity to act. As indicators, the different sources of 
separate storm water (not combined sewage) are considered.  
 Security: The urban drainage system should have the possibility to respond to normal 
fluctuations of the basic conditions. The indicator is the number of unplanned reparation 
measures.  
 Adaptability: Urban drainage systems should have the possibility to respond to fundamental 
and comprehensive changes to the environment. Two indicators are proposed for the ability; 
the sensitivity to an altering population density and the flexibility of the management 
structure.  
 Coexistence: The urban drainage system has to exist together with other superior systems, 
sub-systems or parallel systems.  
 
The method facilitates the derivation of indicators for the measurement of sustainability. However, 
the criterion flexibility is only considered in a simplified form. Firstly, the measurement procedure 
is based on simple static indicators, which do not consider the future uncertainties sufficiently. 
Secondly, flexibility is only considered as one criterion besides others. The other categories are 
not relevant for the measurement of flexibility.  
 
Another measurement approach for the flexibility of urban drainage systems has been developed 
from the work done by Sieker et al. (2007a). The method for the assessment of the ecological 
and economical characteristics of sustainable urban drainage systems is based on the derivation 
of the costs-benefit-analysis, which considers also non economical values. To guarantee that the 
indicators are not chosen arbitrarily they are derived based on systems analysis. As one 
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dimension of sustainability, the changeability of the system is considered and is substantiated by 
the following characteristics:  
 Flexibility - variety of elements: For sustainable urban drainage systems a variety of different 
management elements are available. These varieties of elements facilitate the customization 
of urban drainage systems for local requirements. The indicator is the variety of available 
elements.  
 Flexibility - constructional changes: Subsequent changes of existing urban drainage systems 
are expensive but because of the uncertain and changing basic conditions, it is not possible 
to avoid such subsequent changes to the system. As an indicator, the duration of change and 
the possibility to prepare change measurement during the normal operation are considered.  
 Flexibility - failures: The failure of the system should be prevented. Because of additional 
objectives like resource efficiency and the over-dimensioning of the system should be 
avoided. As an indicator the extent of performance loss and possible damage are used.  
 Flexibility – environmental alterations: The urban drainage systems should be flexible against 
alterations to the system environment. Therefore, the consequential costs of changes should 
be minimized. The indicator is the ability of the system to adapt to alterations with low costs 
and little impairment of performance.  
 Fault tolerance: The reaction of urban drainage systems to unforeseeable events is 
considered. Occurring defects should be remedied without affecting the system performance. 
The indicator is the degree to which the performance of the system is affected.  
 Flexibility - employment of staff: Also, the flexibility for staff employment is considered. The 
absence of single persons should not affect the performance of the system. The indicator is 
the ability to replace staff.  
 
Sieker et al. (2007a) considered beside flexibility also other criteria for the sustainability of urban 
drainage systems such as the efficiency of the energy and resource consumption or the 
objectives of flood protection and water pollution control. For all sustainability criteria the average 
as well as the homogeneity of the benefit value is ascertained. Holistic cost-benefit-analysis 
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results in a multidimensional level of goal achievement as well as the achievement of the 
economic objectives being calculated. However, the assessment does not consider different 
future states so that future uncertainties are not presented sufficiently. Therefore, the 
measurement approach does not represent all characteristics of flexibility.  
 
Change Propagation Method: For the measurement of flexibility of systems, the change 
propagation method of Eckert et al. (2004), Keller et al. (2005) and Clarkson et al. (2001) can be 
used. According to Eckert et al. (2004) the basic assumption of this method is, that in a system 
with numerous close interactions between the component elements, a change to one element 
(caused by future alterations) is likely to result in changes to other elements, which again can 
propagate the change. The outcome of such change propagation is that a change in a single 
element can result in consequences elsewhere in the system causing significant cost. The 
method developed by Eckert et al. (2004) can also be used for the measurement of flexibility.  
 
The change propagation method considers two metrics i.e. the probability of occurrence and the 
impact of change (Clarkson et al. 2001). Probability is defined as the average likelihood that a 
change of one element will lead to a change in another element by propagation across its 
interfaces. The impact of change, in particular the costs of change, are considered. The 
consequences of change are analyzed for each single element of the system.  
 
The procedure of the change propagation method proposed by Clarkson et al. (2001) is a 
combination of design structure matrix analysis and risk management techniques. The 
interconnectivity of the elements for a particular system structure is illustrated in dependency 
matrices of the system (Clarkson et al. 2001). Based on the dependency matrices it could be 
analyzed how the change in one element caused by uncertain future drivers results in the change 
of other elements considering direct as well as the indirect propagated changes. Eckert et al. 
(2004) identify four categories of change propagation behavior (Figure 20): 
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 Constant: The constant elements remain totally unaffected by the change in the system. 
These elements neither absorb other changes nor cause changes themselves.  
 Absorbers: The absorber elements absorb more changes than they cause. Some elements 
are even total absorbers, which can absorb all changes and does not cause further changes.  
 Carriers: The same number of changes affects the carrier elements as they affect changes of 
others. Therefore, carrier elements absorb a similar number of changes as they cause.  
 Multipliers: Multiplier elements are affected by less change than they affect themselves. As a 
consequence, multiplier elements generate more change than they absorb.  
 
 
Figure 20. Typology of elements in change propagation method (own figure based on Eckert et 
al. 2004)  
 
The change propagation behavior of a system is not a static characteristic. On the contrary, a 
change absorber can convert to a change multiplier if a specific change is too big to be absorbed 
by the specific tolerance margin. Hence Eckert et al. (2004) recommend a system design, which 
is not optimal for the present conditions, but includes tolerance margins to cope with future 
alterations. Therefore buffer elements should be considered, which can absorb a certain degree 
of change. The objective of the buffer elements is to prevent the transformation of absorber 
elements to multiplier elements (Eckert et al. 2004). The intended performance of the buffer 
elements can be guaranteed by rigid tolerance margins as well as by flexibility options.  
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As a result the change propagation method illustrates the risk that the change of one element 
propagates in the systems and results in the change of other elements (Eckert et al. 2004). The 
risk can be used as a metric for the flexibility or robustness of the system, dependent on whether 
flexibility options are considered or not. The measurement method considers two characteristics 
mentioned in the definition of flexibility; the range of change and the costs of change. A detailed 
measurement of the homogeneity of performance is missing. The feature of this method is the 
consideration of the system specific characteristics of change propagation. 
 
Tipping Point Approach: A simple approach for the assessment of flexibility options is the “Tipping 
Point Approach” (espace 2008, Gersonius 2011; Kwadijk et al. 2010). The approach was already 
applied for the assessment of the flexibility options for urban drainage against the impact of 
climate change. The principle of the approach is to assess for how long a flexibility option for a 
drainage system will be perform with the intended performance under future change drivers. In 
other words the strategy identifies the range of change (tipping point or threshold value) under 
which the flexibility option cannot longer meet the intended performance. The application of the 
tipping point approach includes following steps (Kwadijk et al. 2010): 
 In the first step the system and its objectives is defined.  
 In the second step the tipping point (threshold value) describing the minimum level of 
intended performance is identified. 
 In the third step a sensitivity analysis is performed, under which future states (range of 
change described by future scenarios) the tipping point is exceeded. 
 In fourth step potential flexibility options to adapt to the future state are developed and the 
steps 2-3 are repeated until a suitable option is identified.  
 
As result the tipping point analysis answers the basic question of how much change can the 
identified flexibility option cope with (Kwadijk et al. 2010). The approach facilitates the simple 
assessment of flexibility options with limited information about the future change. Disadvantage of 
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the method is that only one metric mentioned in the definition of flexibility ‘the range of change’ is 
considered and other metrics such as performance and costs are neglected.  
 
3.2.3.5 Flexibility Measurement Based on Simulation Methods  
In the technical literature several simulation methods for the optimization of flexibility are 
presented (Silver & de Weck 2007; Engel & Browning. 2006; de Neufville & Hassan 2006; de 
Neufville & Cardin 2008). The methods serve to optimize the flexibility of systems. However, the 
simulation methods could also be used as a framework for the measurement of flexibility.  
According to Diwekar (2000) the goal of optimization is to ascertain the value of the decision 
variable used to optimize the objective function, while ensuring the system operates within 
established limits described and specified by constraints. According to de Neufville & Hassan 
(2006) the optimization of flexibility of engineering systems requires a three-step framework. 
Within this generic framework, modules from different optimization approaches are presented. 
 In the first step, the key sources of uncertainty have to be identified and a limited number of 
future states have to be developed. The essential drivers for future uncertainties are 
identified. Different methods are available. Simplistic approaches used by Neufville & Hassan 
(2006) consider several future scenarios developed by a manual scenario building process. 
Other approaches use mathematical algorithms to consider uncertain future developments. 
These include the Monte Carlo algorithm (de Neufville & Cardin 2008) or the geometric 
Brownian motion algorithm (Silver & de Weck 2007). These mathematical simulation 
algorithms enable the consideration of a large number of possible future developments. 
 In the second step, the different alternative solutions are analyzed for different future states. 
Numerous combinations of alternative solutions and the different future states are possible. 
From this set of solution possibilities the optimal solution has to be calculated in respect to 
the optimization function. Hence, the optimization method should consider all possible 
solutions or at least develop a set of possible solutions, which includes the most promising 
solutions. However, even for simple problems the number of possible solutions can make 
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manual optimization approaches unfeasible. Hence automatic simulation methods to 
generate a promising set of possible solutions have been developed. An approach is genetic 
algorithms, a search-optimization procedure that is based on the idea of natural selection and 
genetics, is one possible approach. It is already applied in different fields of urban water 
management (Diogo et al. 2000; Maharjan et al. 2009). By different random mutation and 
combination of alternative solutions and the selection of the best solutions the performance of 
the system is improved step by step. As a result of the genetic algorithm an optimal solution 
is identified (de Neufville & Cardin 2008).  
 In the third step, an optimal initial design of the system is selected according to the 
optimization function. The optimization function consists of criteria, which should be 
maximized or minimized and associated constraints. For the optimization of the flexibility 
metrics such as life-cycle costs, change costs or performance criteria are used (Silver & de 
Weck 2007; de Neufville & Hassan 2006). The criteria correspond with the metrics used in 
other measurement methods already mentioned above. 
 
The simulation methods could be used for the measurement of flexibility. So the simulation 
algorithms for optimization are similar to the already presented approach of comparing different 
future states and alternative solutions. By using mathematical simulation algorithms, more 
complex decisions could be considered than with the manual approach of decision analysis. For 
the measurement of flexibility, the simulation methods have to be modified: 
 When the flexibility of a particular alternative solution is to be assessed, it is necessary to 
ascertain both the value for the optimal solution as well as the value for the assessed 
solution. The use of automatic simulation algorithms facilitates a work saving calculation of 
the value of flexibility.  
 The optimization algorithm supports the determination of a scaled value of flexibility. The 
flexibility value of the optimal solution can be compared with the value of the realized 
flexibility of the alternative solution. The already presented approach for the comparison of 
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optimal, minimal and realized flexibility can be used. As a result, flexibility is scaled on a 
value between zero and one.  
 
The measurement methods for flexibility, which are based on simulation methods, consider all 
steps of the framework for the planning and management of flexibility. So different future states 
are considered and the flexibility of different alternative solutions are compared with each other. 
The different characteristics of flexibility mentioned in the definition can be considered in the 
optimization function. Because of the mathematical simulation algorithm the measurement 
method can also be applied to tasks, which are characterized by a large number of possible 
future states and alternative solutions. Once created the simulation algorithm facilitates an easy 
and quick measurement of flexibility. However, the creation of simulation algorithms is associated 
with a high degree of effort. The algorithm has to be customized for the special application case 
by considering the type of systems as well as the different flexibility options. For the definitive 
assessment of the flexibility of urban drainage systems such simulation algorithms are not 
currently available. The implementation of automized algorithms for urban drainage systems is 
difficult because a huge number of different performance indicators as well as a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative indicators need to be considered. An application of a genetic 
algorithm for the staged costs optimization of urban drainage systems affected by future 
uncertainties is (Maharjan et al. 2008).  
 
3.2.4 Conclusions Regarding the Measurement of Flexibility 
There are a variety of different approaches for the measurement of flexibility, but until now no 
approach has been established as a standard. Different metrics for the measurement of flexibility 
have been discussed. Established and suitable metrics include: the range of change (the ability to 
cope with a large range of future alterations), uniformity (the homogeneity of the system 
performance, within the range of alterations) and mobility (the transition penalties--like duration or 
costs of change—of change). These metrics have a close relationship with the characteristics of 
flexibility mentioned in the discussion of that term’s definition. The procedures behind most 
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measurement approaches are based on the comparisons of the performance of the metrics for 
different future states and different alternative solutions. Flexibility is therefore a relative 
characteristic, which can only be presented by a comparison between different alternative 
solutions for a system. There are several variants of this basic procedure which consider different 
goals such as the calculation of absolute metrics or a work-saving measurement of flexibility.  
 
3.3 Proposed Theory of Flexibility for Urban Drainage Systems 
A theory of flexibility tailored to the requirements of urban drainage systems is proposed herein. 
The theory is subdivided into a definition of flexibility, a framework for the management of 
flexibility and an approach for the measurement of flexibility for urban drainage systems. The 
development of the theory includes two distinct steps.  
 
First, a review of whether generic theories of flexibility can be transferred to urban drainage 
systems. The transferability is assessed via the following criteria:  
 Are the terms and criteria used in the general flexibility theory known in urban drainage (or in 
urban water management generally), or is it possible to translate the terms and criteria into 
known terms? 
 Are the prerequisites for the implementation of the general flexibility theory appropriate for 
urban drainage (or in urban water management generally)? 
 Are there benefits for urban drainage by applying the general theory of flexibility? 
 
Second, a theory of flexibility (including a consideration of the definition of flexibility, generation of 
flexibility and measurement of flexibility) tailored for urban drainage system is proposed. The 
prospective theory is verified through application case studies. 
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3.3.1 Definition of Flexibility for Urban Drainage Systems 
3.3.1.1 Transfer of Existing Definitions  
The literature review illustrates that most authors avoid a direct definition of flexibility for urban 
drainage system; therefore, the meaning of flexibility could only be gathered by indirect 
descriptions. Most authors use flexibility as a general term for the capacity to adapt urban 
drainage systems to future alterations. However, a few authors do explicitly define the term 
flexibility. But these definitions of flexibility in the field of urban drainage systems are 
characterized by theoretical weaknesses compared to definitions of flexibility which exist in other 
disciplines. Indeed, most definitions of flexibility expounded in the field of urban drainage systems 
are fragmentary and do not name the mechanism of change, the effect of change or the metrics 
of flexibility. Furthermore, some definitions of flexibility contradict the commonly accepted 
definitions from technical literature. Clearly, confusion exists regarding the differentiation between 
terms robustness, flexibility and transferability. Until now, no standard definition of flexibility has 
been developed for urban drainage systems. This research evaluates whether definitions of 
flexibility from other disciplines can be transferred to the field of urban drainage systems. The 
transferability potential of the general definitions is systematically assessed based on whether the 
terms are known in urban drainage, whether the prerequisites for the implementation are fulfilled 
for urban drainage systems, and if benefits for urban drainage systems are expected.  
 Terms: The terms used in the general definitions of flexibility are mostly known in the field of 
urban drainage. Indeed, terms like performance, change, costs and duration are known and 
can be substantiated without any problems for urban drainage systems. The transfer is 
facilitated by the fact that most of the definitions are based on common terms of general 
system analysis. As such, the transfer of terms from one kind of system to another kind of 
system (e.g. from aerospace systems to urban drainage systems) is possible. Only the term 
“capacity to act” (flexibility option) lacks a parallel in urban drainage. In Chapter 3.3.2 the 
transferability of the term flexibility option is analyzed in detail.  
 Prerequisites: The definitions of flexibility are only associated with a few necessary 
preconditions. One necessary precondition is that systems should have the capacity to act to 
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react on future drivers. Whether such flexibility options are available in urban drainage 
systems is analyzed in detail in Chapter 3.3.2. Another precondition is that only system 
external triggered flexibility options are considered. Because urban drainage systems are 
socio-technical systems, it is possible that the location of the change agent is outside the 
boundaries of the technical core system. In general, these preconditions do not constitute 
constraints to the transfer of the general definitions of flexibility to urban drainage systems.  
 Benefits: This research assesses whether the transfer of the definition from other disciplines 
offers an advantage for urban drainage systems. Advantages can be affirmed by considering 
the deficiencies of the present definitions of flexibility in urban drainage systems. In particular, 
two deficiencies of the present definitions are highlighted. Firstly, differentiation between the 
term flexibility and other comparable terms like robustness, adaptation and changeability is 
missing. This lack of differentiation creates problems for the planning and management, as 
well as measurement, of flexibility. Secondly, most definitions of flexibility in urban drainage 
do not offer any indications or metrics for measuring flexibility. As a consequence, the 
measurement of flexibility is negatively affected. If the existing profound definitions of 
flexibility from other disciplines are used for urban drainage systems, then these deficiencies 
can be eliminated. Furthermore, such profound definitions can serve as a basis for the 
planning and measurement of flexibility. The ability of a profound definition to serve as a 
basis for the measurement and planning of flexibility is unexhausted.  
 
In summary, the general definitions of flexibility can be customized for urban drainage systems 
without any significant problems. And though the technical literature does not present a standard 
generic definition of flexibility, most definitions found in the literature include similar characteristics 
of flexibility—these common characteristics could be used as the foundation of the development 
of a standard definition. This research establishes differentiation between the term flexibility and 
other terms describing changeability. And though some details of this differentiation may be 
debatable, the essential basis of these distinctions seems beyond dispute. In the following 
section, a definition of flexibility for urban drainage systems is developed.   
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3.3.1.2 Proposed Definition of Flexibility for Urban Drainage Systems  
The following insights from the literature review should be considered in the definition of flexibility 
for urban drainage systems:  
 Simple definitions like flexibility as 'the ability to change or react with little penalty in time, 
effort, cost or performance' (Upton 1994) only focuses on the metrics to measure flexibility 
and do not mention the criteria required for the delimitation of other comparable terms. Even 
definitions that include much more criteria--for example, 'We define flexibility of a design as 
the property of a system that allows it to respond to changes in its initial objectives and 
requirements – both in terms of capabilities and attributes – occurring after the system has 
been fielded, i.e., in operation, in a timely and cost-effective way' (Saleh et al. 2001)—do not 
include all possible criteria for the definition of flexibility. Furthermore, these definitions have 
the drawback of being very complex and difficult to understand. Hence in proposing a 
definition of flexibility for urban drainage systems, only the characteristics of flexibility that are 
required for urban drainage systems are to be considered  
 Several generic definitions offer a clear delimitation between flexibility and other comparable 
terms describing changeability. The difference between flexibility and robustness is that 
flexible systems deal with alterations by changing the structure or operation of the system 
whereas robust systems cope with alterations without system changes. In addition, flexible 
systems have an external change agent, whereas in adaptable systems the change is 
triggered within the system itself. Furthermore, flexibility intends to guarantee the system’s 
performance and not to preserve the original system structure. This is a clear distinction from 
the concept of transitioning, which focuses on how to achieve and guarantee an intended 
system structure. Finally, flexibility mainly looks at long-term alterations, whereas resiliency 
includes the capacity to deal with short term crises. In the field of urban drainage most 
definitions of flexibility do not consider these delimiting characteristics of changeability. The 
established delimitation criteria should be considered in the definition of flexibility for urban 
drainage systems. 
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 Several generic definitions include metrics for the measurement of flexibility. The most 
popular metrics focus on the performance of the system over time, the cost of change, the 
time required for change and the range of alterations that the system can handle. Currently, 
most definitions of flexibility for urban drainage systems do not offer any indications or 
metrics for flexibility. The definition of flexibility for urban drainage systems should consider 
the characteristics of the change process like cost, duration and performance-efficiency, all of 
which could serve as metrics of flexibility. 
 
These points illustrate that there is a need for a plain and tangible definition of flexibility for urban 
drainage systems. Based on the characteristics presented above, following definition of flexibility 
is proposed:  
 
The definition of flexibility for urban water management systems highlights the following 
fundamental characteristics of flexibility (Table 4): 
 Overcome alterations which affect the system performance: A key characteristic of flexibility 
is that the system can overcome alterations. First a consideration of which type of alterations 
has to be substantiated. Flexible systems should focus on the alterations which affect the 
system performance. In addition, which kind of alterations can be handled by flexibility must 
be demarcated. The source of alterations can be categorized either as alterations of the 
system objectives or as alterations of the input factors of the system. Frey (2005) provides a 
detailed categorization of different types of alterations for technical infrastructure systems—
he has categorized these different types as replacement, accumulation, extension and re-
equipment. The replacement demand originates from signs of wear due to the age of the 
system. The accumulation demand arises from the difference between the existing and the 
required performance of the technical infrastructure system. The extension demand is 
determined from increasing requirements. The re-equipment demand originates from altering 
Flexibility is the ability of urban drainage systems to use their active capacity to act, and 
respond to relevant alterations during operation, in a performance-efficient, timely and 
cost-effective way. 
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qualitative and quantitative demands (changing objectives) for the technical infrastructure 
system.  
 Change during operation: The definition of flexibility emphasizes that the system is changed 
during its operational life span. Therefore, flexibility focuses on changes which are 
implemented after the system has already been fielded. Consequently, in flexible design the 
decision making process is not focused on one time step, but rather on several and 
successive points in time. Additionally, changes to the system after the operational life span 
are not considered.  
 Guarantee good performance: An important characteristic of flexibility is its guarantee of long 
term functionality and good performance of the system besides altering requirements 
(Schneeweiß & Kühn 1990). Flexibility involves guaranteeing the systems’ performance and 
not preserving the original system structure or single system elements. Furthermore, flexibility 
is only focused on those adaptation measures which contribute to the performance of the 
systems. Kühn (1989) describes this characteristic as target-orientated changeability. 
Moreover, de Neufville & Cardin (2008) and Hocke (2004) distinguish two goals of 
adaptation. The performance of a system should be improved by reacting to altering and 
uncertain requirements by either avoiding downside effects or by achieving added value 
when upside opportunities occur (de Neufville & Cardin 2008).   
 Change with low effort: The ease of change is an important characteristic of flexibility. 
Several types of barriers may stand against the capability of the system to change. The 
technical literature focuses on two of these barriers: the time and the costs of the change 
process (Koste & Malhotra 1999 and Patig 2001). Greater degrees of flexibility allow for more 
ease of movement. A tradeoff between expenses and benefits of flexibility is required. The 
more flexible a system the smaller the costs and the bigger the efficiency. Beside the time 
and costs also the resource consumption of energy, construction material, space of the 
flexibility options is considered. So there is the general worry of Oswald & Baccini (2003) that 
a high flexibility will increase the resource consumption of a system, because of the frequent 
change measures. On the other hand a high flexibility could also reduce the resource 
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consumption by avoiding over dimensioned sustainable urban drainage systems. The 
characteristics for the effort of change (in particular the costs and duration of change) can be 
used as metrics for the measurement of the level of flexibility and hence provide a possible 
link between the definition of flexibility and an approach for the measurement of flexibility.  
 Flexibility options (capacity to change a system): To overcome uncertain future alterations a 
capacity of act (also called flexibility options) is required (Upton 1994; Schneeweiß & Kühn 
1990). These flexibility options are built up in advance and could be used if an adaptation of 
the system is required. Until now the flexibility options for urban drainage systems are widely 
unknown and will be addressed in detail in Chapter 4. A flexible urban drainage system 
should include flexibility options as big as possible and should avoid unnecessary 
commitments and limitations (Schneeweiß & Kühn 1990).  
 Externally initiated change: An important characteristic of flexibility is that the change process 
is controlled externally; an external agent of change exists (Fricke & Schulz 2005). This is a 
clear case of differentiation from robustness (in which the performance is provided without 
changing the system) as well as adaptability (in which the change is initiated from the system 
itself/within the system boundaries). According to Schneeweiß & Kühn (1990) the external 
initiation of the change is a precondition for conceptualizing that the possibility that flexibility 
is an objective of a planning and management process.  
 
Table 4. Key components of the definition of flexibility 
Flexibility is the ability of urban drainage systems to use their active 
capacity to ac and, to respond to relevant alterations during operation, in 
a performance-efficient, timely and cost-effective way 
- Overcome alterations in system environment  
- Change during operation 
- Guarantee good performance 
- Change with low effort  
- Flexibility options 
- Externally initiated change 
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3.3.2 Framework for the Generation and Management of Flexibility for Urban Drainage 
Systems 
3.3.2.1 Transfer of the Existing Approaches for the Generation and Management of 
Flexibility  
The general theoretical foundations illustrate different mechanism for the generation of flexibility. 
Basic principle of 'flexibility management' in system analysis is to balance the required and the 
potential flexibility of a system. Therefore system analyses provide indications to identify 
uncertain future drivers of systems and to identify basic approaches to develop flexibility 
potentials in systems. Decision analysis provides a systematic procedure for decisions under 
uncertainty. In particular the principle of 'flexible planning' offers a structure for the development 
of flexibility within the framework of planning and decision processes. In option analysis flexibility 
is considered as autonomous elements 'options'. Options offer the possibility to reduce the 
damage caused by future developments as well as make use of future opportunities. Real 
Options includes both flexibility 'in' systems exploits technical aspects of the system whereas 
flexibility 'on' systems relates to management decisions in the planning process. The different 
mechanisms for the generation of flexibility are not mutually interchangeable so that it is required 
to combine these to a joint approach. All theoretical foundations illustrate, that the generation and 
management of flexibility is only possible within a framework of a planning process.  
 
In urban water management the most authors only name single mechanism to generate the 
flexibility of urban drainage systems but do not offer a profound theory for planning and 
generation of flexibility. For example Sieker et al. (2008) highlight the diversity of performance of 
urban drainage systems as crucial factor for the development of flexibility. On the contrary Kluge 
& Libbe (2006) focus on the characteristic modularity as important factor to develop the flexibility 
of urban water management systems. A compelling categorization of the different mechanism to 
generate flexibility for urban water management systems is missing. This missing clarity about 
generation of flexibility illustrates the present theory gap for flexible urban drainage systems.  
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The transfer of the general theory of generation of flexibility to the field of urban drainage systems 
is reviewed. Because of the present theory deficit for urban drainage systems the transfer of the 
existing general approaches is from high importance. The review bases on the questions if the 
terms of the general theory are known in urban drainage, if the pre-requirements for the 
implementation are fulfilled for urban drainage system and if benefits for urban drainage systems 
are expected. 
 Terms: The terms for the planning process of flexibility like target definition, problem analysis, 
future forecasts, development of alternatives, effect modeling, decisions, implementation and 
monitoring can be transferred without any problems. Nevertheless essentials terms for the 
management of flexibility like required flexibility and flexibility options are not known in urban 
drainage. The term required flexibility describes the uncertainty of the future development 
and can be substantiated for urban drainage systems. So a profound discussion about 
uncertain future drivers of urban drainage systems exists. But there are problems to transfer 
the term flexibility options because an equivalent is missing in urban drainage. The missing 
term implicates that until now flexibility options are not considered as an independent 
category for the planning and management of urban drainage systems. Furthermore there 
are detailed problems with the term option. In particular the aspect of using the chances of 
uncertainty developments, a main characteristic of options, could not be translated easily to 
urban drainage systems. It is possible, that the aspect of using future upside effects is of 
limited importance for urban drainage. Nevertheless it is more likely that according to de 
Neufville (2004) there is the problem that the recognition that uncertainty can be helpful is 
difficult to accept for those who have focused on the negative aspects of uncertainty. Other 
characteristics of options like the costs of change or the duration of change are not known in 
urban drainage until now, but there are no principal problems to substantiate these terms. 
The substantiation of the term flexibility option is a relevant problem for the transfer of the 
general theory of flexibility to urban drainage systems. Hence more research about the 
flexibility option for urban drainage systems is required.  
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 Pre-requirements: Based on system analysis, decision analysis and real option analysis the 
generation of flexibility is using theories, which claim to be universal and interdisciplinary. 
Hence the preconditions and pre-requirements for the generation of flexibility are suitable for 
the transfer and customization for different disciplines. For example Fricke et al. (2000) 
assume that the transfer of the general theory of flexibility to different type of systems is 
possible. The issue flexibility option is analyzed in detail. So the pre-requirements have to be 
differentiated for different types of flexibility options. Options 'in' systems have to be 
substantiated for the considered system e.g. urban drainage systems. These options require 
a technical understanding of the system and could only be developed for a certain system. 
Hence the transfer of flexibility options 'in' systems has to be analyzed in detail for different 
systems. On the contrary flexibility options 'on' systems base on general approaches of 
decision analysis and can be transferred directly to decision processes for urban drainage 
systems. 
 Benefits: Nearly all principles of flexible planning and generation like the balance of potential 
and required flexibility, the stepwise decisions of contingency planning or the consideration of 
chances as well as risks are new for urban drainage. If any there are only few 
implementations of these principles for urban drainage systems up to now. Hence by the 
consideration of these principles for the generation of flexibility an obvious improvement of 
the present practice of urban drainage systems is expected. The improvement of the life-
cycle costs and systems performance by flexibility verified for other disciplines (examples 
listed from de Neufville & Cardin 2008 or de Neufville & Hassan 2006) is also expected for 
urban drainage systems. 
 
3.3.2.2 Proposed Framework for the Generation and Management of Flexibility for Urban 
Drainage Systems 
The framework for the generation of flexibility can be transferred to urban drainage systems. 
Nevertheless the general approaches have to be customized for urban drainage systems. First, 
the key terms required flexibility and flexibility options have to be defined for urban drainage 
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systems. Second, the procedure of the planning of flexibility has to be included in the common 
planning procedure for the development of urban drainage systems. To develop a consistent 
framework for the generation of flexibility in this dissertation the different theoretical foundations 
are combined and consistent theory is presented. 
 
Key Terms for the Generation and Management of Flexibility: The framework for the generation of 
flexibility is deduced from the definition of flexibility as ' the ability of urban drainage systems to 
use their active capacity to act, to respond to relevant alterations during operation, in a 
performance-efficient, timely and cost-effective way.' Based on the first part of the definition 'the 
capacity to act' the parameter 'flexibility option' is developed. The second part of the definition 
'response on relevant changes' results in the parameter 'required flexibility'. Task of flexibility 
generation is to balance the flexibility options with the required flexibility of a system. Before the 
process of flexibility generation is described in detail the central terms required flexibility and the 
flexibility options are defined.  
 
The term required flexibility (synonymously flexibility demand) arises from the future uncertainties 
of the system. The definition should include the origin of uncertainties as system external or 
internal and illustrates the consequences of the uncertainties as chances or risks. Based on 
Hocke & Heinzl (2006) the term required flexibility is defined as:  
 
The required flexibility for urban drainage systems is presented in Chapter 2. As result it is 
illustrated, for which future drivers a flexibility of the urban drainage system is required.  
 
The term flexibility option (synonymously potential flexibility) is defined by several authors. In the 
style of financial term 'option' flexibility options are described as 'the right, but not the obligation to 
modify a system in operations to adapt it to this changing environment.' (de Neufville & Cardin 
2008). The options should minimize the damage of future uncertainties as well as make use of 
Required flexibility is: 'The performance relevant system internal and environmental 
initiated future alterations, which imply opportunities as well as risks' 
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the opportunities of future developments (de Neufville 2004). Based on these sources the 
consideration of risks and opportunities as well as the applicability for planning are considered in 
the following definition.  
 
Referring to de Neufville (2004) and de Neufville & Cardin (2008) it is distinguished between 
options 'in' systems and options 'on' systems. Flexibility options 'on' systems are considered as 
flexibility options involved in the planning and management process but not in the physical 
system itself. Referring to this description, and the definition of flexibility options used in this 
dissertation, options 'on' systems are defined as follows:  
 
There are no, or only marginal, differences between options 'on' systems for different types of 
technical systems (de Neufville & Cardin 2008). Hence it is possible to apply the general 
principles for options 'on' systems to urban drainage systems. A multistage decision process is 
required to make use of the improvement of information during the timeframe of the planning and 
management of the system (Corsten & Gössinger 2005). During the planning and management 
period additional information will be available thereby improving the quality of information and 
reducing the uncertainties connected with future states. A summary of possible options ‘on’ 
systems is provided by Giere (2007) and Trigeorgis (1996).  
 
Based on the general definition of flexibility options, the term flexibility options ‘in’ systems can be 
substantiated. These options 'in' systems are characterized by the fact that the capability for 
change is generated by physical components of the system. The design of the technical system is 
changed to achieve a flexibility option. Flexibility options 'in' system should contribute significantly 
to the performance of the system and should be manipulated with low effort. De Neufville & 
Cardin (2008) provide the following definition: 'Flexibility 'in' systems exploit technical aspects of 
Flexibility options are: 'the ability to modify an urban drainage system in operation to 
adapt it to future demands by either avoid risks or exploit opportunities' 
Flexibility options 'on' urban drainage systems are: 'the ability to modify a planning 
process of urban drainage systems with management decisions.' 
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the design to make the system adaptable to its environment'. This definition is combined with the 
definition of flexibility options developed above.  
 
To substantiate the flexibility options 'in' systems the specifics of the system have to be 
considered. For the development of options 'in' systems, a detailed technical knowledge of the 
specific system--in these cases urban drainage systems--is required. According to Shah et al. 
(n.y.) a significant challenge for the implementation of real options in technical systems is the 
identification of the sources of flexibility 'in' systems. Also, Engel & Browning (2006) emphasize 
that the lack of technical understanding of systems by the present users of real option analysis is 
one of the main reasons why as yet there have been only a few implementations of real options in 
technical systems. The approach of real options should be made accessible for the designers and 
operators of technical systems (Engel & Browning 2006). This dissertation aims to bridge this 
research gap in the field of urban drainage systems--the flexibility options 'in' urban drainage 
systems should be identified.  
 
Framework for the Management of Flexibility: The implementation of flexibility options takes place 
within the framework of the planning and operation process of the systems. Flexibility options are 
characterized by the fact that the change process is actively initiated from outside the system. 
Therefore the benefit of flexibility could only be achieved when the flexibility options can be 
influenced during the planning and operation of the system. Flexibility management involves 
balancing the flexibility options with the required flexibility of a system. A total inflexibility is 
suitable for the theoretical case of a static system and environment. In contrast, excessive 
flexibility is problematic because flexibility options could foster negative consequences like 
additional costs or disturbances of system performance. The optimal level of flexibility is 
described by the principle 'as rigid as possible and (only) as flexible as necessary' (Eversheim et 
al. 1980). In order to manage flexibility a method to measure flexibility is required. The required 
Flexibility options 'in' urban drainage systems are: 'the ability to modify an urban drainage 
system based on the system design.' 
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flexibility caused by future uncertainties has to be described; additionally, the flexibility offered by 
flexibility options has to be measured.  
 
The implementation of flexibility options takes place within the operational life span of the urban 
drainage system including the stages of planning, implementation, utilization, conversion and de-
construction. Referring to the generic life cycle framework of urban infrastructure systems (FGSV 
2001), a framework for the management of flexibility for urban drainage systems can be 
developed (Figure 21).  
 Problem Analysis: As a basis for problem analysis, the specific urban drainage system and 
the objectives of the urban drainage system need to be defined. Then the uncertain future 
drivers are ascertained and a range of possible future developments for the period under 
review is described. As a result, the required flexibility of the urban drainage system is 
identified.  
 Alternative Analysis: The flexibility options in urban drainage systems are determined based 
on the required flexibility. The different flexibility options are considered as alternative 
solutions, then the performance and the effort involved in these alternatives for different 
future states are modeled. It is necessary, if a change to the system is required, to react to 
future alterations. Based on the modeling results, the flexibility of the different alternatives is 
measured.  
 Decision: Based on the modeling of the effects, a decision must be made regarding which 
alternative of the system (and associated flexibility option) can be realized in the first 
implementation step. The chosen alternative needs to offer the best equalization between the 
required flexibility and the potential flexibility.  
 Implementation: In the first implementation phase the urban drainage system is realized and 
the flexibility options are constructed. A capacity for change is developed. Subsequently, the 
development of the urban drainage system and the system environment are monitored, and 
the consequences for system performance are evaluated. An assessment is made regarding 
whether a change of the urban drainage system is required to cope with altering basic 
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conditions. Based on the monitoring, a decision about the utilization of the flexibility options is 
made. In the second implementation step the established flexibility options are realized and 
the capacity for change is used. The monitoring process is continued for the whole life span 
of the urban drainage system. 
 
Figure 21. Framework for the management of flexibility within the planning process   
 
3.3.3 Method for the Measurement of Flexibility for Urban Drainage Systems 
3.3.3.1 Transfer of Existing Measurement Methods 
For urban drainage systems, different methods for the measurement of flexibility have been 
developed, such as static indicators, scenario tree methods or economic analyses. However, the 
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methods to measure the flexibility of urban drainage systems face problems which have been 
solved in other disciplines. Most criteria for the measurement of flexibility are derived 
unsystematically without considering the characteristics of flexibility. The weaknesses of the 
present methods could be eliminated, if confident approaches for the measurement of flexibility 
were used. Currently, the measurement methods for flexibility in the field of urban drainage do not 
make use of the well-established theoretical background that already exists in other disciplines. 
 
The transferability of the existing theories is analyzed in this dissertation. The transfer of the 
general measurement methods is systematically assessed based on whether the terms are 
known in urban drainage, whether the preconditions for the implementation are fulfilled in urban 
drainage systems, and whether benefits for urban drainage systems can be expected. 
 Terms: The terms used in the different measurement approaches of flexibility—terms like 
performance, costs, value of benefit, etc.--are familiar to the field of urban drainage. 
However, a substantiation of these general terms for urban drainage systems is required. 
Therefore, the considered performance figures have to be developed (e.g. for urban drainage 
systems hydraulic performance, treatment performance, social and ecological benefits etc.). 
The transfer is facilitated by the fact that general terms from system analysis or pre-
investment analysis are used in the measurement methods. 
 Preconditions: The preconditions of the single measurement approaches have to be 
considered. These approaches, which are based on counting the number of action 
alternatives, cannot be transferred because for urban drainage systems a nearly infinite 
number of action alternatives are conceivable. Furthermore, different approaches of 
measurement methods based on pre-investment analysis exist. Therefore, a pre-investment 
method which is customized to the characteristics of urban drainage systems—long 
operational life span, high investment costs, etc.--should be used. In addition, the 
measurement methods based on system analysis can be transferred and customized with 
little effort.  
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 Benefits: The current measurement methods for flexibility of urban drainage systems are 
characterized by several problems. First, most methods do not consider the general 
framework for the generation of flexibility which includes the steps of identification of 
uncertainties, development of systems alternatives, effect modeling, comparison of results 
and decision. Consequently, the implementation of the measurement methods is aggravated. 
Second, most criteria for the measurement of flexibility are derived unsystematically without 
considering the characteristics of flexibility. In addition, there is confusion between the 
metrics of flexibility, robustness and transitioning. The present methods’ weaknesses could 
be eliminated if profound approaches for the measurement of flexibility are used. 
 
3.3.3.2 Proposed Method for the Measurement of Flexibility 
In the literature review already several approaches for the measurement of flexibility are 
presented. Nevertheless until now an established method for the measurement of flexibility is still 
missing. Hence a tailored approach for the measurement of flexibility of urban drainage systems 
is developed. Even if the reviewed approaches could not be transferred directly, they offer guiding 
principles for the development of a suitable measurement method. So the basic concept of Hocke 
(2004), Koste & Malhotra (1999) and Upton (1994) to consider different systematic dimensions of 
flexibility is used. Furthermore the basic idea of measuring the flexibility in different scenarios and 
time steps developed in decision theory (Kühn 1989; Schlüchtermann 1995; de Neufville & Cardin 
2008) is considered. These approaches are combined and a method tailored for the requirements 
of urban drainage systems is developed. On the one hand flexibility metrics are selected and 
substantiated for urban drainage systems. On the other hand a procedure for the measurement of 
flexibility is customized for the characteristics of urban drainage systems. In the following the 
metrics as well as the measurement procedure are presented.  
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3.3.3.3 Proposed Metrics of Flexibility 
The criteria for the measurement of flexibility are systematically deduced from the definition of 
flexibility as '... the ability of (urban water management) systems, to use their active capacity to 
act and respond on relevant alterations in a performance-efficient, timely and cost-effective way.' 
The '... active capacity to act, ' part of the definition is presented by the metrics 'range of change', 
the '... performance efficient ...' part is represented by the 'system performance' and '... timely and 
cost-effective way' part is represented by the 'effort of change'. In the following the metrics are 
substantiated for urban drainage systems.  
 
Range of Change: The metric 'range of change' indicates for which uncertain future 
developments an adaptation of the system is possible. A high flexibility is given, when a wide 
range of future states of the input factors of the system can be managed by a particular flexibility 
option. The metrics is describing an important characteristic mentioned in the definition of 
flexibility and is considered e.g. in the methods of Hocke (2004), Koste & Malhotra (1999) or 
Upton (1994). Smith & Wandel (2006) term this metric, which describes the changes the system, 
can deal with using their adaptive capacity as “coping ranges”.  The metric range of change is 
crucial to differentiate between robustness and flexibility. 'Robust systems deliver their intended 
functionality under varying operating conditions without being changed' (Fricke & Schulz 2005). 
On the contrary flexibility is the ability of a system to satisfy altering input factors by changing the 
system (Fricke & Schulz 2005). 
 
A problem of this metric is that in theory with high change costs and long duration of change an 
adaptation of urban drainage systems on nearly all future developments is possible. In other 
words for all urban drainage systems the general capability for change (an adaptation with high 
costs and a long duration) is available, which can be used if the specific capability of the flexibility 
option is exhausted. As consequences it is certain, that an adaptation of urban drainage systems 
on nearly all possible future developments is possible. If required there is always the possibility 
for a complete redesign or new construction of the urban drainage system. This possibility is 
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limited by the assumption of pre-investment analysis that a retrofitting investment is only 
implemented when the future revenue with retrofitting is higher than without retrofitting 
(Schierenbeck & Woehle 2008). Hence the range of change should reflect the range provided by 
adaptation measures, which are cheaper than the avoided damage costs. When the damage 
costs are higher than the adaptation costs the system will be adapted. On the contrary when the 
damage costs are lower than the adaptation costs no adaptation measures will be implemented, 
because it is not worth to implement them. As damage costs for urban drainage systems the 
flooding damage costs for the remaining operational life span of the system are calculated 
considering the design flood frequency, the flooding area, the flooding depth and a damage value 
(see equation from Genovese 2006).  
 
                                                           
       
             Equation 3.14 
 
where:  
CD(k,i,t) = damage costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR 
pf(k,i,t) = annual flooding probability for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
af(k,i,t) = flooded area for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in m
2
 
df(k,i,t) = flooding depth for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in m 
cf = damage value (e.g. average costs of m
3
 heated cubature) in EUR 
N = total number of time periods t 
s = total number of scenarios i 
a = total number of alternative solutions k 
 
The range of change describes the maximal increase and decrease of input factors of the urban 
drainage system for different alternative solutions. The modeling process for the calculation of the 
input factor is presented in Figure 23 as well as in Chapter 3.3.3.4. 
 
                                                           Equation 3.15  
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                                                              Equation 3.16 
                                                                                               
 
                                                              Equation 3.17 
                                                                                               
 
where:  
Rng(k,i) = range of change (change of the input factors of system) for alternative solution k and 
scenario i 
I(k,i,t) = input of system (runoff entering drainage system) for alternative solution k, scenario i at 
time t in m
3
 
CA(k,i,t) = minimal adaptation costs to achieve UVint for alternative solution k, scenario i and 
period t in EUR 
CD(k,i,t) = damage costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR (see equation 
3.14) 
UV(k,i,t) = utility value for alternative solution k, scenario i and time t 
UVmin = minimal required utility value (trigger criterion see Chapter 3.3.3.4) 
UVint = intended utility value with UVint > UVmin (intended performance see Chapter 3.3.3.4) 
UV(kf,i,t) = utility value for alternative solution k, flexibility option f, scenario I and time t  
a(k,t) = urban drainage system with alternative design k at time t 
a(kf,t+1) = alternative design k with flexibility option f at time t+1 
f = flexibility option  
N = total number of time periods t 
 
The metric 'range of change' is assessed with the minimax regret approach, an approach for 
decision making under severe uncertainty (Laux 2005). The regret for a scenario is the difference 
between the benefit of the assessed alternative solution (expressed as range of change) and the 
maximal possible benefit if another alternative solution is chosen. In the assessment, for every 
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alternative solution only the highest possible regret for different future scenarios is considered. 
The alternative with the minimal maximum regret for all future scenarios offers the best range of 
change for uncertain future conditions and the highest flexibility. The alternative with the least 
range of change in comparison with other alternatives will be dismissed. One advantage of the 
regret approach is that no probability of the future scenarios is required for calculation. Hence, the 
condition of severe uncertainty—in which the probability of the future change is unknown--is met. 
The regret is described by the function of range of change. Regret is calculated via the difference 
between the best alternative range of change and each alternative range of change of the 
scenarios. The following equations were taken from Eisenfuehr & Weber (2003). 
 
                                             
     
                Equation 3.18 
 
                                                          Equation 3.19 
 
                                                        Equation 3.20 
 
where: 
RRng  = minimax regret for range of change for all alternative solution k and all scenarios i 
RRng(k) = regret for range of change for alternative solution k for all scenarios i 
RRng(k,i) =  regret for range of change for alternative solution k and scenario i 
Rng(k,i) =  range of change for alternative solution k and scenario i 
s = number of scenarios i 
a = number of alternative solutions k 
  
Performance of System: This metric represents the performance of the urban drainage system for 
altering future conditions and is the core of most measurement methods (e.g. Helm et al. 2009 
and Sieker et al. 2008). For urban drainage systems, multiple objectives--such as the design 
flood frequency of the system, flooding in the receiving water body, water quality etc.--have to be 
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considered. The performance of the urban drainage system is described by a utility value analysis 
(also called multi-criteria value of benefit analysis), a tried and tested method in multi-criteria 
assessment. The performance of urban drainage system is categorized according to different 
objectives like hydraulic performance, water quality performance, ecological function and social 
function. It must be noted that not all performance categories--like hydraulic function, water 
quality control or social, economic and environmental objectives--for urban drainage systems are 
interchangeable. In other words, a balance of required and potential flexibility is not possible if 
flexibility for water quality control is required but the flexibility option only offers flexibility for 
hydraulic performance. Hence the performance criteria, which are not interchangeable or equal in 
importance, are considered independently. The detailed objectives and performance metrics for 
urban drainage systems are presented in Appendix A. To represent that not all objectives have 
the same importance or make the same contribution to the overall performance of the system, 
weighting factors for the different objectives and their related indicators are considered. In 
addition, utility functions are developed which convey the relationship between a value of the 
indicator and the level of achievement of objectives. The utility function suggests how effectively 
an objective has been achieved via different values of the indicator. Based on the objectives, the 
weighting factors, and the utility functions, the utility values (also called benefit values) are 
calculated. These values represent the performance of the system. The detailed requirements for 
applying a utility value analysis are presented by Fürst & Scholles (2008). The utility value 
analysis allows different performance objectives to be compared. It also makes it possible to add 
the single values up to a single combined value. The following equations were taken from Peters 
et al. (2001) 
 
                           
 
                  
      
                  Equation 3.21 
 
                                 
      
                              Equation 3.22 
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where:  
tUV(k,I,t) = total utility value (weighted mean of the partial utility values) for alternative solution k, 
scenario i and period t 
pUV(k,I,t,c) = partial utility value for criterion c (utility value of one performance criterion) for 
alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
wc = weighting factor for performance criterion c (     
 
   ) 
f(c) = utility function for performance criterion c   
n = total number of performance criteria c 
N = total number of time periods t  
s = number of scenarios i 
a = number of alternative solutions k 
 
The future alterations of the input factors, as well as the implementation of flexibility options, can 
cause variable performance during the operational life span of the urban drainage system. 
Flexible design should guarantee that future alterations of the input factors (such as rainfall, 
pervious surface, pollution load etc.) only have minor impacts on the system performance. 
Variations in system performance are evaluated by assessing the performance of the systems for 
different future states. The performance of different alternatives solutions over time in different 
future scenarios is ascertained. The performance over time is described by the medium 
performance (described by the mean) as well as by the homogeneity of performance (described 
by standard deviation). The performance is considered that could be achieved at least 95% of the 
time. The following equations were taken from Ulshoefer & Hornschuh (1992). 
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                     Equation 3.26 
 
where:  
UV95(k,i) = utility value for 95% percentile for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
tUV(k,I,t) = utility value for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
(k,i) = standard deviation for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
(k,i) = mean of the utility values for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t 
N = total number of time periods t  
z = z table value for 95% percentile = 1,645 
tt(k,i) = total live span of the system for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in years 
d(k,i,t) = duration of the time period t for alternative solution k and scenario i in years 
 
The system performance for the different future scenarios and alternative solutions of the urban 
drainage system is assessed with the minimax regret approach as already described above. The 
following equations were taken from Eisenfuehr & Weber (2003). 
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                                                      Equation 3.29 
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where: 
RUV95  = minimax regret for the utility value for all alternative solution k and all scenarios i 
RUV95(k) = regret for the utility value for alternative solution k for all scenarios i 
RUV95(k,i) =  regret for the utility value for alternative solution k and scenario i 
UV95(k,i) =  utility value for alternative solution k and scenario i 
s = number of scenarios i 
a = number of alternative solutions k 
 
Effort of Change: The metric 'effort of change' reflects how difficult it is to adapt a system to 
altering conditions of the system environment--an essential characteristic mentioned in the 
definition of flexibility (Hocke 2004; Upton 1994: Koste & Malhotra 1999). The metric describes 
the effort required to implement the flexibility options. As a result, in addition to the indicators 
describing the aspired performance of the system (level of flood protection, water quality etc.), 
indicators describing the effort required to achieve a certain performance (costs, time, resource 
consumption etc.) are considered. In the technical literature different metrics describing the effort 
of change are discussed. All approaches consider the costs of change, while some also consider 
the duration of change or even the resources required for change. 
 
A metric for the effort of change are the costs. Because of the long operational life span of urban 
drainage systems, the costs for all changes in the whole life span of the systems, rather than the 
costs of a single change event, are considered. Hence the costs of change are represented as 
part of the whole life-cycle costs. In addition to the general construction and operation costs of the 
urban drainage system, the costs for the construction, maintenance and implementation of the 
flexibility options are also considered. Furthermore, possible economic benefits (e.g. when 
extraneous parts of the urban drainage systems are sold to be used in new high value land uses) 
are included. 
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The life-cycle costs are described as the net present value of the costs at different time steps 
(Schierenbeck & Woehle 2008) and involve discount factors for costs, which will incur at different 
times. In an approach described in the 'KVR Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005), a method for the calculation 
of the life-cycle costs tailored to the specific requirements of urban drainage systems is used. To 
compare alternative solutions with different operational life spans, the net present value is 
converted into equivalent annual costs, also called annuities. A consideration of equivalent 
annual costs reveals the high persistence of urban drainage systems (Gutsche 2006). Based on 
the urban drainage system, long-term private investments, such as investment in residential 
areas, are made. To preserve the value of these private investments, a continual maintenance of 
the drainage function is required. Thus, it is necessary to replace the urban drainage system after 
its operational life span with a comparable system so as to guarantee a high persistence of the 
system. It is assumed that the investment is repeated, which is reflected by the equivalent annual 
costs method (Schierenbeck & Woehle 2008).  
 
The duration of the change process is considered as an additional metric for the effort of change 
(Hocke 2004). The duration of change is the time period necessary to adapt the system to 
altering requirements. This time period includes an observation period, decision period, 
implementation period, effect period and control period. Clearly, it is significant whether the 
flexibility option can be implemented within a few weeks or if it requires several years (even if the 
costs are comparable). During the period required for adaptation, the performance of the system 
is not meeting the intended performance standards and damage occurs.  
 
Another metric for the effort of change could be resource consumption; resource consumption is 
required to change a system. Each change of the urban drainage system is reflected in a 
consumption of resources like the use of land, building material or energy required for 
management and construction measures, or water consumption. Frequent changes 
(implementation of flexibility options) can increase the resource consumption of a system. 
However, most resource consumption is already captured by the costs of change. Hence to avoid 
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a double counting of input factors, resource consumption is not considered as an independent 
metric.  
 
Both the cost of change and the duration of change are combined into one metric describing the 
overall effort of change. For this purpose the duration of change is described by the associated 
damage costs, incurred during the period when the system does not operate at the desired 
performance level. The longer the duration of change, the higher the damage costs. The duration 
of change is described by the damage costs and is considered in the calculation of the life-cycle 
costs. The following equations were taken from Schierenbeck & Woehle (2008). 
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where: 
EAC(ki,) = effort of change as equivalent annual costs for alternative solution k, scenario i in EUR 
NPV0(k,i) = Net Present Value at period 0 (time of investment) for alternative solution k, scenario i 
in EUR 
RBFN(k,i) = annuity factor for interest rate i and number of periods N for alternative solution k, 
scenario i and period t 
CD(k,I,t0 = damage costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR (see equation 
3.14) 
CB(k,I,t) = economic benefits for solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR 
CM(k,I,t0 = maintenance costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR 
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CO(k,I,t) = operation costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR 
CA(k,I,t) = adaptation costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR 
CI0(k,i) = initial investment costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period 0 in EUR 
i = interest rate in % 
t = period of time in years 
s = total number of scenarios i 
a = total number of alternative solutions k 
N = total number of time periods t 
 
To compare the life-cycle costs of different alternative solutions for various future scenarios the 
minimax regret approach is used like already described above (Eisenfuehr & Weber 2003).  
 
                                          
     
                    Equation 3.33 
 
                                                        Equation 3.34 
 
                                                       Equation 3.35 
 
where: 
REAC  = minimax regret for effort of change for all alternative solution k and all scenarios i 
REAC(k) = regret for effort of change for alternative solution k and all scenarios i 
REAC(k,i) =  regret for effort of change for alternative solution k and scenario i 
EAC(k,i) =  effort of change for alternative solution k and scenario i 
s = number of scenarios i 
a = number of alternative solutions k 
 
The range of change metric and the effort of change metric are both based on comparable input 
factors: the damage and the adaptation costs. However, only the effort of change metric 
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considers the amount of the damage and adaptation costs (how much is the cost) where as the 
range of change metric focuses on the relationship between the input factors (which factor is 
higher). As such, there is no double counting of the same input factor. 
 
3.3.3.4 Proposed Framework for the Measurement of Flexibility 
Based on the general approaches for the measurement of flexibility, the comparison of different 
future states and system alternatives, a framework for the measurement of flexibility is 
customized for urban drainage systems. In the following section, the basic assumptions and the 
procedure for the measurement of flexibility of urban drainage systems are presented.  
 
There are two possibilities to determine the time period for the calculation of the life-cycle costs 
and the life-cycle-performance of urban drainage systems. The operational life span of the urban 
drainage system could be considered. The average life span of different elements of urban 
drainage systems are listed in the annex of the 'KVR Leitlinie' (LAWA 2005). This time period is 
suitable for the measurement of the flexibility during the operation of the urban drainage systems. 
On the other hand, urban drainage systems have a high persistence, meaning that a continuous 
maintenance of the infrastructure function is required for the whole life span of the area supplied. 
The life span of the supplied area (e.g. a residential area) is typically longer than the life span of 
the urban drainage system, making it necessary to replace the urban drainage system, after its 
operational life span, with a comparable system. Because of the high persistence of urban 
drainage systems, the life span of the served land–use area of around 80 years rather than the 
operational life span of the drainage system of 40 years is used as the calculation period  
 
An important question related to measurement method is how to decide at what point during the 
operational life span of the system the flexibility options (already constructed before) should be 
implemented. The measurement approach is based on a subdivision of the calculation period in 
time steps. During the life span of the system — around 80 years -- the performance is modeled 
at time steps of 10-20 years, and it is decided if it is required to implement flexibility options. A 
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possible approach to making this decision is the principle of 'flexible planning' with contingency 
plans. At every time step, system design is reviewed, and this review includes an evaluation of 
whether to implement or postpone flexibility options — this evaluation is based on whether the 
flexibility options might offer a better system design which could be developed most favorably 
over time. For every time step an updated contingency plan for the implementation of the 
flexibility options have to be developed and reviewed. Due to the several time steps and the 
different future scenarios, the calculation of the contingency plans involves a high-level of effort. 
Moreover, a problem exists with contingency planning: it requires the probability of the different 
future states. As already mentioned above, this probability of occurrence is not available.  
 
As the contingency plan approach is not applicable, the implementation of the flexibility options is 
decided based on trigger criteria. Trigger criteria indicate at what performance level a realization 
of the flexibility options is required. In the case of urban drainage systems, a band of operation is 
provided which includes a high performance value that represents the intended performance and 
a low performance value that describes the minimum required performance. These minimum 
performance demands serve as trigger impulses for the implementation of the flexibility options. 
Then the system should be changed so that it will operate again within the range between the 
intended and the minimum performance. The values for the different performance metrics are 
defined in Appendix A as 60% target achievement for the intended performance and 40% target 
achievement for the minimum performance. The system has to be adapted if a trigger criterion - a 
performance indicator - is breached. In other words, a flexibility option is only realized when, for 
example, the design flood frequency of the system is exceeded; and the system will be adapted 
so that it works again within the defined range of operation. Then the realization of the flexibility 
option is required to guarantee an adequate infrastructure performance. The approach is based 
on the assumption that decisions under severe uncertainty should be made as late as possible 
(Corsten & Goessinger 2005). The flexibility options should only be realized if actually required, 
e.g. when an ongoing development causes an inadequate performance. This decision is 
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independent from possible future developments (or expectations about future developments); the 
severe uncertainty suggests that no quantifiable expectation about the future development exists. 
 
There is a need to visualize this complex measurement process and, furthermore, to present it in 
a practical, tangible and operational context. It is necessary to visualize the results to make the 
tricky measurement process easier to understand, and to hopefully help decision makers to follow 
the steps of the process. Without good visualization, the process of measuring flexibility is very 
complex; it is hard for the audience to understand the different calculation steps. The following 
efforts to illustrate the method are used: 
 The input data for the measurement process are illustrated. First, the change pressures 
described by the future scenarios are illustrated, thereby the development of the different 
input factors described in the different future scenarios are documented. Second, the different 
steps of the modeling process are presented as a decision tree.  
 The performance of the different alternative solutions during the life cycle is illustrated as 
performance / time diagrams. The range of change is visible at the time step when no further 
adaptation of the alternative solution to changing conditions is possible. The diagram can 
also describe the maximum regret of performance.  
 The maximum regret values for the different future scenarios are documented in a diagram, 
and the maximum regret for the different alternative solutions is determined. The diagram 
should illustrate which alternative solution offers the minimal maximum regret for 
performance, as well as the life-cycle-costs.  
 
A generic framework for the measurement of flexibility is presented below. The steps of the 
measurement framework are presented in Figure 22. The framework for the measurement of 
flexibility is documented in excel sheet (see Appendix D), which supports the process of 
measuring flexibility. The framework for the measurement of flexibility serves as the core 
component of the framework for the optimization of the flexible design of urban drainage systems. 
The key steps of both measurement approaches are similar as described below. 
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Figure 22. Framework for the optimization of flexible design of urban drainage systems 
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Preparation of the measurement process:  
 The urban drainage system, for which the flexibility options should be assessed, has to be 
defined in respect to the spatial, functional and temporal boundaries of the system. An effect 
model (e.g. a hydrological runoff model) for the qualitative and quantitative performance of 
the urban drainage system has to be developed. In addition, evaluation frameworks for 
performance criteria that could not be calculated with effect models (e.g. the ecological and 
social performance of urban drainage systems) have to be developed.  
 The basic information required for the utility value analysis has to be collected. A possible set 
of hierarchical objectives, indicators and associated utility functions for urban drainage 
systems are presented in Appendix A. Because not all objectives have the same importance 
and hence do not have the same contribution to the overall performance of the system, 
weighting factors for the different objectives and their related indicators have to be 
developed. The weighting factors should be developed together with the decision makers.  
 The range of operation with the intended performance and the minimum performance 
demands are defined for an urban drainage system. The minimum performance demand 
serves as a trigger impulse for the implementation of the flexibility options. The trigger criteria 
indicate for which alteration of performance an adaptation of the system is required. For 
urban drainage systems, different trigger criteria for hydraulic performance, water quality, 
ecological demands and social demands have to be considered. The trigger demands can be 
deduced from minimum performance requirements of urban drainage systems as stipulated 
in guidelines and regulations. Possible trigger demands are presented in Appendix A. 
 
Generation future scenarios to describe the required flexibility:  
 The future uncertainties are represented as future scenarios, a group of 'hypothetical 
sequence of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on causal processes 
and decision points' (Fuerst & Scholles 2008). Scenarios are suitable to represent complex 
and uncertain future development in a systematic way. The relevant future drivers for the 
urban drainage system have to be ascertained, and the range of the possible future 
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developments for the period under review has to be described. The range of uncertainties 
described by the combination of the different future developments represents the required 
flexibility of the urban drainage systems. Therefore, the scenarios should describe the 
uncertainties for which flexibility should be offered. Within the range of possible future drivers 
and future tendencies a limited number of relevant developments are chosen. The selection 
is supported by 'scenario storylines,’ which represent coherent combinations of future 
developments and the interactions within the system. However, the scenarios do not describe 
the probability of the storylines. As a result of the analysis, the future uncertainties of 
sustainable urban drainage systems are summarized and presented in three to four coherent 
future scenarios. The scenarios describe the range of future uncertainties, as well as the 
speed and progress of these future alterations, and  the range of uncertainties for which 
flexibility should be provided. Generic basic scenarios--which can be customized to reflect 
local requirements--for the future development of urban drainage systems are described in 
Chapter 2.5.  
 
Generation alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system:  
 Flexibility is a relative value; it can only be assessed via comparison of different alternative 
solutions for the design of the urban drainage system at a specific location. The flexibility of 
an alternative solution has to be examined in respect to other alternative solutions (Koste & 
Malhotra 1999), and, therefore, only the question which of the compared alternative solutions 
offers the higher flexibility can be answered. The alternative solutions are designed and 
dimensioned for the current or the expected future conditions (if required this could be 
achieved by the application of the optimization framework). The principles of flexible design 
for urban drainage systems, developed in Chapter 4, could be used as guidance to generate 
alternative solutions, which are promising to provide a huge flexibility. The alternative 
solutions could include certain flexibility options (some of them included in the system design, 
some of them continuously considered), which enable an adaptation of the alternative 
solutions to changing future requirements with reduced effort. If specific questions are to be 
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answered, then it is required to define suitable baseline alternatives. A large number of 
possible alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems should be generated 
in order to provide a huge solution space from which the optimal solution is identified. This 
could be either supported by a systematic decision tree (as presented in Chapter 4) or 
automatic algorithms such as genetic algorithm. 
 
Filter promising solutions for the design of the urban drainage system: 
 This step should reduce the number of alternative solutions for which a detailed 
measurement of flexibility is required. The detailed measurement of flexibility is quite time 
consuming. Hence, in order to improve the economic viability of the method the large number 
of possible alternative solutions should be reduced and the detailed measurement of flexibility 
should be focused on the most promising alternatives. Design principles which could support 
the filtering and screening of promising alternative solutions are presented in Chapter 4. 
 
Measurement of flexibility by modeling the performance of the urban drainage system: 
 An overview the different future scenarios and alternative solutions are illustrated in a 
decision tree. The effects of the different future scenarios on the performance, as well as the 
life-cycle costs, of the different alternative solutions are modeled in time steps using an effect 
model (e.g. a hydrological runoff model). In every time step an evaluation is made regard 
whether a change of the system is required. When the system performance falls below the 
trigger level (UVmin) defined above, the implementation of flexibility options is considered. 
The adaptation measure (flexibility option) is identified, which allows achieving the intended 
level of performance (UVint) with minimal costs. The adaptation measure with minimal costs 
has to be identified by an optimization procedure. As a form of constraint, it is wise to verify 
that adaptation costs are less than the damage costs; the constraint is reflected by the metric 
'range of change'. If it is verified that the adaptation costs are less than the damage costs, 
then effect modeling of the time step is repeated for the system alternative with the 
implemented flexibility option. The results for the different time steps are documented. 
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Furthermore the life-cycle-costs for different alternative solutions and future scenarios are 
calculated. The process of the effect modeling is presented in Figure 23.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Flow diagram to decide about the implementation of flexibility options 
 
where: 
CA(k,i,t) = adaptation costs to achieve UVint for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in 
EUR 
CD(k,i,t) = damage costs for alternative solution k, scenario i and period t in EUR (see equation 
3.14) 
NO 
YES 
YES NO 
YES 
NO 
UVint > UV(k,i,t) 
> UVmin 
Model: a(k,t+1) for 
I(k,i,t+1) 
Result: UVkit+1 
 
Implement f 
Model: a(k,f,t)  for 
I(k,i,t) 
 Result: UVktif 
UV(kf,i,t) = 
UVint 
CD(k,i,t) > 
CA(kf,i,t) 
Model: a(kf,t+1) for I(k,i,t+1) 
Result: UV(k,i,t+1) 
 
Model: a(k,t) for I(k,i,t) 
Result: UV(k,I,t) 
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I(k,i,t) = input of system for alternative solution k, scenario i at time t (runoff entering drainage 
system in m
3
) 
UV(k,i,t) = utility value for alternative solution k, scenario i and time t 
UVmin = minimal required utility value  
UVint = intended utility value with UVint > UVmin 
UV(kf,i,t) = utility value for alternative solution k, with flexibility option f, scenario i and time t  
a(k,t) = urban drainage system with alternative design k at time t 
a(kf,t+1) = alternative design k with flexibility option f, at time t+1 
f = flexibility option  
 
Measurement of flexibility by aggregation of the results of the effect modeling: 
 The results of the different time steps, different alternative solutions and different future 
scenarios are aggregated to one value per alternative solution. The calculation of the metrics 
‘range of change’, ‘performance’ and ‘effort of change’ is described above. The maximum 
regret of the system performance for each alternative solution is calculated. The regret is the 
difference between the benefit of the assessed alternative solution and the maximal possible 
benefit if another alternative solution was chosen. For each alternative solution the maximum 
regret out of all future scenarios is considered. Furthermore, for each alternative solution the 
regret for the effort of change and the range of change are considered. 
 
Selection of optimal solutions for the design of the urban drainage system:  
 The regrets of the different alternative solutions are compared. The alternative solution 
(compared to the other alternative solutions) which minimizes the regret of performance, the 
regret for the effort of change and the regret for the range of change has the highest 
flexibility. In other words, the system alternative which minimizes the disadvantage for the 
different future scenarios and maximizes the intended performance has the highest flexibility. 
The possible statements about the flexibility of two alternative solutions are summarized in 
Table 5.    
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Table 5. The table represents statements about the flexibility of two alternative solutions, 
depending on the results for the different metrics of flexibility 
Perfor. 
(lower 
regret) 
Effort 
(lower 
regret) 
Range 
(lower 
regret) 
Which alternative solution (A or B) is offering higher 
flexibility? 
A A A A is more flexible than B 
A A B 
A is more efficient than B  
(Because of small range of change there is less adaptation 
measures are implemented but even without adaptation there is 
less regret performance and less regret of effort so that the 
alternative is not flexible but efficient) 
A B A 
A is slightly more flexible than B  
(A has less regret of performance and a high range of change 
than B but these advantages are connected with high effort; the 
decision maker has to decide if the better performance is worth 
the additional costs) 
B A A 
A is slightly more flexible than B  
(A has a higher regret of performance but less regret of effort 
and high range of change; the decision maker has to decide if 
less costs are worth the loss of performance) 
A B B 
B is slightly more flexible than A  
(the decision maker has to decide if less costs are worth the loss 
of performance) 
B A B 
B is slightly more flexible than A  
(the decision maker has to decide if the better performance is 
worth the additional costs) 
B B A B is more efficient than A (see explanation above) 
B B B B is more flexible than A 
 
3.3.4 Application of the Method for the Measurement of Flexibility in Case Studies 
There is no right or wrong method to measure flexibility, but there are methods which are more or 
less appropriate for the intended purpose. A scientific verification of the measurement method as 
right or wrong is impossible. However, the measurement method could be assessed in terms of 
its ability to meet the formal requirements for assessment methods as presented by Fürst & 
Scholles (2008). The method for the measurement of flexibility developed above is here applied 
in different case studies, and an assessment is made whether the method is meeting the 
requirements. In addition, the applicability of the measurement method for a real world planning 
situation is tested. According to Fürst & Scholles (2008), the following formal requirements should 
be considered: 
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 Intersubjectivity and Reliability: The results of the assessment method should be independent 
from the person who is applying it. In addition, the results of the assessment method should 
be the same, if the method is applied several times to the same basic conditions. To test this 
requirement the assessment method is applied by different people in two case studies. The 
measurement method could be applied by a MSc thesis of the University of Birmingham 
(supervised by the Ph.D. candidate) for a case study in the West Midlands, as well as for a 
case study in Germany. The method could be confirmed, if the application of the method from 
different people resulted in comparable results.   
 Validity: The result of the assessment method should reflect the content and priority of the 
objective system. In other words, the measurement approach should reflect the intended 
understanding of flexibility as described by the definition of flexibility. To test this requirement 
an assessment should be made regarding whether the measurement method corresponds to 
the expectation: which type of urban drainage systems provide the intended flexibility. 
Several authors agree that sustainable urban drainage systems (characterized by a 
decentralized stormwater management with a focus on retention, infiltration and evaporation) 
offer a higher flexibility than conventional drainage systems (characterized by a centralized 
sewer network with a focus on discharging the stormwater to the receiving water body) (Helm 
2007; Helm et al. 2009; Sieker et al. 2007a; Schmitt 2006; Sundberg et al. 2004; Koziol et al. 
2006). The validity of the measurement method is confirmed if the results show that SUDS 
offer a higher flexibility than sewer system.  
 Separation indicative and normative elements: The assessment method should make a clear 
distinction between indicative elements (reflecting subjective values or judgments) and the 
normative elements (objective scientific driven content) of the assessment method. In other 
words, the subjective and objective elements of the assessment method should be clearly 
identified and separated. To test this requirement, a sensitivity test for the impact of the 
subjective variables on the results of the measurement method is provided. There is no 
threshold value, but the less the impact of the subjective variables on the method the better 
the assessment method.  
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 Structural consistence: The measurement method should be formal and consistent, while 
contradictions between the different parts of the assessment should be avoided. A consistent 
set of assessment rules and methods should be applied to the whole method. To test this 
requirement, the measurement approach is evaluated regarding whether the approach 
involves comparable basic methods and whether the assumptions involved in the method are 
consistent. The number of basic principles and basic assumptions within the method are 
counted. There is no fixed threshold value but, based on the heuristic principle of Occam's 
razor, among competing hypotheses (in our case competing assessment methods) one 
should be selected which requires the fewest additional assumptions.  
 
In the following section the measurement method is applied in two case studies. The case study 
analysis is documented in detail. Based on the results of the case studies, an assessment will be 
made regarding to what degree the listed requirements were achieved.  
 
3.3.4.1 Case Study ‘Tuttle Hill’, Nuneaton, West Midlands, UK 
The method for the measurement of flexibility is applied in the MSc thesis Abdullah (2010) for the 
development site Tuttle Hill in Nuneaton, West Midlands UK. The data for the case study has 
been provided by Ove Arup International Partnership Ltd. The master thesis was supervised by 
the Ph.D. candidate, and the results could be used as one step for the verification of the 
measurement method developed above. In this case study the measurement approach 
developed in this dissertation was applied the first time. Based on the results from the application 
of the measurement method in the case study the measurement method was revised to address 
some shortcomings. This is why there are minor differences between the measurement approach 
applied in this case study and the approach documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 and applied in the 
second case study. The differences between the two measurement methods are described 
below.  
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On the site Tuttle Hill a new residential area of 5 ha with terrace houses and double houses is 
planned. The residential area is located nearby Nuneaton Town Center. The urban structure of 
the residential area is presented in Figure 24. The houses are grouped around a big open space, 
which contains an existing pond. As the development site is typical for many other new residential 
development sites in the UK it was selected as an example for the application of the 
measurement method.  
 
 
Figure 24. Case study ‘Tuttle Hill’, Nuneaton Town Center, West Midlands, UK (own figure based 
on Abdullah 2010) 
 
For the verification of measurement method an alternative design of a conventional sewer system 
and a sustainable urban drainage system for the development site Tuttle Hill are compared. An 
alternative solution SUDS and an alternative solution of a conventional drainage system are 
developed. In the development of both alternative solutions, the local basic conditions of the case 
study area are considered as listed below:  
 The general topography of the development site is flat. The natural drainage path of the 
runoff would be towards the existing pond. The soil of the location has a relatively low 
permeability to water but still allows the infiltration of stormwater. The groundwater tables on 
the site are quite low, which facilitates the infiltration of the stormwater.  
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 For the site rainfall data is available and is used for the dimensioning of the both alternative 
solutions of the urban drainage system.  
 The possible future change drivers (described in Chapter 2.3) are summarized in four future 
scenarios presenting a possible future development for the next 50 years. Four future 
scenarios for the Tuttle Hill case study are considered. In scenario 1 'global village,' an 
increase of the paved area by +30% and the rainfall of +30% are assumed. In scenario 2 
'gated communities,' the assumption is that the input factors do not change. Scenario 3 
'shrinking settlements' takes into consideration that paved area is shrinking by -30% while the 
rainfall is increasing by +10%. Finally, scenario 4 'eco cities' considers a decrease of the 
paved area by -10% and an increase of the rainfall volume by +10%.  
 
For these basic conditions both alternative solutions of the urban drainage system are developed. 
Both alternative solutions already include built in flexibility options / buffer, to extend if required 
the performance of the system during the life time of the system up to 20%. The different 
alternative solutions are presented in Table 6.     
 
Table 6. Alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage systems ‘Tuttle Hill’ 
Nr. Type of drainage systems Description of drainage system 
1 Conventional sewer system 
with separated sewers 
The alternative solution 'conventional drainage system' 
consists of a separated sewer network, which collects the 
stormwater from the roofs, streets and paved surface and 
discharges the runoff into the existing pond as receiving 
water body.  
2 Sustainable urban drainage 
system with rainwater 
harvesting and infiltration 
swales.  
The alternative solution 'sustainable urban drainage 
system' includes a series of infiltration swales and 
rainwater harvesting elements. The runoff from roofs is 
first collected in rainwater harvesting tanks and the 
excess water is discharged into the infiltration swales. 
Also, the runoff from the streets and paved surfaces is 
managed in the infiltration swales. The swales are 
connected to each other and have an outfall (if the runoff 
could not be managed within the swales) to the existing 
pond as receiving water body.  
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The method for the measurement of flexibility is applied to the two alternative solutions of the 
Tuttle Hill case study,. As mentioned above, there are some differences between the version of 
the measurement method used in this case study and the method documented in Chapter 
3.3.3.4. The differences are presented in the following paragraphs. 
 The performance of the alternative solutions for the urban drainage system is assessed using 
performance indicators. In the case study Tuttle Hill only a selection of the performance 
metrics presented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 is used for the measurement of flexibility. The different 
performance metrics are combined using the method of a utility value analysis. As one metric 
the flood security, the frequency that the urban drainage system is failing is measured. The 
intended design flood frequency is 1:10. In addition the long-term viability of the system is 
considered represented by the maximum emptying time of SUDS elements such as 
infiltration swales or dry retention ponds of not more than 24 hours. Furthermore the flooding 
in the receiving water body is taken into account with the aim not to increase the annual flood 
in the receiving water body by more than 10% compared with the predevelopment conditions. 
The metrics are assessed using the hydrological drainage model 'Micro Drainage'. The 
performance is assessed for the whole life span of 50 years in time increments of 20 years. In 
each time step it is assessed whether the drainage system achieves the intended minimum 
performance. If the performance value falls below the trigger value of a design flood 
frequency of 1:5 years, then the system is adapted until the intended value is achieved again. 
The adaptation measures include the replacement of pipes for the conventional drainage 
system, and an increase of the size of infiltration swales for the sustainable urban drainage 
system. The utility value for the combined performance metrics is calculated combining the 
performance, the utility functions for each performance metrics and the weighting of the 
different performance metric. The weighting of the different performance metrics is a 
subjective factor of the decision method. In the case study Tuttle Hill only the homogeneity of 
performance (standard deviation), not the value of the average performance, for the different 
time steps is considered. This is different from the method for the measurement of flexibility 
described in Chapter 3.3.3.4. There the 95 percentile of the performance is considered, so 
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that the height of the performance as well as the homogeneity of performance is involved. 
The absolute regret (in utility values) between the different alternative solutions is described. 
The measurement method presented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 stops at this step. In this case study, 
the relative regret, which is based on the absolute regret, is calculated by normalizing the 
regret values and considering the maximum and minimum regret.  
 As a metric of flexibility, the range of change--the capability of the system to deal with a wide 
range of future changes (change of the paved surface and the rainfall volume)--is assessed. 
In this case study a simplified version of the metric range of change is considered, which is 
different from the method presented in Chapter 3.3.3.4. In the case study simply the range of 
future states is considered, which could be managed by the alternative solution by comparing 
the realized range of change with the minimal and optimal range of change. No criteria to 
describe the range of change like the comparison between the adaptation costs and the 
damage costs are considered. Finally the absolute regret of the range of change is calculated 
by comparing the achieved, minimal and optimal range of change.  
 As a metric of flexibility the costs of change for the different alternative solutions are 
calculated. The whole life cycle costs including the original investment costs, operation and 
maintenance costs as well as the change costs for the implementation of the flexibility options 
are considered. Different from the final version of measurement method the damage costs 
(caused by the time lack between occurring events and the implementation of the flexibility 
options) are not considered in the whole life-cycle-costs. The different cost categories are 
estimated using the standard pricing SPON’S book (SPON’S 2010). In the case study Tuttle 
Hill, the Net Present Value of the life-cycle-costs for a period of 50 years is calculated, while 
in the measurement method in Chapter 3.3.3.4 the basis of life-cycle-costs, the annuity 
(equivalent annual costs), is calculated. The measurement method applied in this case study 
differs from the measurement method in Chapter 3.3.3.4 in that in addition to the relative 
regret of costs, the absolute (normalized) regret of costs comparing achieved, minimal and 
optimal regret of costs are calculated.  
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 The major difference between the measurement methods presented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 and 
those applied in the case study Tuttle Hill is that the duration of change is considered as an 
independent metric of flexibility. In the revised measurement method presented in Chapter 
3.3.3.4 the duration of change and the associated damage costs are represented as part of 
the whole life-cycle costs. The metric considers the time required by the urban drainage 
system to adapt to altering future conditions. The duration of change includes the observation 
period, decision period, implementation period, effect period and control period. Different 
levels of achievement of this metric are defined, considering the absolute length of the 
adaptation process and as specified in the following table describing the utility function (Table 
7). The duration of the change process is estimated based on the nature of the required 
flexibility options and change measures. So it is assumed that the replacement of pipes for 
the conventional drainage system requires a longer time than the increase of the size of the 
infiltration swales for the sustainable urban drainage system. This criterion basically gives 
some indication about duration of change of different types of flexibility options and how this 
relates to the flexibility of the system. Nevertheless the application of the defined descriptive 
ranks is partly subjective and depends on the user doing the assessment. Based on this 
utility values for the different alternative solutions the absolute regret is calculated, 
considered the achieved utility value, minimal utility value and optimal utility value.  
 
Table 7. Metric for the measurement of the metric 'Duration of Change' 
Utility Value Description Metrics 'Duration of Change' 
0 
The duration of change of the flexibility options is longer than the remaining 
constructional life span of the system. 
20 
For the implementation of the flexibility option a period of more than 2 years 
is required. 
40 
For the implementation of the flexibility option a period more than 1 year is 
required. 
60 
For the implementation of the flexibility option a period of more than 3 
months is required. 
80 
For the implementation of the flexibility option a period of more than 1 month 
is required. 
100 
For the implementation of the flexibility option a period of less than 1 month 
is required. 
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 In the measurement method in Chapter 3.3.3.4 the regret values for the range of change, 
costs of change and performance are presented and compared between the alternative 
solutions. The single metrics are not combined into one indicator. In the measurement 
method applied in the case study Tuttle Hill a composite value of flexibility, in which the 
different metrics are combined, is used. So the absolute regret for the range of change, the 
regret of performance, the regret of costs and the regret of duration are combined, and a 
weighted average of the different metrics is calculated. However, there is the problem of 
weighting the different metrics--a subjective task which could not be supported by objective 
scientific considerations. In the case study Tuttle Hill it is assumed that all metrics of flexibility 
have the same weighting factor.  
 
Based on the described method for the measurement of flexibility and the assumptions applied in 
the case study, the flexibility of the conventional sewer system and the sustainable urban 
drainage system in the case study Tuttle Hill are compared. Founded on the performance and the 
life cycle costs, the different metrics--range of change, performance, cost of change and duration 
of change--are calculated into one flexibility value. The detailed results of the different steps of 
the calculation process are documented in the master thesis Abdullah (2010). The results are 
summarized in  
 
The results of the application of the method for the measurement of flexibility of urban drainage 
systems in the case study Tuttle Hill are:  
 The alternative solution SUDS has a lower (relative) regret for the performance the live cycle 
costs and the duration of change than the alternative solution of a conventional sewer 
system. The regret for the range of change is comparable. The weighted average of the 
different flexibility metrics indicates that in the case study SUDS offer a higher flexibility than 
the conventional sewer system. The result of the case study confirms the expectations 
expressed in the literature: SUDS offer a higher flexibility than conventional sewer systems. 
This illustrates that the measurement method reflects the intended definition of flexibility.  
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 In the utility value analysis, there is a clear distinction between the objective factors described 
by the utility function and the performance values and the subjective aspect of the weighting 
factor. This is why it is proposed in literature that the weighting should not be decided by the 
experts doing the assessment (as it is not possible to justify the weighting from a technical 
perspective), but rather should be done by the decision makers who require the analysis. 
Another approach could be to utilize a cross correlation method to identify the weighting 
based on an assessment of the preferences of the decision makers. In multi-criteria 
assessment this problem could not be avoided, but the approach of the utility value analysis 
at least provides a clear separation of the objective and subjective elements of the analysis. 
In addition there is a subjective factor in the weighting to calculate the weighted average of 
the metrics as a final flexibility value. Because all metrics indicate that SUDS are more 
flexible than conventional sewers, the weighting is not overly important in this case study. 
However, if the metrics would have had contradicting results, these subjective factors could 
have a strong impact on the result of the measurement method. This subjective factor could 
be avoided by not calculating a weighted average, but the assessment of flexibility is based 
on the comparison of the different metrics as described in the revised measurement 
approach in Chapter 3.3.3.4. Another subjective factor is associated with the assessment of 
the metrics duration of change. The assessment of the length of the adaptation process is not 
clearly defined in the utility function and hence could be biased by subjective judgment. This 
is why the metric duration of change was changed in the revised version of the method.  
 The assumptions applied in the case study Tuttle Hill are presented. For each metric of 
flexibility independent assumptions have been used. For the metrics range of change an 
assumption is missing: how does one define for which range of change and adaptation is 
possible and for which change it is not possible. This shortcoming has to be addressed. Also, 
an assumption for the performance metric has a shortcoming. Only the homogeneity of 
performance over time is considered a metric, and the absolute level of performance is 
neglected. The problem is that there could be a case of low but homogenous performance 
which would be rated higher than a strong but less homogenous performance. Clearly, this 
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assumption has to be revisited. For the costs of change the net present value of the life cycle 
costs is considered. This could lead to problems when the alternative solutions have a 
different operational life span. This problem should be addressed. Finally for metric duration 
of change a subjective judgment approach is chosen as already presented above. For all 
metrics first the relative regret is calculated, describing the real differences between the 
different values. In addition the absolute regret is calculated describing the achieved regret in 
relation to the minimal and maximal regret. For the calculation of the absolute regret 
additional assumptions about the minimal and maximal regret are required. The absolute 
regret is only required if a single value describing the flexibility of the alternative solution is 
required. If instead it is sufficient to compare the different metrics without combining them to 
one value, (as described in Chapter 3.3.3.4) it is not required to calculate the absolute regret 
and the number of required assumptions could be reduced.  
 
Table 8. Results measurement of flexibility in case study ‘Tuttle Hill’ 
 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Max Regret 
(relative) 
Max Regret 
(absolute) 
 
Range of 
change 
       
Alt 1 Sewer 70 0 40 20 70 100  
Alt 2 SUDS 70 0 40 20 70 100  
Performance        
Alt 1 Sewer 80 71 80 81 8 87  
Alt 2 SUDS 83 83 88 86 0 100  
Life Cycle 
Costs 
       
Alt 1 Sewer 316186 291172 291172 291172 195341 38  
Alt 2 SUDS 120845 108500 108500 108500 0 100  
Duration of 
change 
       
Alt 1 Sewer 20 100 100 100 60 38  
Alt 2 SUDS 80 100 100 100 0 100  
Comparison       Average 
Alt 1 Sewer       66 
Alt 2 SUDS       100 
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Due to the shortcomings of the first version of the measurement method for flexibility applied in 
the case study Tuttle Hill, the measurement method was revised. The revised version, addressing 
some of the shortcomings of the measurement method as discussed above, is presented in 
Chapter 3.3.3.4 and is applied in the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg.  
 
3.3.4.2 Case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’, Germany 
The revised version of the measurement method for flexibility as documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 
is applied in a case study for a real but anonymized development site in Hamburg Germany. The 
planned residential area is located on the river island Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg, the focus areas of 
the SWITCH Learning Alliance Hamburg. These learning alliances, a multi-stakeholder 
engagement process, guided and supported SWITCH on the implementation of research and 
demonstration activities, by taking account of local problems and needs. In Hamburg the 
SWITCH Learning Alliance included members from administration, infrastructure providers, 
NGOs, citizen groups and scientists from the fields of urban water management, urban planning 
and environmental protection. As part of the strategic planning process the Hamburg Learning 
Alliance identified several future change pressures and related uncertainties, which cause 
difficulties when developing an appropriate urban drainage strategy for Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg. 
In response to this the Hamburg Learning Alliance recognized that there is a need to develop 
flexible urban drainage systems that can cope with uncertainties and have the capability to adapt 
to changing requirements (Sieker 2008b; Vairavamoorthy 2009a). To present the concept of 
flexibility the concept of flexibility was presented in a case study for a planned residential site on 
the river island of Wilhelmsburg. The selected site presents typical conditions for urban drainage 
systems in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg so that the results can be transferred to other sites.  
 
The planned development site has an area of around 17 ha with a mix of residential and 
commercial land use. For the residential site, the development of 500–700 living units with around 
2000 residents is planned. The site will consist of a mix of single family houses, semi detached 
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houses, terrace houses and 3-4 story residential buildings with a floor space index of around 0.4 
up to 0.8 with a density of 170 inhabitants per ha. For the commercial site of 1.2 ha mix of offices 
uses and commercial uses with low noise and air pollution emissions is planned. The 
development site is divided by an existing artificial drainage ditch and an accompanied green axis 
into two sub areas. In addition the planned residential area is subdivided in several 
neighborhoods with different characteristics ranging from a neighborhoods of single family 
houses with a low density of 0,4 to high density areas with 3-4 story residential buildings and a 
density of 0,7. Adjacent to the planned development site there are two major streets with an 
average daily traffic volume of 40,000 respectively 10,000 vehicles/d. The proposed design of the 
planned residential area is presented in Figure 25.    
 
 
 
Figure 25. Case study residential site ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’, Germany  
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In the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg two different alternative designs for the urban drainage 
system are compared: a sustainable urban drainage system and a conventional sewer system. In 
the design of the alternative solutions the local basic conditions of the planned residential site in 
Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg are considered: 
 The case study area of 17 ha is subdivided into several sub catchments considering the 
natural catchment areas as well as the different neighborhoods with various types of housing 
and density. The following sub catchments are considered (Table 9): 
 
Table 9. Sub catchments case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Nr. Land use Total 
area (ha) 
Building 
area (ha) 
Street 
area (ha) 
Open space 
(ha) 
I Residential area, single 
family houses and semi 
detached houses (0,4) 
1,36 0,27 0,44 0,65 
II Residential area, 
terraced houses and 
semi detached houses 
(0,6) 
1,58 0,38 0,71 0,49 
III Residential area, 
terraced houses (0,7) 
3,81 0,85 1,95 1,01 
IV Mixed land use flats and 
offices, 3-4 story 
buildings (0,7) 
4,72 1,07 2,28 1,37 
V Commercial area, office 
and commercial 
buildings (0,8) 
1,24 0,38 0,65 0,21 
VI Public Green 4,70 0 0,14 4,56 
VII Street A (not part of 
residential area) 
1,36 0 1,36 0 
VIII Street B (not part of 
residential area) 
0,92 0 0,92 0 
 
 The topography, geology and soil characteristic of the case study area have to be considered 
in the design of the urban drainage system. The area has a flat topography with only minor 
height differences of 0.4m. The lowest point of the quarter is the existing artificial drainage 
ditch in the center of the planned development site. The ditch has a V profile with a water 
level of 1.5m below surface and a slope of 10.0 °/°°. The highest groundwater table is 2m 
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below surface. The soil has a medium permeability to water (Soil permeability: 6.9*10-5 m/s) 
and facilitates the infiltration of the runoff. The natural annual water balance of the location is: 
rainfall 780 mm/a, runoff 78 mm/a, infiltration 390 mm/a and evapotranspiration 312 mm/a.  
 The environmental policy program of the Municipality of Hamburg from the year 1984 
prioritizes Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems over conventional sewer based drainage 
systems. One objective of the environmental policy program is to minimize the disturbances 
to the natural water cycle caused by new settlements by promoting the infiltration, 
evapotranspiration and delayed discharge of stormwater. The runoff in the settlement should 
be collected in open ditches and should be diverted to retention basins, where the storm 
water should be infiltrated. If the infiltration of the whole runoff is impossible, then a delayed 
discharge to the natural receiving water bodies is desired. A maximum discharge rate from 
new development site of 1.2 l/s*ha is intended, the double amount of the potential discharge 
rate of undeveloped areas. In addition, according to the design guidelines of the municipality 
of Hamburg, the drainage system is designed for a one-in-ten-years rain event (FHH 1997).  
 For the municipality of Hamburg continuous rainfall data for 5 min increments for the rainfall 
station Hamburg Fuhlsbüttel is available. For the design of the urban drainage system a ten 
year period of rainfall data from 8/29/1995 to 11/21/2006 is used.  
 An overview of the future change drivers for urban drainage systems and the effect of these 
future change drivers on the urban drainage systems is provided in Chapter 2.4. On the river 
island of Wilhelmsburg the SWITCH learning alliance identified two change pressures that 
are expected to have the most severe impact on the performance of urban drainage systems. 
On the one hand the urban development and the associated increase of the impervious area 
in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg will significantly impact the future drainage system. On the other 
hand the global climate change and its impact on future rainfall patterns (increase in rainfall 
intensity) may be notable. These future change drivers are described as future scenarios, 
describing possible future developments for the operational life span of the settlement of 80 
years (one operational life span of a sewer system and two life spans of SUDS). The 
scenarios are subdivided into time steps of 20 years, assuming a linear development for the 
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whole period. The performance of the system for the next 80 years is tested for three different 
future scenarios. Scenario 1 'global village' is looking at steep increase of runoff because of 
climate change and spatial development with a resulting increase of impervious surface. 
Scenario 2 'shrinking settlements' is looking at a reduction of runoff because of a reduction in 
impervious surface due to the shrinking of the settlement. Scenario 3 'eco cities' is looking at 
a slight increase of runoff based on the forward projection of the present trends. The detailed 
figures for the different scenarios are presented in Table 10.    
 
Table 10. Future scenarios case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Scenario 'Global Village' 'Shrinking Settlement' 'Eco Cities' 
Year Rain Surface Rain Surface Rain Surface 
0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 
20 +/- 0 +12 +/- 0 -10 +/- 0 +4 
40 +25 +24 +5 -20 +5 +8 
60 +50 +36 +10 -30 +10 +12 
80 +75 +48 +15 -40 +15 +16 
 
The basic conditions presented above are considered in the design of the two alternative 
solutions. Basic designs for both alternative solutions are developed and are dimensioned for the 
current conditions. In addition flexibility options are provided. The different alternative solutions 
are presented in Table 11, Figure 26 and Appendix D.  
 
Table 11. Alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system in the case study 
‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Nr. Type of drainage systems Description of drainage system 
1 SUDS, decentralized 
system, infiltration swales 
and retention basins 
For the different sub catchment independent 
decentralized drainage systems are designed. The SUDS 
consist of several decentralized infiltration swales and 
retention basins. Flexibility options of 20% increase for 
each infiltration swale and retention basin are provided.  
2 Conventional separated 
sewer systems  
The conventional separated sewer system alternative 
consists of pipes, which are connected with a concrete 
retention basin with an outflow to the drainage ditch as 
receiving water body. No flexibility options are 
considered.  
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Figure 26. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solution SUDS case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
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For the two alternative solutions and the future scenarios the flexibility is measured using the 
measurement approach documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4. The assumptions in the measurement 
process as well as the single steps of the measurement process for the case study Hamburg-
Wilhelmsburg are documented in the following paragraphs.  
 
The performance of the alternative solutions is calculated in time steps for the different future 
scenarios. A summary of performance metrics for urban drainage systems is presented in 
Appendix A. In the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg only a selection of these performance 
indicators is used. The case study is focused on the performance indicators design flood 
frequency (return period) of the system and the flooding in the receiving water body. The different 
performance indicators are described by a utility value analysis as a utility value between 0 (poor 
performance) and 100 (excellent performance). The performance indicators are assessed using 
the hydrological runoff model STORM XXL. These single performance indicators are combined to 
one performance value for the alternative solution for each time step using a utility value analysis 
(combining weighting factors and utility functions). In the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg an 
equal weighting for both performance indicators of 50% is considered. The urban drainage 
system and the selected performance indicators are designed in such a way that both alternative 
solutions have initially the same performance value. Hence the differences in the performance 
between the different alternative solutions are caused by the varying performance over time 
(caused by the future scenarios and the possible adaptation measures) and do not reflect the 
different performance characteristics of the alternative solutions themselves. The performance of 
the urban drainage system is modeled in time steps of 20 years. For each time step it is analyzed 
if the performance falls below a defined trigger value, which requires an adaptation of the system. 
In the case study a design flood frequency higher than 1:5 and an increase of the flooding in the 
receiving water body of more than 10% are defined as trigger values. When the system 
performance falls below this value and when the damage costs are higher than the adaptation 
costs flexibility options are implemented to adapt the system to the changing conditions. Then the 
calculation for this time step is repeated (illustrated in the Table 12 as year 20+). The most 
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efficient adaptation measure to achieve the aspired minimum performance is always selected. As 
flexibility options for SUDS increase, the dimensions of the infiltrations swales must be 
reconsidered. For example, in scenario 1 the total size of the infiltration swales has increased 
from 11,994m
3
 in year 0 to 25,140 m
3
 in year 80+ using the flexibility options provided. For the 
conventional sewer system, the exchange of pipes for pipes with a higher pipe diameter, as well 
as the increase of the dimensions of the retention basin, is used as flexibility options. For 
example, in scenario 1 a total of 12 pipe sections with a total length of 540m have to be replaced 
during the whole life span to cope with the increasing runoff. The performance metrics and utility 
values for the different time steps and different scenarios are presented in Table 12 and Figure 
27. The time / performance diagram shows a teeth like structure of the performance graph. The 
decreasing performance is cause by the future drivers in the system environment. The sudden 
upward trends represent the implementation of the flexibility options. 
 
Table 12. Performance of both alternative solutions for scenario 1 'Global Village'.  
 
 
 
Figure 27. Time / Performance diagram for alternative solution1 SUDS and alternative solution 2 
'sewer system' for scenario 'Global Village'.   
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The performance values of the different time steps are summarized to one value for each 
alternative solution and future scenario (Table 13). The performance over time is calculated 
considering the average performance (mean value) as well as the homogeneity of performance 
(standard deviation). The performance is considered, which could be achieved at least in 95% of 
the time (95% percentile). 
 
Table 13. The performance of both alternative solutions for scenario 1 'Global Village' described 
as 95% percentile  
  
 
Based on a 95% percentile of performance for each alternative solution and future scenario, the 
maximum regret of the system performance for each alternative solution is calculated. The regret 
is the difference between the benefit of the assessed alternative solution and the maximal 
possible benefit if another alternative solution is chosen. For each alternative solution the 
maximum regret out of all future scenarios is considered. The regret is describing the 
performance of the system based on utility values (Table 14).  
 
Table 14. Minimax regret of the performance of both alternative solutions 
  Minimax Regret Performance   
  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3  Regret 
(RUV95) 
Alt 1 SUDS 64.13 80.29 73.54 4.71 
Alt 2 Sewer 50.52 82.64 78.25 13.61 
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The range of change is calculated B\based on the modeling of the performance of the system for 
different future scenarios. The range of change is describing for which variance of the input 
factors (increasing or decreasing runoff) an adaptation of the urban drainage system is not 
possible because the change costs (adaptation costs) are higher than the damage costs. In the 
first and third scenario, both alternative solutions can deal with all future change so that range of 
change is the same. In scenario two alternative solution SUDS can adapt to the reducing runoff 
by shrinking the dimensions of the infiltration swales, while for the conventional sewer system the 
adaptation costs of the system would be higher than the benefits of the reduction. Thus, the 
conventional sewer system cannot cover the decreasing demand and consequently has a lower 
range of change. For the range of change for the different alternative solutions and future 
scenarios the regret for each alternative solution is calculated. The regret for the different 
alternative solutions is presented in Table 15.   
 
Table 15. Range of change described by the runoff of both alternative solutions in the case study 
‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Minimax Regret Range of Change 
Input (Runoff) Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Regret (RRng) 
Alt 1 SUDS 123 -25 31 0 
Alt 2 Sewer 123 0 31 25 
 
The flexibility metric 'regret of costs,' representing the effort of costs, as well as the effort of time, 
for the different alternative solutions is calculated. The costs of change are represented as part of 
the whole life-cycle costs which involves general construction and operation costs, the costs for 
the construction, maintenance and implementation of the flexibility options, and the damage 
costs. The life-cycle costs are described as the net present value of the costs at different time 
steps considering discount factors for costs, which will incur in future. An annual interest rate of 
4% is utilized for calculation of the discount factor. The net present value is converted into 
equivalent annual costs. The initial investment and annual operation costs for the SUDS elements 
and flexibility options, as well as the average life span of these elements in Germany, are 
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evaluated using data from the Emscherverband and the Ingenieurgesellschaft Sieker. To 
consider the duration of the change process, the damage costs caused by flooding within the 
settlement are assessed. The annual flooding costs are calculated by using a simplified method 
based on the equation of Genovese (2006), which involves the annual design flood frequency, 
the flooding area, the flooding depth and a damage value. The annual damage costs are 
multiplied by the time required for adaptation. The adaptation time depends on the type of 
drainage element and flexibility option. The initial investment costs, damage costs, operational 
costs, adaptation costs and damage costs are combined into the life-cycle costs described by the 
equivalent annual costs. Finally, based on the equivalent annual costs for the different future 
scenarios and alternative solutions, the regret of costs for each alternative solution is calculated 
as demonstrated in Table 16.    
 
Table 16. Regret of costs for both alternative solutions in the case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Minimax Regret Effort of Change 
EAC (EUR) Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Regret (REAC) 
Alt 1 SUDS 32694.00 16983.00 20463.00 0.00 
Alt 2 Sewer 246011.00 20109.00 20900.00 213317.00 
 
The calculation of the different metrics for the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg is documented 
in Appendix D. The results for the three metrics of flexibility--the 'range of change', 'performance' 
and 'effort of change'--are summarized in Table 17 to compare the different metrics and identify 
the alternative solution with the highest flexibility. In the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg the 
alternative solution SUDS has a lower regret in all three flexibility metrics than the alternative 
'conventional sewer system' solution. Compared with SUDS, the conventional sewer system is 
losing 25% of the range of change, has a regret of 13 utility values and a regret of 213,317 Euro 
in equivalent annual cost. Therefore, based on the evaluation provided SUDS offer a better 
performance with less cost for uncertain future conditions than a conventional sewer system, and 
it also offers a higher flexibility.  
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Table 17. Results metrics of flexibility in case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Range of change (Rng in m
3
) Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Max Regret 
(RRng) 
Alt 1 SUDS 123 -25 31 0 
Alt 2 Sewer 123 0 31 25 
Performance (UV95)    
Max Regret 
(RUV95) 
Alt 1 SUDS 64 80 74 4 
Alt 2 Sewer 51 83 78 13 
Effort of change (EAC in 
EUR) 
   
Max Regret 
(REAC) 
Alt 1 SUDS 32,694 16,983 20,463 0 
Alt 2 Sewer 246,011 20,109 20,900 213,317 
 
The detailed results for the single metrics of flexibility are: 
 The alternative solution SUDS has a lower regret for the range of change than the 
conventional sewer system. For scenarios 1 and 3 with increasing runoff, both alternative 
solutions offer the same range of change with adaptation costs lower than the damage costs. 
However, it is not possible for the sewer system to adapt to shrinking runoff, because the 
deconstruction of the system is more expensive than the achieved benefits. The sewer 
system cannot seize the opportunity to exploit the benefits of shrinking runoff—SUDS can do 
so however.  
 Both alternative solutions start with the same level of performance. The SUDS has a 
maximum regret of 4 utility values, whereas the conventional sewer system has a maximum 
regret of 14 utility values. Clearly, SUDS have a lower regret than the sewer system. In 
scenario 1 and its steep increase of runoff the SUDS provides a significantly better 
performance and can better cope with changing conditions.  
 The equivalent annual costs (including damage and adaptation costs) of the SUDS are, for all 
future scenarios, lower than or equal to costs of the conventional sewer system. In particular 
in scenario 1 with its steep increase of runoff, the adaptation costs for the SUDS are 
significantly lower, so that the equivalent annual costs of SUDS of 32,700 are only a seventh 
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of the equivalent annual costs (246,000 EUR) of conventional sewers. In scenario 2, the 
shrinking runoff provided an opportunity to decrease cost and SUDS seized the opportunity 
and achieved the intended level of performance while reducing the dimensions of the 
drainage system required. This reduction in dimensions created the potential to use the area 
for more valuable land uses, so the annuity can be reduced by 3,500 EUR. When there is 
only a slight increase of runoff, both the SUDS and the sewer system have comparable 
equivalent annual costs of 20,000 EUR.   
 
3.3.4.3 Assessment of the Measurement Method 
If the method for the measurement of flexibility applied in the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg 
and documented in Appendix D complies with the requirements for the measurement approach 
presented in Chapter 3.3.3.4., then the method of measurement shows great promise. The 
strengths and weaknesses of the measurement approach are reflected herein. In addition, a 
comparison between the first version of the measurement method, as applied in the case stud 
Tuttle Hill, and the revised version of the measurement method, as applied in the case study 
Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg, is provided.  
 Intersubjectivity and Reliability: An important requirement is that the results of the 
measurement method are independent from the person who is applying it. To test this 
measurement approach, it was applied in two different case studies by two different 
reviewers. After the application in the first case study, the measurement method was 
modified to address some shortcomings identified. Consequently, a direct comparison of the 
results of the two case studies is not possible anymore. However, the simplified comparison 
of the results of both case studies shows that they provide comparable results (SUDS are 
more flexible than conventional sewer systems) and this result certainly has been arrived at 
independently from the person applying it.  
 Validity: An important requirement is that the result of the assessment method should reflect 
the priorities of the objective system. This requirement is assessed in three ways. First, the 
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measurement approach should reflect the intended understanding of flexibility as described 
by the definition of flexibility. The measurement method considers all characteristics 
mentioned in the definition of flexibility and substantiates them. Therefore, the metric--range 
of change, performance and effort of change—have not been randomly selected but deduced 
from the definition of flexibility. In addition, the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg illustrates 
that all three metrics are required to represent the flexibility of urban drainage systems. A 
focus only on single metrics would not be sufficient to describe all the benefits of flexibility, 
such as a bigger range of operation, improved performance and reduced costs. Second, the 
measurement approach reflects the real world application of flexible design. The 
measurement approach describes the implementation of a flexible design in 'quick motion,’ 
and, as a result, the measurement approach describes what could be achieved by a flexible 
design. Third, it should be evaluated whether the measurement method corresponds with the 
expectations about which type of urban drainage systems provide the intended flexibility. In 
the case study Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg, as well as Tuttle Hill, the hypothesis drawn from the 
technical literature - SUDS offer a higher flexibility than conventional sewer systems--could 
be verified. The results of the measurement method correspond with the expectations from 
the literature and prove the concepts involved in the measurement method.  
 Separation of indicative and normative elements: The assessment method should make a 
clear distinction between indicative elements (reflecting subjective values of judgments) and 
normative elements (objective scientific driven content). Compared to the first version of the 
measurement method applied in the case study Tuttle Hill, the revised version of the method 
applied in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg signicantly reduced the number of subjective elements. 
Interestingly, despite the possibility of including three subjective elements (weights in utility 
value analysis, the metrics for duration and change, and the weights for the weighted 
average of flexibility) in the measurement method, the revised version utilized only one 
subjective element, the weighting factors in the utility value analysis. This subjective element 
in the utility value analysis could not be avoided, but a clear distinction between subjective 
elements and objectives elements is provided. Because the weighting factors could not be 
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justified based on scientific insights, they should be made based on the judgment of the 
decision makers involved. A short sensitivity test in the case study Hamburg-Willhelmsburg 
shows that if the weighting between the factors is only changed to a relation of 90% design 
flood frequency and 10% flooding in receiving water body, then the order between the two 
alternative solutions changes. The other metrics are not affected at all from the subjective 
weighting. Thus, the results from the case study only have a low sensitivity against the 
subjective factors.  
 Structural consistency: The measurement method should be formal and consistent, and 
contradictions between the different parts of the assessment should be avoided. Compared 
to the first version of the measurement method, the revised version applied in the case study 
Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg has a significantly reduced number of basic rules and assumption. 
The basic rules are: adaption is only implemented when change costs lower than damage 
costs, the performance is described by the 95th percentile, the life cycle costs are calculated 
considering investment, change and damage costs and the results of the metrics for the 
different alternative solutions are generated by the minimax regret approach. These rules and 
assumptions are consistent with each other. First, the selection of the indicators considers 
principles of system analysis. The measurement approach for flexibility distinguishes 
between indicators describing the effectivity and the efficiency of the system. Effectivity 
represents the level of performance of the system (level of flood protection, amount of 
pollutants etc.) whereas efficiency describes the effort required to achieve a certain 
performance (life-cycle-cost, resource consumption etc.). Second, the indicators take into 
account the requirement from decision analysis that the indicators and the described 
objectives should be independent of each other (Eisenführ & Weber 2003) so as to avoid a 
common attribute that is systematically overvalued in the assessment. The metric range of 
change and the metric effort of change are both based on comparable input factors: the 
damage and the adaptation costs. However, the metric effort of change only considers the 
amount of the damage and adaptation costs (how expensive is it) whereas the metric range 
of change focuses on the relationship between the input factors (which factor is higher). 
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Thus, there is no double counting of the same input factor. Third, the future uncertainties are 
considered with a scenario approach. Scenarios can describe a possible future course of 
events, but does not describe the probability of the events. Therefore it is not permissible to 
assume that the future scenarios have a certain defined probability. This is consistent with 
the minimal regret approach applied which allows one to compare alternative solutions under 
sewer uncertainty without making assumption about the probability of the different scenarios. 
Fourth, despite the reduction of the number of assumptions the measurement approach is 
still very complex. Because of the complexity of the process, it is difficult for the audience to 
follow the detailed calculation process and to understand the exact meaning of single 
indicators. This could lead to the problem that the measurement approach is perceived as a 
black box in that the decision-makers make not be able to understand the calculation of the 
results. The problem can be reduced by a good illustration and visualization of the 
measurement process. Nevertheless, the problem of missing comprehensibility still remains.  
 
A careful analysis of the requirements involved in the assessment of measurement methods 
suggests that the revised version of the method for the measurement of flexibility presented in 
Chapter 3.3.3.4 adheres to most requirements. In addition, the measurement approach is 
successfully and practically implemented in two case studies. These dual facts demonstrate the 
suitability of the method for the measurement of flexibility.  
 
However, the measurement method also has two identifiable major shortcomings. One major 
disadvantage is that the measurement method requires a huge effort for implementation—a 
substantial amount of work is required to model the cost and performance of the systems in 
different time steps. Thus, the method could only be applied in situations which justified the 
expenditure of a huge amount of effort. Another drawback is that the measurement method 
provides only a relative measurement of flexibility - unfortunately, the flexibility of an alternative 
solution can only be examined in the context of another alternative solution. As such, the method 
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does not offer an absolute value of flexibility but can only compare the flexibility of different 
alternative solutions. 
 
3.4 Conclusions - Theoretical Framework for Flexible Urban Drainage Systems 
In this chapter the existing general theory of flexibility has been presented and the transferability 
to the field of urban drainage analyzed. This has produced a definition of flexibility, a framework 
for the generation of flexibility, and a measurement method for flexibility of urban drainage 
systems. 
 
In particular, business management and engineering science already possess profound theories 
for the definition, generation and measurement of flexibility. In urban water management several 
authors have asked for a high flexibility of urban drainage system, and yet a profound theoretical 
foundation of this postulation is missing. Therefore, this chapter investigated whether a profound 
theory of flexibility could be transferred from other disciplines to urban drainage systems. The 
review verifies that the basic knowledge about flexibility could be transferred, and, moreover, the 
definitions of flexibility can be tailored to urban drainage systems without any significant 
problems. Furthermore, a framework for the generation of flexibility and a method for the 
measurement of flexibility for urban drainage systems can be transferred to urban drainage 
systems and can be generated based on pre-existing methods, respectively.  
 
The present weaknesses of the flexibility theory for urban drainage systems could be eliminated 
by the consideration of a more general flexibility theory. The chapter illustrates that, in particular, 
an accurate definition of flexibility is of high importance. And based on that definition, a framework 
for the generation of flexibility was developed. Moreover, the definition serves as basic to the 
measurement of flexibility. As a result, a conclusive three part - definition, generation, and 
measurement - theory of flexibility is presented.  
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This chapter provided a theoretical foundation of the framework for optimization of the flexible 
design of urban drainage systems. In particular the framework for the measurement of flexibility 
serves as the core component for the optimization framework, covering the steps for generating 
alternative solutions, measuring of flexibility provided by the alternatives solutions and the 
selecting optimal alternative solutions. In order to optimize the flexible design of urban drainage 
systems, a large number of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems have to 
be generated and the optimal solution providing the highest flexibility has to be identified. 
Nevertheless, a disadvantage of the measurement approach is that modeling the cost and 
performance for different alternative solutions is cumbersome that requires different future 
scenarios and different time steps. Hence to facilitate the optimization process ‘filter criteria’ are 
required, which enable to quickly asses the large number of possible solutions in regard to their 
flexibility. The principles for flexible design of urban drainage systems, which can serve as ‘filter 
criteria’ are presented in the Chapter 4.  
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4 PRINCIPLES OF FLEXIBLE DESIGN FOR URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
4.1 Objective and Method  
In Chapter 3, a framework for the measurement of flexibility is presented. This framework enables 
us to compare the flexibility provided by the different alternative solutions for the design of urban 
drainage systems. In addition to measuring flexibility, this framework can also optimize the 
flexibility of urban drainage systems.  
 
To achieve optimization, the concept of genetic algorithm is applied. In the optimization process, 
a huge number of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems are generated, 
and the optimal solution providing the highest flexibility is selected. However, the application of 
the framework in an optimization process like the genetic algorithm is limited, as the calculation of 
the metrics requires that the different scenarios and time steps to be considered separately, 
which is quite time consuming. Assessing the measurement of flexibility for a huge number of 
alternative solutions would thus require a very lengthy calculation time. To facilitate this process, 
‘filter criteria’ would be very useful, as they allow the huge number of possible solutions to be 
quickly scanned and assessed in terms of their flexibility. The most promising solutions are then 
filtered out. Again, the identified potential solutions will undergo the process of flexibility 
measurement, for which the three metrics of ‘range of change,’ ‘performance,’ and ‘effort of 
change’ are then provided.  
 
The filtering of alternative solutions could be achieved by the ‘principles of flexible design’ for 
urban drainage systems. These principles should be supported by static indicators, which could 
be assessed without considering different future scenarios and different time steps. These design 
principles and associated static indicators should enable a quick filtering of a huge number of 
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alternative solutions in order to identify the most promising ones. In addition, these principles for 
flexible design should also guide the designers in the targeted development of urban drainage 
systems, which provide a huge flexibility. The contribution of Chapter 4 to the development of the 
framework for the optimization of flexible design is presented in Figure 28. 
 
Different methods for the identification of principles of flexible design and flexibility options are 
discussed in the technical literature. Shah et al. (n.y.) describe the identification of principles of 
flexible design as the process of identifying the areas in the design of the system that can be 
easily manipulated and that contribute significantly to system performance. Shah et al.’s (n.y.) 
approach thus differentiates both top down and bottom up approaches. Additional information 
about the methods for identifying the principles of flexible design can be found in de Neufville & 
Cardin (2008), Suh (2005), and Suh (1998).  
 
A preliminary review indicates that the generic approaches are not suitable for the identification of 
the principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems. The main reason for this is that most 
principles of flexible design are not generic, but instead must be generated and approved within a 
specific system. According to Shah et al. (n.y.), a significant challenge in applying real option 
analysis to engineering systems is in identifying the specific principles and options that creates 
flexibility. de Neufville and Cardin (2008) state that the study of flexibility in engineering systems 
requires the selection of sources of flexibility that are specific to each system. Furthermore, Engel 
et al. (2006) describe the problem of missing information regarding knowledge about specific 
system performance as well as about the approaches to identify the principles of flexible design. 
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the principles for flexible design that are specifically 
applicable to urban drainage systems. 
 
The goal of this chapter is to identify the potential principles for flexible design specific to urban 
drainage systems and to verify them in a case study analysis. The analysis describes both which 
principles of flexible design are available and how those principles are able to contribute to the 
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optimization of flexible urban drainage systems. This chapter addresses the following research 
question: 
 
For the identification of flexibility, two insights must be combined. A general understanding of the 
concept of flexibility (presented in Chapter 3) is required; and a profound understanding of the 
performance of urban drainage systems (described in Chapter 2) is needed. Then, following a 
deductive research approach based on theoretical considerations, potential principles for flexible 
design of urban drainage systems can be developed and assessed, if the hypotheses can be 
verified in a real world case study.  
 
The identification process thus includes the following steps: 
 First the potential principles of flexible design are identified. Indicators to describe these 
design principles are then proposed, which enable the measurement of extend of the 
principle provided by different alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems. 
The result of this step is the development of a hypothesis for the principles of flexible design 
for urban drainage systems.  
 Second, the hypotheses about the principles are verified in a case study. The case study 
analysis follows the process of a hypothesis test and includes several steps: development of 
alternative solutions for urban drainage systems, a scoping assessment of all alternative 
solutions based on the indicators of the principles of flexible design, selection of the sample 
for analysis, detailed measurement of flexibility of the sample, and testing of the hypotheses 
to verify the principles of flexible design. Once verified, the resulting principles of flexible 
design can then be used to identify promising solutions and to optimize the flexibility of urban 
drainage systems.  
  
How to identify and optimize the principle for the flexible design of urban drainage 
systems? 
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Figure 28. Contribution of Chapter 4 to the development of the framework for the optimization of 
flexible design of urban drainage systems 
 
4.2 Identification of Principles of Flexible Design for Urban Drainage Systems 
In the first step of this process, the potential principles for the flexible design of urban drainage 
systems are identified. According to Burmann (2001), principles of flexible design describe 
generic and universalized approaches for the generation of flexibility options. Flexibility options 
themselves provide for the ability to modify a system operation (in this case, in urban drainage 
systems), to adapt it to future demands. The principles of flexible design serve two purposes. 
First, the principles should facilitate to filter the most promising alternative solutions for the flexible 
design of urban drainage systems as part of the framework for the optimization of flexibility. 
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Second, the principles should guide the targeted development of urban drainage systems, 
allowing for high levels of flexibility in the system. 
 
The next section presents the potential principles of flexible design. For each principle, a short 
introduction on the basic mechanism is given. Then, an application of these principles for urban 
drainage systems is demonstrated. In addition, indicators are proposed to describe the different 
principles of flexible design. These indicators should be static, that is, they should not require the 
assessment of different future states, and they should enable the quick filtering of a huge set of 
alternative solutions for urban drainage systems. Finally, for each principle of flexible design, a 
hypothesis is developed that will be tested and verified using the hypothesis test in the Chapter 
3.2. 
 
In the technical literature, different typologies and categories for principles of flexible design are 
discussed. The technical literature on urban drainage systems, for example, is limited by single 
design principles. Along this line, Sieker et al. (2008) focus on the diversity of the performance of 
urban drainage systems as the single principle to generate flexibility. Kluge & Libbe (2006), 
emphasize the approach of modularity of urban drainage systems. A broader range of different 
principles of flexible design in engineering science are discussed in Hocke & Heinzl (2006), 
Hocke (2004), Hornby (2007), Suh (1998), and Fricke & Schulz (2005). Based on the approaches 
described in the literature, two categories for the assessment of potential principles of flexible 
design for urban drainage systems are identified:  
 Structural analysis principles of flexible design derive from the structure of the system, and 
include modularity, platform design, decentralized structure, scalability, and flexible elements. 
 Functional analysis represents principles of flexible design related to the performance of the 
system and includes control of system, degree of specialization of system performance, and 
cost effectivity.  
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4.2.1 Modularity of Urban Drainage Systems 
To generate and improve the flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems, a number of 
authors discuss the structural principle of modularity (Sieker et al. 2008; Zimmermann 2006; 
Institut für Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg (Ed.) 2003; Kluge & Libbe 
2006; Tauchmann & Hafkesbrink 2006). The principle of modularity is currently at the center of 
attention in the present discussion of principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems. In 
addition, the principle of modularity is a well-known and often-applied principle of general system 
design. Below, some of the different definitions of modularity are presented, which illustrate the 
different possible thematic emphases.  
 Fricke & Schulz (2005) differentiate two generic principles to improve flexibility, independence 
and modularity, which are both based on comparable guiding principles. The first principle 
provides for independence of design parameters, which allows the design parameters to be 
changed without affecting the other related design parameters of the system. In other words, 
the principle of independence tends to minimize the impact of changing design parameters 
(Fricke & Schulz 2005). Furthermore, three levels of independence can also be differentiated, 
described as coupled, decoupled, or uncoupled system design. Modularity, on the other hand 
provides a system architecture that clusters the system into numerous groups, or so-called 
modules, to reduce the complexity of the system. For this, the coupling in-between the 
modules should be minimized, while the cohesion of the elements in the module should be 
maximized. Furthermore, defined interfaces between the modules of a system are required. 
With modularity, the impact of the changes within the system could be limited on the single 
modules.  
 Engel & Browning (2006) describe modularity as the splitting up of system elements and then 
assigning them into groups. These modules are designed independently of each other, but 
are distinct parts of the whole system. To achieve the system objective, the modules have to 
function together as a whole. The system structure and the interfaces between the modules 
must therefore be specified. Furthermore, the size of the modules should be reduced, 
because the option value of many small modules is higher than for a few large ones. Based 
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on the modular system structure and the defined interfaces, new modules can substitute 
older ones with low effort. In other words, modular system design enables modules to be 
changed and improved over time without affecting the performance of the whole system. This 
allows for the management of the future uncertainties for the system to be facilitated (Engel & 
Browning 2006).  
 A substantiation of the principle of modularity for the field of urban water management 
systems is offered by Kluge & Libbe (2006). The operating method of modularized 
infrastructure systems is described as follows (Kluge & Libbe 2006):  
 
 Additional requirements for the modularity of urban drainage systems are also mentioned. 
So, according to Winkel (1989), the design of modularized systems should facilitate the 
deactivation of modules so that operational costs can be avoided. As a result, the potential 
benefits from changing basic conditions can be used.  
 
The different types of urban drainage systems offer a different level of modularity depending on 
their system structure. Conventional urban drainage systems (sewer systems) have only a limited 
modularity, for example. This means that there are only limited possibilities to separate the sewer 
network into different modules that function independently from one another. Only the additional 
retention volume could be described by modules in this system. In contrast, sustainable urban 
drainage systems are characterized by a high level of modularity. That is, in sustainable urban 
drainage systems, different management elements like retention basins, infiltration swales, 
wetlands, treatment measures, infiltration-trench elements, and more (compare list in Chapter 
‘Modularity describes a specific requirement for the structure of a system comparable to 
the principles of unit construction systems. A modular system consist of units, the 
modules, which function in a high degree autonomies, could be integrated and removed 
in the system independent from each other, but function with their several sub functions 
like an integrated whole. Modularity is a core element for a sustainable infrastructure 
development. It is an important precondition for the trans-formation and adaptation of 
systems. So modularity minimized in particular the technological path dependency which 
is typical for infrastructure systems, because the effort for conversion and changeover is 
reduced. New technical facilities could be easy integrated in the existing system without 
causing a complete or far reaching change of the system. The interactions of several 
modules offer relevant synergies, an effect which in the field of supply or disposal 
systems is relevant in particular for decentralized structures.’  
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2.3) are combined as an overall system. The management elements all serve a particular 
function, are all technically compatible with one another, and can all be replaced or scaled if 
required (Tauchmann & Hafkesbrink 2006). The flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems 
offered by modularity is, however, limited by the linkages between the elements, such as the 
capacity of the connection elements.  
 
As a principle of flexible design, modularity could be designed and optimized during the initial 
design of a sustainable urban drainage system. But the options for subsequent changes in the 
modularity of the system must be considered as well. For example, additional possible 
connections between the different modules of a sustainable urban drainage system might be 
considered. This type of connection (for example, the connection of a single infiltration trench 
element to a combined infiltration trench system) could improve the capacity of the whole urban 
drainage system (Sieker et al. 2009) such that the hydraulic loading of the management elements 
is more equally distributed, or so that a better utilization of the whole capacity of the system is 
achievable. Additionally, predetermined breaking points for the subsequent partition of the 
drainage system could be considered as well, which enables the partition of the overall system 
into smaller, independent subsystems, with which a deconstruction of no longer required parts of 
the urban drainage system is enabled.  
 
As described, modularity allows for single elements within a system to be changed independently. 
Compared to a change of the whole system, a change of single modular elements clearly 
requires less effort. Hence, a modular design enables the flexible management of future uncertain 
alterations.  
 
To generate and optimize the modularity of urban drainage systems, metrics are needed, which 
can be used to compare the relative modularity among different alternative design solutions. An 
overview of the different methods and metrics to measure modularity in a system design is 
provided by Gershenson et al. (2004).  According to the overview, there is no currently agreed-
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upon method for the measurement of modularity, but there are observable similarities between 
the different approaches. For example, most measurement approaches require a pre analysis, 
where the relationship between the different system elements is described as a design structure 
matrix (Gershenson et al. 2004; Sosa et al. 2007; Fricke & Schulz 2005; Baldwin & Clark 2000; 
Gamba & Fusari 2009; Joste & Tollenaere 2004). The group of elements characterized by high 
interdependencies within the group and minimal dependencies outside the group are identified as 
modules. Another detailed difference between methods relates to the nature of the 
interdependency, where some methods will record the principle if there is interdependency, while 
others will quantify the strength of the interdependency.  
 
Gershenson et al. (2004) describes two basic approaches for the actual measurement of 
modularity. On the one hand, the modularity could be measured by the percentage of elements in 
the systems, which are part of the modules, as identified by the pre-analysis (Gershenson et al. 
2003). A comparable modularity metric is proposed in Hornby (2007), where the modularity of the 
system is based on the number of modules in the system as defined by the pre-analysis. On the 
other hand, the modularity may be measured by considering the interdependencies between the 
elements in the system. According to Gershenson et al. (2003), the modularity of a system could 
be measured by comparing the number of interdependencies that occur between elements in a 
module with the total number of interdependencies in the system. The type of interdependencies 
considered thus varies between the different measurement approaches.  
 
In regard to flexibility in particular, the measurement approach given by Sosa et al. (2007) 
captures interdependencies between elements based on their impact on other elements when the 
system is changed, an approach comparable to the change propagation method in Eckert et al. 
(2004) and Bartolomei (2007). Another approach is to use graph theory to measure the 
modularity of an urban drainage system as a structure-oriented system analysis. The design 
structure matrix could be described as a graph, with the drainage elements as nodes and the 
interactions as edges. The cluster coefficient would be a measure of the degree to which the 
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nodes of the graph are grouped together (Watts & Strogatz 1998) and could represent a 
structural description of the modularity principle. Modules may thus be simply described as 
clusters of connected component level elements within the total system.  
 
None of the modularity metrics have been applied to urban drainage systems, up to now. A 
problem with applying the concept is that the number of elements united in clusters would need to 
be counted, because in urban drainage systems, modules often only consist of a single element - 
as in a retention basin of infiltration trench element - meaning that no accurate description would 
be possible. Also, the number of interactions inside or outside of modules is difficult to transfer in 
urban drainage systems, as an identification of some modules could be arbitrary (for example, is 
a group of connected pipes a single module, or is each pipe a module in itself?). For these 
reasons, the cluster coefficient provided by graph theory is selected as an appropriate method for 
analyzing the interactions between the different drainage elements.  
 
First, the design structure matrix, describing the change propagation between the different 
elements, is developed. This matrix is then transferred into an undirected graph, with the nodes 
as elements and the interactions as edges. Second, for each node, the local cluster coefficient 
Clusi for an undirected graph (eij = eji) is calculated. Third, based on the local cluster coefficient, a 
cluster coefficient for the whole drainage system is calculated, for which the modularity is the 
reverse of the total cluster coefficient.  
 
The lower the cluster coefficient is, the more modular the system is seen to be. Further, higher 
levels of modularity are also associated with lower change propagations between different 
elements, so that each element is a module in itself (e.g. where a retention pond or infiltration 
basin as considered as a single module). A modularity value between 0 (low modularity) and 1 
(high modularity) is provided. The following equations were taken from Watts & Strogatz (1998). 
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                                                            Equation 4.1 
 
      
         
         
                                            Equation 4.2 
 
     
 
 
       
 
                                     Equation 4.3 
 
                                                      Equation 4.4 
 
where: 
V = vertices of graph G 
E = edges between vertices V of graph G 
eab = edge which connect vertex a with vertex b 
Na = neighbors of vertex Va 
Mod = indicator for modularity 
Clus = total cluster coefficient of graph 
Clus a = local cluster coefficient for vertex a 
ejk = number of existing edges between the neighbor nodes 
ka = number of neighbor vertices in the neighborhood Na  for undirected graphs 
         
 
 is the 
number of maximal possible edges 
N = total number of vertices 
 
The calculation of the indicator ‘modularity’ is presented for the alternative solution 13 for the 
case study of ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ (compare Chapter 4.3). The design of the urban drainage 
system is presented in Figure 29.     
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Figure 29. Alternative solution 13 for the design of the urban drainage system in the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ – modularity  
 
The design of the urban drainage system is converted into a design structure matrix (connectivity 
matrix Figure 30) showing the connections between the different elements. For example the 
elements ‘swale 1’, ‘swale 2’ and ‘basin 10’ are connected.   
 
The local cluster coefficient for vertex 1 (Clus1) is calculated with │eab│= 2 and ka = 13. The total 
cluster coefficient is the sum of the local coefficients.  
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Figure 30. Design structure matrix for the screening of the design principle 'modularity' 
 
Hypothesis 1 is that drainage systems with a high modularity always provide a high flexibility. The 
metric for modularity is the reciprocal of the global cluster coefficient of the system, as presented 
by the design structure. The cluster coefficient describes the degree to which the nodes of the 
graph are grouped together.  
 
4.2.2 Flexible Platform Design for Urban Drainage Systems 
In system engineering as well as in spatial planning, the principle of platform design is proposed 
as an approach to create a flexible system structure. As such, the principle of platform design has 
been discussed, even if it has not been described in detail for urban drainage systems until now. 
Two explanations of the principle of platform design from different fields of application are 
explained below.  
 Suh (2005) explores flexible design opportunities in the platform design of engineering 
systems like cars. Platforms facilitate the development of 'system families' with a great variety 
of system alternatives based on the re-using of the resources of the platform. If a critical 
number of elements within the product platform are made flexible, the whole platform may be 
flexible to uncertain alterations of the basic conditions (Suh 2005). To optimize the flexibility 
of a platform design, the elements of the system design that are kept constant from one 
variant of system alternative to another must be identified (Suh 2005). Robust standard 
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elements that are insensitive to changes in variants are potential platform components. On 
the contrary, variant elements that are sensitive to changes could be considered as flexibility 
options.  
 Another approach comparable to the basic principles of platform design is discussed in urban 
and landscape planning. Raith (2009) recommends a spatial structure characterized by a 
robust basic structure (i.e., a platform) that can still be substantiated with a high degree of 
flexibility. Schwarz (2004) suggests, based on his experiences in East German cities, that a 
mix of flexible and robust urban design elements be used. A simple example of this would be 
a robust framework of paths and green axis at which temporary land uses, like gardens or 
parks, are integrated as well. Furthermore Schmid (2002) or Rowald (2006) recommend a 
combination of a robust spatial framework and a flexible filling. The robust framework 
guarantees the required basic performance for changing basic conditions. The flexible filling 
should offer the option of fast and economic changes of the land use depending on altering 
requirements without affecting the performance of the overall system.  
 
The basic principle of flexible platform design is to subdivide the system structure into elements 
which can be changed with low effort and elements which will remain constant, and, furthermore, 
to optimize both types of elements in their specific performance. There is no known literature 
where specifically the principle of flexible platform design is proposed to improve the flexibility of 
urban drainage system. However, the basic principle is indirectly considered by different authors. 
Katzenberger (2004) proposes an approach to deal with the uncertainties caused by climate 
change which distinguished between elements which should be kept robust and elements which 
should be optimized for flexibility. Urban water management facilities which cannot be changed 
after construction should be designed according to expected future (not the present) 
requirements. The elements should be robust and a subsequent change of the system should not 
be required. Contrastingly, urban water management facilities which could be changed without 
problems should be designed according to the present (not the future) demands. The flexible 
design of these elements should enable quick and cost-effective changes (Katzenberger 2004). 
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Furthermore, Sieker et al. (2007a) mentions the principle of balancing the stabilizing conservative 
elements with the destabilizing innovative elements within urban drainage systems. Tauchmann 
& Hafkesbrink (2006), in a variation on the platform design principle, recommend considering the 
different alteration rates of the several elements of an urban water management systems. In the 
case of long lasting elements, a usage for the whole operational life span should be made 
possible, whereas for short term elements a change with low effort should be expected and 
enabled. Elements with a comparable life cycle should be grouped together in a platform design 
to enable an optimal overall life cycle of the whole system. These approaches follow the principle 
of platform design, with robust and flexible elements both specified for sustainable urban 
drainage systems.  
 
The implementation of a flexible platform design for urban drainage systems is associated with 
some basic decisions about the system structure. In one sense, the decision about the type of 
urban drainage system is relevant as platform design is particularly well-suited for urban drainage 
systems which place a high importance on conveyance elements rather than management 
elements. As such, platform design is a suitable principle for conventional sewer systems or 
sustainable urban drainage systems with a distinct trench network. In a type of system which 
mainly consists of independent subsystems, like a decentralized sustainable urban drainage 
system which focuses on a single plot of land, a platform design is not required. Furthermore, 
there are important questions to answer regarding which elements of the urban drainage system 
should be optimized as robust platform elements and which should be flexible variant elements. 
In a sustainable urban drainage system, a subdivision including both robust conveyance 
elements (e.g. trench networks) and flexible management elements (e.g. retention basins, 
infiltrating facilities) is conceivable. In such a case, the conveyance elements, which combine the 
different management elements, should be robust so as to guarantee a reliable operation of the 
urban drainage system, whereas the single management elements integrated in this platform 
should be flexible to facilitate changes with low effort. In addition, the results of the detailed 
analysis of the flexibility of different elements of urban drainage systems should be considered. 
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The design of the robust platform components should be orientated on design factors like hydro-
geological basic conditions, topography or landscape characteristics which will be non-varying in 
long term (Beneke 2003). Furthermore the interactions between the urban drainage system and 
other spatial structures have to be considered. So the robust elements of the urban drainage 
systems should be integrated in robust spatial structures as well as flexible elements in flexible 
structures. 
 
In the literature no metrics or methods for the measurement of the degree of platform design are 
established. As measurement approach the optimization method already mentioned above could 
be used. In a pre analysis a design structure matrix is developed. Based on this pre analysis it is 
compared, which elements and modules of the system kept unchanged in the design structure 
matrix when different future changes are considered (de Neufville & Cardin 2008 and Kalligeros 
2006). The elements which are insensitive to changes are potential platform elements, where the 
elements, which are sensitive to change, are potential flexible elements (Suh 2005). The degree 
of platform design is measured by counting the flexibility and robust options embedded in the 
identified elements or modules. This measurement approach has the drawback that different 
future scenarios and resulting changes in the system have to be considered. As consequences a 
high effort for the measurement is required, so that the method is not suitable for the aspired a 
scoping assessment of the platform design.  
 
A variation of the measurement approach is proposed for the scoping assessment of the principle 
of platform design for urban drainage systems. In the first steps, the change propagation and the 
change costs of the urban drainage system are described in a design structure matrix. As result, 
the total change costs of each drainage element as well as the relative change costs (change 
costs per m
3
 of provided volume) for each drainage elements are described. In the next step, 
based on the relative change costs a determination is made regarding which elements should be 
flexible and which elements should be robust. A threshold value of relative change costs is 
defined, on either side of which a drainage element should be flexible or robust. Elements with 
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low change costs should be flexible, while elements with high change costs should be robust. The 
next step involves identifying whether elements in alternative solutions of the urban drainage 
system flexibility or robustness options are provided (for which elements in the alternative design 
flexibility options are allocated and for which elements robust buffers are provided). A comparison 
of whether the actual allocation of flexibility and robustness in the system design (the allocation of 
flexibility options and buffers) aligns with the proposed allocation of flexibility and robustness 
(based on relative investment and change costs of the elements) is made so as to determine 
whether the different elements in the urban drainage system correspond to each other or if there 
are conflicts. The combination of the need for flexibility and the provision of flexibility is 
considered a full match, while the combination of the need for robustness and the provision of 
robustness is considered a 50% match (suggesting flexibility rather than robustness should be 
optimized)--all other combinations are considered a mismatch. Finally, a value of the relative 
conformity of the allocation of flexibility and robustness is calculated. The elements with 
conformities and disconformities are weighted according to their investment costs and are 
summarized. In the scoping assessment of platform design a value between 0 (bad platform 
design) and 1 (good platform design) is provided.  
 
          
 
 
      
 
   
 
                                  Equation 4.5 
 
     
     
     
                                               Equation 4.6 
 
where: 
Plat = indicator for platform design 
CIfd = investment costs element d which match required flexibility and provided flexibility in EUR 
CIrd = investment costs element d which match required robustness and provided robustness in 
EUR 
CIt = total investment costs of all elements d in EUR  
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The indicator ‘platform design’ is applied for the alternative solution 13 of the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. The design of the urban drainage system is presented in Figure 31.  
 
 
Figure 31. Alternative solution 13 for the design of the urban drainage system in the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ – platform design 
 
The design of the urban drainage system is converted into a matrix representing the change 
costs for the single elements (Figure 32 and Figure 33). As the flexibility options are located at 
the beginning of the treatment train there is no change propagation and associated costs. The 
need for elements flexibility or robustness is analyzed using a threshold value of change costs of 
150 EUR/m
3
. Accordingly, a ‘robust’ design is recommended only for element 10. In the design of 
alternative solution 13, the flexibility options are located at the elements 1-9 while the remaining 
elements are designed as ‘robust’. The allocations of the required and provided flexibility are as 
follows: 9 elements with right allocation of flexibility, 1 element with right allocation of robustness 
and 3 elements with wrong allocation of flexibility and robustness. The investment costs for the 
elements with right and wrong allocations are 549,375 EUR, and 49,110 EUR, respectively. The 
total investment cost is 598,485 EUR.   
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Figure 32. Design structure matrix for screening the principle 'platform design' part 1 
 
 
Figure 33. Design structure matrix for screening the principle 'platform design' part 2 
 
Hypothesis 2 is that drainage systems with a good platform design always provide a high 
flexibility. The metric of platform design is found in the ratio of elements in which the allocation of 
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flexibility and robustness options fit with the total relative change costs (including change 
propagation) to the total number of elements of an urban drainage system.  
 
4.2.3 Decentralized Structure of Urban Drainage Systems 
A principle of flexible design is a decentralized system structure. A generic description of how the 
principle of decentralization contributes to the flexibility of the system is offered by Fricke & 
Schulz (2005). Due to the decentralized distribution of control and resources in the system 
structure, the decisions about changing the system could be made at the point of best knowledge. 
A decentralized structure facilitates the allocation of resources and attributes to the locations of 
the system which are most suitable for change (Fricke & Schulz 2005).  
 
In urban drainage the decentralization system structure is associated with the selection of a 
certain type of urban drainage system. Indeed, a key difference between conventional and 
sustainable urban drainage systems is the decentralized spatial structure of sustainable urban 
drainages—the German name for these systems is 'decentralized stormwater management 
systems'. In the technical literature there is widespread agreement that decentralized sustainable 
urban drainage systems offer a higher flexibility than conventional sewer systems (Helm 2007; 
Helm et al. 2009; Sieker et al. 2007a; Schmitt 2006; Sundberg et al. 2004; Koziol  et al. 2006a; 
Institut für Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg (Ed.) 2003). Nevertheless, 
most authors only stick to that general statement without offering a profound substantiation, or 
even a scientific verification, of the high flexibility of decentralized sustainable urban drainage 
systems. The following two principles are presented as potential scientific explanations for how a 
decentralized system structure could offer a high flexibility.  
 The decentralized design facilitates the gradual development of the urban drainage system 
for an urban development site (Weeber & Rees 1999). The decentralized allocation of the 
single management elements enables the expansion or deconstruction (scalability) of the 
sustainable urban drainage system to correspond with spatial development. As such, 
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flexibility against the uncertainties of the spatial development is offered. Decentralized and 
sustainable urban drainage systems need be constructed only if really required. Sieker et al. 
(2007a) describes this characteristic as close orientation of the urban drainage system on the 
demand. This gradual stepwise development is supported by the small minimum size of most 
management elements of sustainable urban drainage systems. Contrastingly, a conventional 
sewer system always has to be constructed for the whole intended development site, 
independent from the real spatial development. 
 An approach to improve the flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems is the 
abandonment of general obligatory standards and the adoption of differentiated locally 
customized standards (Winkel 1989; Zimmermann 2006; Muschwitz et al. 2002). The 
decision about the flexibility option is done at the location of the best knowledge. 
Consequently, generic tolerance margins of the standard solutions are often not attuned to 
the local requirements for flexibility. By considering locally customized standards generic 
tolerance margins can be avoided, and, instead, customized flexibility options can be 
developed. The design customized for the local conditions offers better fitting flexibility 
options compared with generic standards. The orientation to the local requirements also 
facilitates a consideration of future developments visible on a local scale, thereby producing 
local predictions of future development with a high degree of accuracy. 
 
The high flexibility of sustainable urban drainage systems as compared to conventional sewer 
systems can be traced back to other principles of flexible designs besides the principle of 
decentralization. Sustainable urban drainage systems include elements which are characterized 
by low adaptation costs and, furthermore, the greater modularity of sustainable urban drainage 
systems compared with conventional urban drainage systems, mentioned in the preceding 
chapter, has to be considered.  
 
For urban drainage systems, different levels of decentralized design of the system must be 
considered. According to Herzer (2004), sustainable urban drainage systems can be categorized 
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according to their level of centrality. These categories are comparable to the concept of the 
treatment path presented in the CIRIA design manual (CIRIA 2007a), which considers the stages, 
source control, conveyance, site control and regional control. The categories are (Herzer 2004; 
DWA-A 138):  
 Parcel management: The approach with the lowest level of decentralized design is if the 
stormwater is managed on each parcel independently by infiltrating the stormwater. The 
management elements of the single parcel are not connected with each other.  
 Group management: A medium level of centrality is achieved if the urban drainage systems 
include a couple of parcels but not the whole development site. The different elements of 
sustainable urban drainage systems (like a retention basin and infiltration trenches) are 
connected by a trench network.  
 Site management: A high level of centrality is achieved when one urban drainage system is 
provided for a whole development site. The urban drainage system consists of numerous 
management elements, which are connected by a large network of trenches and ditches. 
Sometimes even conventional separate sewer systems are applied in this scale of centrality.  
 District management: The highest level of centrality is provided by conventional centralized 
urban drainage systems with combined or separate sewer systems. These systems are 
provided for districts or even the whole city.  
 
The definitions of the different categories of centrality provided for urban drainage systems are 
not very precise. It is not always possible to judge to which category a certain system belongs, 
and it is not possible to compare the centrality of different urban drainage systems in detail. 
Unsurprisingly, additional approaches for the measurement of centrality from system analysis 
have been discussed. Sosa et al. (2007) provide an approach for the measurement centrality of 
actors in a social network based on graph theory. This graph theory approach is adopted for 
urban drainage systems. First, in a matrix, the size of the catchment area for each sub-catchment 
(sub-catchment with system outlet) is calculated. Second, if the analysis area is subdivided in 
various small, decentralized urban drainage systems, then the catchment area is calculated by 
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using the 95% percentile of all considered sub catchments (considering the average value as well 
as the standard distribution of the different catchment areas). Third, the 95% percentile area is 
compared to the total catchment area of the development site so as to calculate the centrality 
value. Finally, the indicators for the level of decentralized design are calculated as the reciprocal 
of the centrality value. The following equations were taken from Ulshoefer & Honrschuh (1992). 
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                                           Equation 4.12 
 
where:  
Dec = indicator for decentralized structure  
A95 = catchment area for 95% percentile in ha 
At = total area of catchment of the development site in ha 
AV = catchment area for sub catchments v in ha 
 = standard deviation 
 = mean of the values 
C = number of sub catchments v 
z = z table value for 95% percentile = 1,645  
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The indicator ‘decentralized structure’ is applied for the alternative solution 13 of the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. The design of the urban drainage system is presented in Figure 34.    
 
 
Figure 34. Alternative solution 13 for the design of the urban drainage system in the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ – decentralized structure 
 
The design of the urban drainage system is converted into the design structure matrix showing 
the catchment size of the single elements (Figure 35). The sizes of the single sub catchments are 
summarized for elements 10 to 13, which are located at the end of the treatment train. The 
percentile for the catchment area and the indicator for the decentralized structure are calculated. 
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Figure 35. Matrix for screening the design principle 'decentralized structure' 
 
Hypothesis 3 posits that drainage systems with a decentralized design always provide a high 
flexibility. The metric of decentralized design is the reciprocal of the centrality of a system 
described by the 95% percentile of the area of the different sub catchments divided by the area of 
the catchment.  
 
4.2.4 Real Time Control of Urban Drainage Systems 
In the functional analysis of the system two cybernetic principles for flexible design could be 
identified (Hocke & Heinzl 2006; Hocke 2004). On the one hand, an open-loop control enables 
disturbances of system performance to be managed by adaptation measures of the system, thus 
assuring that no feedback between the measures and the results exist. On the other hand, a 
close-loop control enables disturbances of system performance to be managed by adaptation 
measures with feedback. These generic principles are also relevant for urban drainage systems.  
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For urban drainage systems the operation strategy of real-time control has been lengthily 
discussed (Butler & Davies 2004; Schilling et al. 1989; Kellangher 1996). According to Schilling et 
al. (1989) urban drainage systems are operated under real-time control when 'process data, 
which is currently monitored in the system, is used to operate flow regulators during the actual 
process'. In urban drainage systems with real-time control, information about the system state is 
used for the operation of the system with an objective of avoiding or minimizing adverse effects. 
The basic rationale of real-time control is to optimize the utilization of the existing capacity of the 
urban drainage system. Urban drainage systems are dimensioned to manage the urban runoff of 
rainfall events with a low frequency and therefore include large retention volumes. For most 
rainfall events the retention volumes of the urban drainage systems are not fully utilized. 
Therefore, the capacity of the system could be increased by actively managing this retention 
volume. According to Butler & Davies (2004) the potentials of real-time control are determined by 
two essential design parameters. First, the benefit of the implementation of real-time control in an 
existing urban drainage system depends on the magnitude of useful storage volume. In a system 
with a low storage volume, as well as in systems with large storage volumes (where problems are 
infrequent anyway), only little benefits can be expected from real-time control. The best potential 
beneficiaries of real-time control, according to Butler & Davies (2004), are properly dimensioned 
urban drainage systems with sufficient storage volume which could be activated by real-time 
control. Second, the benefit depends on the hydraulic loading of the urban drainage system. 
There are no benefits expected for minor rainfall events, which are managed properly anyway, 
nor benefits expected for heavy rainfall events in which the storage volume is already utilized. 
The best effect is offered by smaller but still significant rainfall events. At present, the strategy of 
real-time control is mostly implemented in conventional sewer systems (Butler & Davies 2004). 
However, a transfer of the strategy to some types of sustainable urban drainage systems--like 
large infiltration trench systems or systems with large trench networks—seems possible. In 
addition, sustainable urban drainage systems offer a wide scope of operational management 
strategies--for example, it is possible to disconnect paved surface from the system to release 
overloaded parts of the urban drainage systems (Butler & Davies 2004). The implementation of 
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real-time control strategies requires constructional preconditions in the urban drainage systems. 
Certain regulator elements like pumps, penstocks and weirs on crucial locations of the system 
have to be identified, while sensors for the measurement of the required data--like flow 
measurements in the sewers, rainfall measurements in the catchment etc.--have to be considered 
as well. 
 
According to Schilling et al. (1989) the benefits of real-time control for urban drainage systems 
include a reduction of the risk of flooding, as well as a reduction of the pollution of the receiving 
water bodies by utilizing the full storage volume of the system. Kellagher (1996) mentions another 
benefit of real-time control: the flexibility of the urban drainage system to respond to alterations in 
the system environment. Zacharof et al. (2004) suggests that the constructional expansion of 
urban drainage systems could be avoided by making use of the existing but underutilized storage 
capacity of the system via real-time control. Also, Schütze et al. (2002) claims that real-time 
control can contribute to the adaption of urban drainage systems to uncertain and unexpected 
future developments. In short, real-time control allows for a more thorough consideration of the 
dimension of time in the decision process and, consequently, offers additional options to react to 
external changes in a flexible way (Schütze et al. 2005). In addition, there are experiences with 
such non-constructional control and management options for technical infrastructure systems in 
shrinking East German cities. According to Winkel (1989), such operational flexibility options are 
particularly well-suited to bridge short term peak loads (e.g. caused by an interim state of urban 
planning) for which no constructional measures should be provided. Furthermore, operational 
flexibility options are qualified when the future development is associated with a high degree of 
uncertainty. The operational measures could guarantee the performance of the system during 
periods of uncertainty. So Koziol et al. (2006a) recommend avoiding constructional changes of 
the technical infrastructure in periods of high uncertainty. The bridging of periods with high 
uncertainties with flexibility options could help to achieve more certainty conditions for long-term 
constructional decisions (Institut für Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg 
(ed.) 2003). Nevertheless, there is no general consensus on whether it is also suitable to use 
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such operational and non-constructional flexibility options for adaptation to long-term 
developments (e.g. the consequences of climate change).  
 
To analyze the potential of real time control of an urban drainage system, a detailed assessment 
of the specific system is required, based on a simulation of the performance with and without real 
time control. In the technical literature also screening methods are described, which are used for 
a pre-assessment if a detailed analysis should be performed. In the following two approaches for 
a screening of the potential of real-time control are presented.  
 
Zacharof et al. (2004) describe a screening procedure, which offers a quick assessment whether 
a systems gains in performance by the application of real-time control strategies. The potential of 
real-time control is described as the performance, which could be achieved by means of real-time 
control (Zacharof et al. 2004). The assessment method focuses on the potential to reduce the 
pollution load in the receiving water bodies, in particular caused by combined sewer overflows. 
The most important characteristics of urban drainage system in regard to their potential for real-
time control are the total storage volume, the dilution capacity of the receiving water body, and 
the river base flow (Zacharof et al. 2004). The screening method is tailored to the requirements of 
combined sewer systems and hence will not be described in detail.  
 
On the other hand Schütze et al. (2004) present a screening method to analyze the potential of 
an urban drainage system for real-time control. The pre-assessment is based on information, 
which is available with low effort for all urban drainage systems. For each criterion a simple 
scoring system is applied, resulting in a multidimensional overall score, which indicates the 
potential of the urban drainage system for real time control. It is counted how many scores for the 
criteria are achieved. The detailed scoring procedure is presented by Schütze et al. (2004). In the 
following paragraphs, the criteria of Schütze et al. (2004) are presented, which are suitable for 
both sustainable urban drainage systems and conventional sewer systems: 
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 Topography of catchment area: the average surface slope in the catchment area is 
considered. The steeper the land gradient, the more difficult it is to activate storage volume 
within the urban drainage systems. In addition the slope and the profile of the main sewers 
and ditches are analyzed. If they have a small slope it is easy to activate additional storage 
volume with cascades. (slope topography <0,3%(2) <1%(1) >1%(0)) and (slope in sewer 
<0,2% (4) med (2) >0,5% (0)) 
 Size of the catchment area: The size of the catchment area is considered. In large catchment 
areas the precipitation is often non-uniformly distributed, and therefore the urban drainage 
system is non-uniformly utilized. This unused potential could be exploited by real-time control. 
(Flow length >5km (2) medium (1) <1km (0)) 
 Existing control devices: The number of already existing control devices like pumps, slides 
weirs, valves, gates etc. in the urban drainage system is counted. The more control devices 
exist, the easier it is to implement real-time control with limited investment. (# control devices 
>2 (4) 1-2 (2) 0 (0)) 
 Loops in drainage structure: an analysis of whether loops in the drainage system (in 
particular in sewer system) exist. Loops offer a good potential for real-time control, because 
they provide the possibility to distribute the stormwater evenly to different parts of the 
drainage system. Furthermore, as another criterion, the number of discharge devices is 
considered. (# loops in network >2 (4) 1-2 (2) 0 (0)) and (# discharge >6 (4) 2-5 (2) <2 (0)) 
 Storage facilities: The number of storage facilities like retention basins or storage tanks within 
the urban drainage system is counted. The higher the number of storage facilities, the bigger 
the corresponding potential of real-time control to equalize the utilization of these. (# storage 
facilities >4 (4) 1-3 (2) 0 (0)) 
 Storage volume: The storage volume of the urban drainage system is considered. Two 
different characteristics are taken into account. One is the total storage volume, which 
determines the ability to activate large storage volume for real-time control. The other is the 
specific storage volume, particularly by describing the total storage volume in relation to the 
impervious area of the catchment. If the specific storage volume is too small, it will be already 
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utilized during small rainfall events, so that there is only a small potential for real-time control 
to improve the utilization. (total storage V >5000m^3 (4) 2000-5000m^3 (2) <2000m^3 (0)) 
and (specific storage V >40m^3/ha (4) 20-40 m^3/ha (2) <29m^3/ha (0)) 
 
The potential of the principles of flexible design real time control can be assessed according to 
the method of Schütze et al. (2004), and which can be analyzed without calculating the 
performance of the system. These are all indicators presented above except the non-uniformly 
utilized storage facilities. The potential for real-time control is described by a ratio of the score 
achieved for the urban drainage and the maximum possible score of 32.  
 
     
  
    
                                            Equation 4.13 
 
where:  
Real = potential for real time control 
Na = Score for the assessed urban drainage system  
Nmax = Maximum score = 32 
 
Hypothesis 4 suggests that drainage systems with a high potential for real time control always 
provide a high flexibility. The metric is the potential of the urban drainage system for real time 
control based on the scoping method of Schütze et al. (2004). 
 
4.2.5 Low Degree of Specialization of Urban Drainage Systems  
A principle of flexible design is the diversity of the scope of operation. Two definitions of the 
principle of diversity are presented. Von Weizsäcker (1984) defines diversity as the variety of 
performance of a system to react on altering requirements within the existing scope of operation 
of the system. Sieker et al. (2007a) defines diversity for urban drainage systems as the ability to 
achieve different performance and to adapt the system on locally and temporal different 
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requirements. A comparable principle of flexible design is described by Winkel (1989), Nake-
Mann (1987), and Muschwitz et al. (2002) as a low degree of specification of technical 
infrastructure systems. However, there are also other principles of flexible design, which 
contradict the concept of low specialization. In fact, Fricke & Schulz (2005) and Suh (1998) 
promote the principle of ideality and simplicity, which is the ratio of the desired functions of a 
system against the undesired or even harmful functions. As such, an ideal system design would 
only consist of desired useful functions. This principle excludes the unintended but non-harmful 
functions a system with a low specialization offers. Nevertheless, the principles of flexible design 
offered by multi-purpose urban drainage systems and systems with a low degree of specialization 
are worth analysis.  
 
Urban drainage systems with a low degree of specialization are characterized by several 
equivalent core functions. According to Winkel (1989) unspecialized technical infrastructure 
systems offer a high flexibility and robustness against uncertain future drivers. On the contrary 
technical infrastructure systems are the less flexible the higher the degree of specialization. A low 
degree of specialization enables a higher diversity of performance the system can offer. An 
example is that the most elements of sustainable urban drainage systems have a low degree of 
specialization. Hence if the demand for a specific function decreases because of altering 
requirements, an unspecialized management element can perform another function within its 
scope of operation. So a constructed wetland, which provides treatment as well as retention of 
the stormwater still serves a function even if the retention capacity is not longer required. 
Therewith the robustness of the element is improved, because it is guaranteed that even for 
changing requirements there is no complete cancelation but only a variation of its performance. 
Furthermore elements with low degree of specialization have a high probability that the element 
will be suitable also for new requirements and hence serve as a principle of flexible design.  
 
Urban drainage systems with a multipurpose use are characterized by a hierarchy between the 
different functions. The system offers a core function and is supplement with additional secondary 
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functions. Examples are elements of sustainable urban drainage systems like retention basins, 
which offer beside the core performance to drain the settlement also additional social, ecological 
and cultural functions (Sieker et al. 2008). With the multiple uses the robustness of the urban 
drainage system is improved because even if one functional demand is dropped the system could 
still serve the other demands. Furthermore the multiple uses of urban drainage systems serves 
as a principle of flexible design in particular to adapt on altering social, cultural and ecological 
demands. So a constructed wetland can also serve for an ecological function, when these 
objectives will gain in importance in future. Nevertheless for multipurpose facilities also the 
required flexibility is increasing because beside the uncertainties for urban drainage also the 
uncertainties related to the social and ecological demands have to be considered.  
 
A simple approach to measure the degree of specialization of a system design is Fricke & Schulz 
(2005) who utilize the approach of function analysis. In function analysis the number of main 
functions as well as the number of secondary functions (only supporting the main functions) is 
assessed. A more advanced method--not only counting the functions but also considering the 
quality of performance of the different functions--is provided by Sieker et al. (2008). This 
approach is already applied for urban drainage systems (Helm 2007; Helm et al. 2009; Sieker et 
al 2008). The approach stresses the importance to maintain diversity within the system 
performance, because diversity describes the repertoire of alternative solution possibilities to 
react on changing requirements. To describe the indicator 'diversity', the homogeneity of the 
system performance against different objectives is measured. Based on a multi dimensional utility 
value analysis, the homogeneity is calculated as the standard deviation of the partial utility values 
of the different objectives. A homogeneity value of 1 means that for all objectives the same level 
of performance is achieved; therefore, this represents a low degree of specialization. The lower 
the homogeneity, the higher is the diversity of the performance between different objectives and 
consequently the higher the degree of specialization. Thus, systems with a high homogeneity 
offer equally good performance against all objectives such that a change in the preconditions will 
not lead to a complete failure of the urban drainage system (Sieker et al. 2008). The homogeneity 
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described a value between 0 and 1 with 0 describing minimum homogeneity and 1 maximum 
homogeneity. This approach, used to assess the degree of specialization of an urban drainage 
system, is applied in the following. The 95% percentile utility value is calculated considering the 
different performance metrics. In addition, the value is normalized between the maximum and the 
minimum performance value of urban drainage systems. The following equations were taken from 
Uhlshoefer & Hornschuh (1992) and Kuehn (1989). 
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where:  
LSP = indicator for low degree of specialization  
Hom = homogeneity of system performance  
Hom min = minimal value for homogeneity system performance  
Hom max = maximal value for homogeneity system performance  
UVs95 = utility value for 95% percentile 
UVmax = maximum utility value = 100 
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UVc = utility value for different performance indicators c 
 = standard deviation 
 = mean of the values 
n = total number of performance indicators c 
z = z table value for 95% percentile = 1,645 
 
The indicator ‘low degree of specialization’ is applied to the alternative solution 13 of the case 
study of ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. The performance is measured for different performance criteria and 
described as utility value between 0 (low performance) and 100 (best performance). For these 
performance criteria the homogeneity of performance is calculated and the value is normalized 
using the minimal and maximal values from the other alternative solutions (Table 18).  
 
                           
 
    
     
   
         
 
    
           
         
        
 
Table 18. Screening of the principle ‘low degree of specialization’ 
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Hypothesis 5 posits that drainage systems with a low degree of specialization always provide a 
high flexibility. The metric for measuring low specialization is the homogeneity of the system 
performance of the urban drainage system against different performance objectives.  
 
4.2.6 Cost-Effective Urban Drainage Systems  
A low cost for the implementation, maintenance, operation and change of urban drainage 
systems is an essential precondition for high flexibility. The selection and optimization of cost-
effective systems and elements can be an important principle for the generation of flexibility 
options. Documentation about cost-effective technical infrastructure systems including urban 
drainage systems is offered by Weeber & Rees (1999) and Holste et al. (1997). A-priori the 
discussion about cost-effective technical infrastructure systems is independent from the question 
of flexibility and other objectives - like the reduction of the costs for private house builders - are at 
the center of attention. Nevertheless, within the context of a discussion about cost-effective 
infrastructure systems, Weeber & Rees (1999) also mention the possibility of flexible 
infrastructure systems which could offer a better economy in long-term. Two characteristics of 
cost-effective infrastructure systems could contribute to flexibility: 
 The first characteristic is that low changing costs (adaptation costs) are required. Therefore, 
elements of urban drainage systems have to be chosen which offer low changing cost, or 
where the changing costs can be reduced by preliminary measures (e.g. providing of space 
for adaptation measures). This characteristic is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.3.8 for the 
flexibility options of elements of urban drainage systems.  
 The other characteristic is a reduction of the investment costs or amortization period for the 
initial construction of the infrastructure system which could improve flexibility options. An 
investment is more flexible the lower the costs and the shorter the investment period, 
because, after the period, there is a chance to decide about the investment again, based on 
the most current information. Furthermore, short amortization periods reduce the risk of 
stranded investment or sunk costs (which occurs when a system is changed before the end 
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of the amortization period--see Chapter 3.3.3.4). In other words, the change costs are 
reduced if no costs for stranded investment have to be considered (Koziol 2006; Geyler 
2003). According to Katzenberger (2004) technical infrastructure systems with a very short 
life span (and amortization period) offer the possibility to reconstruct the system if required. 
This characteristic stands at the center of attention in the following section.  
 
In technical literature different measures and strategies for cost-effective urban drainage systems 
are discussed. First the strategies are presented which contribute to flexibility:  
 Cost-effective urban drainage systems require a coordination of the urban spatial structure 
and the structure of other infrastructure drainage systems. So strategies like optimized design 
of the network, an appropriate site density, avoidance of uneconomical shaping of the 
properties could be realized and the investment costs could be reduced (Weeber & Rees 
1999; Holste et al. 1997). Furthermore the interdisciplinary coordination could contribute to 
the reduction of change costs. The change of the urban drainage system could be combined 
and coordinated with other construction activities from other disciplines so that the overall 
construction costs are reduced. So during the redevelopment of the open space of 
settlements it is also possible to change sustainable urban drainage systems with very low 
changing costs (Stemplewsky et al. 2006). With the coordination of different constructional 
measures the overall change costs are reduced and the costs could be allocated to several 
supporters.  
 The type of urban drainage system should be chosen which could fulfill the required 
performance in the most cost-effective way. Thereby the whole life-cycle costs including 
investment costs and operational costs are considered. In the technical literature there are 
contradicting statements about the cost-effectivity of different types of urban drainage 
systems as well as different elements for urban drainage. So Weeber & Rees (1999) expect 
that sustainable urban drainage systems in general are less expensive than conventional 
sewer systems. According to Sieker et al. (2007b) sustainable urban drainage systems with a 
low degree of connection and simple elements (like retention basins or infiltration swales) are 
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mostly cheaper than conventional sewer systems. The costs for extensive infiltration trench 
systems could be equal to the costs of conventional systems. So the life-cycle-costs for urban 
drainage systems depend on the specific local basic conditions and system specifications so 
that general statements are impossible. Hence in each case a cost comparison of different 
types of urban drainage systems is required.  
 
However not all strategies discussed within the topic of cost-effectivity supports the development 
of flexible urban drainage systems. On the contrary, some strategies are even contradicting 
flexibility. Two conflicts between cost-effectivity and the flexibility of the system are presented. On 
the one hand Weeber & Rees (1999) and Holste et al. (1997) demand a reduction of the space 
which is required for the construction of technical infrastructure systems so as to maximize the 
area suitable for private development. However, there is the danger that with the reduction of 
space for urban drainage systems, flexibility options which require space are likewise restricted. 
When sufficient space is lacking, the economic and temporal effort for the implementation of 
change measures is increasing, and it may even be possible that the implementation is inhibited 
totally. Interestingly, Weeber & Rees (1999) recommend the coupling and grouping of different 
types of technical infrastructure systems (e.g. placement of connection sewers in the basement of 
houses) to improve the overall cost-effectivity. The experiences in shrinking East German cities 
illustrate that the interconnections between coupled technical infrastructure systems obstructs 
infrastructure change and increases the efforts for change (Koziol et al. 2006b). Both examples 
illustrate that current strategies for a cost-effective technical infrastructure do not automatically 
guarantee the improvement of flexibility. An analysis of the different strategies of cost-effective 
infrastructure systems is necessary so as to avoid such negative impacts on flexibility options. 
 
As already described, the assessment has to consider the investment costs as well as the 
amortization period for the urban drainage system. The conventional net present value or return 
of investment method is not suitable for this assessment, because they only provide comparable 
values of different investment for the same point of time (discounted cash-flow), but do not 
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consider the value of a short amortization period itself. The different investment periods can only 
be considered when the costs for different future scenarios are calculated. This will be done in the 
detailed measurement of flexibility, but is not suitable for the aspired preliminary scoping 
assessment due to the huge effort required. Thus, other approaches for the screening of the cost 
effectivity are presented.  
 
An approach to assess the future risk associated with an investment is to calculate the 
amortization time (the time required for the return of costs) (Dillrup & Albrecht 2005). Amortization 
time is calculated based on the initial investment and the annual benefits. The longer the period 
until the return of investment is achieved the higher are the uncertainties about the development 
of the preconditions. The damage resulting from these uncertainties could be reduced, when the 
return period is minimized. Dillrup & Albrecht (2005) stress that the calculation of the time of 
return of investment alone is not sufficient to make decisions, but that in combination with other 
methods describing the amount of economic value is required. Hence the method is not used for 
the assessment.  
 
Another approach to describe the problem associated with stranded investment (sunk costs) is to 
describe the investment as a sequel one player game (Lehmann 2008). The sunk costs (the 
amount of costs which are not longer under control of the decision maker) should be considered 
in a decision tree describing the stepwise process when the investment is abandoned (Lehmann 
2008). As a result, it is possible to consider the possible sunk costs at the beginning of the 
decision (and not later, when they are already spent and could not be longer changed). Clearly, 
the contribution of cost effective measures (with low investment and short amortization periods) 
can be described by the sunk costs. The alternative solution offers the highest flexibility which 
has the lowest sunk costs over a certain investment period. For urban drainage systems, indeed 
for all infrastructure investment, it is not the actual spending (which always occurs at the 
beginning) but the amount of amortization missing which needs to considered. Then in a decision 
tree the missing amount of amortization and the probability that the investment is canceled at this 
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point of time (e.g. after the first year, second year etc.) is presented. Based on the decision tree, 
an amount of sunk costs of different alternative solutions is calculated. The probability that the 
sunk costs occur during the life time of the system (or another fixed time period) is 1 with a linear 
increase of the probability from nearly 0 in year one to a higher probability towards the end of the 
period. The lower the sunk costs, the higher the flexibility of an alternative (because the lower the 
change costs). To make the value of the sunk costs comparable, it is compared to the average 
investment costs for an urban drainage systems (a value of 15 EUR/m
2
 is assumed). To make 
the metrics for the sunk cost comparable with the other metrics the reciprocal value of the sunk 
costs is used.  
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where: 
Cos = indicator for ‘cost effectiveness’  
Csnk = sunk costs of system in EUR 
Cuc = average unit costs of drainage system (according to Sieker et al. (2007b) 287,000 EUR/ha)  
Cac = average costs of drainage system in EUR 
a = area of the drainage system in ha 
Csnk (t) = sunk costs at time t 
Cpbk(t) = investment costs to be paid back at time t 
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Psnk (t) = probability of sunk costs at time t (          
 
   ) 
t = time t in years 
N = time period for which p = 1 
 
The indicator is calculated for the alternative solution 13 of the case study of ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. 
For the infiltration swales and retention basins in the urban drainage system an average 
operational life span of 40 years is considered. The sunk costs are calculated for a period of 80 
years (the operational life span of a conventional sewer system) so that the different alternative 
solution can be compared with each other. Hence after 40 years a renewable investment is 
required. The investment cost for the urban drainage system is 598,485 EUR with a risk of sunk 
cost of 242,534 EUR. The average cost for a drainage system of this size for 80 years is 
4,305,000 EUR. Based on these results the indicator for cost effectivity is calculated (Table 19).   
 
      
       
         
      
 
Table 19. Screening of the principle ‘low cost’ 
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Hypothesis 6 claims that drainage systems with high cost efficiency and low potential of sunk 
costs always provide a high flexibility. Metric: The amount of sunk costs (stranded investment * 
probability) of an urban drainage during its operational life span.  
 
4.2.7 Scalability of Urban Drainage Systems 
A principle to generate flexible urban drainage systems is to provide systems which are scalable 
and can be adjusted to different requirements. Fricke & Schulz (2005) describe the principle of 
scalability as the ability to scale a system downwards or upwards to meet different demands. 
Another definition of scalability is provided by Weinstock & Goodenough (2006): the ability of a 
system to cope with increased requirements by repeatedly extending the capacity of the system 
in a cost effective way. Problems with scalability can be traced back to resource bottlenecks, 
shortcomings in scaling strategies, or how the change of the system reveals new problems 
(Weinstock & Goodenough 2006; Law 1998). The principle of scalability is applied from 
Stempleswski et al. (2006), Katzenberger (2004), Sieker et al. (2007a) for urban drainage 
systems, and it is one of the principles of flexible design which is already established in every day 
practice. Scalability is used to extend or reduce the physical size of the urban drainage system 
and the associated catchment area. The options enable additional areas to be attached or 
decoupled from the urban drainage system.  
 
The scalability option is applicable for the whole drainage system as well as for single 
management measures. The following section is focused on options for the scaling of the whole 
urban drainage system. The options for scaling the single management elements will be 
presented in the next chapter 'flexible elements'. The scalability of urban drainage systems could 
be provided by the following options in the system design:  
 The adding or decoupling of parts of urban drainage system (change of the size of the 
catchment area) requires preparatory measures in the system design. Interfaces (points 
which can serve as possible connection for additional parts of urban drainage systems) and 
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predetermined breaking points (points where it is possible to decouple a part of the drainage 
system and to break it into different parts) have to be considered in the system design. This 
should enable a quick change of the size of the catchment area of the urban drainage 
system. In addition, the drainage elements downstream of the interfaces or breaking points 
have to be equipped for a change of the capacity by providing buffers or flexibility options 
(Sieker et al. 2007a).  
 The scalability of performance may be provided by the combination of several identical 
elements which can be deleted or added. For urban drainage systems there is the option to 
increase or decrease the size of the catchment area by adding or deleting a complete 
decentralized drainage system. If the catchment area is divided in several units of small 
decentralized urban drainage systems, the scalability is produced by either the addition of 
new, or the removal of existing, decentralized drainage systems. In general terms the 
scalability of performance may be provided by the flexible combination of several identical 
elements (Fricke & Schulz 2005). So a decentralized system design enables an incremental 
(step-wise) development of urban drainage systems e.g. corresponding with the spatial 
development process (Sieker et al. 2007a). 
 
Metrics used to describe the principles of flexible design scalability of an urban drainage system 
are discussed below. The option of ‘decentralized system structure’ is presented above as an 
independent principle of flexible design. For this option, no additional metric has to be provided. 
Hence in the following section, only a metric for the option of extending or shirking the urban 
drainage system is provided.  
 
According to Weinstock & Goodenough (2006), a system with a high scalability should have the 
potential to grow or shrink while remaining cost effective the whole time. Nevertheless, most 
systems have a scarce resource which cannot be change in a cost effective manner and hence 
the range of scalability is reached as soon as this resource is utilized and the costs curve starts to 
rise. A U shape cost function (relative to costs per demand) occurs because of the interactions of 
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fixed costs (cost which occur no matter how high the demand is) and variable costs (costs which 
are proportional to the demand). When there is a low demand, the total fixed costs have to be 
spread across this low demand--hence there are high relative costs. If the demand increases, the 
importance of fixed costs shrinks (could be spread across a higher demand) and the importance 
of the variable costs increases and an optimal point of the costs curve is achieved. Then when 
the variable costs further increases the costs curve starts to rise again. The bigger the optimal 
point (or plateau) of the U-shape curve between high fixed costs and dominating variable costs,  
the better the scalability of the system (Weinstock & Goodenough 2006). Hence a metric for 
scalability could be to measure the fixed and variable costs for an urban drainage system for 
different sizes of the system. Fixed costs are elements in the drainage system such as ditches, 
pipes etc. which are required regardless of the extension of the system, while variable costs are 
associated with management elements such as infiltration swales or retention basins etc. which 
are directly related to the size of the urban drainage system. There are the following cases for 
relative costs and the associated scalability: an urban drainage system with high fixed and low 
variable costs provides a low scalability because shrinking provides no cost benefits, an urban 
drainage system in which the variable costs dominate and they rise or shrink linear to the demand 
provides an optimal scalability, and finally in urban drainage systems where there is a steep 
increase in the variable costs, such as when the system is growing (e.g. when the capacity of the 
existing ditch network is excited), providing a limited scalability. A potential metric may be the 
difference of the relative costs (costs/size of the system) for different sizes of the urban drainage 
system. The lower the cost differences for different sizes, the higher the scalability. The drawback 
of this metric is that it requires comparing different sizes of the urban drainage system, and 
therefore could not be applied for the simple approach intended for the scoping assessment.  
 
Another characteristic which limits scalability that Weinstock & Goodenough (2006) refer to is 
bottlenecks in the system capacity. All systems have one resource (or capacity of a critical 
element) which limits as a bottleneck, the further growth of the system and hence limits the 
scalability. Such bottlenecks could limit the use of the full adaptation potential of the system (e.g. 
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some extra capacity of an element could not be used because of the limited capacity of 
downstream elements). Thus the capacity of the elements, which have to be changed at the 
same time to enable an increase across the system, should be compared. However, a change of 
all elements (even bottlenecks) is always possible; yet, the change is associated with different 
costs. Elements which have some buffers could deal with the change without any additional 
costs, whereas elements which are bottlenecked have to be adapted with high costs. This would 
mean that some flexibility options can be used with low costs, while other elements would require 
high costs at the same time (in order to use the full potential of the system) so that the overall 
costs are high. Therefore, instead of the comparing the available capacity of the elements for the 
scalability of the system, the change costs should be compared. As a metric, the homogeneity of 
the change costs for the different elements (all of which have to be changed at the same time) 
could be used to compare the change costs of the associated elements. First, a matrix with the 
change costs of all elements is developed (Figure 37). In the second step the cost differences 
between these elements are calculated. Finally, the homogeneity of the change costs is 
calculated as the 95th percentile of the cost difference. The higher the homogeneity of the 
change costs of the elements which have to be changed at the same time, the higher the 
scalability of the system. The following equations were taken from Ulshoefer & Hornschuh (1992). 
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where:  
Scal = indicator for ‘scalability’ of the system  
CA95 = adaptation costs of the 95% percentile 
CAd = adaptation costs for element d in EUR 
 = standard deviation 
 = mean of the values 
D = total number of elements d 
z = z table value for 95% percentile = 1,645 
 
The indicator ‘scalability’ is applied for the alternative solution 13 of the case study of ‘Dorfanger-
Boberg’. The design of the urban drainage system is presented in Figure 36.  
 
 
 
Figure 36. Alternative solution 13 for the design of the urban drainage system in the case study 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ - scalability 
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The design of the urban drainage system is converted into a design structure matrix representing 
the change costs required to increase the capacity of elements 1-9 of the urban drainage system 
(note that as the flexibility options and associated change costs are focused on elements 1-9, the 
costs are different from the change costs of the whole system presented for the indicator ‘platform 
design’). The change costs of the decentralized flexibility options, which occur at the same time, 
are summarized and the homogeneity of the change costs are calculated (Figure 37). 
 
                               
 
     
      
      
      
  
 
Figure 37. Matrix for screening the principle 'scalability' 
 
Hypothesis 7 argues that drainage systems with a high scalability always provide a high flexibility. 
The metric for scalability is the homogeneity of the change costs for the elements of the urban 
drainage system which have to be changed at the same time (the lower the costs difference 
between the elements which have to be changed at the same time). 
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4.2.8 Flexible Elements in Urban Drainage Systems 
The flexibility of urban drainage systems depends on the flexibility provided by its single 
elements. Different from the option of scalability presented above, the focus is on the scalability of 
the single management elements in the system and does not consider the scalability of the 
overall system. The flexibility of the single elements can be traced back to two basic principles: 
the provision of preparatory measures for flexibility options and the retrofitting of existing 
elements.  
 
A strategy to provide flexible and scalable management elements of urban drainage systems is to 
include preparatory measures which could provide flexibility in the future. As a result, the system 
design includes flexibility options which could be used later for adaptation of the element. This is 
based on the principle mentioned by Schlüchtermann (1996) that flexibility options could be 
prepared preliminarily to offer a scope of operation for the later implementation of changes. The 
flexibility options are created and are stored until they are used to react on required flexibility. A 
simplified two categories of preparatory measures can be distinguished. Space has to be 
provided to enable the extension or conversion of the management elements of urban drainage 
systems, because the capacity of most elements--such as retention basins, infiltration swales, 
infiltration areas etc.--depends on space-related design parameters. Increasing demand for space 
next to the elements must be reserved to ensure that the space is controlled by the infrastructure 
providers and not already occupied by other long-lasting land uses if required for expansion. With 
the reservation, the implementation of the flexibility option is guaranteed.  
 
Compared with unpredetermined changes the preparatory measures could reduce the effort of 
change because of low technical obligations, low change cost and short change duration. On the 
other hand, preparatory measures could imply the consideration of a suitable basic structure e.g. 
to provide fundaments of a flood wall which could be increased in future (Katzenberger 2004). 
These measures facilitate the reuse of existing structural elements in the adaptation process and 
help to reduce the costs for the implementation of flexibility options. Both types of preparatory 
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measures have to be considered in the original design of the management element. Based on the 
expected tendency and certainty of the future development, different types of preparatory 
measures could be considered (Katzenberger 2004):  
 Buffers: When the tendency of the future development is conceivable, the management 
elements could be already designed for the future demands. Even if the additional capacity is 
not required immediately, the buffer for future conditions is already a constructional part of 
the original design of the management element. According to Katzenberger (2004), such 
buffers are in particular suitable for elements of urban drainage system which could only be 
changed via a strong effort in both time and costs. An example of a 'buffer-strategy' for urban 
drainage systems is the climate factor developed in the research project KLIWA 
(Katzenberger 2004; Hennegriff 2006). However, there is a danger of a over-dimensioning of 
the urban drainage system which can cause problems like an inefficient operation of the 
system, space of urban drainage systems which lie wasted, negative impacts on the water 
quality of receiving water body etc.  
 Growth options: When a steady and predictable growth of the requirements of the urban 
drainage system is expected in future, Zumkeller & Vallée (2006) recommend considering 
preparatory measures in the urban drainage system, which enable the increase of the size or 
capacity of the management elements. Until these growth options are required, the element 
of the urban drainage system is designed and operated for the current conditions. So the 
space required for extensions could be used temporarily for intermediate land uses, which 
could be finished quick and with low costs. According to Zumkeller & Vallée (2006) the 
consideration of growth options is a suitable strategy to avoid negative effects of over 
dimensioned systems. Some preparatory measures only offer the option to expand the 
capacity of the systems and therefore are not suitable when there are uncertainties about the 
tendency of the future development (increase, stagnation or decrease) (Zumkeller & Vallée 
2006).  
 Qualified interim states: If there are uncertainties about the tendency of the future 
development a suitable strategy could be the provision of qualified interim states of the urban 
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drainage system. According to Zumkeller & Vallée (2006), a functional interim state of the 
system should offers options for expansion as well as a reduction of the number of 
management elements within the system.  
 Deconstruction options: Deconstruction options should be considered when a decreasing 
demand is expected or is at least possible. A deconstruction of technical infrastructure 
systems is required according to Herz et al. (2002), when, because of a shrinking demand, 
the incremental cost exceeds the replacement value of the system. The deconstruction 
options should enable a performance effective, as well as cost effective, deconstruction of the 
management elements. To take full advantage out of future alterations the deconstruction 
options should be designed in a way which facilitates the re-use of the space (location, shape 
etc.). Based on the experience in a shrinking east German city (Institut für Stadtentwicklung 
und Wohnen des Landes Brandenburg 2003; Koziol 2006a), at present there are different 
deconstruction strategies for urban water management systems and the associated 
management elements. 
 
In contrast to preparatory measures there are also some flexibility options to change the 
scalability of the elements which do not require a preliminary preparation (Schlüchtermann 1996). 
Already existing (built in) flexibility options of the elements may be used to cope with the future 
uncertainties. Thus in the following section, flexibility options to change the capacity of elements 
of sustainable urban drainage systems are presented which do not require preparatory measures.  
 
In the field of sustainable urban drainage systems such flexibility options without preparatory 
measures are discussed under the heading retrofitting or rehabilitation (Scholes & Revitt 2008; 
Butler & Davies 2004). The objective is the conversion of existing elements of sustainable urban 
drainage system to elements which offer a new or improved performance. As examples of typical 
retrofitting options, Scholes & Revitt (2008) mention the fitting of wetlands in existing storage 
basins, the implementation of several small treatment facilities like sediment traps, oil separator, 
silt traps, grass filters etc. in already existing systems etc. As retrofitting measures for 
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conventional urban drainage systems, Butler & Davies (2004) mention the reduction of paved 
surfaces to reduce the hydraulic input to the sewer systems, the diversion of certain inflow from 
overloaded parts of the sewer system, increased real-time control of sewer systems etc.  
 
Furthermore, elements have to be considered which are specially developed for retrofitting of 
existing sustainable urban drainage systems. Examples are filter systems which are customized 
to be applied in existing gully pots or so called micro-wetlands which are customized to fit in 
existing streets (Scholes & Revitt 2008).  
 
As example of the potentials and constraints of retrofitting, the retrofitting of wetlands in existing 
sustainable urban drainage systems is discussed in detail (Scholes & Revitt 2008; Shoutes 
2008). The objective of the retrofitting of wetlands is to provide the opportunity to extend the 
amenity features, provide valuable habitats and to improve quality of the treatment performance. 
Different pre-conditions for the retrofitting of existing retention ponds into constructed wetlands 
have to be considered. A suitable access to the facility is required and there must be the potential 
to reduce the o hydraulic capacity of the facility. For retrofitting, the outlet structure of the pond is 
changed to avoid short-circuit flows as well as dead zones, an impermeable line is constructed to 
guarantee a minimum water levels when there is no rainfall, and a vegetation / open water ration 
of about 30/ 70 is realized to sustain the ecological and treatment performance (Scholes & Revitt 
2008). The retrofitting of wetlands is an example of one principle of flexible design responding to 
changes of pollution load or increasing requirements for water pollution control in the receiving 
water bodies.  
 
A preliminary literature review indicated that currently no information exists in the literature 
regarding which elements of urban drainage system provide more flexibility than other elements. 
To address this knowledge gap, a scoping assessment of the flexibility provided by the different 
elements of urban drainage systems is provided. Based on the results of the assessment, 
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hypotheses describing the flexibility provided by different elements of urban drainage systems are 
provided.  
 
A short description of the method for the identification of flexibility options for elements of urban 
drainage systems is presented in the following. In the assessment the elements of sustainable 
urban drainage systems are considered, which are identified in the system analysis in Chapter 
2.3. Only the elements required for the hydraulic management are considered. The assessment 
includes two stages.  
 In the first step it is reviewed, which design parameters of the single elements could be 
changed during the operation the system and hence are a suitable leverage point for the 
generation of flexibility options.  
 In the second step of the assessment the performance of the possible flexibility options is 
assessed.  
 
As assessment criteria the characteristics of flexibility rang of change, homogeneity of 
performance, costs of change and duration of change are used. For each of these characteristics 
a scoping assessment is provided (the metrics are documented in Appendix B). The required 
information for the assessment is extracted from the technical literature.  
 
Based on the single flexibility metrics a combined value for the flexibility of the element option is 
calculated which is termed 'Element Option Flexibility Index'. The assessment of the EOFI value 
is presented in Table 20. The results for every flexibility option are documented in a uniform data 
sheet in Appendix C.   
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Table 20. Element option flexibility index 
Value of EOFI Statement of the Element Option Flexibility Index 
0 The option does not offer any flexibility for the element; other strategies to 
cope with future uncertainties are definitely required.  
20 The flexibility option for the element only offers a very limited average 
flexibility; there is the danger that not a sufficient flexibility is offered; other 
strategies to cope with future uncertainties are required and only in case of 
necessity this flexibility option should be used.  
40 The flexibility option for the element offers in average a minimum level but not 
the intended level of flexibility; a basic flexibility is guaranteed but there are 
obvious limitations for single characteristics of flexibility; the flexibility is a 
possible strategy to cope with future uncertainties but is only recommended 
when there are no better strategies to cope with uncertainties.  
60 The flexibility option for the element offers in average the intended level of 
flexibility but with limitations for single characteristics of flexibility; the flexibility 
option is a suitable strategy to cope with future uncertainties; for a profound 
decision a comparison with other strategies to cope with future uncertainties 
is recommended. 
80 The flexibility option for elements offers on average a high flexibility with only 
minor limitations of single characteristics of flexibility; the flexibility options is 
very suitable to cope with future uncertainties; only if a further optimisation of 
flexibility is intended a comparison with other strategies to cope with 
uncertainties is required. 
100 The flexibility option for the element offers the best possible flexibility without 
any limitations; the flexibility option is a perfect suitable strategy to cope with 
future uncertainties and no comparison with other strategies is required. 
 
As a result of the analysis, detailed profiles of the flexibility options for single elements of 
sustainable urban drainage systems are presented and the different options are compared (Table 
21). It is categorized by which elements good flexibility options are available and contrastingly for 
which elements only marginal flexibility options exist. In the following pages an overview of the 
numerous flexibility options is given and the results are analyzed. For the flexibility options, the 
different characteristics--like range of change (R), homogeneity of performance (P), cost of 
change (C) the duration of change and the Element Option Flexibility Index (I)--which illustrate the 
overall assessment of the flexibility option are described according to the value of benefit 
documented in Appendix C.  
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Table 21. Element option flexibility index for sustainable urban drainage systems 
Overview Flexibility Options  
 Flexibility Options  R P C T I  
 Green Roofs  
 Static of the roof suitable to improve the retention volume  20 60 20 40 35  
 Pervious surface  
 Unseal impervious pavement 20 60 20 40 35  
 Rainwater harvesting  
 Retrofit rainwater harvesting for garden irrigation  20 40 20 40 30  
 Open ditch / trenches  
 Space for the change of the cross-section of the trench 60 60 20 60 50  
 Additional parallel pipe section  60 20 40 40 40  
 Sewer  
 Additional retention volume in the sewer 40 40 40 40 40  
 Increase of the diameter of the sewer  40 40 40 40 40  
 Retention Basins  
 Space for the enlargement of the retention basin  60 60 60 60 60  
 Change of the depth of the retention basin  20 60 60 60 50  
 Control of the throttled discharge of the retention basin  40 40 60 80 55  
 Improvement of the evaportranspiration rate retention basin  20 40 40 60 40  
 Change of retention basin in a retrofitted wetland 60 80 40 60 60  
 Temporary Retention Space  
 Provision of temporary retention space 40 40 80 60 55  
 Surface Infiltration  
 Space for the enlargement or reduction of the capacity of the 
surface infiltration facility 
40 60 20 40 40  
 Conversion of surface infiltration into swale infiltration  60 60 40 40 50  
 Infiltration Swale/Basin  
 Space for the enlargement or reduction of the capacity 
(volume) of the infiltration swale/basin 
80 60 60 60 65  
 Change the depth of the infiltration swale/basin 40 60 40 60 50  
 Conversion of the infiltration swale/basin in a swale infiltration 
trench element 
60 40 60 40 50  
 Control of the discharge of the infiltration swale/basin 40 40 60 80 55  
 Soakaways  
 Space for the construction of additional soakaways 40 40 40 60 45  
 Swale Infiltration Trench Element  
 Space for the enlargement or new construction of swale 
infiltration trench elements  
60 60 40 40 50  
 Change the depth of the swale infiltration trench element  40 60 20 60 45  
 Space to combine single swale infiltration trench elements to 
a swale infiltration trench system 
40 60 40 40 45  
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Both the numbers of possible flexibility options, as well as the performance provided by the 
flexibility options are essential for flexibility. Most flexibility options could not replace each other. 
This could result in the problem that the available flexibility options for an element are not suitable 
to adapt on the occurring future driver. This problem can be reduced--the greater the diversity of 
flexibility options available for a management element, the more flexible the element is. In 
addition, flexibility options with a high performance are required. Flexibility options are required 
which enable quick, cheap and performance efficient adaptation of the element. As a result of the 
scoping assessment, three types of management elements with characteristic flexibility options 
could be identified.  
 The most numerous and best flexibility options are associated with two elements - a retention 
basin and a swale infiltration. These are management elements, which are common in 
several sustainable urban drainage systems. The elements have medium life-cycle-costs and 
are associated with medium technical requirements. In addition, these elements offer a 
medium level of specialization on a certain performance function (neither highly specialized 
nor totally unspecialized). For these elements an easy response on altering requirements is 
possible as long as these flexibility options are provided. These management elements could 
and should be constructed as flexible elements. The flexibility options associated with these 
elements have an index value between 65 and 60 so that the flexibility options offer on 
average the intended level of flexibility but with limitations for single characteristics of 
flexibility.  
 Management elements like trenches, temporary retention space, swale infiltration trench 
elements and surface infiltration have flexibility options which offer a medium range of 
flexibility. In particular, technically very simple elements like trenches have the problem that 
they only offer limited advantages of flexibility. These elements have a very low degree of 
specialization and a very high level of multiple. These management elements are suitable for 
flexibility even if a critical verification is required. The flexibility options for these management 
elements offer on average a minimum level but not the intended level of flexibility. A basic 
flexibility is guaranteed but there are obvious limitations for single characteristics of flexibility.  
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 Another group of management elements like green roofs, pervious pavement, rainwater 
harvesting, sewers and soakaways only have few and quite limited flexibility options. 
Because of high technical requirements the change of the elements as response on altering 
requirements requires a high effort. A change of these elements during operation should be 
avoided. The most element flexibility options have an index value below 40 so that the 
flexibility options only offer a very limited average flexibility. There is the danger that the 
flexibility options could not offer a sufficient flexibility. For these elements other strategies to 
cope with future uncertainties are required.  
 
The subject of the change process and the basic mechanism of change have to be differentiated. 
The subject of change could easily be identified as the different management elements of 
sustainable urban drainage systems. In the following paragraphs, an analysis of which basic 
mechanisms of the flexibility options provide the flexibility is provided. For the identified flexibility 
options, the following basic mechanism could be categorized:  
 The provision of space for the later change of the elements is of high importance. Several 
design parameters of the management elements of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
space dependent. Thus, the change of the capacity and performance of the management 
elements results in a change of the space demand. Hence additional space has to be 
allocated to the management element to increase the capacity of the element. The space has 
to be provided as preparatory measures. The consideration of additional space for an 
extension of the performance or the consideration of space suitable for a reduction of the 
performance are preparatory measures required to guarantee the realization of the flexibility 
options later on. Ideally it should be guaranteed that the required space for extensions is 
available and is not already occupied by another land use. In addition, the space should be in 
the right of disposal of the infrastructure provider to avoid delays in the implementation of the 
flexibility option because of required agreement and coordination with other stakeholders. 
Nevertheless there is the conflict between several flexibility options which require the 
provision of additional space (for extensions) but are intended to minimize the space in the 
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settlement required for infrastructure so as to increase the net development area in 
settlements and to reduce the overall space demand. Clearly, the space demand for flexibility 
option is at the center of attention.  
 Non-constructional management and control measures are relevant for the provision of 
flexibility options. Most control options can only handle a small range of change.  
Nevertheless because of the short adaptation time (duration of change) and the low cost of 
change, control options can contribute to the flexibility of urban drainage systems. The 
objective of the control options is to optimize the utilization of the capacity of the single 
management elements in the system. Control options strive to make use of the whole 
retention space which is available in the system. To implement the control options, cross-
linkages between the elements are required and specific control units have to be realized.  
 Several flexibility options are based on the conversion and reconstruction of already existing 
management elements with a low performance to management elements with a higher 
performance. An example is the conversion of simple infiltration swales in an infiltration 
trench system with an improved hydraulic capacity. The basic mechanism is that original / 
primary management element has low investment costs, whereas the retrofitted element is 
notably more expensive. As such, the investment and maintenance costs for the more 
expensive management element could be saved, as long as better performance is not 
required. The conversion mainly takes place on the existing space of the element, so that for 
retrofitting no additional space demand is required. If not, additional space for the 
implementation of the retrofitting measure has to be considered.  
 There are flexibility mechanisms, which are associated with different retrofitting measures. 
Typical retrofitting measures are to remodel the topography of the elements, new plantings, a 
change of the throttled discharge etc. The retrofitting measures are flexibility options which 
are implemented on the existing space of the urban drainage system, so that no additional 
space is required. For retrofitting there are mostly only limited possible cost savings in 
comparison between the initially implementation of the flexibility options and the subsequently 
implementation of the options. Hence there is the question why these flexibility options are 
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not already realized at the beginning. Furthermore it is more difficult to identify and plan the 
number and extend of the possible retrofitting options ahead. Retrofitting options and 
preparatory options they could not compensate each other. In addition the flexibility offered 
by preparatory measures is mostly higher, than the flexibility offered by simple retrofitting 
measures. 
 There a flexibility mechanism, which are specific for single stormwater management 
elements. So for the change of green roofs a suitable statics of the roof and the whole 
building is required. Other specific flexibility mechanism are required e.g. for stormwater 
harvesting measures, the change of the sealed surface etc. The flexibility options base on 
specific design parameters of these elements to influence the performance of the elements 
e.g. the retention volume of stormwater harvesting measures. These flexibility options are 
often associated with preparatory measures which are required to reduce the change costs 
later on. So the preparation of a flexibility option during the initially development of a 
settlement could be much cheaper than if the measure is realized when required. For these 
flexibility options no categorization is possible.  
 
The characteristics of the presented flexibility options for the single elements are analyzed and 
described in detail. An analysis of which characteristics distinguish the flexibility options in the 
different fields of flexibility is presented here. The following presentation is structured according to 
the characteristics of flexibility identified before: range of change, homogeneity of performance, 
cost of change and duration of change.  
 
Range and Diversity of Change: An assessment of which type of future alterations could be 
managed by the different flexibility options occurs. Different possible future alterations are 
considered:  
 Increase of the hydraulic stress: To cope with the increase of hydraulic stress in the urban 
draining system numerous suitable flexibility options are available. A reaction on the 
increasing hydraulic demand is important, because otherwise there is the danger that the 
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elements of the urban drainage system will fail in their basic performance e.g. the intended 
design flood frequency is exceeded. The flexibility options dictate that a huge hydraulic 
performance is not provided before it is really required. Therewith, savings in the life-cycle-
costs can be achieved, because investment, operation and maintenance costs for non-
necessary hydraulic capacities are avoided. Nevertheless, the aspired level of hydraulic 
performance of the system is guaranteed. There are numerous flexibility options which could 
cover a big range of alternating hydraulic conditions.  
 Decrease of the hydraulic stress: To make use of the decreasing hydraulic demand, less 
flexibility options are available than if there was increasing demand. A problem is that for 
sustainable urban drainage systems there is no level of low utilization which affects the 
performance of the drainage system adversely. Instead, the system will still perform while it is 
not utilized over capacities. An approach to make use of the advantages of a decreasing 
demand is the reconstruction and demolition of management elements which cause high 
maintenance costs. With the reduction of the capacity of the elements, no longer required 
high operation and maintenance costs can be reduced. Additional advantages can be 
realized when the former space of the urban drainage system is used for other high-level 
land-uses. Furthermore it is possible to achieve additional (not cost relevant) advantages for 
the social and ecological performance of the urban drainage system like less steep slopes of 
embankments, reduced depths of the management elements etc. which supports the 
integration of the urban drainage system in urban design.  
 Change of the ecological, social and cultural demands: For most ecological, social and 
cultural demands it is not possible to indicate an increase or decrease of the demand but 
rather a change of demand. Because of the various but not clearly defined (fuzzy) design 
parameters for these social, ecological and cultural demands it is impossible at this stage to 
identify specific flexibility options. It is expected that for the adaptation of these types of 
requirements, most of the time a redesign of the urban and landscape design of the 
sustainable urban drainage system is suitable. For such a redesign no preparatory measures 
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are required. The objective is not the reduction of life-cycle-costs but rather the fulfillment of 
altering demands within the settlement.  
 
An analysis of whether there are suitable steps for the implementation of flexibility options within 
the topic range of change follows. Whether the flexibility options can be implemented in arbitrary 
seizes or if there are seizes which are more suitable for implementation is also a topic of analysis. 
The following characteristics could affect the size of the steps for the implementation of the 
flexibility options.  
 The size of the flexibility options and the associated extension or regression space should be 
oriented on the matrix of the determinating land use. The objective is that the extension 
space is integrated in the existing structure of the settlement. In particular the extension and 
regression space should have a size and shape which facilitates a useful interim use of the 
space.  
 For several flexibility options, it is only possible to realize or eliminate the whole management 
element--intermediate solutions are impossible. So elements like soakaways, stormwater 
harvesting, green roofs, etc. could only be implemented as full units. The indivisibility of the 
management elements is caused by the fact that these management elements are 
constructed as completed and contained units.  
 The size of the implementation steps is also affected by the costs of change. In short, the 
change costs consist of fixed costs (such as administration, tender process, establishment of 
the construction site etc.) which are independent from the seize of the flexibility option and 
variable costs (such as volume of earth moved, amount of plants, quantity of material etc.) 
which depend on the size of the flexibility option. Hence there are economies of scale 
resulting in the fact that the bigger the seize of the flexibility option, the lower the specific cost 
per unit (e.g. m
3
 retention volume). When the implementation steps are too small, the cost of 
change will increase disproportionately. Based on these tendencies, no general limits for the 
size for the implementation steps of the flexibility options can be defined. Nevertheless, there 
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is the general recommendation that the size of the implementation steps of the flexibility 
options should not be too small, because otherwise the costs of change are increasing.  
 
Homogeneity Performance: This metric assesses if before and after the change process the 
same performance is offered by the management elements. For most flexibility options it could be 
guaranteed that the performance before and after the change process is comparable. So there is 
no change of the relative performance if e.g. the size of a retention basin is improved to cope with 
bigger hydraulic loads. A good performance could be achieved for nearly all flexibility options, 
which are based on the change of the design parameter of the management elements. 
Nevertheless, there are also flexibility options where the quality of performance changes. This 
happens in particular when the flexibility option includes a transformation from one kind of 
management element to another kind of management element. On the one hand, the offered 
performance of the management element could decrease. For example, the transformation from 
an infiltration swale to infiltration-trench-element enables a comparable hydraulic performance, 
but the treatment performance for pollutants will decrease. On the other hand, it is also possible 
to increase the performance. An example is the transformation from a simple retention basin to a 
retrofitted constructed wetland, whereby the treatment function is improved significantly. Finally, 
the observed high homogeneity of performance for the identified element flexibility options could 
be traced back to the used method for the identification of flexibility options. In short, the 
identification of flexibility options based on the design factors focus on options which can 
contribute to a good performance. With other selection methods there may be additional possible 
flexibility options which could be identified, and these may not offer such a good provision of 
performance.  
 
Cost of Change: An essential characteristic to describe the change process is the cost of change. 
For the identified flexibility options, the original investment and maintenance cost for the 
managements, as well as specific costs for the implementation of the required flexibility options, 
were identified based on several sources. Based on this fundamental data the investment cost, 
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operational cost, preparation cost, additional costs and costs savings of the flexibility options are 
ascertained. The implementation and preparation costs are mostly specific to the single flexibility 
options, so that general statements are impossible. For some flexibility options, the 
implementation costs are comparable to investment costs for the initial construction of the 
management element. Contrastingly, for other flexibility options there are nearly no 
implementation costs. The preparation costs include like the provision of additional space (with 
the costs for not developed building areas) or the generation of options for connection of the 
elements later on.  
 
In the center of attention are the possible cost savings of the flexibility options for the whole life-
cycle costs. On the one hand there are several flexibility options with a high potential of costs 
savings and low implementation and preparation costs. A basic mechanism is that investment in 
expensive management elements is only required when these elements themselves are really 
required because of future alterations of the basic conditions. As such, there is the chance that 
the future alterations will not happen, and in that case additional costs could be saved. For this 
mechanism, the higher the cost savings, the higher the cost difference between the management 
measures before and after the change process. Furthermore, savings on the operational and 
maintenance costs between management elements before and after the change process could 
be achieved. In the technical literature this mechanism is named as a cost-effective change 
process. With the flexibility option it is guaranteed that high operational costs not occur before, 
and only as long as, these are really required. If there is a deconstruction of the management 
elements, then the profit has to be considered, and, furthermore, profit could be achieved if the 
area is used for another high-value land use. Thus, an important precondition for cost savings is 
that the deconstructed area could be potentially used for other land-uses. On the other hand 
there are also several flexibility options with high preparation and implementation costs which 
only offer very limited cost savings. Here is an example: during the initial construction of the 
management measure the construction of additional retention space is possible with very low 
additional costs, whereas for later extensions of the retention space high additional costs are 
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required. Another example occurs when there is comparable investment and operational costs for 
the initial and subsequent implementation of a management measure, so that no cost savings are 
possible (e.g. the reduction of a paved surface). At that point it makes economic sense to 
implement the full management element in the initial stage and to avoid flexibility options. The 
analysis illustrates that, for an assessment of the economy of flexibility, the actual preparation 
and implementation costs of the flexibility options, as well as the possible costs savings, have to 
be considered. The initial assumption that as the preparation and investment cost lowered, 
flexibility would rise higher could not be verified. Clearly, there could be flexibility options with low 
preparation and implementation cost, and yet, when they do not enable any costs savings, this 
option is irrelevant.   
 
Duration of Change: Another characteristic of flexibility options is the duration of the change 
process. In the analysis, three aspects of the duration of change are differentiated from one 
another--the actual duration of the change process, the danger of delays of the implementation 
process, and a comparison between the duration of change and the occurring future drivers.  
 Most flexibility options for the management elements of sustainable urban drainage systems 
could be implemented within a few months, as long as there are no external delays. The 
shortest duration of change is offered by management options (e.g. control measures in the 
urban drainage system) which could be implemented real time or within a few days. 
Nevertheless, there are also a few flexibility options that require a high effort for change 
which results in a long duration of change. As result, it could be summarized that for most 
flexibility options the actual duration of change is very short. As such, the general statement 
that most elements of technical infrastructure could be changed within few months as long as 
the financial means and the political will is given can be confirmed. 
 Even if there is a short duration of change there is the danger of external delays. The danger 
of delays depends on who has the right to implement the flexibility options. A conflict exists 
when the implementation of the flexibility options could be influenced and delayed by external 
stake-holders (e.g. inhabitants, private landlords etc.) and require cooperation between the 
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infrastructure providers and the external stakeholders. Experience shows that the 
implementation of infrastructure measures together with several private stakeholders could 
result in longer delays because there is the danger of opposition and resistance. 
Contrastingly, when the flexibility options are completely within the right of disposal of the 
infrastructure provider there is only a low danger of unexpected delays. This is one reason 
why the space for the implementation of flexibility options should be reserved beforehand, so 
that delays in the implementation process can be avoided.  
 The total duration required to react on external future drivers is considered. This includes the 
time from the occurrence of the changing basic conditions to the final implementation of the 
flexibility option and includes reaction time, planning time, implementation time etc. The 
objective of flexibility is the provision of long term performance of the urban drainage system. 
Therefore, flexibility does not react on single events but instead focuses on long term and 
durable alterations of the basic conditions which affect the performance of the system. 
Crucial for the assessment of flexibility is the comparison between the duration of change for 
the implementation of the flexibility options and the duration of the altering basic conditions. 
As presented in Chapter 2.4, urban drainage systems are mainly affected by future drivers 
like spatial development or global climate change, drivers which are characterized by medium 
to long term trends. Thus the general statement that the implementation of the flexibility 
options is quicker than the occurrence of the affecting future developments is possible seems 
correct. This is why for sustainable urban drainage system the duration of change is far from 
a minor importance.  
 
The detailed assessment of the degree of flexibility provided by the different management 
elements of urban drainage systems could be used for an analysis of which flexibility is offered by 
the elements considered in the system design. A simple approach of the flexibility value 
developed of the single elements (the Element Option Flexibility Index presented in Table 21) is 
used and is summed up to an average flexibility value for the whole system. In addition, the value 
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is normalized between the maximum EOFI value of an urban drainage element and the minimum 
EOFI value of an urban drainage element.  
 
      
 
 
 
 
   
       
 
                                 Equation 4.29 
 
      
               
                 
                                Equation 4.30 
 
where: 
FlexE = indicator for ‘flexibility of the elements’ in the system 
Flex min = minimal EOFI value for all drainage elements = for SUDS EOFI 0.20 
Flex max = maximal EOFI value for all drainage elements = for SUDS EOFI 0.70 
FlexS = average EOFI value for systems  
EOFId = EOFI value for the element d 
D = total number of elements d in system 
 
The indicator ‘flexible elements’ is applied for the alternative solution 13 of the case study of 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. The EOFI for the elements of the urban drainage system are selected from 
Table 21. The average value for the design of the urban drainage system is calculated and the 
value is normalized for sustainable urban drainage systems (Table 22).  
 
Table 22. Screening of principle ‘flexibility of elements’ 
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Hypothesis 8 argues that a drainage system which includes a lot of highly flexible elements 
always provides a high flexibility. The metric is the average value of the Element Option Flexibility 
Index of the elements in the urban drainage system. The Element Option Flexibility Index 
considers the range of change, the performance, the change costs and the change duration of 
the elements. 
 
4.2.9 The Combination of the Different Flexibility Principles 
The combination of the various flexibility principles must be analyze, as an alternative solution 
that utilizes a combination of different flexibility principles could offer a higher flexibility than a 
solution which only offers one flexibility principle. The question is then how the different flexibility 
principles might be combined so as to utilize the synergy and avoid conflicts.  
 
There is little discussion in the literature about the combinations of different principles of flexible 
design. Suh (1998) provides a hierarchy of the two flexibility principles (design axioms), where the 
priority of the axiom is to fulfill the different functional requirements of the system without affecting 
other system components. When the independence axiom is fulfilled, a second criterion, the 
information axiom, attempts to minimize the information content and complexity of the system 
design. Fricke & Schulz (2005) provide a short guide to which flexibility principles provide 
synergies that are neutral, and which are connected with conflicts. A matrix is provided that 
indicates which flexibility principles interact in a positive and negative ways. Useful interactions 
are shown to exist between the principles of independency, autonomy, and non-hierarchical 
integration, as independent and autonomy elements are easy to integrate into different parts of 
the system structure without considering the hierarchy. Furthermore, there are synergies between 
the principle of redundancy and reliability, which support each other though they are not relevant 
for flexibility. There can also be harmful interactions, for example between the principles of 
modularity and non-hierarchical integration. The principle of modularity builds on a clear hierarchy 
and a group of elements with clearly defined interactions; this would be disturbed if an interaction 
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of elements outside this hierarchy took place. However, because the principle of non-hierarchical 
integration interfaces between different elements on the same hierarchical level instead of 
hierarchical structures and this native interaction is of minor interest.  
 
The combinations of different principles of flexible design reported in the technical literature do 
not match the principles of flexible design discussed for urban drainage systems. Therefore, the 
following section analyzes the interactions of the flexibility principles for urban drainage systems 
listed above. The positive and negative interactions for each flexibility principle are discussed and 
summarized in an interaction matrix (Figure 38).  
 The flexibility principle of modularity has synergies with the principle of platform design, which 
is based on a comparable approach to group elements that should provide flexibility and 
reduce the change propagation with other elements. However, there is the difference that 
Platform design aims to provide the right allocation of flexible and robust options, whereas 
the modularity principle intends to maximize the modules within a system. Furthermore, 
modularity can contribute to the principle of scalability, because modules can be added and 
removed to a system to scale it. There is also a synergy with the principle of decentralization. 
 There is a close connection between the principles of platform design and modularity. 
Furthermore, all other flexibility principles can contribute to the principle of platform design as 
they provide the option to develop the required flexible elements. There are no conflicts with 
any other flexibility principles.  
 The principle of ‘decentralized structure’ has synergies with the principle of scalability. A 
scalable system design can provide the opportunity to change from a decentralized design to 
a more central design. So different decentralized drainage systems for a small group of 
houses could be combined to a semi-central treatment system for a whole development area. 
In addition, there is the possibility to scale an urban drainage system by adding or deleting a 
complete decentralized drainage system. There is a conflict with the principle of real-time 
control because a bigger system with underutilized retention space is required to implement 
the concept of real-time control, not offered by small decentralized systems.  
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 The principle of real-time control has a conflict with the principle of decentralized design, as 
mentioned. There is also a conflict with the principle of systems with a low degree of 
specialization, because real-time control requires a highly technical system, which does not 
offer multiple functions. Therefore simple elements with low specialization, like retention 
ponds, are often not suited for real time control.  
 The principle of cost effective systems has no specific benefits or conflicts with any of the 
other flexibility principles. As such, it may be combined with all of them.  
 The interaction of the principle of low degree of specialization with real-time control has 
already mentioned above. There are no synergies or conflicts with other principles.  
 The principle of scalability of urban drainage systems has synergies with nearly all other 
flexibility principles. The principle of scalability can be combined with all other principles.  
 The principle of flexible elements can contribute to all other flexibility principles.  
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Modularity  + +    +  
Platform Design +      +  
Decentralized Design +   -   +  
Real-time control   -   -   
Cost efficiency       +  
Low degree spec.    -     
Scalability + + +  +    
Flexible Elements         
 
Figure 38. Matrix of positive, neutral and negative interactions between the different principles of 
flexible design  
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Based on the matrix in Figure 38, which shows the interactions between different flexibility 
principles following relevant combinations, with potentials for increased flexibility compared with 
single principles are identified:  
 A combination of modular and platform design, decentralized design, cost effective, low 
degree of specialization, scalability, and flexible elements, but without real-time control.  
 A combination of modular and platform design, cost effective, real-time control, scalability, 
and flexible elements, but without a low degree of specialization and decentralized design.  
 
These combinations consider all relevant interactions between the principles. The combination of 
the different flexibility principles can be described using a utility value analysis—a tried and tested 
method in multi-criteria assessment. The detailed requirements for applying a utility value 
analysis are presented in Appendix A.  
 
The utility value analysis enables the performance of the different flexibility indicators to be 
compared, by adding up the single values to form a combined value. Because all flexibility 
principles are normalized between a range of 0 (low flexibility) and 100 (high flexibility), a linear 
utility function is assumed, as presented in Table 23.  
 
Table 23. Level of flexibility for different combined values 
Value of Com 1 Statement Level of Flexibility  
0 The flexibility principle does not offer any flexibility  
20 The flexibility principle only offers a very limited flexibility  
40 The flexibility principle offers a low level of flexibility  
60 The flexibility principle offers an medium level of flexibility 
80 The flexibility principle offers a high flexibility  
100 The flexibility principle offers the best possible flexibility 
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All flexibility principles are assumed to have the same importance, so the same weighting factor is 
applied to all principles. For simplification, the utility function is provided by the absolute value. 
Based on the rules of combing flexibility principles, described above, an overall value of benefit is 
calculated. In this way, only the flexibility principles and associated utility values are counted, 
which do not conflict with each other.  
 
                                      
 
 
          Equation 4.31 
 
                                    
 
 
              Equation 4.32 
 
where: 
Ccom1 = indicator for combination 1 of principles of flexible design 
Ccom2 = indicator for combination 2 of principles of flexible design 
Mod = indicator for ‘modularity’ 
Pla = indicator for ‘platform design’ 
Dec = indicator for ‘decentralized structure’ 
Cos = indicator for ‘cost efficiency’ 
LSP = indicator for ‘low degree of specialization’ 
Scal = indicator for ‘scalability’ 
FlexE = indicator for ‘flexibility of elements’ 
Realt = indicator for ‘real time control’ 
 
The indicator ‘combination of principles of flexible design’ is applied for the alternative solution 13 
of the case study of ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’. Based on the values of the single indicators presented in 
the sections above, the value for the combined principles of flexibility is calculated (Table 24).    
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Table 24. Screening principle of ‘combination of different principles of flexible design’ 
 
Hypothesis 9 is that a drainage system with a good combination of different principles of flexible 
design will always provide a high flexibility. Metric: utility value analysis of the combination of the 
metrics of for different principles of flexible design. 
 
4.2.10 Hypotheses of Flexible Design Principles for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems  
Here, a summary is provided of the hypotheses developed in the previous chapter based on the 
principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems. The related metrics for the measurement 
of the hypotheses are presented as well. The hypotheses and the metrics are used to verify the 
principles of flexible design in a case study analysis. Because the flexibility perceived in a design 
solution could be provided by other principles of flexible design, the hypotheses make statements 
in only one direction, creating a case in which a high value shown by the indicator and metric of 
the principles should indentify a flexible alternative solution. Statements in the other direction, that 
every flexible alternative solution should be explained by a single principle of flexible design, are 
not intended. Finally, a generic 0 hypothesis is formulated in addition to the hypotheses for the 
verification process. The different hypotheses are outlined below. 
 Hypothesis 0: drainage systems with a high or low value for one of the principles of flexible 
design provide the same average degree of flexibility. 
 Hypothesis 1: drainage systems with a high modularity always provide a high flexibility. The 
metric for modularity is the reciprocal of the global cluster coefficient of the system, as 
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presented by the design structure. The cluster coefficient describes the degree to which the 
nodes of the graph are grouped together.  
 Hypothesis 2: drainage systems with a good platform design always provide a high flexibility. 
The metric of platform design is the ratio of elements (where the allocation of flexibility and 
robustness options fit) with the total relative change costs (including change propagation) 
versus the total number of elements in an urban drainage system.  
 Hypothesis 3: drainage systems with a decentralized design always provide a high flexibility.  
The metric of the decentralized structure (described by the 95% percentile) is the reciprocal 
of the centrality of a system with an area of the different sub catchments, divided by the area 
of the catchment.  
 Hypothesis 4: drainage systems with a high potential for real time control always provide a 
high flexibility. The metric is the potential of the urban drainage system for real time control, 
based on the scoping method given in Schütze et al. (2004). 
 Hypothesis 5: drainage systems with a low degree of specialization always provide a high 
flexibility. The metric for low specialization is the homogeneity of the urban drainage system’s 
performance against different performance objectives.  
 Hypothesis 6: drainage systems with high cost efficiency and low potential of sunk costs 
always provide a high flexibility. The metric is the amount of sunk costs (stranded investment 
* probability) of an urban drainage system during its operational life span.  
 Hypothesis 7: drainage systems with a high scalability always provide a high flexibility. The 
metric for scalability is the homogeneity of the change costs for the elements of the urban 
drainage system, which must be changed at the same time. 
 Hypothesis 8: drainage systems that include a many highly flexible elements always provide 
a high flexibility. The metric is the average value of the Element Option Flexibility Index of the 
elements in the urban drainage system. The Element Option Flexibility Index considers the 
range of change, performance, change costs, and the change duration of the elements.   
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 Hypothesis 9: drainage systems with a good combination of different principles of flexible 
design always provide high flexibility. This metric is the utility value analysis of a combination 
of all the metrics of the different principles of flexible design. 
 
4.3 Verification of the Principles of Flexible Design for Urban Drainage Systems 
The different hypotheses for principles of flexible design and the related indicators for urban 
drainage systems are tested and verified in a case study analysis. The analysis includes following 
steps: 
 Generation of alternative solutions: The process of the hypothesis testing starts with the 
development of different alternative designs of the urban drainage developed based on the 
decision tree for the design process presented in Chapter 4.3.2. The decision tree 
guarantees that the different alternative solutions are considered in a systematic fashion.  
 Scoping assessment: For all of the alternative solutions for the urban drainage system, a 
scoping assessment is provided using the statistic indicators for the principles of flexible 
design presented in Chapter 4.3.3. The results for the different indicators are used to test the 
significance of the different hypotheses for the principles of flexible design.  
 Sample selection: The results of the scoping assessment are used for a cohort selection of 
the sample of the solutions, used to provide a detailed assessment of flexibility in Chapter 
4.3.4.  
 Measuring flexibility: For the selected sample of alternative solutions, the flexibility is 
measured in detailed, using the method of flexibility measurement presented in Chapter 
4.3.5. The resulting flexibility values for the different alternative solutions are then provided.  
 Significance test: Finally, the flexibility values produced during the detailed flexibility 
measurement, and the values for the single static indicators of the principles developed in the 
scoping assessment are then compared with one another using a significance test (Chapter 
4.3.6).  The test is used to determine which principle hypotheses (and associated static 
indicator) have a significant relationship with the measured flexibility. As a result, the verified 
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principles of flexible design are presented could contribute to the design of flexible urban 
drainage systems.  
4.3.1 Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’, Hamburg, Germany 
The hypotheses are tested using a case study of the new residential quarters 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
in Hamburg, Germany (Figure 39). The development of the quarter began in the year 1998 and 
was finalized in the year 2005, with different implementation steps throughout the process. 
’Dorfanger-Boberg' is situated 10km east of the city center of Hamburg at the edge of the 
settlement and has a net development area of 25.1 ha, with 851 living units and around 2000 
inhabitants. The 'Dorfanger-Boberg' quarters is hierarchical, and is subdivided into three sub-
quarters and several neighborhoods. The sub-quarters with independent street networks are 
separated by green areas. In the sub-quarters, groups of 20-30 buildings surrounding courts and 
small streets are grouped into neighborhoods. These neighborhoods and the family-friendly 
private and public open spaces should facilitate community activities and contribute to the rural 
image of the settlement.  
 
The 'Dorfanger-Boberg' consists mainly of compact single family houses, terrace and semi-
detached houses in particular. Only in the western sub-quarter do some (single-unit) detached 
houses exist. Hence, compared with other housing areas with single-family houses, the site 
density (floor space index 0.6 – 1.2; density of 96 inhabitants per ha) of 'Dorfanger-Boberg' is 
high (Bartels et.al. 2001). In addition to the residential units, the Dorfanger-Boberg has some 
social infrastructure (a primary school, a kindergarten, etc.), a small shopping center, and a 
communal heating/power station. Because the Dorfanger-Boberg quarter has been documented 
as a case study before (SWITCH) and is a generalisable model for sustainable urban drainage 
systems in a new development site, it has been selected as the case study for verifying the 
hypotheses. 
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Figure 39. Case study 'Dorfanger-Boberg', Hamburg, Germany (own figure based on Langenbach 
et al. 2008) 
 
4.3.2 Development of Alternative Solutions Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
For the first step of the hypothesis testing, different possible designs for the urban drainage 
system in ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ quarter are developed. For this, a generic decision tree is provided. 
Then sets of alternative solutions for the ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ case study are developed. 
 
4.3.2.1 Decision Tree for the Design of Urban Drainage Systems 
The development of an urban drainage system can be described the combination of design 
decisions. For urban drainage systems, the relevant design decisions are described in Chapter 
2.3. Other guidelines including DWA A 100, 'the guideline for integrated urban drainage'; DWA A 
117, ‘the guideline FHWA BHI 2001’; the 'Stormwater system design (WWW) guideline; the Akan 
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& Houghtalen (2003) textbook; and the CIRIA (2007a) design manual are all considered here. 
The design decisions for the urban drainage system have been made with the following bases.  
 The type of urban drainage system: a basic decision based on the type of urban drainage 
(combined, separated, or sustainable), should be developed. Here, sustainable urban 
drainage systems are preferred over conventional, separated, or combined sewers. 
 The centrality of the system; the connections between the elements: For simplicity, two 
alternatives are distinguished: (i) decentralized urban drainage systems, which may include a 
single plot of land or a small group of plots with only limited conveyance elements; and (ii) 
semi-central to central sustainable urban drainage systems, which include a group of plots or 
an entire development site, but should include an extensive network of conveyance elements. 
 Management elements (retention and treatment): As a result of the modular architecture of 
sustainable urban drainage systems, there are nearly unlimited combinations of different 
management elements possible. Based on a technical understanding of sustainable urban 
drainage systems, the possible combinations may be reduced to a limited number of 
technically sound solutions (based on Sieker et al. 2009):  
o Surface infiltration: low-tech management elements at the beginning of the treatment 
path (i.e., near to the source) such as pervious surface, surface infiltration, simple 
infiltration, swales, etc. are considered here. These management elements are 
characterized by a zero retention volume.  
o Swale infiltration: includes combined characteristics of 'low-tech' and 'high efficiency.' 
with a focus on management elements like swale infiltration, simple treatment 
measures, dry retention and infiltration basins, ditches and runnels, and temporary 
retention spaces. These management elements offer a high hydraulic performance with 
a low to medium cost.  
o Retention ponds: management elements like green roofs, retention ponds, infiltration 
ponds, costly treatment facilities, stormwater harvesting, and the like are combined. 
These elements are characterized by a high level of performance, but also high costs. 
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Several social and economical factors like amenity provisions and urban design are 
considered here as well.  
o Infiltration trench systems: This category mainly includes infiltration trench systems, 
which are associated with high cost, but offers very high hydraulic performance, with 
optimal utilization of the existing retention volume.  
 Dimensioning of the system: During dimensioning of urban drainage systems, decisions of 
the distribution of tolerance margins and flexibility options are made. Here it is decided which 
management elements are suitable for which flexibility option (due to easy adaptation; low 
change costs, etc.) and for which management elements high tolerance margins offering 
robustness are preferred. Another essential decision is the allocation of the flexibility 
options—allocated at the beginning (decentralized allocation) or the end (centralized 
allocation) of the treatment train. Furthermore, the size of the change potential of the 
allocated options is also decided here. The extent of the flexibility provided by the flexibility 
options depends on the specific flexibility required. The possibilities for the allocation of 
flexibility options are listed below. 
o No flexibility options, only static tolerance margins as buffer (benchmark alternative) 
o Decentralized allocation of flexibility options for suitable management elements, other 
elements with static tolerance margins 
o Centralized allocation of flexibility options for suitable management elements, other 
elements with static tolerance margins 
o All suitable management elements with flexibility options, other elements with static 
tolerance margins (platform design) 
o All management elements with flexibility options and no static tolerance margins 
(benchmark alternative) 
 
The combination of the different decisions for sustainable urban drainage systems is presented 
as a decision tree (Figure 40).  
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Figure 40. Generic decision tree for the design of sustainable urban drainage systems 
 
The decision tree represents the possible decisions as well as the resulting set of possible 
alternative solutions. The decision tree helps to reduce the large number of variations possible 
down to a reasonable number of potential alternative solutions. It therefore represents the set of 
solutions from which the most flexible alternative solution should be selected.  
 
4.3.2.2 Alternative Solutions for the Design of the Urban Drainage System Case Study 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
To guarantee a systematic selection of the alternative designs and to guarantee that a broad 
range of different designs for urban drainage systems are considered, the alternative solutions 
are developed using the decision tree. This systematic approach guarantees that the whole 
solution space of urban drainage systems is considered in an equal manner. As the Dorfanger-
Boberg quarter is used as a case study for the verification of the hypotheses, the actual design of 
the urban drainage system implemented in Dorfanger-Boberg is neglected. Nevertheless, the 
design of the urban drainage system considers the following local basic conditions and 
characteristics of the Dorfanger-Boberg area: 
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 The case study area of 25.1 ha is subdivided into several sub catchments (Table 25). The 
quarter is already subdivided into three sub-quarters of streets, green axis, and home 
groupings, as well as into several neighborhoods. The Dorfanger-Boberg quarter is 
characterized by a rolling relief with an inclination from the southeastern border (45 m) to the 
northwestern border (24 m above sea level). The topography subdivides the area into two 
natural catchments, one draining into the ditch 'Immenbuschgraben' and the other draining 
into the ditch 'Harvinghorster Graben'. Both ditches lead to the river 'Glider Au' and then to 
the river 'Bille'. Considering both the sub quarters as well as the natural catchment areas, the 
quarter is divided into the following sub catchments: 
 
Table 25. Sub-catchments in the case study 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
Nr. Land use 
Total 
area 
Building 
area 
Street 
area 
Open 
space 
A 
Residential area, single 
family houses  
2,8 1,12 0,56 1,12 
B 
Residential area, single 
family houses 
2,8 1,12 0,56 1,12 
C 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
3,05 0,84 0,46 0,91 
D 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
3,05 0,84 0,46 0,91 
E 
School, community 
center, nursery  
3,6 0,81 0,72 1,26 
F 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
4,05 1,42 0,61 0,6 
G 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
4,05 1,42 0,61 0,6 
H 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
1,8 0,5 0,27 0,53 
I 
Residential area, 
terraced houses 
3,5 0,96 0,53 1,05 
 
 The geology and soil characteristic of the quarter includes a cover layer of sandy sediment 
with a height of 6,50m above loamy sediments. The big sandy sediments have a high 
permeability to water and enable the quick infiltration of stormwater. The upper groundwater 
table is below the loam sediments, with a low permeability to water so that the groundwater is 
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protected against pollutant intrusion. The geology of the location provides suitable conditions 
for the infiltration of stormwater.  
 The environmental policy program of the Municipality of Hamburg, developed in 1984, 
prioritizes Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems against conventional sewer-based drainage 
systems. The policy program’s objective is to minimize the disturbances caused by new 
settlements to the natural water cycle by promoting infiltration, evapotranspiration, and 
delayed discharge of stormwater. The runoff in the settlement should be collected in open 
ditches and should be diverted to retention basins, where the storm water should be 
infiltrated. If in-filtration of the whole runoff is impossible, a delayed discharge to the natural 
receiving water bodies is intended. Therefore, for the Dorfanger-Boberg quarter, mainly 
alternative designs for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems are considered. According to 
the design guidelines of the municipality of Hamburg, the drainage system in Dorfanger-
Boberg is designed for a one-in-ten-years rain event (FHH 1997).  
 In Dorfanger-Boberg, there are strict guidelines for the urban and landscape design as well 
as for the architecture of the houses. The guidelines aim to maintain the image of Dorfanger-
Boberg as a rural family-friendly settlement. The design of the urban drainage system should 
contribute to the urban and landscape design of the quarter.  
 For the municipality of Hamburg continuous rainfall data for 5 min increments for the rainfall 
station Hamburg Fuhlsbüttel is available. For the design of the urban drainage system a ten 
year period of rainfall data from 8/29/1995 to 11/21/2006 is used.  
 
The basic conditions described above are considered in the design of different alternative 
solutions for the urban drainage system. Based on the design decisions presented in the decision 
tree 22, alternative solutions for the urban drainage system are designed. The questions guiding 
the decision are as follows: Which type of urban drainage system (sustainable, conventional, 
sewer system) is used? Which level of centrality and which connections between the elements of 
the system are considered (the network structure with inlets, outlets, and conveyance elements)? 
Which elements of urban drainage systems (retention basins, infiltration swales, constructed 
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wetlands.) are considered? Which flexibility options and tolerance margins (buffers) are 
considered? In an incremental process, the alternative solutions are dimensioned for the current 
conditions, and buffers (for robust elements) or flexibility options (for flexible elements) to 
increase the dimensions of the elements by 20% are considered. These flexibility options allow 
for increased performance of the elements with low efforts in cost and time. The different 
alternative solutions are presented in Table 26, Figure 41 and Figure 42.  
 
Table 26. Alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
Nr. Type of drainage systems Description of drainage system 
1 SUDS, decentralized 
system, surface infiltration, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options 
For each sub catchment an independent drainage system 
is provided. In the sub catchments E and H which have 
sufficient open space, the drainage is provided by simple 
infiltration areas (surface infiltration). These elements are 
very cheap but require a huge space. In most sub 
catchments, not enough space for the implementation of 
infiltration areas is available. Hence in these sub 
catchments the runoff is managed by infiltration swales. 
The infiltration swales are only slightly more expensive 
than the infiltration areas but require less space. The 
infiltration areas and swales of the different sub 
catchments are independent from each other, and there 
is no possibility to connect them. Flexibility options for 
each infiltration area and infiltration swale are provided.  
2 SUDS, decentralized 
system, surface infiltration, 
central flexibility options 
Like in the alternative Nr. 1 the sub catchments E and H 
which have sufficient open space are equipped with 
infiltration areas, whereas the other sub catchments have 
infiltration swales. Initially the drainage systems for the 
single sub catchments are independent from each other. 
Different from alternative Nr. 1 flexibility options are 
provided to connect the independent sub catchments to 
one drainage system to increase the capacity if required.  
3 SUDS, decentralized 
system, infiltration swales, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options 
For all sub catchments independent drainage systems 
are designed. In all sub catchments infiltration swales as 
simple but highly effective drainage elements are 
provided. For all infiltration swales decentralized flexibility 
options are provided. There is not the option to connect 
the single infiltration swales to one drainage system.  
4 SUDS, decentralized 
system, infiltration swales, 
central flexibility options 
Like in alternative Nr. 3 initially for all sub districts 
independent infiltration swales are provided. To provide 
flexibility there is the option to connect the single 
infiltration swales to one drainage system and to increase 
the capacity of the overall system.  
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Table 26. (continued) 
5 SUDS, decentralized 
system, green roofs, 
rainwater harvesting, 
constructed wetlands, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options 
For each sub catchment an independent drainage system 
is designed. Advanced but expensive SUDS elements 
such as green roofs, rainwater harvesting, pervious 
pavements, and constructed wetlands are provided. 
These elements provide a drainage function but also 
provide a reduction of the overall environmental impact of 
the settlement. In addition these elements also contribute 
to the urban and landscape design of the settlement. 
Some of these elements such as green roofs, rainwater 
harvesting and pervious pavement could not be changed 
over time and hence are designed rigid. To provide 
flexibility options to increase the capacity of the 
constructed wetlands are provided. There are no options 
to connect to single sub catchments to one system.  
6 SUDS, decentralized 
system, green roofs, 
rainwater harvesting, 
wetlands, central location of 
options 
As in alternative Nr. 5 drainage elements such as green 
roofs, pervious pavement, rainwater harvesting or 
constructed wetlands are used. Different from alternative 
Nr. 5 there is the option to connect the constructed 
wetlands in the different sub catchments to one drainage 
system to increase the capacity.  
7 SUDS, decentralized 
system, infiltration trench, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options  
For each sub catchment an independent infiltration trench 
system is designed. The infiltration trenches provide the 
possibility to manage the runoff with minimal space 
demand, but have high investment costs. The infiltration 
trenches of the single sub catchments are not connected 
with each other. For each infiltration trench flexibility 
options to increase the capacity of the system are 
provided.  
8 SUDS, decentralized 
system, infiltration trench, 
central options 
As in alternative Nr. 7 infiltration trench systems for each 
sub catchment are designed. As flexibility option it is 
possible to combine the different infiltration trenches of 
the single sub catchments to one big infiltration trench 
system for the whole quarter.  
9 SUDS, semi-central system, 
surface infiltration, central 
location of flexibility options 
The sub catchments E and H with a low density are 
equipped with simple surface infiltration areas, whereas 
the sub catchments with a higher density have infiltration 
swales. The infiltration swales and areas are combined 
following the topography to four semi-central systems 
(one for the sub catchments A and B, one for C and D, 
one for E, F and G and one for H and I). The flexibility 
options are located centrally at the elements at end of the 
treatment train of the semi-central systems.  
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Table 26. (continued) 
10 SUDS, semi-central system, 
surface infiltration, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 9 semi-central sub catchments with 
connected surface infiltration and infiltration swales are 
provided. The flexibility options are located at the 
drainage elements at beginning of the treatment train.  
11 SUDS, semi-central system, 
surface infiltration, both 
decentralized and central 
location of flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 9 the semi-central sub catchments 
are equipped with connected surface infiltration and 
infiltration swale elements. In this alternative flexibility 
options for all SUDS elements are provided.  
12 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration swales, central 
location of the flexibility 
options 
All sub catchments are equipped with infiltration swales. 
As in alternative 9 the different sub catchments are 
combined to four semi-central systems. Flexibility options 
are only provided for the four big infiltration swales 
(retention basins) at the end of treatment train of the 
semi-central systems. 
13 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration swales, 
decentralized location of the 
flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 12 semi-central sub catchments with 
infiltration swales are designed. The flexibility options are 
located at the infiltration swales at the beginning of the 
treatment train.  
14 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration swales, both 
central and decentralized 
location of flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 12 semi-central sub catchments with 
infiltration swales are considered. All infiltration swales 
are equipped with flexibility options.  
15 SUDS, semi-central system 
with green roofs, rainwater 
harvesting, and ponds, 
central options 
All sub catchments are equipped with green roofs, 
pervious pavement and rainwater harvesting. In addition 
the different sub catchments are connected and the runoff 
is diverted into three artificial retention and infiltration 
ponds (one pond for sub catchment A and B, one pond 
for C, D, E, F and G and one pond for H and I). Flexibility 
options are only provided for the artificial ponds which are 
located at the end of the treatment train.  
16 SUDS, semi-central system 
with green roofs, rainwater 
harvesting and ponds, 
decentralized location of the 
flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 15 semi-central sub catchments with 
green roofs, pervious pavement, rainwater harvesting and 
artificial ponds are designed. As flexibility options 
constructed wetlands in each sub catchment at the 
beginning of the treatment train are provided.  
17 SUDS, semi-central system 
with green roofs, rainwater 
harvesting and ponds, with 
both central and 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 16 semi-central sub catchments with 
green roofs, pervious pavement, rainwater harvesting, 
constructed wetlands and artificial ponds are provided. 
The flexibility options are provided for the constructed 
wetlands at the beginning of the treatment train as well as 
the artificial ponds at the end of the treatment train.  
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Table 26. (continued) 
18 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration trench, central 
location of flexibility options 
The infiltration trenches of the single sub catchments are 
connected to four semi-central systems (one for sub 
catchment A and one for B, C and D, E, F and G and 
finally one for I and H). Only the infiltration trenches at the 
end of the treatment train are provided with flexibility 
options to increase the capacity.  
19 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration trench, 
decentralized location of the 
flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 18 the infiltration trenches are 
combined to four semi-central subsystems. The flexibility 
options are only provided for the infiltration trenches are 
the beginning of the treatment train.  
20 SUDS, semi-central system, 
infiltration trench, both 
central and decentralized 
location of flexibility options 
As in alternative Nr. 18 the infiltration trenches are 
combined to four semi-central subsystems. All infiltration 
trenches are equipped with flexibility options to increase 
the capacity of the system. 
A Conventional separated 
sewer system, central 
system, sewers and 
retention basin, 
decentralized location of 
flexibility options  
A conventional separated sewer system is designed. The 
runoff and the sewage are collected in independent 
sewers. Considering the topography the quarter is 
subdivided into two sub catchments, one draining into the 
Heidhorstgraben and the other draining into the 
Harvinghorstergraben. At the end of the stormwater 
sewers before they discharge into the receiving water 
bodies two big retention basins (concrete) are provided. 
Two types of flexibility options are provided: the option to 
increase the volume of the retention basins as well as the 
option to provide sewers with a bigger diameter. This 
alternative solution is considered as benchmark. 
B Conventional combined 
sewer system, central 
system, overflow, 
decentralized location of the 
flexibility options 
The runoff and the sewage are both collected in one 
combined sewer system. One central combined sewer 
systems for the whole quarter is provided. The combined 
wastewater is discharged to the central treatment plant of 
Hamburg. To deal with heavy rainfall events a retention 
basin (concrete) at the downstream end of the settlement 
with an overflow to the receiving water body is provided. 
To reduce the number of combined sewer overflows a 
flexibility options to increase the capacity of the retention 
basin is considered. In addition there are flexibility options 
to increase the diameters of the sewers. 
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Figure 41. Design of the urban drainage system alternative solution 13  
 
Figure 42. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 1 and 2 for the design of 
the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg'   
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4.3.3 Scoping Assessment Principles of Flexible Design Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
For all 22 alternative solutions, a scoping assessment for the different principles of flexible 
designs is provided. This step is comparable with the ‘filtering alternative solutions’ step in the 
framework for the optimization of flexibility, presented in Chapter 4.4. The performance for the 
present conditions is modeled using the hydrological runoff model STORM XXL. The 
characteristics of the system design and the results of the performance modeling are used to 
calculate the indicators for the different principles of flexible design. The details for the different 
indicators are presented in Appendix B, and the detailed calculations are documented in 
Appendix E. The results of the scoping assessment are summarized in Table 27.    
 
Table 27. Result scoping assessment of different design principles for the flexible design of the 
urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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1 1,00 1,00 0.90 0,25 0,48 0,07 0,86 0,83 0,86 
2 1,00 0,92 0.90 0,25 0,48 0,92 0,50 0,83 0,80 
3 1,00 1,00 0.90 0,38 0,54 0,94 0,82 0,90 0,87 
4 1,00 0,65 0,90 0,38 0,54 0,94 0,49 0,90 0,77 
5 0,88 0,50 0,84 0,50 0,62 0,56 0,82 0,49 0,67 
6 0,88 0,50 0,84 0,50 0,62 0,56 1,00 0,49 0,70 
7 1,00 1,00 0,90 0,63 0,47 0,88 0,83 0,60 0,81 
8 1,00 0,50 0,90 0,63 0,47 0,88 1,00 0,60 0,76 
9 0,69 0,70 0,74 0,41 0,52 0,92 0,82 0,77 0,72 
10 0,69 0,88 0,74 0,41 0,52 0,93 0,82 0,77 0,76 
11 0,69 0,95 0,74 0,41 0,52 0,93 0,56 0,77 0,73 
12 0,74 0,11 0,80 0,53 0,50 0,94 0,62 0,87 0,65 
13 0,74 0,92 0,80 0,53 0,50 0,94 0,82 0,87 0,80 
14 0,74 0,98 0,80 0,53 0,50 0,94 0,81 0,87 0,81 
15 0,55 0,48 0,56 0,59 0,60 0,51 0,58 0,45 0,54 
16 0,55 0,20 0,56 0,59 0,60 0,51 0,88 0,45 0,54 
17 0,55 0,37 0,56 0,59 0,60 0,51 0,51 0,45 0,51 
18 0,69 0,14 0,80 0,59 0,44 0,10 0,77 0,60 0,62 
19 0,69 0,62 0,80 0,59 0,42 0,89 0,77 0,60 0,68 
20 0,69 0,53 0,80 0,59 0,42 0,89 0,71 0,60 0,66 
A 0,38 0,23 0,56 0,34 0,06 0,34 0,24 0,20 0,29 
B 0,39 0,34 0,00 0,34 0,06 0,58 0,56 0,20 0,30 
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The results from the scoping assessment are as follows:  
 The indicator ‘modularity’ is particularly influenced by the design variable centrality of the 
system architecture. Alternative solutions with decentralized system architecture have a 
higher modularity than semi-central systems. Most SUDS alternative solutions have a high 
value for the indicator modularity. 
 The indicator ‘platform design’ is affected by all three design variables of centrality of system 
architecture, SUDS elements, and the location of the flexibility options.  
 The indicator ‘decentralized structure’ is particularly affected by the design variable centrality 
of the system architecture. Obviously, all alternative solutions with a decentralized design will 
have a higher value for the indicator than the alternative solutions with semi-central design. 
Because of the small catchment area, all alternative solutions are characterized as 
decentralized.  
 The indicator ‘real time control’ mainly depends on the selected SUDS element and the 
system architecture. The highest potential for real time control for SUDS is provided by 
systems that include rainwater harvesting and infiltration trench systems. In general, the 
potential for real time control in this case study is limited because of the small catchment 
area. Therefore, this principle of flexible design will no longer be considered in subsequent 
analysis processes. 
 The indicator ‘low degree of specialization’ is influenced by the design variables, SUDS 
elements, and system architecture. The position of the flexibility option does not influence the 
indicator. The best indicator for low degree of specialization is achieved by the alternative 
solutions with green roofs, pervious pavement, rainwater harvesting, and constructed 
wetlands.  
 The indicator ‘low stranded investment’ (cost efficiency) mainly depends on the selected 
SUDS elements. The lowest stranded investment is provided by urban drainage systems with 
infiltration swales.  
 The indicator ‘scalability’ is influenced by all three design variables, the centrality of the 
system architecture, the selected SUDS elements, and the position of the flexibility options.  
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 The indicator ‘flexible elements’ mainly depends on the selected SUDS elements. The 
highest indicator values are provided by alternative solutions based on infiltration swales.  
 The indicator reflecting the combined flexibility provided by the different indicators is affected 
by all design variables. In the combination of the different indicators, the indicators ‘real time 
performance’ is not considered, as stated above.  
 
The results for the different indicators and related principles of flexible design are quite diverse, 
and the combination of the different indicators indicates a huge range of flexibility offered by the 
different alternative solutions. Both alternative solutions with conventional sewer systems 
(alternative solution A and B) have, for nearly all indicators of the principles of flexible designs, 
lower values than the SUDS alternatives. Also, between the SUDS solutions there are huge 
differences in the degree of flexibility as well, depending on the different design variables.  
 
4.3.4 Sample Selection Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
The results of the scoping assessment, presented above, will now be used to select a sample of 
alternative solutions for the further verification process. Some members of the population 
(alternative solutions) are selected as representatives for the entire population (all alternative 
solutions produced by the decision tree). With the selection of a sample, the effort for the detailed 
measurement of flexibility is reduced significantly. For the selection of the sample out of the whole 
population. a stratified sampling method is used. The population is divided into homogeneous 
subgroups (strata or stratum) which share a common characteristic. Within these strata, the parts 
of the sample are selected. A precondition of stratified sampling requires that the variability within 
strata be minimized, while the variability between the strata is maximized. Because the population 
is small, the strata selection can help to increase the homogeneity of the sample and therefore 
improves the accuracy of the results as compared to a simple random selection of the sample. As 
common characteristics of the strata, the expected level of flexibility given by the combined 
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indicator is selected. For the combined indicator of flexibility, different levels of flexibility are 
considered, as presented in Table 28.    
 
Table 28. Level of flexibility based on the indicator 'combination 1' 
Value of Com 1 Statement of Level of Flexibility  
0 The alternative solution does not offer any flexibility  
20 The alternative solution only offers a very limited flexibility  
40 The alternative solution offers a low level of flexibility  
60 The alternative solution offers an medium level of flexibility 
80 The alternative solution offers a high flexibility  
100 The alternative solution offers the best possible flexibility 
 
For the selection of alternative solutions, the values (Plamin, FlexEmin etc.) are defined, which 
describe the intended level of flexibility. The values can be used within the optimization 
framework for the identification of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage, which are 
expected to provide a high flexibility. In the following section these values are used for the 
selection of a stratified sample. 
 
The sample is grouped into stratas of ‘high flexibility’ (value 100-81), ‘medium flexibility’ (value 80-
61), and ‘low flexibility’ (60-0). Within the strata, the samples are selected randomly. The selected 
strata support the verification of the hypotheses regarding a high or low flexibility. The eight 
samples within the stratas of high, medium, and low flexibility are presented below. 
 
In the strata 'high flexibility', the following alternative solutions are selected: 
 Alternative solution Nr. 3 (decentralized system, infiltration swales, and decentralized 
flexibility options) 
 Alternative solution Nr. 7 (decentralized system, infiltration trench, with decentralized 
flexibility options)  
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 Alternative solution Nr. 13 (semi central system, infiltration swales, decentralized location of 
the flexibility options) 
 
In the strata ‘medium flexibility, ‘the following alternative solutions are selected: 
 Alternative solution Nr. 6 (decentralized system, green roofs, stormwater harvesting, 
constructed wetlands with possibility of combination)  
 Alternative solution Nr. 8 (decentralized system, Infiltration trench, decentralized system with 
central flexibility options)  
 Alternative solution Nr. 9 (semi central system, surface infiltration, with central flexibility 
options)  
 
In the strata ‘low flexibility,’ the following alternative solutions are selected: 
 Alternative solution Nr. 17 (semi-central system, green roofs, stormwater harvesting, 
constructed wetlands with central and decentralized flexibility options)  
 Alternative solution A (conventional separated sewer system) This alternative solution could 
be considered as a benchmark case for flexibility (all other alternative solutions should be at 
least more flexible than the conventional separated sewer system)  
 
4.3.5 Measurement of Flexibility Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
For all of the alternative solutions selected for the sample, the flexibility is measured in detail 
using the measurement method described in Chapter 3.5.2. The measurement method includes 
the following steps: identification of alternative solutions (compare sample selection method 
documented above), the identification of future scenarios (compare Chapter 2.5) the 
measurement of the performance of the alternative solutions for the different future scenarios in 
time steps, and finally, the aggregation of the results for the different scenarios and time steps 
into the three indicators of flexibility: regret of range of change, regret of performance, and regret 
of costs. For details about this measurement method, please refer to Chapter 3.5.2. Below, a 
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discussion of the assumptions for the measurement of flexibility in the Dorfanger-Boberg case 
study is presented.  
 An overview of the performance metrics for urban drainage systems is provided in Appendix 
A. In the case study of Dorfanger-Boberg, for the measurement of the performance of the 
urban drainage system, only a selection of these performance indicators are used. Therefore, 
this case study focuses on the performance indicators ‘design flood frequency’ (return period) 
of the system, ‘flooding in the receiving water body,’ and the variation of the natural water 
balance. The performance indicators are assessed using the hydrological runoff model 
STORM XXL. Performance indicators regarding the water quality are not considered, as 
consideration of the water quality is not required for the purpose of verifying the flexibility 
options for changing runoff volume. Furthermore, the identification and verification of flexibility 
options for changes in the pollution load requires an independent analysis that is not part of 
this study. Performance indicators such as urban design, ecology, and recreation that cannot 
be assessed with a performance model are also not considered in this analysis, as it is 
difficult to determine the performance of these indicators over time. The multiple performance 
indicators have to be combined to one performance value for the alternative solution. The 
performance of the urban drainage system is described by a utility value analysis, which is a 
tried and tested method of multi-criteria assessment. The utility value analysis enables the 
different performance indicators to be compared and makes it possible to add the single 
values up into a combined value. The detailed requirements for applying a utility value 
analysis are presented in Appendix A. Based on the performance indicators, weighting 
factors, and utility functions, the total utility values are calculated. The detailed performance 
metrics and associated utility functions are presented in Appendix A. For the Dorfanger-
Boberg case study, the following weighting factors are used: 50% for the design flood 
frequency as the critical indicator for the performance of the urban drainage system; 25% for 
flooding in receiving water body; and 25% for the difference from the natural water balance. 
In addition, a trigger criterion is defined that describes the level of performance at which an 
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adaptation of the system is required. Thus, when the drainage system goes beyond a design 
flood of 0.2 floods/y (a utility value of 40%), the system must be adapted.  
 The costs of change are represented as part of the whole life-cycle-costs. Besides the 
general construction and operation costs of the urban drainage system, other costs 
considered include the costs for the construction, maintenance, and implementation of the 
flexibility options, as well as the damage costs. The life-cycle-costs are described as the net 
present value of the costs at different time steps, considering discount factors for costs, which 
will incur in the future. For the calculation of the discount factor, an annual interest rate of 4% 
is used. Finally, the net present value is converted in the average annual costs as so-called 
annuities. The initial investment costs, annual operation costs, for the SUDS elements and 
flexibility options are extracted from a data base provided by the Emscherverband and the 
Ingenieurgesellschaft Sieker. In addition the damage costs caused by flooding within the 
settlement are also considered. The annual flooding costs are calculated based on the 
equation of Genovese (2006) in consideration of the annual flooding frequency, flooding area, 
flooding depth, and damage value. The annual damage costs are then multiplied by the time 
required for adaptation. The adaptation time is selected depending on the type of drainage 
element of flexibility option, as described in Appendix B. In each time step, the damage costs 
are compared with the required adaptation costs to decide if a flexibility option is 
implemented.  
 An overview of the future change drivers, such as climate change or spatial development, 
and the effects of those future change drivers on the urban drainage systems is provided in 
Chapter 2.5. The huge number of possible future states is condensed into four future 
scenarios, describing possible sequences of change drivers for the next 50 years, 
represented as the average operational life span for the drainage elements within SUDS. The 
operational life span is divided into time steps of 10 years, assuming a linear development for 
the whole period. For the Dorfanger-Boberg case study, the future scenarios are adapted 
(Table 29). The first scenario, global villages, describes a step increase of rainfall by +75% 
and paved surface by +48% in the next 40 years due to huge economic growth. The second 
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scenario 'shrinking cities' describes no change in rainfall patterns +0% and a shrinking paved 
surface in settlement by -40%. The third scenario 'Eco Cities' describes a low increase of 
rainfall by +15% and paved surface by 16% due to the shift to ecological design. The fourth 
scenario 'Gated Communities' describes the consequences of moderate economic growth 
with an increase of rainfall of +45% and paved surface of +20%.  
 
Table 29. Future scenarios case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Scenario 'Global Village' 
'Shrinking 
Settlement' 
'Eco Cities' 
'Gated 
Communities' 
Year Rain Surface Rain Surface Rain Surface Rain Surface 
0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 +/- 0 
10 +/- 0 +12 +/- 0 -10 +/- 0 +4 +/- 0 +/- 0 
20 +25 +24 +/- 0 -20 +5 +8 +15 +10 
30 +50 +36 +/- 0 -30 +10 +12 +30 +15 
40 +75 +48 +/- 0 -40 +15 +16 +45 +20 
 
Based on these assumptions, the flexibility of the alternative solutions against the future 
scenarios is calculated. First, the effect of the different future scenarios on the performance and 
the life-cycle costs of the different alternative solutions are modeled in time steps of 10 years. In 
every time step, it is reviewed whether a change of the system is required. When the system 
performance falls below the trigger level, defined above, the flexibility options are implemented to 
improve the performance. These flexibility options include the increase of management elements 
(e.g. the increase of the volume of retention basins) and the transition from a management 
element with a low performance to a management element with a high performance (e.g. the 
transition from simple infiltration areas to infiltration basins). The performance and the costs for 
the different time steps are documented. In addition, is the size of the range of change is 
documented, as well, for which an adaptation of the system (adaptation costs lower than damage 
costs) is possible. Based on the performance for different time steps, the life cycle costs for each 
alternative solution, and different future scenarios, the three metrics of flexibility, range of change, 
performance, and effort of change are calculated. Alternative solutions with less regret for the 
range of change, less regret of average annual costs, and less regret of performance over time 
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compared to alternatives have a high flexibility. The detailed results of the measurement process 
are documented in Appendix F. The results of the measurement of flexibility are summarized in 
Table 30.    
 
Table 30. Results measurement of flexibility case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
 
Regret Range of 
Change (RRng) 
Regret Performance 
(UV95) 
Regret Effort of 
Change (REAC) 
Alternative 3 0,00 4,99 6.030,00 
Alternative 6 6,61 8,32 163.063,00 
Alternative 7 64,51 8,87 89.968,00 
Alternative 8 85,35 10,05 82.335,00 
Alternative 13 0,42 5,69 0,00 
Alternative 9 33,87 1,48 27.799,00 
Alternative 17 70,58 12,13 364.036,00 
Alternative A 71,83 46,10 223.978,00 
 
The flexibility of the alternative solutions in the Dorfanger-Boberg case study is assessed by 
comparing the range of change, performance, and costs of the different alternative solutions with 
the benchmarking alternative A: the conventional combined sewer system. 
 Compared with the benchmarking alternative A, the alternative solutions Nr. 3, 6, 7, 13 and 9 
are offering a higher flexibility. For all of these alternative solutions, the regret for the range of 
change, the performance, and the annual costs are lower and therefore offer a higher 
flexibility than the benchmarking alternative.  
 Compared with the benchmarking alternative A, the alternative solution Nr. 8 has a higher 
regret of range of change, but a lower regret of performance and regret of costs. The 
alternative solution Nr. 8 is more robust (not more flexible) than the benchmarking alternative. 
So, the alter-native solution Nr 8 can offer a better performance and lower costs without 
being adapted over time.  
 The alternative solution Nr. 17 and the benchmarking alternative A offer both a low flexibility 
compared with the other alternative solutions. Both alternative solutions have only a limit 
range of change. Also, the regret of performance and the regret of costs are high compared 
with the other alternative solution.   
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To demonstrate the difference in the regret of performance between alternative SUDS solutions 
and the benchmarking alternative A, a conventional sewer system is analyzed in detail. Thus, the 
conventional sewer system scores generally lower for two out of the three considered 
performance criteria. The conventional sewer system by design always has a lower performance 
for flooding in the receiving water body and the difference to the natural water balance. To 
eliminate the effect of this general performance difference in a separated analysis only the 
performance indicator design flood frequency is considered. If only the design flood frequency is 
considered, the alternative solutions Nr.  3, 6, 9, and 13 still have a significant lower regret of 
performance than the conventional combined sewer system of alternative solution A. The 
alternative solution Nr. 7 has only a slightly lower regret of performance than the alternative A. In 
addition, the alternative solutions Nr. 8 and 17 have a higher regret of performance than 
alternative A. Hence, when only the performance metric design flood frequency is considered, 
these three alternative SUDS solutions cannot be considered as more flexible than the 
conventional combined sewer system.  
 
In addition, the three metrics of flexibility are combined to form a single flexibility value. First, the 
different metrics are normalized between 0 and 100 with a comparison of the actual value, 
minimal value, and maximal value. For all metrics, 0 is considered as the minimal value, and the 
value of the benchmarking alternative A is the maximal value. Because all flexibility metrics have 
the same importance, only the average value of the normalized metrics is calculated here. The 
combined flexibility value is the reciprocal of the average value of the three normalized metrics. 
For the combined flexibility value, as well as the values for the single indicators, again the ranking 
on Table 31 are used. The following equations are based on Kuehn (1989). 
 
          
                 
                 
 
     
   
                        Equation 4.33 
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where:  
RnRng(k) = normalized regret value for metrics ‘range of change’ for alternative solution k 
RRng min = minimal regret value for metrics ‘range of change’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
RRng max= maximal regret value for metrics ‘range of change’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
RRng(k) = regret for metric ‘range of change’ value for alternative solution k 
a = total number of alternative solutions k 
 
           
                   
                   
 
     
   
                      Equation 4.34 
 
where: 
RnUV95(k) = normalized regret value for metrics ‘performance’ for alternative solution k 
RUV95 min = minimal regret value for metrics ‘performance’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
RUV95 max= maximal regret value for metrics ‘performance’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
RUV95(k) = regret for metric ‘performance’ for alternative solution k 
a = total number of alternative solutions k 
 
          
                 
                 
 
     
   
                         Equation 4.35 
 
where:  
RnEAC(k) = normalized regret value for metrics ‘effort of change’ for alternative solution k 
REAC min = minimal regret value for metrics ‘effort of change’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
REAC max= maximal regret value for metrics ‘effort of change’ for all alternative solutions k=1,…a 
REAC(k) = regret for metric ‘effort of change’ for alternative solution k 
a = total number of alternative solutions k  
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     Equation 4.36 
 
where:  
Fcom(k) = value for combined flexibility for alternative solution k 
RnRng(k) = normalized regret for ‘range of change’ for alternative solution k 
RnUV95(k) = normalized regret for ‘performance’ for alternative solution k 
RnEAC(k) = normalized regret for ‘effort of change’ for alternative solution k 
a = total number of alternative solutions k  
 
Table 31. Levels of flexibility for the combined flexibility value 
Value of Combined 
Flexibility (Fcom) 
Statement of Level of Flexibility 
0 The alternative solution does not offer any flexibility  
20 The alternative solution only offers a very limited flexibility  
40 The alternative solution offers a low level of flexibility  
60 The alternative solution offers an medium level of flexibility 
80 The alternative solution offers a high flexibility  
100 The alternative solution offers the best possible flexibility 
 
Table 32. Combined value of flexibility for different alternative solutions for the design of the 
urban drainage system ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
  
Regret Range 
of Change 
(RRng) 
Regret 
Performance 
(RUV95) 
Regret Effort of 
Change (REAC) 
Combined 
Flexibility 
(Fcom) 
Alternative 3 0,00 10,83 2,69 95,49 
Alternative 6 9,20 18,04 72,80 66,65 
Alternative 7 89,81 19,25 40,17 50,26 
Alternative 8 100,00 21,80 36,76 47,15 
Alternative 13 0,58 12,35 0,00 95,69 
Alternative 17 98,26 26,30 100,00 25,15 
Alternative 9 47,15 3,22 12,41 79,07 
Alternative A 100,00 99,99 100,00 0,00 
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As presented in Table 32 both the single metrics of flexibility as well as the combined flexibility 
value illustrate that there are huge differences in the level of flexibility provided by different 
alternative SUDS solutions. So, the alternative solution Nr. 17 is nearly as inflexible as the 
conventional combined sewer system. The best flexibility is offered by the alternative solutions Nr 
3 and 13, which have a huge range of change and a low regret for performance and costs. The 
alternative solutions Nr. 6 and 9 are somehow limited in their flexibility, and because of a medium 
regret for the range of change, a medium regret for performance and a medium regret for the 
costs of change. The alternative solutions 7, 8 provide only a low flexibility (because of a high 
regret for the performance, the costs and the range of change) even if they are still more flexible 
than the conventional drainage system. A preliminary conclusion is that SUDS do not 
automatically offer a huge flexibility but rather some alternative SUDS solutions provide a better 
flexibility than other. In addition there is no direct correlation between the ranking of the flexibility 
of the alternative solutions based on the preliminary assessment and the detailed measurement 
of flexibility. In the preliminary assessment the alternative solution 7 is considered as high 
flexibility where as in the detailed measurement of flexibility only a medium flexibility is described.  
 
4.3.6 Hypotheses Testing Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
In the following a significance test is used to determine if there is a significant correlation between 
the measured flexibility of the alternative solutions and the hypotheses of the principles of flexible 
design analyzed in the scoping assessment. The hypotheses regarding the principles of flexible 
design should be verified or rejected. As a result of the significance test, it is shown which 
principles of flexible design (and related indicators) can be used to identify alternative solutions of 
urban drainage systems that provide a high flexibility.  
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4.3.6.1 Significance Test Principles of Flexible Design 
The significance test follows the steps as described by Diekmann (2002). In the first step the 
hypotheses to be tested are formulated. The hypotheses are already developed and presented in 
Chapter 4.2.10. in general, the hypothesis assumes that there is a correlation between the 
indicators representing the different principles of flexible designs for urban drainage systems and 
the measured flexibility of the alternative solutions. The hypothesis only describes a relationship 
in one direction. So only the mistake that an indicator indicates a high flexibility but the alternative 
solution only provides a low flexibility should be avoided. The other mistake that an alternative 
solution with a high flexibility is not identified by the indicator is not considered. Such a mistake 
could be explained by the case that the high flexibility is not provided by the considered principles 
of flexible design but from another principle of flexible design. Hence not all alternative solutions 
with a high flexibility could be identified by each indicator. In addition a 0 hypothesis has to be 
considered. The generic 0 hypothesis is that drainage system with a high or low value for the 
principles of flexible designs provides the same average degree of flexibility. The systematic of 
the significant test is that only if the 0 hypothesis can be rejected with a high degree of confidence 
the original hypothesis that a certain statistical relationship exists is accepted (Diekmann 2002).  
 
In the second step the appropriate test method for the significance test is selected. In the case 
study two significance test are applied, a chi-square-test and a student’s t-test. In addition also 
the correlation between the indicators of flexibility and the measured flexibility is analyzed. 
 
A common test method to assess the relationship between two variables (the value of the 
detailed measurement of flexibility and the value of the indicator of the principles of flexible 
design) is the chi-square-test (also termed four-fold test). For performing the chi-square test the 
flexibility values as well as the indicator values of the different alternative solutions have to be 
grouped into two categories high and low flexibility. Then the correlation between high and low 
flexibility values and high and low indicator values can be tested in the chi-square-test. The 
hypothesis that a high value of flexibility correlate with high values for the indicators is tested. The 
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values 100 – 81 of the measurement of flexibility and the indicators are considered as high 
flexibility, the values 80-0 as low flexibility. As result of the chi-square-test the test value X
2
 is 
calculated. The following equation was taken from Diekmann (2002). 
 
   
            
                     
                                  Equation 4.37 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Matrix for chi-square test 
 
where:  
X
2
 = chi-square test value 
Z and Y = parameters considered for comparison  
a = number of elements with the parameter z1 and parameter y1 
b = number of elements with the parameter z2 and parameter y1 
c = number of elements with the parameter z1 and parameter y2 
d = number of elements with the parameter z2 and parameter y2 
 
In addition the linear correlation between the paired values (the value of the detailed 
measurement of flexibility and the value of the indicator of the principles of flexible designs for 
different alternative solutions) are assessed. For this test the values do not have to be grouped 
into categories (high or low flexibility) as in the chi-square-test. Rather the linear correlation 
between the two values is measured directly. The linear correlation is described by R
2
 the 
coefficient of determination least square regression. A R
2
 of 0 means that there is no correlation 
between the two values, whereas a value of 1 indicates that there is a direct linear correlation. 
 
 Z 
 
 Z1 Z2 Sum 
Y Y1 a b a+b 
Y2 c d c+d 
Sum a+c b+d n=a+b+c+d 
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Nevertheless this correlation coefficient is not a significance test as not the statistical significance 
of the linear relationship is analyzed. Hence based on the R
2
 value a F-test as significance test is 
done. As the significance test bases on statistical parameters, it can test can be applied without 
grouping the results into categories. The f test value could be directly calculated from the R
2
 
value based on the equation below. The following equation was taken from Dette (2012). 
 
  
    
                
                                        Equation 4.38 
 
where:  
F = f-test value 
R
2
 = coefficient of determination least square regression 
n = total number of values 
k = number of regressors 
 
In the third step the significance level (probability of error) for accepting or rejecting the 0 
hypothesis as true is defined. Typical values for significance levels are 99% or 95% describing 
the percentile of the population with less than or equal to a score of standard deviations below or 
above the mean. In the significance test there are two types of mistakes (Diekmann 2002). The 
type one mistake (or alpha mistake) describes the probability that the 0 hypothesis is rejected 
even if true. This would be a wrong positive result of the test. The type 2 mistake (or beta 
mistake) describes the probability that the 0 hypothesis is still kept even if the 0 hypothesis is 
wrong. This is the mistake that a real existing relationship is not accepted. So the acceptance of 
the 0 hypothesis is no evidence or proof that no relationship exists. The both mistakes are 
complementary to each other. In other words if the risk of a type 1 mistake is minimized the risk of 
a type 2 mistake is maximized. For the verification of the principles of flexible designs a 
conservative approach is to minimize the type 1 mistake by choosing a high significance level and 
to accept a high type 2 mistake so that a reliable advice about suitable principles of flexible 
designs for sustainable urban drainage systems can be provided. Because of the small size of 
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the sample, a significance level of 95% is selected which still allows the rejection of the 0 
hypothesis. For an intended significance level of 95% the test value X
2
 is 3.84 (for one degree of 
freedom) and the F-test value is 3.7870 (for 7 numerator and denominator of freedom).  
 
The final step of the significance test must make a decision regarding whether or not the 0 
hypothesis will be accepted or rejected. If the calculated test value is outside the area described 
by the significance level (described by the X
2
 value of 3,84 or the F test value of 3,787), the 0 
hypothesis will be rejected, and the original hypothesis will be accepted as true (Diekmann 2002). 
The result indicates that the correlation between the flexibility value from the detailed 
measurement of flexibility and the indicator describing a principle of flexible design is statistically 
significant. Lastly, the principles of flexible design are considered as verified.  
 
The results of the chi-square test for the hypotheses of the different principles of flexible designs 
are presented in Table 33.  
 
Table 33. Results chi-square test for different principles of flexible designs ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
 Mod Pla Dec LSP Cflex Scal FlexE Com 1 
X
2
 1.60 4,44 0,18 0,03 1,60 0,89 8,00 0.89 
  
0 hypothesis 
rejected 
    
0 hypothesis 
rejected 
 
 
For the flexibility principles 'platform design' and 'flexible elements,' the X
2
 value is outside the 
significance level of 3,84, so that for these principles the 0 hypothesis could be rejected. For 
these flexibility principles, statistically significant relationships with the measured flexibility exist. 
The sensitivity of this result is evaluated in relation to the selected threshold value of 80% to 
group the measured flexibility and flexibility indicators into the two groups of high and low 
flexibility. As a sensitivity test, the threshold values of 90%, 70%, and 60% are also assessed. 
The principle 'platform design' shows a significant result for the threshold values of 90%, 80%, 
and 70%; the principle 'flexible elements' shows significant results for the threshold values of 
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90%, 80%, 70%, and 60%; and thus the results are insensitive against a change of the threshold 
value. 
 
The next steps tests to determine if there is a linear correlation between the measured flexibility 
and the values of the flexibility indicators. The results of the R
2
 coefficient of determination least 
square regression and the F test value for the different indicators are presented in Table 34.  
 
Table 34. Results R
2
 and F-test for different principles of flexible designs ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
 Mod Pla Dec LSP Cflex Scal FlexE Com 1 
R
2
 0,35 0,62 0,44 0,38 0,65 0,51 0,89 0,74 
F value 1,34 4,16 1,99 1,54 4,73 2,58 19,88 7.27 
  
0 hypo-
thesis 
rejected 
  
0 hypo-
thesis 
rejected 
 
0 hypo-
thesis 
rejected 
0 hypo-
thesis 
rejected 
 
The coefficient of determination least square regression R
2
 and f test illustrates that there is 
significant linear relationship between the measured flexibility values and the values of the 
indicators 'platform design', 'costs', 'flexible elements' and 'combination of principles of flexible 
designs'. For these principles the F test values are outside the significance level of 3,787 so that 
for these principles the 0 hypothesis could be rejected with a high degree of confidence. In 
addition a comparable significance test based on the correlation coefficient of Pearson (p) and a 
t-test (t value) was done, also indicating a significant linear correlation for the four potential 
principles of flexible designs identified above.  
 
4.3.6.2 Discussion Results Significance Test 
The results of the significance test have to be interpretated with caution, as only one case study, 
with a low number of 8 samples, was used for the test. Nevertheless, the significance test does 
provide a first indication of which potential principles of flexible designs for urban drainage 
systems exist.   
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For two principles of flexible designs 'platform design' and 'flexible elements,' the 0-hypothesis 
can be rejected with a high degree of confidence, and the original hypothesis can be verified with 
both significance tests. The verified principles of flexible designs are described below:  
 Platform design: The principles of flexible design 'platform design' could be verified using the 
chi-square-test as well as the f-test. The basic principle of flexible platform design is to 
subdivide the urban drainage system into elements that could be changed with low effort 
during time and elements which will be rigid and to optimize both types of elements in their 
specific performance. For example ditches with high change costs are designed with buffer 
capacity while retention areas with low change costs are equipped with flexibility options. The 
design principle of platform design incorporates principles of flexible designs such a 
modularity or flexible elements to reduce the change propagation between elements and to 
minimize the adaptation costs for single elements. The principles of flexible design 'platform 
design' can be easily translated into design principles. The indicator for platform design can 
be used to identify alternative solutions of urban drainage systems, which offer a high degree 
of flexibility (compare Chapter 4.2.2). The indicator is calculated for static conditions and can 
be easily applied during design processes. The elements which are suitable or not suitable 
for flexibility are identified. Than these elements are equipped with either with flexibility 
options or tolerance margins for robustness. Nevertheless there is the challenge that the 
indicator for platform design includes some subjective factors. So it is difficult to justify the 
selection of the threshold value for the costs to differentiate between robust and flexible 
elements.  
 Flexible elements: The hypothesis that an urban drainage system is flexible, when it includes 
SUDS elements, which provide a high flexibility, can be verified in the chi-square-test. In 
addition the f-test shows that there is a significant linear correlation between the measured 
flexibility and the indicator 'flexible elements'. The flexibility of the component elements of the 
urban drainage system has a huge influence on the overall flexibility of the systems. So the 
scalability of the single SUDS elements provided by preparatory measures such as the 
provision of extension space or by the retrofitting potential of the element is of high 
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importance for the flexibility of the urban drainage system. The assessment of the flexibility 
provided by the single elements is presented in Chapter 4.3.8. In the assessment the 
different dimensions of flexibility range of change, performance, costs of adaptation and 
duration of adaptation. It is considered if the elements enable to react on an increase as well 
as decrease of the runoff. The elements should offer a comparable performance before and 
after the change process. In addition the possible cost savings of the flexibility options for the 
whole life-cycle of the management element for uncertain future drivers are analyzed. Finally 
the duration of the change process is assessed, considering the actual duration of the 
change process and the danger of delays of the implementation process. The principles of 
flexible design 'flexible elements' can be used as design criteria. So during the design 
process the elements of urban drainage systems such as retention ponds or infiltration 
swales should be selected, which provide a huge flexibility as presented in the list in Chapter 
4.2.8.  
 
For two potential principles of flexible designs, 'combination of principles of flexible designs' and 
'costs,' only the f-test can reject the 0-hypothesis with a high degree of confidence to verify the 
original hypothesis. However, the medium R
2
 value for these principles of flexible designs 
(compared with the other options) indicates that even if it is significant, only a limited linear 
correlation exists. There are therefore doubts of whether these principles of flexible designs 
provide a good indication of the flexibility provided by the alternative solution.  
 Cost efficiency: In the case study analysis the principles of flexible design 'cost efficiency' 
could only be verified with one out of two significance test. The principles of flexible design 
bases on the assumption that the lower the danger of stranded investment (based on the 
initial investment costs) of an urban drainage system the higher the flexibility. The danger of 
stranded investment is calculated with the initial investment costs (including initial costs for 
the drainage systems as well as the preparation of the flexibility options) and the total life 
span of the system. In the case study for all alternative solutions of sustainable urban 
drainage systems the same average life span was considered, so that only the difference in 
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the initial investment costs affect the indicator. The problem is that the investment costs alone 
are not sufficient to identify alternative solutions with a high flexibility. So this indicator does 
not include the actual change costs and the performance of the system both relevant for 
flexibility. For example infiltration areas have low initial investment costs but do not offer a 
high flexibility. Not all cost effective elements provide a huge flexibility, on the contrary some 
approaches to reduce the investment costs such as reduced dimension of elements even 
limit flexibility. Despite the high importance of costs for the flexibility of urban drainage 
systems the factor investment costs alone is not sufficient to generate a flexible design of 
urban drainage systems.  
 Combined flexibility value: The hypothesis that alternative solutions with the combination of 
different flexibility principles offer a higher flexibility than an alternative, which only offers one 
flexibility principle, could only be verified in one out of two significance tests. In the case study 
the combination of the principles of flexible designs modularity, platform design, decentralized 
structure, cost efficiency, low degree of specialization, scalability and flexible elements was 
tested. In this design principle the provided flexibility is not traced backed to single 
characteristics of the system or a principles of flexible design but a combination of different 
principles of flexible designs. But the combination of different verified and unverified potential 
principles of flexible designs does not provide a good indication about the flexibility of 
alternative solutions. In addition there is the problem that this design principle could not be 
easily applied during design processes because several principles of flexible designs have to 
be considered at the same time.  
 
For the other potential principles of flexible designs, the 0-hypothesis cannot be rejected with a 
high degree of confidence. As such, the original hypotheses are not accepted, and the principles 
of flexible designs cannot be verified. For most of these principles, expectations and loopholes 
are obvious. These provide explanations, why these principles of flexible designs are not always 
correlated with a high flexibility of the urban drainage system. As a consequence, these principles 
of flexible designs are not suited to reliably identify alternative solutions with a high flexibility:  
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 Modularity: The design principle modularity alone is not a reliable principles of flexible design 
for urban drainage systems. This is obvious on the example of SUDS, which on the one hand 
nearly all have a high modularity, but on the other hand not all SUDS provide a huge 
flexibility. The option modularity is focused on minimizing the change propagation between 
the different modules, so that the modules can be changed without affecting other modules. 
Nevertheless the problem is that the indicator does not consider how easy the modules 
themselves can be changed. So a module consisting of infiltration swales can be changed 
easier than a module based on green roofs. Hence the design principle modularity itself is not 
suitable to generate a flexible design for urban drainage systems. Rather a combination of 
the principle of modularity with other principles of flexible designs is required.  
 Decentralized structure: In this case study the principles of flexible design 'decentralized 
structure' cannot be verified. To avoid misunderstandings this result does not mean that 
decentralized urban drainage systems cannot be flexible but rather that decentralized urban 
drainage systems do not automatically provide a flexible design. The principles of flexible 
design 'decentralized structure' focuses on the size of the catchment area and the degree of 
connectivity of the different elements in the urban drainage systems. As result the change 
propagation between the drainage elements is reduced. Nevertheless the hypothesis that the 
smaller the catchment area is, the higher the flexibility of the urban drainage systems could 
not be proofed. A reason could be that the principles of flexible design do not consider the 
type of drainage elements. In addition there is the problem that the scenarios tested in the 
case study consider a uniform amount of change for the whole quarter. As consequences 
possible advances of the principles of flexible design ‘decentralized structure’, a tailored 
reaction on small scale changes was not assessed. To verify this, it should be analyzed, if the 
principles of flexible design provide a better performance, when scenarios with small scale 
changes are considered.  
 Real time control: The principle of flexible design ‘real-time-control’ was not considered in this 
case study analysis. The principles of flexible design should be tested in another analysis.  
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 Low degree of specialization: The principles of flexible design 'low degree of specialization' 
could not be verified in the case study. The option bases on the assumption that a system 
with a high homogeneity of performance for different objectives (a good performance of the 
system for different objectives) provides a huge flexibility, because it is easier to change 
between different objectives. Nevertheless the case study analysis illustrates, that a high 
homogeneity is not always associated with a high flexibility. The potential for multiple uses is 
mainly steered by the implemented SUDS elements. So certain SUDS elements such as 
retention ponds or infiltration swales have a better potential to serve several objectives than 
other SUDS elements such as infiltration trench systems. Nevertheless the results of the 
case study illustrate, that not all SUDS elements, which offer a high homogeneity of 
performance also offers a high flexibility. So retention ponds offer high potential for multiple 
uses, but only have a limited flexibility. Hence a high homogeneity of performance not always 
provides a high flexibility, so that the principle of flexible design is rejected as design criteria 
for flexible design. This is why the recommendation of Helm (2007) that homogeneity of 
performance is associated with high flexibility could not be verified.  
 Scalability: The hypothesis for the principles of flexible design scalability could not be verified. 
A reason for the missing verification could be, that in the case study no scenario with an 
increase of the settlement was considered, for which the design principle of scalability is 
tailored. In addition there is the question if the selected indicator provides a suitable 
representation of the principles of flexible design scalability. The indicator describing the 
homogeneity of the change cost bases on the assumption that a high flexibility is provided, 
when there are no financial bottlenecks for the scalability of the systems. In other words it 
should be avoided that the most elements of the urban drainage system are easy to change 
but there is few elements with high change costs, which then dominate the overall change 
costs. In addition the indicator only considers the homogeneity of the change costs, but do 
not consider the height of the cost itself. As result the principles of flexible design cannot be 
verified and hence cannot be recommended as design criteria to created flexible urban 
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drainage systems. Nevertheless the principles of flexible design scalability should be tested 
again, using other scenarios considering the growth of the settlement. 
 
4.4 Optimizing the Flexible Design of Urban Drainage Systems 
This chapter has described how the verified principles of flexible design can contribute to the 
optimization of the flexible design in an urban drainage system. According to Diwekar (2000), the 
aim of optimization is to identify the value of decision variables (of urban drainage systems) which 
maximizes the objective function (the life-cycle costs of the urban drainage system) of urban 
drainage systems, as well as ensuring that the system operates within defined limits represented 
by constraints (the performance of the urban drainage system).  
 
This dissertation focuses on optimizing the effort needed to meet a certain degree of required 
flexibility (minimal effort for maximal achieved flexibility). In the following a framework to optimize 
the flexible design of urban drainage systems is presented. In addition the interactions affecting 
the integrated optimization of flexible urban drainage system and other urban infrastructure 
system are analyzed. 
 
4.4.1 Framework to Optimize the Flexible Design of Urban Drainage Systems 
Based on the framework for the measurement of flexibility developed in Chapter 3, an 
optimization of the flexible design of an urban drainage system has been provided in this chapter.  
 
This optimization framework can be applied within the concept of genetic algorithm. A huge 
number of alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems are systematically 
created, and these alternatives can be tested so as to identify which alternative provides the 
greatest amount flexibility for changing future conditions. More details about the genetic algorithm 
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approach for flexible design are presented in Silver & de Weck (2007), Engel & Browning (2006), 
de Neufville & Hassan (2006) or de Neufville & Cardin (2008).  
 
In the following section, a framework for the optimization process is presented. The framework 
illustrates the ways that the verified principles of flexible design can be used to optimize flexibility 
of urban drainage systems. This is only a theoretical framework —an application of an 
optimization algorithm within the scope of this dissertation is not intended here. The framework 
below describes the optimization of flexible design of urban drainage systems and includes the 
following steps (Figure 44):     
 Step 1 - Generation of future scenarios: The required flexibility resulting from the severe 
future uncertainties is first identified. In the framework the required flexibility is described by 
different future scenarios as presented in Chapter 2. 
 Step 2 - Generation of alternative solutions: Different alternative solutions for the design of 
urban drainage systems are developed. To facilitate a successful optimization a huge number 
of possible alternative solutions should be generated. A massive solution space should be 
provided from which the optimal solution is identified. The verified principles for the flexible 
design of urban drainage systems can be used as a guide so as to design promising 
alternative solutions.  The design principles and associated indicators give guidance and 
recommendations on how to design an urban drainage system which provides good flexibility. 
Based on the verified principles for flexible design such as ‘platform design’ and ‘flexible 
elements’, the following recommendations for the flexible design of urban drainage systems 
are posited. Due to the principle of platform design, the elements of the urban drainage 
system should be classified as either flexible elements which should be changed during the 
life span of the system or robust elements which should not change at all. Flexibility options 
for the flexible elements have to be provided so as to absorb altering basic conditions and to 
minimize the change propagated through the system. The flexibility is either provided by 
preparatory measures, such as an extension space, or the retrofitting potential of the 
management elements. The preconditions necessary for the utilization of flexibility options, 
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such as the space required for an increase in size of a retention basin, should be considered 
in the design. In terms of the robust elements, enough buffer capacity should be assessed 
such that the full potential of the flexibility options can be used. In addition, based on the 
principle of ‘flexible elements,’ management elements for sustainable urban drainage 
systems should be selected which provide a huge amount of flexibility. Though as many 
elements as possible which provide extensive flexibility (such as infiltration swales and 
retention basins which have a high EOFI value compare Table 21) should be included in the 
design of the alternative solutions of urban drainage systems, care must be taken to minimize 
the elements which have a limited flexibility (such as green roofs or infiltration trench 
systems). 
 Step 3 - Filter promising solutions: A quick assessment and filtering process should reveal 
the most promising (in terms of flexibility) alternative solutions for the design of urban 
drainage systems—this filtering process reduces the effort required in step 4. The identified 
principles of flexible design, and the associated static indicators, can be used to identify the 
most promising alternative solutions. An advantage of the static indicators is that they 
facilitate the work-saving identification of flexibility options, and they do not require lengthy 
testing (such as investigating different time steps and different future scenarios). However, 
the verified indicators provide an optimization function which could contain several peaks; 
therefore, several alternative solutions can have a maximum value for ‘platform design’ or 
maximum value for ‘flexible elements’. These alternative solutions, each with a high indicator 
value, still have minor differences in the flexibility provided. In short, it is not possible to 
determine which alternative solution is the best using the indicators. As such, the verified 
indicators for the flexibility options only help to classify alternative solutions as having either 
high or low flexibility; they cannot determine the alternative solution with the maximum 
flexibility. In other words, verified indicators provide the possibility to identify urban drainage 
systems with good flexibility (a feasible alternative solution), but they do not help to optimize 
the flexibility of urban drainage systems. Thus, while these indicators are suitable for filtering 
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promising solutions, they cannot be utilized to achieve the final optimization of the flexible 
design. 
 Step 4 - Measurement of flexibility: For the promising alternative solutions for the flexible 
design of urban drainage systems, the provided flexibility is measured in detail using the 
measurement approach presented and developed in Chapter 3. The effects of the different 
future scenarios on the performance, as well as the life-cycle costs of the different alternative 
solutions, are modeled in time steps using an effect model (e.g. a hydrological runoff model). 
At every time step the system is reviewed in order to deem whether a change of the system 
is necessary. The implementation of flexibility options is considered when the system 
performance falls below the established trigger level. The results of the different time steps, 
different alternative solutions and different future scenarios are aggregated into one value per 
alternative solution. The calculation of the metrics ‘range of change’, ‘performance’ and ‘effort 
of change’ is described above. The maximum regret of the ‘range of change’, ‘performance’ 
and ‘effort of change’ is then calculated. 
 Step 5 - Selection of optimal solution: The different metrics of flexibility are compared for 
each of the alternative solutions. The alternative solution which minimizes the regret of 
performance, the regret for the effort of change and the regret for the range of change (as 
compared to the other alternative solutions) has the highest flexibility. In other words, the 
system alternative of urban drainage systems, which minimizes the disadvantage for the 
different future scenarios and maximizes the intended performance has the highest flexibility. 
The possible statements about the flexibility of two alternative solutions for the design of 
urban drainage systems are summarized in Table 5 in Chapter 3. With a pairwise comparison 
the alternative solution for the design of urban drainage systems with the highest flexibility 
can be identified 
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Figure 44. Framework for the optimization of flexible design of urban drainage systems 
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4.4.2 Application of the Framework 
The following section presents the application of the framework to optimize the flexible design of 
urban drainage system in new land use areas. Each step, the applicable calculation methods, 
performance models and their data requirements are described.  
 
Step 0 – Preparation of the optimization process:  
 The object of the analysis, that is the urban drainage system, has to be defined with respect 
to the spatial, functional and temporal boundaries of the system. The boundaries of the urban 
drainage system as well as the boundaries of the system environment to be considered are 
described.  
 The relevant stakeholders are included in the analysis right from the beginning. A profound 
and early stakeholder engagement could improve the acceptance of the assessment results. 
Relevant stakeholders include: key decision makers, utility providers, urban planners, 
landscape designers, environmental groups, citizens groups etc. The process of stakeholder 
analysis as described by Butterworth et al. (2011) can be used to support the identification of 
all relevant stakeholders. The stakeholders should be included in the different steps of the 
optimization framework. 
 
Steps 1 – Generation of future scenarios for the urban drainage systems:  
 The future change pressures affecting the performance of the urban drainage system have to 
be identified. The generic list of possible future change drivers presented in Chapter 2.4 
could be used as a starting point for the analysis. The available local predictions for the 
different future change drivers have to be identified. These include but not limited to regional 
climate models, population forecasts, strategic planning documents and predictions of traffic 
demand. For all change drivers the range of the predicted future trends and the level of 
uncertainties associated with the predictions are documented.  
 The identified future change drivers are combined to represent consistent future scenarios. 
The generic scenario storylines presented in Chapter 2.5 can serve as starting points for the 
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assessment. These generic storylines should be tailored for the local conditions. In the 
development of the scenarios all change drivers should be considered also including the 
drivers for which no sufficient predictions exist. The scenarios should describe the range of 
the expected future development for the whole operational life span of the urban drainage 
system in time steps. And hence the required flexibility of the urban drainage system is 
described. For further details of the development of the scenarios refer to Chapter 2.5 and 
Fuerst & Scholles (2008). The stakeholders should be included in the identification of the 
future change drivers and the scenarios. It has to be decided if the future change drivers and 
associated uncertainties are so high, that they justify the development of flexible urban 
drainage system.  
 
Step 2 - Generation of alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system: 
 Alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system for the development site are 
generated. In the design process local regulations and codes for the design of urban 
drainage system are considered. In addition, local conditions such as topography, geo-
hydrological characteristics, urban structure, and requirements of receiving water bodies are 
identified, that influence the design of urban drainage system. The decision tree presented in 
Chapter 4.3.2 could support the systematic development of a broad range of different 
alternative solutions. The principles of flexible design ‘platform design‘ and ‘flexible elements‘ 
can be used to support the design of alternative solutions that provide high flexibility. It could 
also be useful to consider benchmarking alternatives (e.g. conventional solutions), in order to 
assess the flexibility provided by the promising alternative solutions at a later stage.  
 The alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system have to be planned and 
dimensioned for the current conditions. The optimal design of the alternative solutions is 
generated in an iterative process supported by an effect modeling. Effect models (e.g. a 
hydrological runoff model or a pollution flow model) for the qualitative and quantitative 
performance of the urban drainage system has to be developed. In addition, evaluation 
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frameworks for performance criteria that could not be calculated with effect models (e.g. the 
ecological and social performance of urban drainage systems) have to be developed.  
 For the performance modeling of urban drainage systems different hydrological runoff models 
such as EPA SWMM, STORM or MIKE URBAN MOUSE can be used. The key data required 
for the development of the hydrological runoff model include: local IDF curves, local long term 
rainfall series, map of the planned settlement, record of the roof, street and paved surface 
area, topography of the site, conditions of the receiving water body, soil characteristics (in 
particular infiltration rate), hydrological soil groups, level and state of upper groundwater 
tables, climate conditions, long term temperature series, evaporation rate. For detailed data 
requirements of the different hydrological runoff models refer to the specific program 
documentation as there are minor differences depending on the applied calculation model.  
 For each alternative solution a cost model is developed to facilitate the consideration of the 
cost implications in the early design stage. The life cycle cost of the alternative solutions is 
estimated considering local unit costs. The development of the cost model could be 
supported by tools such as ECO SWM, which enable the calculation of the net present value 
of the life-cycle cost and provide already in built data bases of unit costs for the elements of 
urban drainage system. For detailed data requirements refer to the program documentation 
(Ingenieurgesellschaft Sieker, 2007).  
 The performance of the urban drainage system is assessed with a multi-criteria analysis such 
as an utility value analysis. The basic information required for the utility value analysis has to 
be collected. The detailed requirements for the application of multi criteria analysis are listed 
in Appendix A. The multi criteria analysis can be supported by the ‘COFAS tool‘ developed in 
the SWITCH project (Peters et al., 2011). A possible set of hierarchical objectives, indicators 
and associated utility functions for urban drainage systems are presented in Appendix A. 
Since all objectives do not have the same importance and hence do not have the same 
contribution to the overall performance of the system, weighting factors for the different 
objectives and their related indicators have to be developed. It should be discussed with the 
stakeholders if all relevant performance objectives are identified or if additional criteria should 
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be considered. In addition, the weighting of the different performance indicators should be 
decided by the stakeholders. The weighting process should be supported by the concept of 
pair wise comparison allowing to identify a sound weighting for each performance indicator. 
In this regard two possible solutions can be expected: i) all stakeholders can agree on a 
common weighting, and ii) there could be deviating weightings provided by different 
stakeholder groups reflecting their differing priorities.  
 The range of operation with the intended performance and the minimum performance 
demands are defined for the urban drainage system. The intended performance describes 
the expected upper boundary the system should perform. The minimum performance 
demand describes the lower boundary and serves as a trigger impulse for the implementation 
of the flexibility options. The trigger criterion indicates, for which change of performance an 
adaptation of the system is required. For urban drainage systems, different trigger criteria for 
hydraulic performance, water quality, ecological demands and social demands have to be 
considered. The trigger demands can be deduced from minimum performance requirements 
of urban drainage systems as stipulated in guidelines and regulations presented in Appendix 
A. The range of operation should be tailored for the local conditions and should be discussed 
with the stakeholders.  
 
Step 3 - Filtering promising solutions for the design of the urban drainage system: 
 The most promising alternative solutions for flexible design of urban drainage system should 
be filtered from the huge range of possible alternative solutions identified in step 2. The 
verified principles of flexible design ‚platform design‘ and ‚flexible elements‘ can support the 
identification of promising solutions. The filtering is supported by the spreadsheets for the 
different principles of flexible design presented in Appendix E. The application of the 
principles of flexible design is described in Chapters 4.2.2 and 4.2.8. In the principle of 
‚platform design‘ it is required to estimate the adaptation and investment costs of the system 
as well as identify the elements which need to be changed in order to cope with increasing 
performance, using the hydrological runoff model developed in step 2. The principle of 
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‚flexible elements‘ requires a detailed list of all performance elements of the urban drainage 
system and should refer to the values of the EFOI index of the single elements as presented 
in Table 21. Based on the results of the scoping assessment, the most promising alternative 
solutions are identified. As the principles of flexible design may indicate a high value for 
several alternative solutions all promising solutions should be included in the detailed 
measurement of flexibility. In addition possible benchmarking alternatives should be 
considered. 
 
Step 4a - Measurement of flexibility by modeling the performance of the urban drainage systems:  
 The performance and cost of the alternative solutions selected in step 3 have to be calculated 
for all future scenarios developed in step 1. The performance and costs are calculated in time 
steps, considering the changing input factors as described by the scenarios. The length of the 
considered time steps has to be agreed, balancing between shorter time steps (providing 
more detailed results but requiring a higher calculation effort) and longer time steps (with less 
detailed results but shorter calculation time). Time steps between 10 and 20 years are 
recommended, depending on the local requirements such as the expected speed of the 
future change drivers considered. The calculation process is guided by the flow diagram 
shown in Figure 23 as documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4. For each time step it is tested whether 
the implementation of flexibility options is required or not. The hydrological runoff model and 
the cost model have to be run in several iterations to calculate the values describing the 
quality of performance over time and the detailed cost components of the life cycle costs. The 
result of the performance and cost estimates for the different time steps should be 
documented in the spreadsheet developed in Chapter 3.3.3.4 and presented in Appendices D 
and F.  
 
Step 4b - Measurement of flexibility by aggregating the results of the effect modeling: 
 The performance and costs for the different alternative solutions, future scenarios and time 
steps calculated in step 4a are aggregated to the metrics of flexibility, ‘regret range of 
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change‘, ‘regret performance‘ and ‘regret effort of change‘. The equations and calculation 
process for the single metrics of flexibility are documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4. The 
aggregation is supported by the spreadsheets documented in Chapter 3.3.3.4 and 
Appendices D and F. For each alternative solution, the values of the three metrics of flexibility 
are documented. The results of the different calculation steps should be documented so that 
the stakeholders could follow the calculation process in order to increase the acceptance of 
the results.  
 
Step 5 – Selection of optimal solution for the design of the urban drainage system: 
 Based on the three metrics of flexibility, the alternative solution that provides the highest 
flexibility is identified. The best alternative solution is identified by a staged pair-wise 
comparison of all alternative solutions using Table 5 as decision criterion. As a result, the 
alternative solution that provides the optimal flexibility (out of the alternative solutions 
developed in step 2) is identified. The ranking of the alternative solutions, the metrics of 
flexibility and possible comparison with the benchmarking alternative should be presented to 
the stakeholders and decision makers for final decision.  
 The following steps for the management and operation of flexible urban drainage systems are 
presented in Figure 21. They present the required steps for the implementation monitoring 
and realization of flexibility options for the operational life span of the urban drainage system. 
Flexible urban drainage systems are not one time investment decision but require a 
continuous management, monitoring and operation of the system. 
 
4.4.3 Integrated Optimization of Flexible Urban Drainage System and Other Urban 
Infrastructure Systems 
While developing new land-use areas, besides urban drainage systems, other public 
infrastructure systems are also designed at the same time (sewerage systems, water distribution 
system, traffic system, energy supply, solid waste management, landscape design etc.). There 
are reciprocal interactions between urban drainage system and other urban services as well as 
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urban planning. Hence the flexibility of urban drainage systems could not be optimized without 
consideration or even at the expense of urban planning and other urban services. In order to 
facilitate the consideration of the interactions a short overview on the synergies and antagonism 
of flexible urban drainage systems with traffic systems, energy system, water distribution system, 
sewerage systems, solid waste management, landscape design and urban planning is presented 
below. It analyses the effect of the identified urban drainage systems with a high flexibility (semi-
central sustainable urban drainage systems, with platform design) on other sub-systems.  
 
Water supply: As long as the water distribution system is operated with a low leakage rate, high 
pressure and continuous water supply, there are no negative interactions (such as cross-
contamination of pollutants) between the urban drainage system and the water distribution 
system (Guijer 2006). Nevertheless rainwater harvesting has to be considered as a possible 
alternative water source where runoff from roofs is collected, stored in cisterns and is consumed 
for non-portable water uses (such as garden irrigation, toilet flushing).  Rainwater harvesting 
reduces the consumption of conventional water sources and could increase the capability of the 
water distribution system to cope with an increasing water demand. As a result, it could provide 
some flexibility for the water distribution system to cope with a changing demand. Nevertheless, 
the flexibility provided by rainwater harvesting systems for urban drainage system is limited, as 
rainwater harvesting only provides a small additional retention volume (Butler & Davies 2004). So 
rainwater harvesting aims to keep its storage volume as full as possible (to bridge droughts) 
whereas drainage systems require an empty retention volume to reduce the runoff. As result the 
synergies between rainwater harvesting and flexible urban drainage system are limited. 
 
Sewerage systems: As long as the sewage and the runoff are not mixed in a combined sewer 
system, there are no negative interactions between urban drainage system and the sewerage 
system (Guijer 2006). In recent years point source pollution load from sewerage system into 
receiving water bodies has been successfully reduced in many countries. Consequently the 
increasing importance of reducing non-point source pollution load caused by urban drainage 
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system is being observed. Since sustainable urban drainage system, which provides a high 
flexibility, also reduces pollution load (Revitt et al. 2003), synergies between flexible urban 
drainage system and water pollution control are expected.  
 
Traffic system: There are several interactions between the traffic system and urban drainage 
system in settlements. Paved surface of the streets and parking lots directly affect the volume of 
runoff and hence the dimensions of the urban drainage system. In addition, a good drainage of 
street areas is a precondition for a high traffic safety (avoid aquaplaning, reduce stopping 
distance, good visibility etc.). Furthermore the pollution load from streets is a major source of 
pollutants (such as heavy metals) for urban drainage system and determines the required 
treatment of the runoff (Revitt et al. 2003). The impact of the interactions between flexible traffic 
systems and urban drainage system is described below. 
 
In order to ensure flexible traffic systems, the road area has to be adapted to changing traffic 
volumes. If the traffic volume increases the capacity of the streets has to be improved, which 
could require additional road area. On the other hand, a decreasing traffic volume could result in 
a reduction of the road area (reduction of the number or width of lanes) in order to use the space 
more efficiently and avoid the speeding of vehicles. This change of the road area would have a 
direct impact on the runoff and the required dimensions of the urban drainage system, which 
indicates direct change propagation from traffic system to urban drainage system.  
 
In residential and commercial settlements parking areas significantly contribute to the paved area 
of the traffic system. During the life span of many new residential development sites there are 
huge changes in space demand for parking. For example, when young families first move into the 
settlement there is a demand for 1-2 cars per family. When the children grow up the demand may 
increase up to 2-4 cars per family. This demand will reduce significantly once the children leave 
their parent‘s home. Hence in particular in settlements with homogeneous age groups (which is 
quite common for new development sites), there is a high fluctuation of the demand for parking 
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space (Mehlhorn 2001). In order to cope with this changing demand, flexible solutions for the 
provision of parking space are required to bridge the peak demand and reduce the change 
propagation to the urban drainage system. A solution could be to design temporary parking space 
with pervious pavement so that the increase in runoff is reduced and only a minor increase of the 
urban drainage system is required.  
 
Traffic and urban drainage system are the main technical infrastructure system shaping the 
design of the open space in settlements and their capacities are correlated with the space 
demand. Consequently, the most flexibility options for both systems are associated with a space 
demand. Hence there could be conflicts for the implementation of flexibility options when both 
systems have to be adapted at the same time (which is not unlikely as there is change 
propagation as discussed above). In order to avoid such competition for space, flexibility options 
should be identified, which can accommodate both demands. A possible solution could be the 
use of traffic space (for example overflow parking lots) for temporary retention of stormwater 
during heavy rainfall events (Butler & Davies 2004; HamburgWasser 2007).  
 
Energy system: The most sustainable urban drainage system and conventional sewer system 
perform without any external energy demand and there is no huge potential to harvest energy 
from drainage systems. Hence the interactions between urban drainage systems and energy 
systems are limited. An exception is the case of non-gravity rainwater harvesting. Most rainwater 
harvesting systems operate as non-gravity systems and include a pumping unit to supply water 
from underground cisterns to the point of use, which consumes energy for pumping. Recent 
studies (CSIRO 2012; Ward et al. 2011) indicate that the unit energy demand for non-gravity 
rainwater harvesting is often higher than the energy demand of conventional water supply 
systems. The high energy demand is caused by the small, cheap and inefficient working pumps 
often used in rainwater harvesting systems. In the decision for rainwater harvesting the 
advantage of saving water sources has to be balanced with the disadvantage of high energy 
demand.   
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Solid waste management: Solid waste and silt flushed into urban drainage systems could cause 
major problems for the operation and maintenance of the systems, resulting in problems such as 
blocking of conveyance elements or siltation of infiltration units. Hence a good solid waste 
management is needed for proper operation and maintenance of urban drainage system, which 
indicates possible positive interactions between the two systems.  
 
Landscape design: Flexible urban drainage system, in particular sustainable urban drainage 
system, have a huge impact on the design of the open space within settlements. This is why 
sustainable urban drainage system should be included in the landscape design of settlements. 
The combination of landscape design and the provision of infrastructure performance is 
supported by the concept of ‚Water Sensitive Urban Design‘ (WSUD). The concept of WSUD was 
developed in the 1990th in Perth Australia to overcome the isolations of the different disciplines, 
to integrate the criteria of water management within the landscape design process and to create 
new interdisciplinary solutions (Hedgcock & Mauritz 1995; Hoyer et al. 2011). WSUD solutions 
should provide synergies by improving both water management as well as qualities of urban 
design. Comparable approaches to combine landscape architecture and technical infrastructure 
are provided by Mossop (2006) ‘landscape of infrastructure‘ Farhat (2008) ‘infrastructural 
landscape‘ and Stokman (2005) ‘aqua-urban landscapes‘.  
 
Most of the flexibility options for urban drainage systems are associated with a space demand, 
which is adequately addressed by landscape design. The concept of flexible design is discussed 
in landscape architecture as a strategy to cope with changing requirements (Schmidt 1996; 
Schmid 2002; Schwarz 2004; Kunz 2004). Plants, the main building material of landscape 
architecture are predestinated for flexible design as they can be used for designs with different 
time horizons (from short-term up to long-term) and could be implemented and removed with low 
costs (Schwarz 2004). As the open space is more flexible for redevelopment than the built up 
areas, open space carries a great importance for the flexibility of urban drainage systems. For 
example landscape design enables high value interim land uses, which can be easily replaced 
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when required and hence it is well suited to provide extension space for urban drainage system. 
Landscape design can also provide temporary land uses, which are tailored for conditions with 
high uncertainties (Bormann et al. 2005; Temel 2006). Nevertheless there is a concern that 
flexibility leads to a banality and arbitress of landscape and urban design. Bormann et al. (2005) 
mentions the danger that flexibility could lead to a poor design with missing identification. In spite 
of the provided flexibility the landscape design should combine both characteristic/distinctive and 
the general/refineable design characteristics (Sieverts et al. 2005).  
 
Urban planning: One of the tasks of urban planning is to coordinate the requirements of the 
different infrastructure system within the urban space. Key for this coordination is the extensive, 
early and interdisciplinary cooperation of the different affected disciplines. As the isolated 
possibilities of the different specialties to solve the current problems are often already exhausted 
the interdisciplinary cooperation could provide new solutions and could reduce negative 
interactions. This interdisciplinary cooperation should be supported by innovative integrated 
modeling approaches such as ‘urban metabolism models’ which support the understanding of the 
interactions and the identification of synergies (Oswald & Baccini 2003). 
 
Urban planning should coordinate the flexibility of the different infrastructure system within the 
settlement. The coordination is required at three levels: land use, urban structure and life span of 
the different infrastructure systems. First, land use and space demand of the different 
infrastructure systems has to be coordinated. The space has to be assigned to the different 
infrastructure systems and synergetic multiple uses of spaces have to be coordinated. Second, 
the spatial structure of the different infrastructure systems has to be coordinated. Flexible and 
robust elements of the different systems should be assigned in a way, such that they do not 
restrict each other in their performance. For example based on the principles of flexible design a 
framework consisting of robust stormwater ditches and streets could be developed and flexible 
elements such as retention basins or parking lots could be included in the framework. Third, the 
operational life span of the different infrastructure systems and their components should be 
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coordinated. The objective is to guarantee that all systems provide a comparable life span and to 
avoid that the replacement needs of single systems triggers change propagation in the whole 
settlement. 
 
Urban planning aims to reduce the amount of space that is reserved for infrastructure systems 
and aims to maximize the space that can be used productively (sold as residential or commercial 
land). The reduction of the space demand for infrastructure systems contributes to the cost 
efficient development of settlements and helps reduce the overall space demand for settlements. 
This objective of reducing the space demand for urban infrastructure systems could conflict with 
some flexibility options of urban drainage systems, which require additional space. Nonetheless, 
the provision of flexible urban drainage systems improves the efficiency of the land use compared 
to conventional robust solutions. Hence the additional space for the urban drainage system is 
used only when required. The extension space can be used for a productive interim land use 
before the flexibility option is implemented. On the other hand, if the demand for urban drainage 
system is shrinking, flexible systems provide the potential to reduce the size of the urban 
drainage system and to use the space more productively. As a result the space demand for 
flexibility options can be justified because of its contribution to the overall efficiency of land use in 
the settlement.  
 
The above assessment presents the interactions that exist between the different technical 
infrastructure systems and illustrates the need to consider them as an overall system. The 
flexibility of the different parts of the settlement has to be coordinated in order to achieve optimal 
overall flexibility. Further research is required to improve the integrated optimization of the 
flexibility of different technical infrastructure system.  
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4.5 Conclusions Regarding Principles of Flexible Design for Urban Drainage Systems 
In this chapter the specific principles for the flexible design of urban drainage systems have been 
identified and verified via a case study. These design principles--and associated static indicators--
should enable a quick filtering of a large number of alternative solutions so as to identify the most 
promising ones. This can help address the challenge of realizing the optimization of flexibility; the 
detailed measurement of flexibility (an approach presented in Chapter 3) is quite time consuming 
and reducing the number of alternate solutions for which detailed measurements are made 
speeds up the process of optimization. In addition, the principles for flexible design could guide 
the designers towards a targeted development of urban drainage systems which provide a huge 
flexibility. In short, the verified principles of flexible design provide meaningful guidance in the 
development of flexible urban drainage systems.  
 
Only two out of the nine potential principles of flexible design for urban drainage systems 
identified in the literature review could be verified via case study analysis: the ‘platform design’ 
and ‘flexible elements’ principles. The 'platform design' principle is based on the subdivision of the 
urban drainage system into either elements which can be changed with low effort over time or 
elements which will be rigid; additionally, the principle optimizes the specific performance of both 
types of elements. The principle of platform design incorporates flexibility options, such as 
modularity, or flexible elements to reduce the change propagation between elements and to 
minimize the adaptation costs for single elements. The ‘flexible elements’ design principle 
facilitates the selection of management elements (components) of sustainable urban drainage 
systems, thereby ensuring a high flexibility. The flexibility of the component elements of the urban 
drainage system has a massive influence on the overall flexibility of the system.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
A framework for optimizing the flexible design of urban drainage systems has been developed by 
this work. To illustrate how the different research questions contributed to the development of the 
framework, the conclusions presented below are structured according to the different research 
questions they address. Finally, the complete framework is presented.  
 
5.1 What Degree of Flexibility is Required for Urban Drainage Systems? 
 
In Chapter 2, the basic question of whether or not there is a need for a flexible design of urban 
drainage systems is posed. What is clear is that urban drainage systems will face uncertain risks 
caused by future change drivers over the coming years. The first step of the framework for the 
optimization of flexible design is therefore to determine and describe the flexibility that will be 
needed to cope with future uncertainties.  
 
The research illustrates that urban drainage systems are affected by many future change drivers. 
These drivers are characterized by altering patterns and interactions between them, making 
deterministic forecasting impossible. The result is the presence of structural uncertainties 
throughout the systems, which can be captured as follows: 
 the hydraulic performance of the system (important drivers are the consequences of climate 
change and urban development), 
 the treatment capability of the system (important drivers are the requirements for water 
pollution control and the alterations of pollution loads) and 
Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future (Niels Bohr) 
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 the social and ecological objectives (important drivers are the changing objectives of nature 
protection, environmental standards and urban planning). 
 
The design of urban drainage systems is therefore confronted with a dilemma. Sufficient future 
predictions for the operational life span of urban drainage systems from 40 up to 80 years are 
impossible. Nevertheless, decisions for the design of urban drainage cannot be deferred, even if 
it is anticipated that the basis of decision making will change during the operational life span of 
the system.  
 
To deal with this dilemma a flexible design of urban drainage systems is required for the hydraulic 
performance, the treatment capacity, and the social and ecological objectives of urban drainage 
systems. This dissertation focuses on the flexibility required for the hydraulic performance.  
 
The required flexibility of urban drainage systems can be described by future scenarios. The 
scenarios are generated based on the results of a system analysis of urban drainage systems 
and future change drivers. Scenarios are able to represent the complex and uncertain future 
drivers in a systematic fashion. They condense the huge number of possible combinations of 
different drivers and then combine them to a reduced number of possible future states.  
 
The strength of the scenario approach is that it can describe the severe future uncertainties 
without requiring predictions about the probability of the future changes. The scenarios describe 
the range of future uncertainties as well as the speed and progress of future alterations. 
Furthermore, they represent the amount of uncertainties for which flexibility should be provided. 
The scenarios are used as input in the first step of the framework for the optimization of flexible 
design.  
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5.2 Which General Approaches for Definition, Design, and Measurement of Flexibility 
can be Transferred to Urban Drainage Systems? 
 
To make the fuzzy concept of flexibility for urban drainage systems manageable, a theoretical 
foundation is required. The theory of flexibility has to provide insights about the definition of the 
term flexibility, a framework for the development and management of flexibility, and also a 
framework for the measurement of flexibility. These component parts of the theory of flexibility 
provide the foundation of the framework for the optimization of the flexible design of urban 
drainage systems. 
 
Currently, the fields of business management and engineering science have already developed 
profound definitions and approaches for the generation and measurement of flexibility. In 
contrast, a profound theoretical background for flexibility has not been developed for sustainable 
urban drainage systems, until now. A comparison with the existing theories of flexibility elucidates 
the present knowledge gaps of flexibility in urban drainage systems. Before a practical 
implementation of flexibility is possible, the knowledge gaps have to be addressed. Furthermore, 
whether or not the existing theory of flexibility can be transferred into urban drainage is assessed. 
The transferability is analyzed using three criteria:  
 Are the terms and criteria used in the general flexibility theory known in urban drainage or is it 
possible to translate the terms and criteria into known terms? 
 Are the pre-requirements for the implementation of the general flexibility theory appropriate 
for urban drainage? 
 Are any benefits to urban drainage provided by the application of the theory of flexibility? 
 
The research in Chapter 3 verifies that the general definitions of flexibility can be customized to 
urban drainage systems without problems. Based on generic definitions of flexibility, a definition 
tailored for urban drainage systems is generated. The definition names the main characteristics of 
flexibility and establishes a clear distinction from other terms describing changeability. Flexibility 
'There is nothing more practical than a good theory' (Kurt Lewin) 
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is defined as: 'the ability of urban drainage systems to use their active capacity to act and 
respond to relevant alterations during operation, in a performance-efficient, timely and cost-
effective way'. 
 
The definition emphasizes that the objective of flexibility is to overcome the alterations in the 
system environment that could affect the future performance of the system. Flexibility focuses on 
the changes in systems that are implemented after the system is in operation. The goal is to 
guarantee good performance of the system even under future uncertainties, either by protecting 
the system from negative effects or by utilizing positive effects when opportunities occur. To 
overcome uncertain future alterations, a capacity of action (also called flexibility options) is 
required. A change of the system must be achieved with low effort in cost and time. Finally, 
flexibility is characterized by an external agent of change, that is, the change process of the 
system is controlled externally. The definition of the term flexibility is key for developing a 
framework for the generation and management of flexibility as well as an approach for measuring 
flexibility.  
 
A framework for the generation and management of flexibility is an essential part of the theory of 
flexibility. This framework can be built on three basic theories (Chapter 3.4): the approach of 
'Flexibility Management' from general system analysis; the concept of 'Flexibility Planning' as an 
approach for decision making under severe uncertainties; and the concept of 'Real Options' and 
approach from options analysis. The basic principle of 'flexibility management' is to balance the 
required and the potential flexibility of a system. The framework for balancing the flexibility can be 
deduced from the definition of flexibility. Based on the first part of the definition, 'the capacity to 
act,' the parameter 'flexibility option' is developed. Flexibility options are 'the ability to modify an 
urban drainage system in operation to adapt it to future demands by either avoiding risks or 
exploiting opportunities'. The second part of the definition, 'response on relevant changes,' results 
in the parameter 'required flexibility.' Required flexibility is the performance element relevant to 
future alterations, which imply opportunities as well as risks. It is then necessary to identify and 
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verify the specific flexibility options for urban drainage systems. The implementation of the 
flexibility options has to be included in the common planning procedure for the development of 
urban drainage systems.  
 
As a precondition for the management of flexibility, a framework for the measurement of flexibility 
of urban drainage systems is developed. The measurement method serves as the core for the 
framework to optimize the flexible design of urban drainage systems. The literature review 
illustrates that currently in urban drainage an established method for the measurement of 
flexibility is missing. Hence a framework for the measurement of flexibility is developed. The 
metrics for the measurement of flexibility are systematically developed from the definition of 
flexibility. The first metric is the 'range of change', which indicates the range of future changes the 
system can cope with. High flexibility, for example, is given when a wide range of future changes 
can be managed by the system. The second metric is the 'life-cycle performance' of the system. 
Future alterations can result in a varying performance of the system over time. The better the 
performance of the system and the higher the homogeneity of performance for different future 
states, the higher the flexibility. The third metric is the 'effort of change', which considers the 
whole life-cycle-costs of the system as well as damage costs accrued during the time taken to 
adapt the system to changing requirements.  
 
The metrics are integrated in a framework for the measurement of flexibility. The approach was 
based on a comparison of the performance of different alternative solutions with respect to 
different future states. The process for measuring flexibility includes the following steps: 
 Future states: The future drivers for the urban drainage system are identified, and the range 
of possible future developments and scenarios is described. Based on the results from 
Chapter 2.5, the vast number of possible future states is summarized into four future 
scenarios, each describing a hypothetical sequence of change drivers and the resulting 
required flexibility. 
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 Alternative solutions: The flexibility is assessed by comparing the flexibility provided by 
different alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system. The alternative 
solutions define the solution space for the optimization of flexibility of urban drainage 
systems. The development of alternative solutions for urban drainage systems can be guided 
by the principles of flexible design as analyzed in Chapter 4.  
 Modeling the effects: For all alternative solutions and different future scenarios the system 
performance is modeled for the whole lifespan of the system. Trigger levels are defined, at 
which an adaptation of the system is required. The future scenarios are subdivided into time-
steps. At each time step, the performance and the effort of change are calculated. It is 
assessed if the performance falls below the trigger level, and an adaptation of the system to 
the changing conditions described in the scenarios is required.  
 Aggregation results: The results for the different time steps, different alternative solutions, 
and different future scenarios are aggregated to one value for each alternative solution. The 
performance of the different time steps is described by the average performance (mean 
value) as well as by the homogeneity of performance (standard deviation) for each future 
scenario. The performance considered must be able to be achieved at least in 95% of the 
time (95% percentile). Then, the maximum regret of the system performance for each 
alternative solution is calculated, where regret is the difference between the benefit of the 
assessed alternative solution and the maximal possible benefit if another alternative solution 
is chosen. For each alternative solution, the maximum regret out of all future scenarios is 
identified. Furthermore, for each alternative solution the regret for the effort and rate of 
change are calculated as well.  
 Comparison results: The regrets of the different alternative solutions are compared. The 
selected solution provides the highest flexibility, while minimizing regret, compared with the 
other alternative solutions. In other words, the system alternative that minimizes the 
disadvantage for the different future scenarios and maximizes the intended performance has 
the highest flexibility. By comparing the flexibility provided by different alternative solutions for 
the design of urban drainage systems, the flexibility can be optimized.   
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To demonstrate the framework for the measurement of flexibility, the method was applied in two 
case studies for new development areas: Tuttle Hill, UK and Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg, Germany. 
The case studies show that the measurement framework reflects the intended understanding of 
flexibility as described by the definition. Furthermore, the results of both case studies comply with 
the expectation from the technical literature that sustainable urban drainage systems offer a 
higher flexibility than conventional sewer systems. A disadvantage of the measurement approach 
is that a long calculation time is required to model the cost and performance for different 
alternative solutions, for different future scenarios, and for different time steps. The long 
calculation time does limit the assessments of a huge number of alternative solutions.  
 
5.3 Which Principles of Flexible Design Facilitate the Identification and Optimization of 
Flexible Urban Drainage Systems?  
 
To optimize the flexible design of urban drainage systems, a huge number of alternative solutions 
for the design of the systems must be generated, and the optimal solution providing a highest 
flexibility is identified. However, as described the detailed measurement of flexibility is quite time 
consuming. To facilitate the optimization process a ‘filter criterion’ is required that provides a 
quick assessment of a huge number of possible solutions in terms of their flexibility and filters out 
the most promising ones. This filtering of alternative solutions could be achieved by ‘principles of 
flexible design’ for urban drainage systems. These principles are supported by static indicators, 
which could be assessed without considering different future scenarios and different time steps. 
In addition these principles, flexible design also guides the designers in the targeted development 
of urban drainage systems, which provide a huge flexibility.  
 
Several insights from the generic theory of flexibility can be transferred to the field of urban 
drainage systems. There is one important exception. In sustainable urban drainage, the principles 
of flexible design are not generic, but must be generated and approved for the specific 
Who survives? Not the strongest, not the most intelligent, but those who are most 
responsive to change. (Charles Darwin) 
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characteristics of urban drainage systems. The missing identification of flexible design principles 
for urban drainage systems is an essential knowledge gap and an important prerequisite for 
implementation of the optimization of the flexibility framework. In Chapter 4, the specific principles 
of flexible design for urban drainage system are identified and verified.  
 
Based on a review of the literature, nine possible principles of flexible design for urban drainage 
systems are identified and described as follows.  
 Modularity: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems, which are structured in 
modules (with minimized change propagation between the different modules), provide a high 
flexibility.  
 Platform design: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems, which are subdivided 
into flexible elements, can be changed with low effort and that robust elements, which are 
rigid, provide a high flexibility.  
 Decentralized structure: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems with a 
decentralized design provide a high flexibility.  
 Low degree of specialization: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems with a good 
performance for different objectives provide a high flexibility.  
 Cost efficiency: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems with a low danger of 
stranded investment provide a high flexibility.  
 Real time control: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems with real time control 
provide a high flexibility.  
 Scalability: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems, which have the potential to 
scale the size of the system during operation, provide a high flexibility.  
 Flexible elements: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems, which include 
elements with high individual flexibility, provide a high flexibility.  
 Combined flexibility value: this principle assumes that urban drainage systems, which 
combine different principles of flexible design, provide a higher flexibility than systems based 
only on one flexibility principle.   
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The identified potential principles of flexible design are verified in a case study analysis. For each 
potential design principle, a hypothesis is generated and an indicator to measure the principle is 
developed. In addition, a 0 hypothesis is provided. The case study of Dorfanger-Boberg tests 
whether these hypotheses could be verified with a high degree of confidence. In the case study, 
20 alternative solutions for the design of the urban drainage system are generated, and a sample 
of these alternative solutions is selected for a detailed analysis. For each alternative solution in 
the sample, the indicators for the different potential principles of flexible design as well as the 
provided flexibility are measured (using the approach from Chapter 3). Then it is tested to see if 
there is a significant correlation between the indicators and the measured flexibility. Two 
significance tests are applied: (i) a chi-square-test is applied, which tests whether a high or low 
flexibility correlates with a high or low indicator value for the different principles of flexible design, 
and (ii) an F-test is applied to test if there is a significant linear correlation between the flexibility 
and the indicators and to assess if the 0 hypothesis could be rejected with a 95% degree of 
confidence.  
 
In the Hamburg-Boberg case study, the 0-hypothesis can only be rejected for two out of the nine 
potential principles of flexible design with high degree of confidence. These verified principles of 
flexible design are 'platform design' and 'flexible elements'.  
 
The principle of 'platform design' subdivides the urban drainage system into elements that could 
be changed with low effort and into elements that are rigid to optimize both types of elements. For 
example, pipes, which have high change costs, are provided with high buffer capacities to make 
them robust. In contrast, retention basins, which have low change costs, are equipped with 
flexibility options to make them flexible. The principle 'platform design' can be applied to develop 
urban drainage systems and provides a high degree of flexibility.  
 
The flexibility of the component elements of the urban drainage system has a huge influence on 
the overall flexibility of the systems. The more elements with a high flexibility are included in a 
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design of an urban drainage system, the higher the flexibility. Elements of sustainable urban 
drainage systems that provide a high flexibility are retention basins as well as infiltration swales in 
particular. The design principle 'flexible elements' can be used to develop urban drainage 
systems that provide huge flexibility.  
 
5.4 How Can the Flexibility of Urban Drainage Systems Be Designed During the 
Development of New Land-use Areas?  
 
A summary of how the research results can be applied for the design of flexible urban drainage 
systems in new land-use areas was given in Chapter 5. A theoretical framework for the flexible 
design of urban drainage systems is provided. The fuzzy concept of flexibility is substantiated 
with a clear definition of flexibility, a framework for the measurement of flexibility, and a 
framework for the flexible design of urban drainage systems. These theoretical concepts provide 
the foundation for the development of flexible urban drainage systems in real world planning 
situations. In particular, the framework for the optimization of flexibility is key.  
 Step 1 Generation future scenarios: There are several uncertain future change drivers that 
could affect the performance and costs of urban drainage systems. The resulting flexibility 
required from the future uncertainties is identified. The required flexibility is then described by 
different future scenarios, as presented in Chapter 2.  
 Step 2 Generation alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems: Different 
alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems are developed. To facilitate a 
successful optimization, a huge solution space should be provided from which the optimal 
solution is identified. The verified principles for the flexible design for urban drainage systems 
(Chapter 4) can be used as a guide to design promising alternative solutions. Based on the 
principle of ‘platform design’ the elements of urban drainage systems should be classified as 
flexible elements that could be changed and adapted during the life span of the system and 
as robust elements which should not change at all. In addition, based on the principle of 
The more human beings proceed by plan the more effectively they may be hit by accident 
(Friedrich Dürrenmatt) 
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‘flexible elements’, as many elements as possible which provide a huge flexibility (such as 
infiltration swales and retention basins) should be included in the design of urban drainage 
systems.  
 Step 3 Filter promising solutions: To reduce the effort for the detailed measurement of 
flexibility in Step 4, the alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems are 
screened to identify the most promising solutions for a high flexibility. The identified principles 
of flexible design and the associated indicators (Chapter 4) could be used to identify the most 
promising alternative solutions. The advantage of the static indicators is that they facilitate a 
quick identification of flexibility options and do not require the lengthy modeling of different 
time steps and different future scenarios.  
 Step 4 Measurement of flexibility: The approach for the detailed measurement of flexibility 
presented in Chapter 3 is the core of the optimization framework. To identify the most flexible 
alternative solutions for the design of urban drainage systems, the provided flexibility is 
measured in detail. The effects of the different future scenarios on the performance as well as 
the life-cycle costs of the different alternative solutions are modeled in time steps. If an 
adaptation of the system to future change drivers is required, it is reviewed at every time 
step. When the system performance falls below the trigger level, the implementation of 
flexibility options is considered. The results of the different time steps, different alternative 
solutions, and different future scenarios are aggregated into the metrics minimax regret of 
‘range of change’, ‘performance’ and ‘effort of change’.  
 Step 5 Selection of optimal solution: For the alternative solutions, the different metrics of 
flexibility are compared. The alternative solution that minimizes the regret of performance, the 
regret for the effort of change, and the regret for the range of change as compared to the 
alternative solutions will provide the highest flexibility. As a result, out of a sample of different 
designs, the alternative solutions with the highest flexibility could be identified. 
 
The flexible design of urban drainage systems provides a strategy to cope with uncertain future 
drivers. The successful application in three case studies (Chapter 2) illustrates that the concept of 
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flexible design is a suitable strategy to deal with future uncertainties. The case studies 
demonstrate that flexible systems guarantee a good performance of urban drainage systems for 
uncertain future states, while reducing the effort requires adapting to the system. Flexibility offers 
the chance to make required decision for urban drainage systems in new land use areas in spite 
of severe future uncertainties. This research provides a basis for the implementation of flexible 
urban drainage systems with the selected definition of flexibility, the developed framework for the 
measurement of flexibility, and the verified principles of flexible design and framework for the 
optimization of flexibility.  
 
5.5 Open Research Questions 
 
Because existing research about flexible urban drainage systems is still in its infancy, the 
research of this work has been limited to some key questions. Thus, there are still many open 
questions about the flexibility of urban drainage systems that have to be addressed. Out of the 
huge number of possible questions, the following research needs have been highlighted.  
 
This dissertation is based on only a small number of case studies. In addition, the size of the 
sample considered in the analysis is small. Even if the significance test shows significant results 
for the small sample size there, the results need to be verified in additional studies with bigger 
sample sizes. In addition, assessment is required to determine if the proposed method for the 
measurement and optimization of flexibility provides robust results when applied by independent 
researchers.  
 
Essential for the application of flexible urban drainage systems in real-world planning situations is 
the provision of a verified set of principles of flexible design. Therefore, the effort to identify and 
verify suitable principles of flexible design should continue. It should be tested to determine if 
'Anything that gives us new knowledge gives us an opportunity to be more rational' 
(Herbert Simon) 
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additional principles could be verified when different patterns of future uncertainties are 
considered. For example, the case studies are limited to change drivers and uncertainties within 
the boundaries of the development sites themselves, not considering the spatial extension of the 
development area beyond those boundaries. Determinations are needed of whether or not some 
principles of flexible design (e.g. the potential flexibility option 'scalability') are correlated with 
flexibility when the spatial growth of the settlement is considered. In addition, research into 
whether or not there are other indicators that may better describe the different principles of 
flexible design are needed. Furthermore, the principle 'real-time-control' was not considered in 
this dissertation, but should be assessed. 
 
The focus of this work was limited to flexibility options for urban drainage systems in relation to 
their hydraulic performance. As illustrated in Chapter 2, there are also several uncertain future 
drivers affecting water quality. Further principles of flexible design for water quality control should 
be identified.  
 
While developing new land-use areas besides urban drainage systems, other public infrastructure 
systems are also designed (sewage disposal, water supply, traffic system, open space, etc.). 
There are reciprocal interactions between urban drainage with other urban services as well as 
with urban planning (rivalry for space, interactions for urban structure, influence of urban design 
etc.). The flexibility of urban drainage systems could not be developed and optimized without 
consideration or even in rivalry to urban planning and other urban services. Approaches for an 
integrated planning of flexible design of urban drainage systems together with other spatial 
planning disciplines are required.  
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Appendix A – Multi-criteria Assessment for Urban Drainage Systems 
A method to assess the performance of urban drainage systems is presented. The assessment 
method is developed based on the results of the system analysis in Chapter 2.3. The method for 
the assessment of the performance of urban drainage systems is applied in the method for the 
measurement of flexibility in Chapter 3.3.3.4.  
 
Urban drainage systems are not limited to a single objective. So urban drainage systems do not 
only intend the drainage of settlements, but also considers several other objectives. Hence an 
assessment method is required which is suitable to assess multiple objectives. An established 
method for such multi attributive assessment is the utility value analysis. According to Fürst & 
Scholles (2008) the method includes following steps: 
 Development of an objective system: Based on the several objectives a hierarchic system of 
objective categories and sub-objectives is developed. The hierarchic objective system should 
facilitate the assessment of the contribution of a single objective to the overall performance of 
the system. Furthermore the objectives are substantiated with measureable and predictable 
indicators.  
 Development utility function: A utility function is developed which represents the relationship 
between a value of the indicator and the level of objective achievement. In other words it is 
presented how far an objective is achieved by different values of the indicator.  
 Weighting factors for objectives: Because not all objectives have the same importance and 
hence do not have the same contribution to the overall performance of the system a 
weighting factor for the different objectives is considered.  
 Aggregation: Based on the objective system, the weighting factors and the utility function 
developed above the utility value are calculated. The value represent the achievement of 
objectives and with it the performance of the system.  
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For the application of the utility value analysis different requirements have to be considered. First 
the requirements for the hierarchic objective system are presented: 
 Hierarchic objective system: The objectives of the system have to be developed 
systematically. The overall objective is decomposed in several objective categories and sub-
objectives. With the decomposition the relevance and measurability of the single objectives 
are clarified. For the decomposition two requirements have to be considered. On the one 
hand it has to be guaranteed that despite the decomposition the emergent characteristics of 
the system are adequately represented. On the other hand it has to be guaranteed, that the 
disaggregated objectives do not get more weight compared with aggregated objectives 
(Eisenführ & Weber 2003; Fürst & Scholles 2008).  
 Effectively of performance: It is possible to distinguish between indicators describing the 
affectivity and the efficiency of the system. Effectively represents the level of performance of 
the system (level of flood protection, amount of pollutants etc.) whereas efficiency describes 
the effort required to achieve a certain performance (life-cycle-cost, resource consumption 
etc.). For the measurement of flexibility it is recommended to differentiate between both these 
categories. In the chosen method for the measurement of flexibility particular indicators for 
the efficiency are considered. 
 Substitute of objectives: A precondition for the calculation of an overall combined value of 
benefit for different objectives is that the single objectives can substitute each other. The 
different objectives should compensate each other so that they can be replaced. Hence, a 
low value for objective A should be compensated by a high value for objective B. (Eisenführ & 
Weber 2003). 
 Independence of objectives: The different objectives should be independent from each other. 
In particular a functional independency is required. The value of benefit of the different 
objectives should not depend on the same attributes or drivers. Otherwise, the common 
attribute is systematically overvalued in the assessment (Eisenführ & Weber 2003). 
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For the established objectives indicators are developed. Indicators are used to verify a parameter, 
which could not (or only with a very high effort) be measured directly. Requirements for indicators 
are: 
 Causal relationship: There should be a causal relationship between the objective which 
should be represented and the used indicator itself.  
 Capability to be modeled: Because the analyzed system only exists as hypothetical concept, 
the indicators should have the capability to be modeled for the future (to develop future 
predictions). Furthermore the indicators should be captured by effect models (Fürst & 
Scholles 2008). 
 
Center of the utility value method is the utility function, which represent the ratio between a 
particular value of the indicator and the level of achievement of the objectives. Following 
requirements for utility functions have to be considered: 
 Cardinal scale: Scales could be differentiated between ordinal and cardinal scales. Ordinal 
scales are characterized by the fact, that the ranking between the different values is known 
but there is no defined distance between the different values (Scholles 2001; Friedrichs 
1980). So it is known that A is better than B and B is better than C, but it is unknown how 
much better values are and if the distance between the different values is the same. Hence 
for ordinal scales only the mathematical operations of set theory are permitted. To calculate 
statistical characteristics like arithmetic mean or variance a cardinal scale for the utility 
function is required (for details see Friedrichs 1980). In the cardinal scale the ranking as well 
as a fixed interval between the different values is known.  
 Absolute scale: Furthermore scales could be grouped in relative and absolute scales 
(Friedrichs 1980). A relative scale has no defined zero point. As consequences the values of 
different relative scales could not be compared with each other, because they are related to 
different reference values. On the contrary an absolute scale has a defined zero point. Hence 
it is possible to compare the results from different scale. In the utility value analysis for all  
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objectives and indicators always the best and the poorest value of benefit have to be defined 
(Peters 2007).  Problem is, that for the several objectives of urban water management only 
single standards are defined (e.g. threshold values) which do not provide a complete utility 
function.  
 
The application of the utility value method in the field of spatial planning is discussed critically. 
(Fürst & Scholles 2008) criticize, that it is often difficult to meet the requirements of the utility 
value method and hence the users often do not consider the preconditions. For example for the 
development of the objective system often the requirements of independency and substitution of 
the objectives are not considered. Furthermore there is the problem, that the results of the utility 
value analysis seemed to be very accurate, but this calculated accurateness is not substantiated 
by the quality of the assessment method (Fürst & Scholles 2008). Despite these problems a 
successful application of the utility value method in particular for technical optimization problems 
is possible. 'There are plausible and implausible, expedient and inexpedient assessment methods 
but there are no right or wrong' (Fürst & Scholles 2008). For the task of the assessment of the 
performance of sustainable urban drainage systems the utility value method is a tried and tested 
approach. Examples for successful applications are documented in Sieker et al. (2006a), Sieker 
et al. (2007a) and Peters (2007). In the following a method for the assessment of the 
performance of sustainable urban drainage systems is documented.  
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A.1  Objective System 
A hierarchic objective system for the performance of urban drainage system is developed. The 
objectives are derived from the objectives mentioned in the system analysis in Appendix A. Three 
categories of objectives are differentiated, the infrastructure function of the system, the qualitative 
and quantitative objectives of urban water management and the ecological, social and cultural 
objectives. The different objectives are independent from each other. So none of the objectives 
directly depend on the same external factor. Nevertheless there are several objectives, which 
have indirect correlations with common factors (e.g. the volume of runoff). Furthermore there is 
the problem that not all objectives substitute and hence compensate each other. So e.g. the 
exceedance of the design flood frequency (return period) could not be compensated with the fact 
that the urban drainage system offers a close approximation to the natural water balance. In 
particular the core-infrastructure performance could not be substituted by other economical, 
social, ecological and cultural objectives. Hence in the utility value analysis the objectives of the 
infrastructure performance are considered independently. The other objectives of urban drainage 
systems can compensate each other. For example the performance for urban water management 
could be compensated with the performance for urban design even if single decision makers may 
judge different. For these objectives a common utility value is ascertained.  
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Infrastructure performance: Core task of urban drainage systems is to guarantee the suitable 
drainage of the settlement and to facilitate the usability of the settlement area for all weather 
conditions (Sieker et al. 2009). This infrastructure function is substantiated by two sub-objectives. 
In the center of attention is the design flood frequency (return period), which is accepted by 
society described as the frequency of exceeding. Furthermore the long-term functionality of the 
sustainable urban drainage system has to be preserved.  
 Objective: The social acceptable security against flooding in the settlement has to be 
guaranteed. Indicator: As indicator the design flood frequency defined in DIN EN 752 is 
considered.  
 Objective: The long-term functionality of the urban drainage systems should be guaranteed 
for the whole operational life span of the settlement. Indicator: The long-term functionality 
could be described by different characteristics of the system. So regular maintenance work 
could be considered as criterion. This characteristic could not be assessed or predicted by 
effect models. Hence as an indicator for the long term performance of sustainable urban 
drainage systems the maximum emptying time for retention and infiltration facilities is 
considered (what could be assessed in an effect model). If the maximum emptying times are 
not exceeded, it is guaranteed that the functionality of the vegetated soil could be preserved, 
collimation is prevented and hence the infiltration and treatment performance of the 
sustainable urban drainage systems is sustained.  
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Objectives for quantitative management: The annual water balance is considered as suitable 
criterion for the assessment of the long term hydraulic performance of urban drainage systems. 
Several secondary objectives such as the increase of the evaporation rate in settlements to 
improve the micro climate, the improvement of infiltration to enrich the local ground water and the 
reduction of the critical stormwater discharge rate for receiving water bodies are covered by this 
objective. As additional quantitative objective the intended flood protection in the receiving water 
body is considered.  
 Objective: the annual water balance of the settlement (post-development) should be 
comparable with the natural annual water balance (pre-development). Indicator: The 
differences between the both water balances are assessed for the different spheres 
infiltration, evaporation and runoff.  
 Objective: In the receiving water body the critical peak flow should be reduced to guarantee a 
high flood protection. Indicator: The peak discharge of the catchment area for pre-
development conditions is compared with the discharge after the development. Different 
values for the hydraulic loading of the receiving water body like HQ1, HQ20 or HQ50 could 
be used, which present the potential discharge from an area for different frequencies. 
According to Sieker et al. (2009) a suitable indicator is in particular the difference between 
the potential annual discharge of the natural area HQ1 and the potential annual discharge for 
the settlement.  
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Objectives for water quality control: To reduce the pollution load caused by the urban drainage 
system in the receiving water body and the soil. A good water quality of the surface water bodies 
and the groundwater should be guaranteed.  
 Objective: Because of the huge number of different pollutants and assessment parameters 
the selection of a single indicator is difficult. In Germany the present technical discussion is 
focused on TSS (total suspended solids) as suitable control parameter (Sieker et al. 2009). 
Advantage of the parameter is that a huge number of pollutants in particular solid metals 
correlate with TSS. Furthermore a reliable modeling of TSS is possible.  
 Objective: Also the guidelines in Florida first focused on the removal of the TSS. The 
performance standard in the year 1982 was to reduce the post-development stormwater 
pollutant loading of Total Suspended Solids by 80%, or by 95% if discharges into Outstanding 
Florida Waters. In the revision in the year 1990 the performance standard was extended to all 
pollutants that cause or contribute to violations of water quality standards; in particular the 
nutrient load is in the focus of discussion (FDEP 2010 and FDEP 2012). As no case studies 
in Florida are considered in this thesis the Florida performance standards are not considered 
in the assessment. Hence the mean annual loading of TSS (kg (ha*a) in the receiving water 
body and soil is considered as indicator for water quality control.  
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Ecological, social and cultural requirements: In particular for sustainable urban drainage systems 
there are several ecological, social and cultural requirements so that a definite identification of the 
objectives is difficult. In this thesis the objectives: development of attractive urban design, 
development of high class locations and development of surrogate habitats are considered. Other 
objectives like the reduction of the resource consumption or the life-cycle-costs are not taken into 
account because they do not refer to the efficiency of the system performance but describing the 
effort to achieve the performance.  
 Objective: Aim of urban planning is the development of suitable locations. Indicator: Frick 
(2008) substantiates the functionality of the public space with the criteria accessibility, quality 
of amenity provision and suitability for multipurpose usage. As indicators the comparison 
between the offered functionality of the public space and the evolving demand is used. 
 Objective: Sustainable urban drainage systems should contribute to the development of 
attractive locations. Indicator: The attraction of locations could be assessed with different 
indicators. Oswald & Baccini (2003) are proposing the criterion identification (also identity) 
which is defined as distinctive marks for the orientation in and the structure of the urban 
space. Frick (2008) is focused on the intelligibility of the urban design with the criteria 
perceptibility, visibility, structure as well as orientation. Out of these large number of criteria 
as indicator for the perception of the location by the users the perceptibility and identification 
function of the sustainable urban drainage system are considered.  
 Objective: Sustainable urban drainage systems should contribute to the protection or 
development of (surrogate) habitats for plants and animals in cites. Indicator: In nature 
conservation different indicators for the value of habitats are discussed. Classical indicators 
of nature conservation is, if the plants and animals are typically for the location as well as 
how the rareness of the species. However these indicators are not suitable to assess artificial 
habitats in the city (Körner 2005). From the view of urban ecology indicators like the 
biodiversity of habitats are suggested (Körner 2005).   
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A.2  Weighting Factors 
The next step of the utility value analysis is to weighting the relevance of the different objective 
categories and sub-objectives. So the importance of the different objectives for the achievement 
of the overall performance of the system is presented by weighting factors. The weighting 
between the different objectives could not be generated based on technically findings. On the 
contrary the weighting is a subjective decision of the decision maker. Hence in real world decision 
processes weighting is should be provided by the decision makers and not the experts. There are 
different approaches to support the process of developing the weightings such as the so called 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) with the pair wise comparison of the weighting of the different 
indicators by the decision makers or a fuzzy approach to address the problems of multi criteria 
assessment (Deng 1999). Because in this thesis the multi criteria assessment is not applied in 
case studies with stakeholders, these approaches cannot be used. Hence for all objective 
categories an equivalent value is assumed, which results in different values for the single sub-
objectives. 
 
A.3 Calculation of the Utility Value  
Based on the objective system, the weighting factors and the utility function developed above the 
utility value are calculated. These utility values represent the achievement of objectives and with 
it the performance of the system.  The generic equation for the calculation of the utility value is: 
 
                 Equation B.1 
 
            
 
          Equation B.2 
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where:  
tUV = total utility value (weighted mean of the partial utility values) 
pUVc = partial utility value (utility value of one performance criterion c) 
n = number of performance criteria c 
wc = weighting factor for performance criterion c (     
 
   ) 
f(c) utility function for performance criterion c 
 
In addition rules for the aggregation of the results of the single sub-objectives have to be 
considered. For the objectives which can be substituted with each other the total utility value is 
calculated based on the weighted level of target achievement. For the objectives which could not 
be substituted, in particular the basic infrastructure performance (design flood frequency) there 
are special aggregation rules. As long as a basic performance of the infrastructure is guaranteed 
(level of achievement of 100 to 40%) the values are included in the utility value analysis. When 
the level of achievement falls below the level of 40% the infrastructure performance is not fulfilled 
and the whole utility value is dominated by the performance of the basic infrastructure (excluding 
the other indicators from the utility value analysis.  
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In the appendix the development of the utility function for the different objectives is documented. 
The qualitative and quantitative values for the different indicators are converted based on generic 
scale in six quality ranks from 'objective missed' to 'objective best possible achieved'. After the 
transformation the values of the indicators are presented on an absolute ordinal scale. A 
transformation from this ordinal scale to a cardinal scale is required. Such a scale transformation 
is according to Friedrichs (1980) admissible, if the elements for the different ranks belong to a 
normally distributed population. It is assumed that this requirement is fulfilled for the considered 
indicators. The scale transformation from the ordinal to a cardinal scale is performed by 
transforming the quality ranks into percentages describing how the objectives are achieved with 
0% for 'objective missed' and 100% for 'objective best possible achieved' according to the table 
below.  
 
Table A. Utility function - scale of point values 
Achievement 
of objective 
Scale of point values 
0% Objective missed, complete breakdown of the performance 
20% Very limited achievement of the objective, the performance is very limited and 
even for small changes there is the danger of a complete break down  
40% Intended minimum value of the objective not achieved, a durable basic 
performance is guaranteed but with obvious limitations 
60% Intended minimum value of objective achieved, performance guaranteed but 
with limitations  
80% Good achievement of the objective, good performance with only minor 
limitations 
100% Objective best possible achieved 
 
Based on this generic scale the specific utility functions of the different indicators are developed.  
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The intended security against flooding and with it the design flood frequency of the urban 
drainage system are developed based on different guidelines and standards. The European 
guideline DIN EN 752 (DWA Arbeitsgruppe ES-2.5 2008) proposes in rural areas a return period 
of 1 in 10 years, in residential areas of 1 in 20 years, in city centers of 1 in 30 years and for 
especially vulnerable land uses like tunnels or subways of 1 in 50 years. In addition an 
established design standard for residential areas is a design flood frequency of 1 in 5 years 
(Sieker et al. 2006a). Based on these threshold values different levels of achievement of the goal 
could be developed. As simplification a single value for different land uses is defined. As 
'objective failed' a design flood frequency of 1 in 1 year is chosen (according to the minimum 
requirements for rural areas in the UK). As basic performance, but not the intended minimum 
level a design flood frequency of 1 in 5 years is defined. The intended minimum level is a design 
flood frequency of 1 in 10 years. The ambitious objective of a design flood frequency of 1 in 30 
years is considered as a good performance. The best possible performance is defined as a 
design flood frequency of more than 1 in 50 years.  
 
Table B. Utility function - drainage of settlement 
Achievement 
of objective 
Drainage of settlement 
0% Fall below a design flood frequency of 1 in 1 years  
20% Keep a design flood frequency of 1 in 1 years  
40% Keep a design flood frequency of 1 in 5 years 
60% Keep a design flood frequency of 1 in 10 years  
80% Keep a design flood frequency of 1 in 30 years  
100% Keep a design flood frequency of 1 in 50 years 
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As indicator for long-term performance of the sustainable urban drainage systems the maximum 
emptying time of infiltration and retention basins is considered. To guarantee the natural soil 
function a maximum emptying time of 24h should not be exceeded (DWA A 138E). This value is 
the intended minimum requirement. As best possible achievement of objective an emptying time 
of less than 12h is chosen. The remaining values are interpolated as a linear utility function.  
 
Table C. Utility function - guarantee long-term performance 
Achievement 
of objective 
Guarantee long-term performance 
0% Exceed maximum emptying time of 36h  
20% Keep maximum emptying time of 36h 
40% Keep maximum emptying time of 30h 
60% Keep maximum emptying time of 24h  
80% Keep maximum emptying time of 18h 
100% Keep maximum emptying time of 12h 
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Possible values for the divergence between the natural local annual water balance and the 
artificial water balance of urban drainage system are provided by Sieker, Sieker et al. 2009. As 
intended minimum performance the mean annual runoff should divergent by maximum of +/- 
10%, the mean annual infiltration rate should divergent by a maximum +/-10% and the mean 
annual evaporation rate should divergent by a maximum of +/- 20%. These values could be 
achieved by the present state of the art of sustainable urban drainage systems without any 
problems and with adequate costs (Sieker et al. 2009). Based on these threshold values different 
levels of achievement of objective are defined. As 'objective failed' a divergences of more than 
20% is defined, because these values could even be achieved with conventional drainage 
systems. The best possible result is a complete match of the natural annual water balance. The 
remaining values are interpolated based on a linear utility function.  
 
Table D. Utility function - matching the natural annual water balance 
Achievement 
of objective  
Matching the natural annual water balance 
0% Divergence of runoff, infiltration or evaporation of more than 20% 
20% Divergence of runoff, infiltration or evaporation of max. 20%  
40% Divergence of runoff or infiltration of max. 15%  
60% Divergence of runoff or infiltration of max. 10%  
80% Divergence of runoff or infiltration of max. 5%  
100% No divergence compare with natural water balance  
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The indicator HQ1 compares the annual discharge of the development site into the receiving 
water body with the potential annual maximum discharge of the natural area (Sieker et al. 2007a). 
As 'objective failed' an increase of more than 100% is considered, a value which can be achieved 
by a conventional drainage systems. As 'minimum value of objective' an increase of maximum 
10% is used, a value suggested by Sieker et al. (2007a). The goal is best possible achieved, 
when the potential annual discharge in the receiving water body is reduced.  
 
Table E. Utility function - flood protection in receiving water body HQ 1 
Achievement 
of objective 
Flood protection in receiving water body HQ 1 
0% Increase artificial annual runoff of more than 100%  
20% Increase artificial annual runoff max. 100%  
40% Increase artificial annual runoff max. 50%  
60% Increase artificial annual runoff max. 10%  
80% The natural and artificial potential annual runoff are equal 
100% The artificial annual runoff is smaller than the potential natural runoff 
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As maximum acceptable annual pollution load of TSS (total suspended solids) in the receiving 
water body and the soil (Sieker et al. 2007a) recommend a value of 200kg/ha*a (basic 
performance). As best possible value an annual pollution load of less than 50 kg/ha*a is 
considered, a value which could be achieved by sustainable urban drainage systems without any 
problems. The remaining values are interpolated based on a linear utility function. The Florida 
specific emission rules for TSS and nutrients are not considered in this objective function as no 
case studies from Florida are analyzed.  
 
Table F. Utility function - pollution in receiving water body and soil 
Achievement 
of objectives  
Pollution in receiving water body and soil 
0% TSS of more than 250 kg/ha*a 
20% TSS of max. 250 kg/ha*a 
40% TSS of max. 200 kg/ha*a 
60% TSS of max. 150 kg/ha*a  
80% TSS of max. 100 kg/ha*a 
100% TSS of max. 50 kg/ha*a 
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A quantitative assessment of the usability and functionality of the open space of the sustainable 
urban drainage system is impossible. Hence a qualitative assessment framework is developed. 
Different levels of the criteria accessibility, amenity provision, security and suitability for 
multipurpose usage of the open space are considered. The achievement of the basic demand as 
well as the specialized demand is assessed. Basic demand is defined as an elementary access 
to the sites, an amenity provision for the neighborhood, basic security and a multipurpose usage 
for everyday leisure time activities (like walking, sport etc.). The specialized demand is defined as 
comfortable access to the sites, an amenity provision attractive for the whole district, good 
security and a multipurpose usage for advanced leisure time activities (like fishing, boating, picnic 
etc.).  
 
Table G. Utility function - usability and functionality of open space 
Achievement 
of objective 
Usability and functionality of open space 
0% UDS does not offer any chances for open space utilization so that the basic 
demand for the usability of open space is not fulfilled at all  
20% UDS falls below the basic demand for the usability of open space 
40% UDS mainly achieves the basic demand for the usability of open space 
60% UDS completely achieves the basic demand and partially achieves the 
specials demand for the usability of open space 
80% UDS completely achieves the basic and special demand for the usability of 
open space 
100% UDS over fulfils the basic and special demand for the usability of open space 
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The effect of the urban drainage system on the positive image of the location is assessed. As 
indicators the perceptibility and identification function of the urban drainage system are 
considered. Different performance levels such as basic demand and specialized demand are 
differentiated. As basic demand it is expected, that the urban drainage system has no negative 
impact on the image of the location. As specialized demand a good perceptibility of the urban 
drainage system and a positive contribution to the identification with the location are considered.  
 
Table H. Utility function – image of location 
Achievement 
of objective 
Image of location 
0% UDS has a negative impact on the image of the location 
20% UDS falls below the basic demand for the image of the location 
40% UDS mainly achieves the basic demand for the image of the location 
60% UDS completely achieves the basic demand and partially achieves the 
specials demand for the image of the location 
80% UDS completely achieves the basic and special demand for the image of the 
location 
100% UDS over fulfils the basic and special demand for the image of the location 
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For the assessment if the sustainable urban drainage system contributes to the development of 
habitats two indicators are used biodiversity of the habitat and the possibility of open 
(unrestricted) natural processes in the habitat. In fact it is possible to describe both indicators with 
quantitative figures. Nevertheless with the available effect models it is not possible to ascertain 
these values for future predictions. Hence a qualitative assessment framework is provided.  
 
Table I. Utility function – habitat quality 
Achievement 
of objective 
Habitat quality 
0% UDS does not offer any habitat  
20% Biodiversity and possibility of open natural processes of the UDS is notably 
lower than the required ecological demand 
40% Biodiversity and possibility of open natural processes of the UDS is slightly 
lower than the required ecological demand 
60% Biodiversity and possibility of open natural processes of the UDS is 
comparable with the required ecological demand 
80% Biodiversity and possibility of open natural processes of the UDS is slightly 
higher than the required ecological demand 
100% Biodiversity and possibility of open natural processes of the UDS is notably 
higher than the required ecological demand 
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The flexibility options for the single elements of urban drainage systems are identified. For the 
identification of the flexibility options the single design parameters of the management elements 
are assessed and it is analyzed how these parameters could be changed during the operation of 
the urban drainage systems. In the Appendix the detailed analysis of the single management 
elements is documented, the evaluation and discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 
4.3.8.  
 
The method for the identification of flexibility options for single elements of sustainable urban 
drainage systems is documented. The assessment of the flexibility options includes following 
steps: 
 Based on the system analysis of sustainable urban drainage systems in Appendix A the 
considered management elements for the analysis are listed. Only the elements required for 
the hydraulic management are considered in the assessment.  
 For each management element the relevant design variables are identified. For all elements it 
is evaluated, how the design parameters could be changed during the operation of the 
system and hence are possible flexibility options. The systematic analysis of the design 
parameters guarantees that all possible flexibility options are considered. 
 For the single management elements the possible flexibility options are evaluated using the 
metrics of flexibility. The data for the assessment of the metrics is extracted from the 
technical literature. The metrics are presented as numerical value as well as short verbal 
descriptions. The results for every element are documented in a uniform data sheet. As result 
profiles of the flexibility options for single elements of sustainable urban drainage systems are 
presented. This data is used for the further analysis of flexibility options in Chapter 4.3.8. 
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The identified potential flexibility options are assessed in detail, using the metrics of flexibility 
described in Chapter 3.3.3.3. The achievement of the metrics is assessed based on the criteria 
listed in the tables below. Following metrics of flexibility are considered.  
 Range of change: The reduction or increase of the input factor, which could be handled by 
the flexibility option, is considered. The possible range of change is assessed based on 
indicators described below. Furthermore it is documented if there are economics of scale, 
which result in suitable increments for the implementation of the flexibility options.  
 
Table J. Utility function – range of change 
Achievement 
of objective 
Range of change 
0 No change is possible at all. 
20 The option could only be used for changes with a slight range and only for 
one direction of change.  
40 The option can be used for changes with a medium range in one direction of 
change or with a slight range in both directions of change.  
60 The option can be used for changes with a great range in one direction of 
change or a medium range in both directions of change. 
80 The option can be used for changes with a very great range in both directions 
of change.  
100 The option enables a change for all possible cases. 
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 Performance of elements: The performance of the elements for uncertain future drivers is 
analyzed. It is identified which design parameters affect the performance of the elements. 
Then it is evaluated, how impairments of the performance can be prevented or if it is even 
possible to get advantages from alternating basic conditions. Typical tolerance margins for 
the different elements and design parameters are documented. In the center of attention is 
how change drivers could affect the performance of the elements. For the assessment of 
performance the targets of sustainable urban drainage systems presented in Appendix B are 
considered. The performance of the elements is evaluated using following indicators.  
 
Table K. Utility function – performance of the elements 
Achievement 
of objective 
Performance of the elements 
0 The performance of the element is durably not fulfilled, the performance fails.  
20 The performance of the element is guaranteed on a low level with 
considerable constraints; because of alterations there is the danger of a 
complete breakdown of performance.  
40 The performance of the element is guaranteed on a basic level below of the 
aspired minimum level despite great alterations of performance but with 
considerable constraints. 
60 The performance of the element is guaranteed on the aspired minimum level 
despite medium alterations of performance but with some constraints. 
80 The performance of the element is guaranteed on a high level with only minor 
alterations of performance and minor constraints. 
100 The performance of the element is guaranteed on a very high level, without 
any constraints and only trivial alterations of performance.  
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The metric effort of change is spitted in two sub-metrics the costs of change and the duration of 
change.  
 Cost of Change: In the analysis the costs for the preparation, maintenance and 
implementation of the flexibility options are evaluated. Magnitudes for the costs for different 
range of change are documented. The costs of change are assessed based on following 
indicators.  
 
Table L. Utility function – cost of change 
Achievement 
of objective 
Cost of change 
0 The change costs of the flexibility option exceed the costs for a complete 
demolition and new construction of the element. 
20 For the flexibility option very high additional change costs (compared with 
the baseline alternative) occur, which could be minimized by long term 
savings but no full compensation of the high change costs is expected.  
40 For the flexibility option high additional change costs (compared with the 
baseline alternative) occur, which could be compensated by long term 
savings but only marginal reductions of the life-cycle-costs are expected.  
60 For the flexibility option bearable additional change costs (compared with 
the baseline alternative) occur, which could be overcompensated by 
relevant long-term savings for the life-cycle-costs. 
80 For the flexibility option only marginal additional costs (compared with the 
baseline alternative) occur, which could be overcompensated by obvious 
long-term savings for the life-cycle-costs. 
100 For the flexibility option no additional change costs (compared with the 
baseline alternative) occur and the flexibility option enables high long-term 
savings for the life-cycle-costs.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
 Duration of change: The whole period from the recognition of relevant alterations of basic 
conditions up to the implementation of the flexibility options is considered. The duration of 
change is assessed based on following indicators. 
 
Table M. Utility function – duration of change 
Achievement 
of objective 
Duration of change  
0 The duration of change of the flexibility option is longer than the remaining 
constructional life span of the element.   
20 For the recognition of relevant alterations and the implementation of the 
flexibility option a very long period is required; there is a very high danger of 
delays of the change process; the implementation of the change is obvious 
slower than the occurrence of the required flexibility. 
40 For the recognition of relevant alterations and the implementation of the 
flexibility option a long period is required; there is a high danger of delays of 
the change process; the implementation of the change is only marginal 
slower as the occurrence of the required flexibility. 
60 For the recognition of relevant alterations and the implementation of the 
flexibility option a medium period is required; there is a medium danger of 
delays of the change process; the implementation of the flexibility option is at 
least as fast as the occurrence of the required flexibility.  
80 A contemporary recognition of relevant alterations and the implementation of 
the flexibility option are guaranteed; there is only a small danger of delays of 
the change process; the implementation of the flexibility option is faster than 
the occurrence of the required flexibility. 
100 A very fast recognition of relevant alterations and the implementation of the 
flexibility option are guaranteed; there is no danger of delays of the change 
process; the implementation of the flexibility options is always significant 
faster than the occurrence of the required flexibility. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Based on the single flexibility metrics a combined value for the flexibility provided by the flexibility 
options of the elements is provided. The metric is termed 'Element Option Flexibility Index'. The 
metric is calculated based on the average value of the different metrics. The statements 
represented by the different EOFI values are presented in the table below.  
 
Table N. Statement of the element option flexibility index 
Value of 
EOFI 
Statement of the Element Option Flexibility Index 
0 The option does not offer any flexibility for the element; other strategies to 
cope with future uncertainties are definitely required.  
20 The flexibility option for the element only offers a very limited average 
flexibility; there is the danger that not a sufficient flexibility is offered; other 
strategies to cope with future uncertainties are required and only in case of 
necessity this flexibility option should be used.  
40 The flexibility option for the element offers in average a minimum level but 
not the intended level of flexibility; a basic flexibility is guaranteed but there 
are obvious limitations for single characteristics of flexibility; the flexibility is a 
possible strategy to cope with future uncertainties but is only recommended 
when there are no better strategies to cope with uncertainties.  
60 The flexibility option for the element offers in average the intended level of 
flexibility but with limitations for single characteristics of flexibility; the 
flexibility option is a suitable strategy to cope with future uncertainties; for a 
profound decision a comparison with other strategies to cope with future 
uncertainties is recommended. 
80 The flexibility option for elements offers in average a high flexibility with only 
minor limitations of single characteristics of flexibility; the flexibility options is 
very suitable to cope with future uncertainties; only if a further optimization of 
flexibility is intended a comparison with other strategies to cope with 
uncertainties is required. 
100 The flexibility option for the element offers the best possible flexibility without 
any limitations; the flexibility option is a perfect suitable strategy to cope with 
future uncertainties and no comparison with other strategies is required. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table O. Green roofs 
Green Roofs – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Roof area 
 Retention volume of the green roof (height of the substrate) 
Investment Costs 
 Extensive green roof 40-50 EUR/m2 (Sieker 2010) 25 EUR/m2 (Sieker 2011) 
 Maintenance costs 0.80 EUR/m2*a (Sieker 2011) 
Operational Life-Span 
  30 years (Sieker 2010)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table P. Roof structure  
Roof structure which enables an increase of the retention volume of the green roof 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: Green roofs only have a very limited potential to change their 
performance, once implemented and in operation. An option is to increase the 
retention volume of the green roof by increasing the height of the substrate. 
 Preparatory measure: The structure of the roof has to cope with a greater load 
associated with the bigger substrates. The structure of the roof has to be 
considered during the building is constructed. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Range of change: A change from an extensive to an intensive green roof can 
reduce the peak runoff by -20%, a change from a conventional roof to a green 
roof can reduce the peak runoff by – 60%. 
 Direction of change: The option can cope with an increasing volume of rainfall but 
it is not possible to use the advantage of a reduced rainfall volume. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: the flexibility option contributes to sustainable performance of the 
drainage system; there are no negative side effects.  
 Comment: Green roofs often cannot be justified only because of the drainage 
purpose; in addition also the other aesthetical and ecological benefits of green 
roofs have to be considered. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Implementation costs: The costs for the implementation of the flexibility option 
(extension of green roof) are comparable with the costs for the construction of a 
new green roof. 
 Preparatory costs: The costs for the improved structure of the roof. 
 Cost savings: The costs for the additional substrate could be delayed until 
required; this cost savings are neglect able as the biggest cost position is the 
structure of the roof. 
 Conclusion: The option is associated with high preparatory costs but there are 
only marginal cost savings. It is more economical to implement the green roof 
right from the beginning and not to consider it as a flexibility option. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented at short notice 
within a few months. 
 Delays: The implementation of the option includes several stakeholders; hence 
there is the danger of delays of the implementation process. 
 Response time: The implementation of the option is quicker than the 
development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table Q. Pervious surface 
Pervious Surface – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Area 
 Type of pavement (run-off coefficient) 
Investment Costs 
 Gravel lawn 22.50 EUR/m2 (Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) 
 Grass pavers 42.50/m2 (Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) 
 Concrete pervious pavement 25 EUR/m2 (Grüne Liga 1999 in Sieker 2010) 
 Pavement with natural stones 60 EUR/m2 (Grüne Liga 1999 in Sieker 2010) 
 Conventional asphalt 45 EUR/m2 (Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) 
Operational Life-Span 
  Concrete pavement 20-30 years (LAWA 1998)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table R. Unseal impervious pavement 
Unseal impervious pavement 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The original pavement is completely removed or replaced by an 
impervious pavement with a lower run-off coefficient (e.g. replace concrete 
pavement by grass pavers). 
 Preparatory measures: none 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Range of change: Once a settlement is constructed only a small area of the 
paved surface could be changed; hence the options only provide the potential for 
a small to medium reduction of the runoff.  
 Direction of change: The option could cope with increasing volume of runoff.  
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The intended performance of the urban drainage system could be 
achieved with pervious pavement as good or even better as with conventional 
impervious pavement. The runoff is reduced at the beginning of the treatment 
train, with positive effects for the whole drainage system. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Implementation costs: The costs for removing the pavement is around 25-40 
EUR/m2; there are additional costs for the implementation of the new pervious 
pavement. 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: none 
 Conclusion: As the delayed implementation of pervious pavement has no cost 
benefits, this type of pavement (and the reduction of the paved area) should be 
implemented right from the beginning during the construction of the development 
site. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented at short notice 
within a few months. 
 Delays: the implementation of the option requires several stakeholders; hence 
there is the danger of delays of the implementation process. 
 Response time: the implementation of the option is quicker than the development 
of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table S. Rainwater harvesting 
Rainwater Harvesting – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Retention volume of the storage tank  
 The addition design parameters such as filters, pumps, etc. are only relevant for 
the harvesting of the rainwater and could be neglected for the dimensioning of 
the urban drainage system  
Investment Costs 
 Advanced rainwater harvesting for toilet flushing 4000 – 5000 EUR/unit (Geiger 
& Dreiseitl 1995) 
 Simple rainwater harvesting for garden irrigation 1750 – 2250 EUR/unit (Geiger 
& Dreiseitl 1995) 
 Retention tank 300 – 500 EUR/m3 (Sieker 2010) 500 EUR/m3 (Sieker 2011) 
 Operational costs 75 EUR/a (Lowis 1998 in Sieker 2010) 
Operational Life-Span 
  Retention tank 50 years (LAWA 1998) 
 Pipes and plumbing 40 years (LAWA 1998) 
 Pump and filters 10 years (LAWA 1998) 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table T. Retrofitting rainwater harvesting 
Retrofitting rainwater harvesting for garden irrigation 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The retrofitting of rainwater harvesting for non portable domestic uses 
(such as toilet flushing or laundry) is possible but associated with high transition 
costs (e.g. provision of a parallel pipe system). Hence this type of rainwater 
harvesting is mostly applied during the construction of buildings. A suitable 
retrofitting option is rainwater harvesting for garden irrigation.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 20   
  Range of change: Garden irrigation is associated with a small and seasonal 
water demand and hence only requires a small retention volume for rainwater 
harvesting. Hence the rainwater harvesting and the retention volume only have a 
minor impact on the runoff volume in the drainage system.  
 Direction of change: The option can cope with a slight increase of the runoff 
volume. It is not possible to provide advantages when runoff is decreasing. 
 Increments: A typical retention volume is between 2 and 5m3. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: As the retention volume of the rainwater harvesting structure is 
optimized for the harvesting (tank is kept as full as possible) and not the 
retention of runoff (tank should be as empty as possible) only a limited 
performance is provided compared with comparable retention volumes. The 
runoff is managed at the beginning of the treatment train. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs of retrofitting are comparable with the costs of a 
new construction (1750 – 2250 EUR/unit). 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The investment in the rainwater harvesting structure could be 
delayed until required. 
 Conclusion: The option is characterized by high investment costs with only 
limited benefits for the urban drainage system; there are cheaper options to 
achieve the same effect for the urban drainage system. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 20   
  Duration of implementation: Single rainwater harvesting structures could be 
implemented within a few months; the coordinated implementation of several 
units in a settlement is only possible at the long term. 
 Delays: The implementation of several rainwater harvesting units requires the 
coordination of several users; hence there is the danger of considerable delays 
of the implementation process. 
 Response time: The implementation of the option is not always quicker than the 
development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table U. Open ditch / trench 
Open ditch / trench – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Cross-section / profile of the ditch  
 Friction slope of the ditch 
 Roughness coefficient 
 
Investment Costs 
 Grass lined ditch (2m depth) 38.00 – 54050 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
Operational Life-Span 
  Grass lined ditch 40-50 years (LAWA 1998)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table V. Cross-section trench 
Space for the change of the cross-section of the trench 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The capacity of an open ditch/trench is influenced by its cross section. An 
option is to change the cross-section of critical sections of the open ditch/trench 
by changing the width of the trench or by changing the slope of the embankment. 
To change the cross-section extension space is required, which should be 
reserved as a preparatory measure.  
 Preparatory measures: To guarantee the later implementation of the option, 
space along the ditch for the extension of the ditch should be provided and 
critical bottlenecks in the conveyance system should be avoided. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: A small increases of the width of the open ditches could 
increase the performance significantly. Hence the option can cope with a wide 
range of future changes. 
 Direction of change: The option in particular suitable to cope with an increasing 
volume of runoff; if the runoff is reduced, the slope of the ditches could be 
reduced to improve the integration in the surrounding landscape design. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance provided by the option is comparable with the 
performance of the original ditch. The change of the cross-section is a reliable 
option to change the hydraulic capacity of an open ditch. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Implementation costs: Additional costs for excavation and fortification of the new 
cross-section have to be considered. 
 Preparatory costs: Costs for the reservation of the extension space occur. 
 Cost savings: The ditch with the bigger cross-section could be delayed until 
required; a costs effective reduction of the cross-section is not possible. 
 Conclusion: The option is characterized by high additional investment costs but 
only minor cost savings. It is cheaper to implement the open ditches with a bigger 
cross-section right from the beginning (because only minor marginal costs). 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within a few months. 
 Delays: As the space required for the extension is operated and controlled by the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays 
 Response time: The implementation of the option is shorter than the 
development of the future drivers.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table W. Parallel pipes 
Additional parallel pipe sections 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: An option for locations where no additional space for the extension of the 
open ditch/trench is available could be the development of additional parallel pipe 
sections. The capacity is improved by providing an additional pipe parallel to the 
existing open ditch/trench. 
 Preparatory measures: none. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: With an additional parallel pipe a significant extension of the 
hydraulic capacity of the conveyance system is possible; a wide range of future 
changes could be managed.  
 Direction of change: The option can only cope with an increase of the runoff 
volume. 
 Increments: standardized pipe diameters 
 
Performance Target Achievement 20  
  Performance: The performance of the option for the core objectives (flood 
protection in the settlement, flood frequency) is comparable with the original open 
ditch. The performance for social and ecological objectives is limited. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with investment 
costs of pipes and sewers. 
 Preparatory costs: The costs for the construction of the open ditch occur. 
 Cost savings: The implementation of the parallel pipes could be delayed until 
required; no cost effective reduction of the capacity is possible. 
 Conclusion: The option is characterized by high investment costs but possible 
costs savings. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: Because of the high effort the option could be 
implemented in a medium time horizon within one year. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration for the implementation of the option is comparable 
with the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table X. Sewer 
Sewer – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Diameter of the pipe (flow area and hydraulic radius) 
 Friction slope of the pipe 
 Roughness factor 
 Retention volume within the sewer system 
Investment Costs 
 Ditch for sewer (depth 2m) 33.00 – 55.00 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Sewer pipe DN 300, 303 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Sewer pipe DN 400, 319 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Sewer pipe DN 500, 352 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Sewer pipe DN 800, 495 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Sewer pipe DN 1000, 652 EUR/m (Sieker 2011) 
 Operational costs sewer pipe in separated sewer system 0,5 EUR/m*a 
Operational Life-Span 
  Up to 80 years (LAWA 2005)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table Y. Retention volume sewer 
Additional retention volume in the sewer 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The available retention volume within the sewer system could be 
increased in critical sections of the sewer system. With additional retention 
volume the hydraulic capacity could be increased by storing more runoff. 
 Preparatory measures: none  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: Depending on the size of the retention volume a wide range of 
changes in the runoff volume could be handled. 
 Direction of change: With the option only an adaptation on an increasing runoff 
volume is possible. 
 Increments: standard diameters of sewer pipes  
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The performance provided by the option is comparable with the 
performance of the original sewer pipe. Additional ecological and social 
objectives of urban drainage systems are not achieved. The additional retention 
volume provides a reliable option to influence the performance of sewer pipes. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs for the option are comparable with the costs of 
the new construction of a sewer pipe. 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The option provides cost savings as the additional retention 
volume could be delayed until required.  
 Conclusion: The costs difference between the option and the new construction is 
marginal, there are only costs savings because of the delay of the investment. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: Because of the high effort the option could be 
implemented in a medium time horizon within one year. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is comparable 
with the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table Z. Increase diameter sewer pipes 
Increase of the diameter of sewer pipes 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: By exchanging the existing sewer pipe with a pipe of a bigger diameter 
or the provision of a parallel sewer pipe the capacity of the section of the sewer 
system could be increased. The option is to provide in critical sections a pipe 
with a bigger diameter. 
 Preparatory measures: none 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: Depending on the diameter of the new pipe section a wide 
range of future changes in the runoff volume could be handled. 
 Direction of change: The option could only provide an adaptation on an 
increasing runoff volume; it is not possible to use the advantages of a reduction 
of the runoff volume.  
 Increments: standard diameters of sewer pipes  
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The performance provided by the option is comparable with the 
performance of the original sewer pipe. Additional ecological and social 
objectives of the urban drainage systems are not achieved. The additional 
retention space provides a reliable option to influence the performance of sewer 
pipes. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Investment costs: The costs for the option correspond with the costs for the new 
construction of a sewer pipe. 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The option provides cost savings as the additional retention 
volume could be delayed until required.  
 Conclusion: The costs difference between the option and the new construction is 
marginal. Because of the small differences of the marginal costs between sewer 
pipes with different diameters it could be beneficial to implement the bigger pipe 
diameters right from the beginning. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The replacement of small pipe sections could be 
implemented within few months; the replacement of bigger pipe sections could 
require a medium time horizon within one year. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter / 
comparable with the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table AA. Retention basins 
Retention Basins – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Retention volume 
 Discharge rate  
Investment Costs 
 Dry retention basins 9.00 – 91.00 EUR /m3 (CERTU 1998 in Daywater 2008) 
 Wet retention basins 140 EUR/m3 (CERTU 1998 in Daywater 2008) 
 Concrete retention basins (within sewer system) 1500 EUR/m3 (Sieker 2011) 
 Maintenance costs dry retention basins 0.15 – 0.45 EUR/m3*a (CERTU 1998 in 
Daywater 2008) 
 Maintenance costs wet retention basin 3 EUR/m3 (CERTU 1998 in Daywater 
2008) 
 Maintenance costs concrete retention basins 10 EUR/m3*a 
Operational Life-Span 
  Retention basin 50 years (LAWA 2005) 
 Shorter life span of secondary elements such as inflow structures, outflow 
structures, treatment units etc.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table BB. Enlargement retention basin 
Space for the enlargement or reduction of the volume of the retention basin 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The most common option to change the capacity of retention basins is to 
change retention volume by increasing or decreasing the area of the ration basin. 
On the one hand expansion space for the possible increase of the retention basin 
could be provided. For this expansion space an interim usage is required, which 
could be abolished quick and with low effort. On the other hand deconstruction 
space for the reduction of the area of the retention volume could be provided 
 Preparatory measures: The option requires reserving additional space adjacent 
to the retention basin. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: the retention volume is proportional to the available space (if 
there is no change in the depth of the retention basin); with big areas a huge 
range of change could be managed. 
 Direction of Change: based on the design of the space an enlargement or a 
reduction of the retention volume is possible. 
 Increments: based on the interim or the follow up land use. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of the original retention basin. With deconstruction the space demand of the 
urban drainage system is reduced and available for other high level land uses. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: The costs for extension option are comparable with the 
costs of the initial investment. The costs for deconstruction option include costs 
for the landfill and the re-use. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the extension space which 
has to be reserved. 
 Cost savings: The costs for the extension of the retention basin could be delayed; 
the deconstruction provides the benefits of a high level re-use of the space. 
 Conclusion: Because of the linear investment costs and the small preparatory 
costs it is expected that the option provides long-term cost benefits (compared 
with a robust design). 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. Only the re-use of the space 
has to be coordinated with other stakeholders. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table CC. Depth retention basin 
Change of the depth of the retention basin 
 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The volume of the retention basin could be influenced by changing the 
depth of the retention basin. No additional space for change of the retention 
volume is required. 
 Preparatory measures: Because of the interactions with the elements upstream 
and downstream the intended depth of the retention basin has to be considered in 
the initial design of the drainage system.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Range of change: Because of the constraints of the upstream and downstream 
elements in the most cases only a small change of the depth of the retention 
volume is possible. Hence only the management of a limited range of change is 
possible. 
 Direction of change: The option can adapt to an increase of the runoff by 
increasing the depth of the retention basin. On the contrary if the runoff is reduced 
the depth of the basin could be reduced and the integration of the retention basin 
in the urban and landscape design could be improved. 
 Increments: none 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of the original retention basin. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: The option requires costs for the modeling of the 
topography (excavation or fill). 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The options delay the implementation of the additional retention 
volume. There are no cost benefits if depth of the retention basin is reduced. 
 Conclusion: Because of the marginal preparatory costs it is expected that despite 
only small costs benefits the option will be beneficial on the long-term. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table DD. Throttled discharge 
Control of the throttled discharge of the retention basin 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: To change the capacity of the retention basin the discharge rate of the 
throttled outflow could be controlled. The higher the outflow rates the higher the 
available retention volume of the basin is. 
 Preparatory measures: The option requires an outflow structure with a control 
element. The option could only be implemented, when the elements downstream 
are dimensioned for increased flow. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The control of the throttled discharge can contribute to the 
better utilization of the retention volume in the whole urban drainage system. 
Because of the interactions and limitations within the system normally only a 
small to medium change of the runoff could be managed. 
 Direction of change: The option only provides an adaptation on an increasing 
runoff volume. 
 Increments: none. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The security against flooding provided by the option is comparable 
with the performance of the original retention basin. Additional objectives like a 
reduction of the peak and speed of the discharge into the receiving water body 
could be affected by the option. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: none. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the control structure at the 
outlet structure. 
 Cost savings: The option provides to advantage that other adaptation measures 
could be delayed. 
 Conclusion: The option can manage minor change in the runoff with no or only 
marginal costs and could delay the implementation of more expensive adaptation 
measures. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 80  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few days. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table EE. Evaporation retention basin 
Increase of the evapotranspiration rate of wet retention basins 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The evapotranspiration rate of a wet retention basin could also be 
considered as a design parameter. By increasing the evaportranspiration (e.g. by 
providing more plants with a high evapotranspiration rate) the outflow out of the 
basin is increased and with it the retention volume increased. 
 Preparatory measures: none. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Range of change: With the option only a limited increase of the 
evapotranspiration rate is possible; hence the option can only manage a small 
increase of the runoff. 
 Direction of change: With the option only an adaptation on an increasing runoff 
volume is possible. 
 Increments: none  
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The option increases the performance of the retention basin 
compared with original design. The option mainly contributes to additional social 
and ecological objectives such as improvement of microclimate, the provision of 
habitats etc. On the contrary the hydraulic reliability of the option is limited. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: costs for planting 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The option provides no cost savings but slightly improved 
performance. 
 Conclusion: The option is cheap but only provides limited benefits. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table FF. Temporary retention space 
Temporary Retention Space – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Retention volume 
 Retention time  
 Discharge rate 
Investment Costs 
 Only marginal additional costs; depending on the main land use of the retention 
space 
Operational Life-Span 
  According to the life span of the main land use  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table GG. Provision temporary retention space 
Provision of Temporary Retention Space 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The provision of temporary retention space itself is an option to increase 
the retention volume within the drainage as a retrofitting measure. Open space 
with an extensive land use (such as parks, parking lots, playgrounds etc.) is 
modified with simple measures, so that they can be used for the temporary 
retention of storm water during heavy rainfall events. The design flood frequency 
of the retention space should not increase 1-2 incidents pear year.  
 Preparatory measures: none 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The option provides additional retention space with low effort. 
The option is in particular suitable to deal with extreme events. 
 Direction of change: The option is suitable to adapt on an increasing runoff 
volume. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The option can contribute to the reduction of the design flood 
frequency of vulnerable land uses. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 80  
  Implementation costs: The option is associated with only marginal costs for minor 
retrofitting measures. 
 Preparatory costs: none. 
 Cost savings: With the option the implementation of expensive retention basins 
could be avoided or at least delayed. 
 Conclusion: The option provides is very cost effective because of minor 
investment costs and huge potential cost savings. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: Because of the required cooperation with other stakeholders (e.g. the 
main user of the area) there is the danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table HH. Surface infiltration 
Surface Infiltration – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Size of the infiltration area 
Investment Costs 
 Surface infiltration (costs for landscape design) 2.50 – 5.00 EUR/m2 (Sieker 
2010) 
 Maintenance costs 0.50 EUR/m2 (Sieker 2010) 
Operational Life-Span 
  50 years (Sieker 2010)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table II. Enlargement surface infiltration 
Space for the enlargement or reduction of the capacity of the surface infiltration 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The simplest option to change the capacity of surface infiltration is to 
increase or decrease the infiltration area. Additional space adjacent to the 
surface infiltration has to reserved, so that it can be used for a later extension of 
the infiltration area. The extension space should have an interim land use, which 
could be abolished quick and with low costs. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The capacity of the surface infiltration element is correlated 
with the size of the infiltration area; nevertheless surface infiltration elements in 
general are only suitable for low hydraulic load. 
 Direction of change: The option is only suitable to adapt on an increasing runoff 
volume. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of normal surface infiltration elements. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Implementation costs: The option includes only marginal costs such as minor 
changes in the topography. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes costs for the reservation of the extension 
space. 
 Cost savings: There are no costs saving associated with the option. 
 Conclusion: As there are no cost benefits if the option is implemented during the 
operation of the system (compared with the implementation at the beginning) the 
increased infiltration area should be implemented during initial development of 
the urban drainage system. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: Because of the required cooperation with other stakeholders (e.g. the 
main user of the surface infiltration area) there is the danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table JJ. Conversion surface infiltration 
Conversion of surface infiltration elements into infiltration swales / basins 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: An option to increase the capacity of surface infiltration elements is the 
conversion into infiltration swales/basins. With the provision of a retention volume 
the capacity of the infiltration element is increased.  
 Preparatory measures: none, as option is implemented on existing infiltration 
area. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: With the provision of additional retention space (for the 
temporary retention of the runoff) the capacity of the infiltration element is 
increased significantly. Hence a reaction on a broad range of changes is 
possible. 
 Direction of change: The option is suitable to adapt on an increasing runoff 
volume. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of the surface infiltration element.  
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with costs for the 
new construction of infiltration swales. 
 Preparatory costs: none. 
 Cost savings: The implementation of the infiltration swale/basin could be delayed 
and the space demand for surface infiltration could be reduced, so that the area 
is available for other high value land-uses. 
 Conclusion: When the costs of the land are low the option may provide costs 
benefit; in areas with high land costs it may be more economical to implement the 
infiltration swales/basins right from the beginning. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: Because of the required cooperation with other stakeholders (e.g. the 
main user of the surface infiltration area) there is the danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table KK. Swale infiltration or basin infiltration 
Swale Infiltration or Basin Infiltration – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Retention volume (dimension of the swale of basin) 
 Infiltration area (dimension of the swale of basin) 
 Throttled discharge 
 Permeability of the soil  
Investment Costs 
 Infiltration basin 35 EUR/m2 (Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) 
 Infiltration basin 35-45 EUR/m2 (HMU 1998 in Sieker 2010) 
 Infiltration swale 7,5 -15 EUR/m3 (Certu 1998 in Daywater 2008) 
 Maintenance costs 0.50 EUR/m2 *a (Sieker 2010) 
Operational Life-Span 
  50 years (Sieker 2010)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table LL. Enlargement infiltration swale 
Space for the enlargement or reduction of the dimensions of the infiltration 
swale/basin 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The capacity of the infiltration swale/basin could be changed by enlarging 
or reducing the dimensions of the element.  
 Preparatory measures: The space required for the enlargement of the infiltration 
swale should be reserved. The extension space should have an interim land use, 
which could be abolished quick and with low costs. A part of the retention basin is 
designed in a way so that a quick and easy re-use of the space is possible.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 80  
  Range of change: The capacity of the infiltration swale/basin is correlated with 
the dimension of the basin. 
 Direction of Change: Depending on the design of the area, the option could be 
used to react on an increase as well as decrease of runoff volume. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 80  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of the surface infiltration element. If the area of the infiltration swale/basin is 
reduced, this area could be used for other high level land uses. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: The costs of extension are comparable with the cost of 
new construction of an infiltration swale/basin. For the reduction of the 
dimensions of infiltration swales/basins the costs of the filling material as well as 
the costs for the new land use have to be considered. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the extension space. 
 Cost savings: With the option the costs for the extension of the infiltration 
swales/basin can be delayed. In addition there is the benefit of a high level re-use 
of the space. 
 Conclusion: Because of the benefits and the limited preparatory costs it is 
expected that the option provides long term cost benefits. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option for the enlargement is completely within the scope of 
operation of the infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. On the 
contrary the option for the reduction of the space requires cooperation with other 
stakeholders (e.g. the stakeholders of the new land use) so that there is the 
danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table MM. Depth of infiltration swale 
Change the depth of the infiltration swale/basin  
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: the retention volume of an infiltration swale/basin could change by 
changing the depth of the basin. With the option it is possible to increase the 
capacity of the infiltration swale/basin without affecting adjacent areas. 
 Preparatory measures: Because of the interactions with the elements upstream 
and downstream the intended depth of the infiltration swale/basin has to be 
considered in the initial design of the drainage system.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: Because of the constraints of the upstream and downstream 
elements only a limited change of the depth of the infiltration swale/basin is 
possible. Hence only the management of a limited range of change is possible. 
 Direction of change: The option can adapt to an increase of the runoff. On the 
contrary if the runoff is reduced the depth of the swale/basin could be reduced 
and the integration in the urban and landscape design could be improved. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the option is comparable with the performance 
of the original infiltration swale/basin. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The option includes the costs for the modeling of the 
topography (excavation or fill). 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost savings: The option enables that the implementation of the additional 
retention volume is delayed. There are no cost benefits if depth of the infiltration 
swale/basin is reduced. 
 Conclusion: Because of the marginal preparatory costs it is expected that despite 
the small costs benefits the option will be beneficial in the long-term. It could be 
also beneficial to implement the required depth of the infiltration swale/basin right 
from the beginning.  
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table NN. Conversion infiltration swale 
Conversion of the infiltration swale/basin into a swale infiltration trench element 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: The capacity of the infiltration swale/basin could be increased by 
providing addition subsurface retention space for a delayed infiltration of the 
storm water. In other terms the conventional infiltration swale is infiltrated into a 
swale infiltration trench element. The option is implemented on the existing area 
of the infiltration swale/basin. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: With the additional subsurface retention space the capacity of 
the infiltration element could be increased significantly. The option could manage 
a huge range of change.  
 Direction of change: The option is suitable to adapt on an increasing runoff 
volume.  
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The option increases the hydraulic performance of the infiltration 
element compared with original design. Nevertheless the new swale infiltration 
trench element provides a slightly lower performance for the social and ecological 
objectives as the original infiltration swale/basin. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with new 
construction of swale infiltration trench elements. 
 Preparatory costs: none 
 Cost saving: The implementation of the expensive swale infiltration trench 
elements can be delayed. The time could be bridged with cheaper infiltration 
swales/basins. 
 Conclusions: The option provides high cost savings compared with the 
implementation of over dimensioned swale infiltration trench elements. Hence 
long term cost benefits are expected. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in medium term 
within a year. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table OO. Control discharge infiltration swale 
Control of the discharge of the infiltration swale/basin 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: To change the capacity of the infiltration swales/basins the elements 
could be connected with each other and the discharge rate to the downstream 
elements could be changed. The higher the outflow rate the higher the available 
retention volume of the infiltration swale/basin.  
 Preparatory measures: The option is only possible, when the infiltration elements 
are connected with each other and the downstream elements are able to cope 
with an increased outflow.   
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The control of the discharge can contribute to the better 
utilization of the retention volume in the whole urban drainage system. Because 
of the interactions and limitations within the urban drainage system normally only 
a small to medium change of the runoff could be managed. 
 Direction of change: Only an adaptation on an increasing runoff volume is 
possible.  
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The option to connect infiltration swales/basins and to increase the 
discharge provides a comparable performance for the metrics design flood 
frequency.  
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Implementation costs: If the conveyance elements for the connection of the 
infiltration swales/basins already exist there are no additional implementation 
costs. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes costs for the construction of additional 
conveyance elements. 
 Cost savings: Other more expensive adaptation measures could be delayed. 
 Conclusion: The option can manage minor change in the runoff with no or only 
marginal costs. In addition the option could delay the implementation of more 
expensive adaptation measures. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 80  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few days. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table PP. Soakaways 
Soakaways / Infiltration Shafts – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Retention volume (volume of the structure and type of fill) 
 Infiltration surface (the walls of the soakaways) 
Investment Costs 
 Soakaways 1000 – 1500 EUR/unit (Geiger & Dreiseitl 1995) 
Operational Life-Span 
  25-40 years (LAWA 2005)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table QQ. Additional soakaways 
Space for the construction of additional soakaways 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The change of the capacity of implemented soakaways (change of the 
dimensions of the soakaways) requires a huge effort. Hence instead of changing 
the existing soakaways an option to change the capacity is to provide space for 
the construction of additional soakaways.  
 Preparatory measures: The option requires the provision of extension space for 
the subsequent implementation of new soakaways.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The new soakaways could increase the capacity significantly; 
the management of a huge range of change is possible. 
 Direction of change: Only an adaptation on an increasing runoff volume is 
possible. 
 Increments: Only the development of complete soakaways units is possible. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 40  
  Performance: The performance of the new soakaways is comparable with the 
performance of the existing soakaways. Soakaways mainly contribute to the 
objective drainage of the settlement and neglect other social or environmental 
objectives. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with new 
construction of soakaways. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the reserved extension 
space. 
 Cost savings: The implementation of the additional soakaways could be delayed. 
 Conclusion: Because of cost savings and low preparatory costs long-term cost 
benefits are expected. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers.  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table RR. Swale infiltration trench element 
Swale Infiltration Trench Element / System – General Information 
 
 Design Parameters   
 Surface and subsurface retention space (depending on the dimensions of the 
swale elements) 
 Infiltration surface 
 Permeability of the soil 
 Discharge to other elements 
Investment Costs 
 Swale infiltration trench element 30.50 – 38.00 EUR/m3 (CERTU 1998 in 
Daywater 2008) 
 Swale infiltration trench element 100 EUR/m3 (Sieker 2010) 
 Maintenance costs Swale infiltration trench element 0.30 – 0.45 EUR/m3*a 
(CERTU 1998 in Daywater 2008) 
 Maintenance costs Swale infiltration trench element 0.50 – 0.75 EUR/m2*a 
(Sieker 2010) 
Operational Life-Span 
  25-40 years (LAWA 2005)  
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table SS. Enlargement infiltration trench 
Space for the enlargement or new construction of swale infiltration trench elements 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: An option to change the capacity of swale infiltration trench elements is 
the increase of the retention volume and infiltration surface. This could be 
achieved by increasing the area of existing swale infiltration trench elements or 
the construction of new elements.  
 Preparatory measures: The option requires the provision of extension space for 
the new or enlarged swale infiltration trench. The extension space should have 
an interim land use, which could be abolished quick and with low costs. 
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Range of change: New or enlarged infiltration trench elements could increase the 
capacity significantly. If sufficient space is available the management of a huge 
range of change is possible. 
 Direction of change: With the option only an adaptation on an increasing runoff 
volume is possible. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the new or enlarged infiltration trench element 
is comparable with the performance of the existing elements. Swale infiltration 
trench elements mainly contribute to the objective drainage of the settlement and 
provide a limited performance for other social or environmental objectives. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with costs for new 
construction of swale infiltration trench elements. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the reserved extension 
space. 
 Cost savings: With the option the implementation of the additional or over 
dimensioned swale infiltration trench elements could be delayed. 
 Conclusion: Because of cost savings and low preparatory costs long-term cost 
benefits are expected. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table TT. Depth infiltration trench 
Change the depth of the swale infiltration trench element 
 
Description Preparatory Measure  Retrofitting X  
  Option: An option to increase the capacity of a swale infiltration trench element is 
to increase the depth of the subsurface storage volume. This option is associated 
with high cost and hence is only suitable if no space for the construction of new 
swale infiltration trench elements exists. 
 Preparatory measures: none.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: Because of several constraints (depth to groundwater table, or 
connection with downstream elements e.g.) only a limited change of the depth of 
the swale infiltration trench element is possible. Hence with the options only a 
limited range of change could be managed. 
 Direction of change: The option can adapt to an increase of the runoff by 
increasing the depth of the swale infiltration trench element. 
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the new or enlarged infiltration trench element 
is comparable with the performance of the existing elements. Swale infiltration 
trench elements mainly contribute to the objective drainage of the settlement and 
provide a limited performance for other social or environmental objectives. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 20  
  Implementation costs: The costs of the option are comparable with cost for the 
new construction of swale infiltration trench elements. 
 Preparatory costs: The option includes the costs for the construction of the 
original swale infiltration trench elements. 
 Cost savings: With the option the construction of the big capacity of the swale 
infiltration trench element could be delayed.  
 Conclusion: As the implementation of the flexibility options causes the costs of 
the original as well as the enlarged swale infiltration trench element it is cheaper 
to implement the bigger volume of the swale infiltration trench element right from 
the beginning. 
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 60  
  Duration of implementation: The option could be implemented in short notice 
within few months. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Table UU. Infiltration trench systems 
Space to combine single swale infiltration trench elements to a swale infiltration trench 
system 
 
Description Preparatory Measure X Retrofitting   
  Option: The capacity of the urban drainage system could be increased by 
connecting the single swale infiltration trench elements to a combined system. As 
result it is possible to optimize the management of the existing retention volume 
within the system. As option space for the combination of the different swale 
infiltration trench elements should be provided. 
 Preparatory measures: The option requires the provision of extension space for 
the conveyance elements to connect the swale infiltration trench elements. The 
extension space should have an interim land use, which could be abolished quick 
and with low costs.  
 
Range of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Range of change: The combination of the swale infiltration trench elements can 
contribute to the better utilization of the retention volume in the whole urban 
drainage system. Because of the interactions and limitations within the system 
normally only a small to medium capacity exists and hence only a limited change 
of the runoff could be managed. 
 Direction of change: With the option only an adaptation on an increasing runoff 
volume is possible.  
 
Performance Target Achievement 60  
  Performance: The performance of the new or enlarged infiltration trench element 
is comparable with the performance of the existing elements. Swale infiltration 
trench elements mainly contribute to the objective drainage of the settlement and 
provide a limited performance for other social or environmental objectives. 
 
Cost of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Implementation costs: The option includes costs for the construction of the 
conveyance elements such as ditches or pipes. 
 Preparatory costs: The options include costs for the reserved extension space. 
 Cost savings: With the option the implementation of the conveyance elements 
could be delayed. 
 Conclusion: Because of cost savings and low preparatory costs long-term cost 
benefits are expected.  
 
Duration of Change Target Achievement 40  
  Duration of implementation: Because of the huge effort the option could be 
implemented in medium term within one year. 
 Delays: As the option is completely within the scope of operation of the 
infrastructure provider there is no danger of delays. 
 Response time: The duration of the implementation of the option is shorter than 
the development of the future drivers. 
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Appendix D - Measurement Flexibility Case Study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
 
 
Figure A. Case study area residential site ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’, Germany 
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Appendix D (continued) 
 
Figure B. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solution 'SUDS' case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’  
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Appendix D (continued) 
 
Figure C. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solution 'sewer' case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’  
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table VV. Minimax regret range of change case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
Input Factor Runoff Minimax Regret Range of Change     
              
Maximal Range: 148 M^3          
              
Input in m^3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Regret   
Alternative 1 123 -25 31   0   
Alternative 2 123 0 31   25   
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table WW. Utility value analysis performance scenario 1 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
                Utility Value Analysis Performance           
 
Scenario: 
1 Global 
Village 
 
                                      
Time step 
(years)   W 0 
UV 
0 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+ 60 
UV 
60 60+ 
UV 
60+ 80 
UV 
80 80+ 
UV 
80+   
Alt 1 
SUDS Total 100   80   63   78   47   78   47   78   48   78   
  
Design 
flood (a) 50 0.1 60 0.14 52 0.12 56 0.32 37 0.12 56 0.27 38 0.12 56 0.25 39 0.12 56   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 50 0 100 40 73 0 100 202 58 0 100 281 56 0 100 183 58 0 100   
Alt 2 
Sewer Total 100   80   78   78   38   49   37   49   25   38   
  
Design 
flood (a) 50 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.38 36 0.11 58 0.46 34 0.11 58 0.46 34 0.11 58   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 50 0 100 0 100 0 100 1128 40 1128 40 1128 40 1128 40 22937 17 22937 17   
                                            
 
Table XX. Utility value analysis performance scenario 2 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance             
Scenario: 
2 Shrinking 
Settlement                                       
Time step 
(years)   0 
UV 
0 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+ 60 
UV 
60 60+ 
UV 
60+ 80 
UV 
80 80+ 
UV 
80+   
Alt 1 
SUDS Total   80   80   80   80   80   81   80   82   80   
  
Design 
flood (a) 
0.
1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
Alt 2 
Sewer Total   80   81   81   83   83   84   84   86   86   
  
Design 
flood (a) 
0.
1 60 0.09 63 0.09 63 0.08 66 0.08 66 0.07 69 0.07 69 0.06 72 0.06 72   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table YY. Utility value analysis performance scenario 3 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance             
Scenario: 3 Eco City                                       
Time step 
(years)   0 
UV 
0 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+ 60 
UV 
60 60+ 
UV 
60+ 80 
UV 
80 80+ 
UV 
80+   
Alt 1 
SUDS Total   80   79   79   66   80   78   78   57   80   
  
Design 
flood (a) 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.12 56 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.15 50 0.1 60   
  W Balance 0 100 0 100 0 100 1 96 1 96 2 92 2 92 3 88 3 88   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 0 100 0 100 0 100 30 76 0 100 0 100 0 100 80 64 0 100   
Alt 2 
Sewer Total   80   80   80   80   80   80   80   70   70   
  
Design 
flood (a) 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60   
  W Balance 54 0 57 0 57 0 58 0 58 0 59 0 59 0 60 0 60 0   
  
Flooding 
(m3) 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 10 80 10 80   
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table ZZ. Performance scenario 1 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  
1 Global 
Village                         
                              
  
Duration 
(month)     0   4   4   4         
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 40.3 60.0 60.3 80.0 80.3 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  
Alt 1 
SUDS 80 63 78 47 78 47 78 48 78 65 1.39 64.13   
  
Alt 2 
Sewer 80 78 78 38 49 37 49 25 38 54 6.13 50.52   
                              
 
Table AAA. Performance scenario 2 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  
2 
Shrinking 
Settlement                         
                              
                              
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 40.3 60.0 60.3 80.0 80.3 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  
Alt 1 
SUDS 80 80 80 80 80 81 80 81 80 80 0.14 80.29   
  
Alt 2 
Sewer 80 81 81 83 83 84 84 86 86 83 0.64 82.64   
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table BBB. Performance scenario 3 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  3 Eco City                         
                              
                              
  
Time 
step 
(years) 0.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 40.3 60.0 60.3 80.0 80.3 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  
Alt 1 
SUDS 80 79 79 66 80 78 78 57 80 75 1.86 73.54   
  
Alt 2 
Sewer 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 70 70 79 0.84 78.25   
                              
 
Table CCC. Minimax regret performance scenarios 1-3 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
    Minimax Regret Performance     
              
    Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3  Regret   
  Alt 1 SUDS 64.13 80.29 73.54 4.71  
  Alt 2 Sewer 50.52 82.64 78.25 13.61  
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Appendix D (continued) 
Table DDD. Minimax regret effort of change scenarios 1-3 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table EEE. Comparison results alternative solution 1 and 2 case study ‘Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    Minimax Regret Effort of Change     
 
            
 Total costs 
(EUR) 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Regret 
  
  Alternative 1 32694.00 16983.00 20463.00 0.00  
  Alternative 2 246011.00 20109.00 20900.00 213317.00  
  
Damage costs 
(EUR)           
  Alternative 1 1968.00 401.00 362.00    
  Alternative 2 125487.00 0.00 0.00    
  AEC (EUR)           
  Alternative 1 30726.00 16582.00 20101.00    
  Alternative 2 120524.00 20109.00 20900.00    
              
  Comparison Results     
          
  
Regret Range of 
Change 
Regret 
Performance 
Regret Effort of 
Change   
Alternative 1 0 4.71 0.00   
Alternative 2 25 13.61 21.33   
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Appendix E - Scoping Assessment Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
 
 
 
Figure D. Case study 'Dorfanger-Boberg', Hamburg, Germany  
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure E. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 1 and 2 (SUDS, 
decentralized, surface infiltration) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure F. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 3 and 4 (SUDS, 
decentralized, infiltration swales) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure G. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 5 and 6 (SUDS, 
decentralized, green roofs, constructed wetlands) for the design of the urban drainage system 
'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure H. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 7 and 8 (SUDS, 
decentralized, infiltration trenches) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-
Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure I. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 9, 10 and 11 (SUDS, semi-
centralized, surface infiltration) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure J. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 12, 13 and 14 (SUDS, 
semi-centralized, infiltration swales) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-
Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure K. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 15, 16 and 17 (SUDS, 
semi-centralized, green roofs, ponds) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-
Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure L. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solutions 18, 19 and 20 (SUDS, 
semi-centralized, infiltration trench system) for the design of the urban drainage system 
'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure M. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solution A (conventional separated 
sewer system) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
 
 
Figure N. Hydrological model STORM XXL for the alternative solution B (conventional combined 
sewer system) for the design of the urban drainage system 'Dorfanger-Boberg' 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. Principle modularity case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alternative  1                                         
 
9   
 
                                    
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                                           
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  2                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                   1                       
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  3                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                   
 
                      
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  4                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                   
 
                      
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  5                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1                                       
2 1 1                                       
3     1 1                                   
4     1 1                                   
5         1 1                               
6         1 1                               
7             1 1                           
8             1 1                           
9                 1 1                       
10                 1 1                       
11                     1 1                   
12                     1 1                   
13                         1 1               
14                         1 1               
15                             1 1           
16                             1 1           
17                                 1 1       
18                                 1 1       
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 M = 
1-Clus 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  6                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1                                       
2 1 1                                       
3     1 1                                   
4     1 1                                   
5         1 1                               
6         1 1                               
7             1 1                           
8             1 1                           
9                 1 1                       
10                 1 1                       
11                     1 1                   
12                     1 1                   
13                         1 1               
14                         1 1               
15                             1 1           
16                             1 1           
17                                 1 1       
18                                 1 1       
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 M = 
1-Clus 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  7                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                   1                       
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  8                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                                         
2   1                                       
3     1                                     
4       1                                   
5         1                                 
6           1                               
7             1                             
8               1                           
9                 1                         
10                   1                       
11                                           
12                                           
13                                           
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  9                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1                                 1     
2 1 1                                 1     
3     1 1                             1     
4     1 1     1 1                     1     
5         1 1                           1   
6         1 1                           1   
7       1     1 1                     1     
8       1     1 1                     1     
9                 1 1                   1   
10                 1 1 1 1               1   
11                   1 1 1               1   
12                   1 1 1               1   
13                         1         1       
14                           1 1         1   
15                           1 1         1   
16                               1 1 1       
17                               1 1 1       
18                         1     1 1 1       
19 1 1 1 1     1 1                     1     
20         1 1     1 1 1 1   1 1         1   
Clus a 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 M = 
1-Clus 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.69 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  10                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1                                 1     
2 1 1                                 1     
3     1 1                             1     
4     1 1     1 1                     1     
5         1 1                           1   
6         1 1                           1   
7       1     1 1                     1     
8       1     1 1                     1     
9                 1 1                   1   
10                 1 1 1 1               1   
11                   1 1 1               1   
12                   1 1 1               1   
13                         1         1       
14                           1 1         1   
15                           1 1         1   
16                               1 1 1       
17                               1 1 1       
18                         1     1 1 1       
19 1 1 1 1     1 1                     1     
20         1 1     1 1 1 1   1 1         1   
Clus a 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 M = 
1-Clus 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.69 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  11                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1                                 1     
2 1 1                                 1     
3     1 1                             1     
4     1 1     1 1                     1     
5         1 1                           1   
6         1 1                           1   
7       1     1 1                     1     
8       1     1 1                     1     
9                 1 1                   1   
10                 1 1 1 1               1   
11                   1 1 1               1   
12                   1 1 1               1   
13                         1         1       
14                           1 1         1   
15                           1 1         1   
16                               1 1 1       
17                               1 1 1       
18                         1     1 1 1       
19 1 1 1 1     1 1                     1     
20         1 1     1 1 1 1   1 1         1   
Clus a 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 M = 
1-Clus 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.69 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  12                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1       1                   
9                 1       1                 
10 1 1                                       
11     1 1                                   
12         1 1   1                           
13             1   1                         
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  13                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1       1                   
9                 1       1                 
10 1 1                                       
11     1 1                                   
12         1 1   1                           
13             1   1                         
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  14                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1       1                   
9                 1       1                 
10 1 1                                       
11     1 1                                   
12         1 1   1                           
13             1   1                         
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  15                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                   1           1   1     
2   1                 1           1   1     
3     1                 1           1   1   
4       1               1           1   1   
5         1               1   1         1   
6           1             1   1         1   
7             1           1   1         1   
8               1           1   1     1     
9                 1         1   1     1     
10                                           
11 1 1                 1           1   1     
12     1 1               1           1   1   
13         1 1 1           1   1         1   
14               1 1         1   1     1     
15         1 1 1           1   1         1   
16               1 1         1   1     1     
17 1 1                 1           1   1     
18     1 1               1           1   1   
19 1 1           1 1   1     1   1 1   1     
20     1 1 1 1 1         1 1   1     1   1   
Clus a 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 M = 
1-Clus 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.77 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.55 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  16                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                   1           1   1     
2   1                 1           1   1     
3     1                 1           1   1   
4       1               1           1   1   
5         1               1   1         1   
6           1             1   1         1   
7             1           1   1         1   
8               1           1   1     1     
9                 1         1   1     1     
10                                           
11 1 1                 1           1   1     
12     1 1               1           1   1   
13         1 1 1           1   1         1   
14               1 1         1   1     1     
15         1 1 1           1   1         1   
16               1 1         1   1     1     
17 1 1                 1           1   1     
18     1 1               1           1   1   
19 1 1           1 1   1     1   1 1   1     
20     1 1 1 1 1         1 1   1     1   1   
Clus a 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 M = 
1-Clus 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.77 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.55 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  17                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1                   1           1   1     
2   1                 1           1   1     
3     1                 1           1   1   
4       1               1           1   1   
5         1               1   1         1   
6           1             1   1         1   
7             1           1   1         1   
8               1           1   1     1     
9                 1         1   1     1     
10                                           
11 1 1                 1           1   1     
12     1 1               1           1   1   
13         1 1 1           1   1         1   
14               1 1         1   1     1     
15         1 1 1           1   1         1   
16               1 1         1   1     1     
17 1 1                 1           1   1     
18     1 1               1           1   1   
19 1 1           1 1   1     1   1 1   1     
20     1 1 1 1 1         1 1   1     1   1   
Clus a 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 M = 
1-Clus 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.77 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.55 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  18                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1         1                 
9                 1     1                   
10 1 1               1                       
11     1 1             1                     
12         1 1     1     1                   
13             1 1         1                 
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.76 0.72 0.69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  19                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1         1                 
9                 1     1                   
10 1 1               1                       
11     1 1             1                     
12         1 1     1     1                   
13             1 1         1                 
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.76 0.72 0.69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  20                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1                       
2 1 1               1                       
3     1 1             1                     
4     1 1             1                     
5         1 1           1                   
6         1 1           1                   
7             1           1                 
8               1         1                 
9                 1     1                   
10 1 1               1                       
11     1 1             1                     
12         1 1     1     1                   
13             1 1         1                 
14                                           
15                                           
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.76 0.72 0.69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.69 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  A                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1       1               
2 1 1               1       1               
3     1 1             1       1             
4     1 1             1       1             
5         1 1         1 1     1             
6         1 1         1 1     1             
7             1 1   1     1 1               
8             1 1   1     1 1               
9                 1   1 1     1             
10 1 1         1 1   1     1 1               
11     1 1 1 1     1   1 1     1             
12         1 1     1   1 1     1             
13             1 1   1     1 1               
14 1 1         1 1   1     1 1               
15     1 1 1 1     1   1 1                   
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
Clus a 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 M = 
1-Clus 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.85 0.81 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.65 0.58 0.53 0.50 0.44 0.38 0 0 0 0 0 0.38 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table FFF. (continued) 
Alternative  B                                         
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20   
1 1 1               1         1             
2 1 1               1         1             
3     1 1             1     1               
4     1 1             1     1               
5         1 1     1   1     1               
6         1 1     1   1     1               
7             1     1     1   1             
8               1   1     1   1             
9         1 1     1   1 1   1               
10 1 1         1 1   1     1   1             
11     1 1 1 1     1   1 1   1               
12                 1   1 1   1               
13             1 1   1     1   1             
14     1 1 1 1     1   1 1   1               
15 1 1         1 1   1     1   1             
16                                           
17                                           
18                                           
19                                           
20                                           
C_i 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 M = 
C 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.58 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.39 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.39 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. Principle platform design case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alt 1                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 11806                                       
2   11806                                     
3     14430                                   
4       14430                                 
5         23276                               
6           23276                             
7             16492                           
8               15742                         
9                 15742                       
10                                         
11                                         
12                                         
13                                         
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 1 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
 
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              11,806    105 0 0 1 56896              56,896                         -      
2              11,806    105 0 0 1 56896              56,896                         -      
3              14,430    128 0 0 1 69540              69,540                         -      
4              14,430    128 0 0 1 69540              69,540                         -      
5              23,276    207 0 0 1 112166            112,166                         -      
6              23,276    207 0 0 1 112166            112,166                         -      
7              16,492    147 0 0 1 79474              79,474                         -      
8              15,742    140 0 0 1 160000            160,000                         -      
9              15,742    140 0 0 1 80000              80,000                         -      
10                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
11                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
12                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
13                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              796,677               796,677                         -      
        
Platform 
design  1.00       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 2                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1                                         
2                                         
3                                         
4                                         
5                                         
6                                         
7                                         
8               5250                         
9                 5250                       
10                                         
11                     33750 6930 7035               
12                       6930                 
13                       6930 7035               
14                           6930             
15                           6930 7140           
16               5250               26250 7035       
17                                 7035       
18                                   6930     
19                 5250                 6930 33750   
20               5250           6930 7140 26250 7035     33750 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 2 
Sum 
change 
costs EUR 
Volume 
m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs 
EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / 
options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1               -        2 0 2 55125                      -                           -      
2               -        2 0 2 55125                      -                           -      
3               -        2 0 2 67375                      -                           -      
4               -        2 0 2 67375                      -                           -      
5               -        2 0 2 108675                      -                           -      
6               -        2 0 2 108675                      -                           -      
7               -        2 0 2 77000                      -                           -      
8         5,250    50 0 0 1 160000            160,000                         -      
9         5,250    50 0 0 1 80000              80,000                         -      
10               -        2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
11       47,715    225 1 0 0 5063                      -                     5,063    
12         6,930    66 0 0 1 1040                1,040                         -      
13       13,965    67 1 0 0 1055                      -                     1,055    
14         6,930    66 0 0 1 1040                1,040                         -      
15       14,070    68 1 0 0 1071                      -                     1,071    
16       38,535    225 1 0 0 3544                      -                     3,544    
17         7,035    67 0 0 1 1055                1,055                         -      
18         6,930    66 0 0 1 1040                1,040                         -      
19       45,930    225 1 0 0 5063                      -                     5,063    
20       86,355    225 1 0 0 5063                      -                     5,063    
        Sum costs              265,031               244,174                 20,858    
        
Platform 
design  0.92       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 3                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 12410                                       
2   12410                                     
3     15168                                   
4       15168                                 
5         24467                               
6           24467                             
7             17375                           
8               16548                         
9                 8983                       
10                                         
11                                         
12                                         
13                                         
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 3 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              12,410    105 0 0 1 56987              56,987                         -      
2              12,410    105 0 0 1 56987              56,987                         -      
3              15,168    128 0 0 1 69650              69,650                         -      
4              15,168    128 0 0 1 69650              69,650                         -      
5              24,467    207 0 0 1 112345            112,345                         -      
6              24,467    207 0 0 1 112345            112,345                         -      
7              17,375    147 0 0 1 79781              79,781                         -      
8              16,548    140 0 0 1 75982              75,982                         -      
9                8,983    140 0 0 1 41247              41,247                         -      
10                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
11                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
12                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
13                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              674,975               674,975                         -      
        
Platform 
design  1.00       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 4                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1                                         
2                                         
3                                         
4                                         
5                                         
6                                         
7                                         
8                                         
9                                         
10                   7421                     
11                   7421 7421                   
12                   7421 7421 40158                 
13                         7534               
14                         7534 7534             
15                         7534 7534 40158 28110 7534       
16                               28110 7534       
17                                 7534       
18                                   7534     
19                                   7534 40158   
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 4 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                      -        2   2 55125                      -                           -      
2                      -        2   2 55125                      -                           -      
3                      -        2   2 67375                      -                           -      
4                      -        2   2 67375                      -                           -      
5                      -        2   2 108675                      -                           -      
6                      -        2   2 108675                      -                           -      
7                      -        2   2 77175                      -                           -      
8                      -        2   2 73500                      -                           -      
9                      -        2   2 39900                      -                           -      
10                7,421    71 0 0 1 1113                1,113                         -      
11              14,842    71 1 1 3 1113                   557                      557    
12              55,000    268 1 1 3 6024                3,012                   3,012    
13                7,534    72 0 0 1 1130                1,130                         -      
14              15,068    72 1 1 3 1130                   565                      565    
15              90,870    268 1 1 3 6024                3,012                   3,012    
16              35,644    268 0 0 1 4217                4,217                         -      
17                7,534    72 0 0 1 1130                1,130                         -      
18                7,534    72 0 0 1 1130                1,130                         -      
19              47,692    268 1 1 3 6024                3,012                   3,012    
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs                29,034                 18,877                 10,157    
        
Platform 
design  0.65       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 5                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 0                                       
2   26186                                     
3     0                                   
4       26186                                 
5         0                               
6           27053                             
7             0                           
8               27053                         
9                 0                       
10                   47166                     
11                     0                   
12                       47166                 
13                         0               
14                           30681             
15                             0           
16                               16011         
17                                 0       
18                                   32496     
19                                     0   
20                                       0 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 5 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                      -      0 2   2 29400                      -                           -      
2              26,186    131 1 1 3 69019              34,509                 34,509    
3                      -      0 2   2 29400                      -                           -      
4              26,186    131 1 1 3 69019              34,509                 34,509    
5                      -      0 2   2 32100                      -                           -      
6              27,053    135 1 1 3 71305              35,653                 35,653    
7                      -      0 2   2 32100                      -                           -      
8              27,053    135 1 1 3 71305              35,653                 35,653    
9                      -      0 2   2 42600                      -                           -      
10              47,166    236 1 1 3 124317              62,158                 62,158    
11                      -      0 2   2 42600                      -                           -      
12              47,166    236 1 1 3 124317              62,158                 62,158    
13                      -      0 2   2 36300                      -                           -      
14              30,681    153 1 1 3 80868              40,434                 40,434    
15                      -      0 2   2 18900                      -                           -      
16              16,011    80 1 1 3 42201              21,101                 21,101    
17                      -      0 2   2 37800                      -                           -      
18              32,496    162 1 1 3 85650              42,825                 42,825    
19                      -      0 2   2 628000                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2   2 2716000                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              738,000               369,000               369,000    
        
Platform 
design  0.50       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 6                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 56000                                       
2   0                                     
3     56000                                   
4       0                                 
5         56000                               
6           0                             
7             56000                           
8               0                         
9                 56000                       
10                                         
11                                         
12                                         
13                                         
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 6 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              56,000    280 1 1 3 35000              17,500                 17,500    
2                      -        2 1 2 66400                      -                           -      
3              56,000    280 1 1 3 35000              17,500                 17,500    
4                      -        2 1 2 66400                      -                           -      
5              56,000    280 1 1 3 37700              18,850                 18,850    
6                      -        2 1 2 68600                      -                           -      
7              56,000    280 1 1 3 37700              18,850                 18,850    
8                      -        2 1 2 68600                      -                           -      
9              56,000    280 1 1 3 48200              24,100                 24,100    
10                      -        2   2 119600                      -                           -      
11                      -        2   2 42600                      -                           -      
12                      -        2   2 119600                      -                           -      
13                      -        2   2 36300                      -                           -      
14                      -        2   2 77800                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 18900                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 40600                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 37800                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 82400                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 628000                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 2716000                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              193,600                 96,800                 96,800    
        
Platform 
design  0.50       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 7                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 15304                                       
2   15304                                     
3     18658                                   
4       18658                                 
5         30131                               
6           30131                             
7             21772                           
8               11324                         
9                 20737                       
10                                         
11                                         
12                                         
13                                         
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 7 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              15,304    118 0 0 1 102266            102,266                         -      
2              15,304    118 0 0 1 102266            102,266                         -      
3              18,658    143 0 0 1 124607            124,607                         -      
4              18,658    143 0 0 1 124607            124,607                         -      
5              30,131    232 0 0 1 201340            201,340                         -      
6              30,131    232 0 0 1 201340            201,340                         -      
7              21,772    167 0 0 1 145486            145,486                         -      
8              11,324    87 0 0 1 75669              75,669                         -      
9              20,737    160 0 0 1 138571            138,571                         -      
10                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
11                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
12                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
13                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,216,150            1,216,150                         -      
        
Platform 
design  1.00       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 8                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1                                         
2                                         
3                                         
4                                         
5                                         
6                                         
7                                         
8                                         
9                                         
10 5000                 27862                     
11     5000               27862                   
12                 5000     27862                 
13         5000               27862               
14             5000             27862             
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 8 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
2                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
3                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
4                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
5                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
6                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
7                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
8                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
9                      -      0 2   2                        -                           -      
10              32,862    214 1 1 3 4179                2,090                   2,090    
11              32,862    214 1 1 3 4179                2,090                   2,090    
12              32,862    214 1 1 3 4179                2,090                   2,090    
13              32,862    214 1 1 3 4179                2,090                   2,090    
14              32,862    214 1 1 3 4179                2,090                   2,090    
15                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs                20,897                 10,448                 10,448    
        
Platform 
design  0.50       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 9                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1                                         
2   6571                                     
3                                         
4       6571                                 
5                                         
6           3286                             
7                                         
8               3286                         
9                                         
10                   6571                     
11                                         
12                       6571                 
13                                         
14                                         
15                             6210           
16                                         
17                                 8707       
18                                 8707 11265     
19   6571   6571       3286                     59141   
20           3286       6571   6571     6210         71346 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 9 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                      -      0 2 1 2 55125                      -                           -      
2                6,571    62.58381761 0 0 1 10986              10,986                         -      
3                      -      0 2 1 2 55125                      -                           -      
4                6,571    62.58381761 0 0 1 10986              10,986                         -      
5                      -      0 2 1 2 67375                      -                           -      
6                3,286    31.29190881 0 0 1 5493                5,493                         -      
7                      -      0 2 1 2 67375                      -                           -      
8                3,286    31.29190881 0 0 1 5493                5,493                         -      
9                      -      0 2 1 2 108675                      -                           -      
10                6,571    62.58381761 0 0 1 10986              10,986                         -      
11                      -      0 2 1 2 108675                      -                           -      
12                6,571    62.58381761 0 0 1 10986              10,986                         -      
13                      -      0 2 1 2 77000                      -                           -      
14                      -      0 2 1 2 73500                      -                           -      
15                6,210    59.14170764 0 0 1 32431              32,431                         -      
16                      -      0 2 1 2 39375                      -                           -      
17                8,707    82.92355834 0 0 1 14556              14,556                         -      
18              19,972    75.10058114 1 0 0 3490                      -                     3,490    
19              75,569    394.278051 1 0 0 18321                      -                   18,321    
20              93,984    475.6370139 1 0 0 22102                      -                   22,102    
        Sum costs              145,829               101,916                 43,913    
        
Platform 
design  0.70       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 10                                         
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 12276                                       
2   78                                     
3     12276                                   
4       78                                 
5         15005                               
6           39                             
7             15005                           
8       78       39                         
9                 24202                       
10                   78                     
11                     24202                   
12                   78   78                 
13                         17148               
14                           16369             
15                             74           
16                               8769         
17                                 103       
18                                 103 134     
19   78   78       39                     702   
20           39       78         74         846 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 10 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              12,276    117 0 0 1 56967              56,967                         -      
2                     78    1 0 1 0 10000                      -                   10,000    
3              12,276    117 0 0 1 56967              56,967                         -      
4                     78    1 0 1 0 10000                      -                   10,000    
5              15,005    143 0 0 1 69626              69,626                         -      
6                     39    0 0 1 0 5000                      -                     5,000    
7              15,005    143 0 0 1 69626              69,626                         -      
8                   117    0 1 1 3 5000                2,500                   2,500    
9              24,202    231 0 0 1 112305            112,305                         -      
10                     78    1 0 1 0 10000                      -                   10,000    
11              24,202    231 0 0 1 112305            112,305                         -      
12                   156    1 1 1 3 10000                5,000                   5,000    
13              17,148    163 0 0 1 79572              79,572                         -      
14              16,369    156 0 0 1 75955              75,955                         -      
15                     74    1 0 1 0 31500                      -                   31,500    
16                8,769    84 0 0 1 40690              40,690                         -      
17                   103    1 0 1 0 13250                      -                   13,250    
18                   237    1 1 1 3 1820                   910                      910    
19                   897    5 1 1 3 9555                4,778                   4,778    
20                1,037    6 1 1 3 11527                5,763                   5,763    
        Sum costs              791,666               692,965                 98,701    
        
Platform 
design  0.88       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 11                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 12276                                       
2   78                                     
3     12276                                   
4       78                                 
5         15005                               
6           39                             
7             15005                           
8       78       39                         
9                 24202                       
10                   78                     
11                     24202                   
12                   78   78                 
13                         17148               
14                           16369             
15                             74           
16                               8769         
17                                 103       
18                                 103 134     
19   78   78       39                     702   
20           39       78         74         846 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 11 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              12,276    117 0 0 1 55739              55,739                         -      
2                     78    1 0 0 1 10000              10,000                         -      
3              12,276    117 0 0 1 55739              55,739                         -      
4                     78    1 0 0 1 10000              10,000                         -      
5              15,005    143 0 0 1 68125              68,125                         -      
6                     39    0 0 0 1 5000                5,000                         -      
7              15,005    143 0 0 1 68125              68,125                         -      
8                   117    0 1 0 0 5000                      -                     5,000    
9              24,202    231 0 0 1 109885            109,885                         -      
10                     78    1 0 0 1 10000              10,000                         -      
11              24,202    231 0 0 1 109885            109,885                         -      
12                   156    1 1 0 0 10000                      -                   10,000    
13              17,148    163 0 0 1 77857              77,857                         -      
14              16,369    156 0 0 1 74318              74,318                         -      
15                     74    1 0 0 1 31500              31,500                         -      
16                8,769    84 0 0 1 39813              39,813                         -      
17                   103    1 0 0 1 13250              13,250                         -      
18                   237    1 1 0 0 1800                      -                     1,800    
19                   897    5 1 0 0 9450                      -                     9,450    
20                1,037    6 1 0 0 11400                      -                   11,400    
        Sum costs              776,888               739,238                 37,650    
        
Platform 
design  0.95       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 12                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 10507                                       
2   10507                                     
3     12842                                   
4       12842                                 
5         20722                               
6           20722                             
7             14718                           
8               14009                         
9                 7588                       
10                   5997                     
11                     6690                   
12                       12616                 
13                         5796               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 12 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1 10,507    100 0 1 0 44326                      -                         44,326    
2 10,507    100 0 1 0 44326                      -                         44,326    
3 12,842    122 0 1 0 54176                      -                         54,176    
4 12,842    122 0 1 0 54176                      -                         54,176    
5 20,722    197 0 1 0 87420                      -                         87,420    
6 20,722    197 0 1 0 87420                      -                         87,420    
7 14,718    140 0 1 0 62091                      -                         62,091    
8 14,009    133 0 1 0 59101                      -                         59,101    
9 7,588    72 0 1 0 32013                      -                         32,013    
10 5,997    38 1 0 0 14969                      -                         14,969    
11 6,690    46 0 0 1 17237              17,237                               -      
12 12,616    92 0 0 1 34564              34,564                               -      
13 5,796    40 0 0 1 14969              14,969                               -      
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                                 -      
        Sum costs              606,789                 66,770                     540,018    
        
Platform 
design  0.11       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 13                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 10507                                       
2   10507                                     
3     12842                                   
4       12842                                 
5         20722                               
6           20722                             
7             14718                           
8               14009                         
9                 7588                       
10                   5997                     
11                     6690                   
12                       12616                 
13                         5796               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 13 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold value 
change costs 
EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / 
options Investment costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1 10,507    100 0 0 1 45961.50754                  45,962                           -      
2 10,507    100 0 0 1 45961.50754                  45,962                           -      
3 12,842    122 0 0 1 56175.17588                  56,175                           -      
4 12,842    122 0 0 1 56175.17588                  56,175                           -      
5 20,722    197 0 0 1 90646.30653                  90,646                           -      
6 20,722    197 0 0 1 90646.30653                  90,646                           -      
7 14,718    140 0 0 1 64382.58794                  64,383                           -      
8 14,009    133 0 0 1 61282.01005                  61,282                           -      
9 7,588    72 0 0 1 33194.42211                  33,194                           -      
10 5,997    38 1 1 3 9900                    4,950                      4,950    
11 6,690    46 0 1 0 11400                         -                      11,400    
12 12,616    92 0 1 0 22860                         -                      22,860    
13 5,796    40 0 1 0 9900                         -                        9,900    
14                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
15                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
16                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
17                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
18                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
19                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
20                         -        2   2 0                         -                             -      
        Sum costs                    598,485                   549,375                    49,110    
        Platform design  0.92       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 14                               
                                
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 10507                             
2   10507                           
3     12842                         
4       12842                       
5         20722                     
6           20722                   
7             14718                 
8               14009               
9                 7588             
10                   5997           
11                     6690         
12                       12616       
13                         5796     
14                               
15                               
16                               
17                               
18                               
19                               
20                               
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 14 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1 10,507    100 0 0 1 45676              45,676                         -      
2 10,507    100 0 0 1 45676              45,676                         -      
3 12,842    122 0 0 1 55826              55,826                         -      
4 12,842    122 0 0 1 55826              55,826                         -      
5 20,722    197 0 0 1 90083              90,083                         -      
6 20,722    197 0 0 1 90083              90,083                         -      
7 14,718    140 0 0 1 63983              63,983                         -      
8 14,009    133 0 0 1 60901              60,901                         -      
9 7,588    72 0 0 1 32988              32,988                         -      
10 5,997    38 1 0 0 10785                      -                   10,785    
11 6,690    46 0 0 1 12419              12,419                         -      
12 12,616    92 0 0 1 24902              24,902                         -      
13 5,796    40 0 0 1 10785              10,785                         -      
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              599,934               589,149                 10,785    
        
Platform 
design  0.98       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 15                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 9015                                       
2   9015                                     
3     9844                                   
4       9844                                 
5         11592                               
6           13063                             
7             13063                           
8               5796                         
9                 11131                       
10                                         
11                     2078                   
12                       2101                 
13                         4274               
14                           3333             
15                         4274   54958           
16                           3333   20631         
17                     2078           24150       
18                       2101           24150     
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 15 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                9,015    45 1 1 3 29400              14,700                 14,700    
2                9,015    45 1 1 3 29400              14,700                 14,700    
3                9,844    49 1 1 3 32100              16,050                 16,050    
4                9,844    49 1 1 3 32100              16,050                 16,050    
5              11,592    58 1 1 3 37800              18,900                 18,900    
6              13,063    65 1 1 3 42600              21,300                 21,300    
7              13,063    65 1 1 3 42600              21,300                 21,300    
8                5,796    29 1 1 3 18900                9,450                   9,450    
9              11,131    56 1 1 3 36300              18,150                 18,150    
10                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
11                2,078    20 0 0 1 90547              90,547                         -      
12                2,101    20 0 0 1 91600              91,600                         -      
13                4,274    41 0 0 1 186359            186,359                         -      
14                3,333    32 0 0 1 145297            145,297                         -      
15              59,232    366 1 0 0 252035                      -                 252,035    
16              23,964    138 1 0 0 94612                      -                   94,612    
17              26,228    161 1 0 0 110750                      -                 110,750    
18              26,251    161 1 0 0 110750                      -                 110,750    
19                      -      0 2 1 2 86100                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2 1 2 10500                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,383,149               664,403               718,746    
        
Platform 
design  0.48       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 16                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 9015                                       
2   9015                                     
3     9844                                   
4       9844                                 
5         11592                               
6           13063                             
7             13063                           
8               5796                         
9                 11131                       
10                                         
11                     2078                   
12                       2101                 
13                         4274               
14                           3333             
15                         4274   54958           
16                           3333   20631         
17                     2078           24150       
18                       2101           24150     
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 16 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                9,015    45 1 0 0 32133                      -                   32,133    
2                9,015    45 1 0 0 32133                      -                   32,133    
3                9,844    49 1 0 0 35084                      -                   35,084    
4                9,844    49 1 0 0 35084                      -                   35,084    
5              11,592    58 1 0 0 41314                      -                   41,314    
6              13,063    65 1 0 0 46560                      -                   46,560    
7              13,063    65 1 0 0 46560                      -                   46,560    
8                5,796    29 1 0 0 20657                      -                   20,657    
9              11,131    56 1 0 0 39675                      -                   39,675    
10                      -      0 2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
11                2,078    20 0 1 0 90300                      -                   90,300    
12                2,101    20 0 1 0 91350                      -                   91,350    
13                4,274    41 0 1 0 185850                      -                 185,850    
14                3,333    32 0 1 0 144900                      -                 144,900    
15              59,232    366 1 1 3 238950            119,475               119,475    
16              23,964    138 1 1 3 89700              44,850                 44,850    
17              26,228    161 1 1 3 105000              52,500                 52,500    
18              26,251    161 1 1 3 105000              52,500                 52,500    
19                      -      0 2 1 2 86100                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2 1 2 10500                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,380,250               269,325            1,110,925    
        
Platform 
design  0.20       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 17                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 9015                                       
2   9015                                     
3     9844                                   
4       9844                                 
5         11592                               
6           13063                             
7             13063                           
8               5796                         
9                 11131                       
10                                         
11                     2078                   
12                       2101                 
13                         4274               
14                           3333             
15                         4274   54958           
16                           3333   20631         
17                     2078           24150       
18                       2101           24150     
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 17 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1                9,015    45 1 0 0 30302                      -                   30,302    
2                9,015    45 1 0 0 30302                      -                   30,302    
3                9,844    49 1 0 0 33084                      -                   33,084    
4                9,844    49 1 0 0 33084                      -                   33,084    
5              11,592    58 1 0 0 38959                      -                   38,959    
6              13,063    65 1 0 0 43906                      -                   43,906    
7              13,063    65 1 0 0 43906                      -                   43,906    
8                5,796    29 1 0 0 19480                      -                   19,480    
9              11,131    56 1 0 0 37413                      -                   37,413    
10                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
11                2,078    20 0 0 1 90612              90,612                         -      
12                2,101    20 0 0 1 91665              91,665                         -      
13                4,274    41 0 0 1 186491            186,491                         -      
14                3,333    32 0 0 1 145400            145,400                         -      
15              59,232    366 1 0 0 247194                      -                 247,194    
16              23,964    138 1 0 0 92795                      -                   92,795    
17              26,228    161 1 0 0 108622                      -                 108,622    
18              26,251    161 1 0 0 108622                      -                 108,622    
19                      -      0 2 1 2 86100                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2 1 2 10500                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,381,838               514,168               867,670    
        
Platform 
design  0.37       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 18                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 49114                                       
2 49114 50521                                     
3     80074                                   
4     80074 96399                                 
5         140024                               
6         140024 140024                             
7             131862                           
8               65439                         
9                 64313                       
10 49114 50521               50337                     
11     80074 96399             45304                   
12         140024 140024     64313     70147                 
13             131862 65439         20622               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 18 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              49,114    378 0 1 0 45554                      -                   45,554    
2              99,635    389 1 1 3 46859              23,430                 23,430    
3              80,074    616 0 1 0 74270                      -                   74,270    
4            176,473    742 1 1 3 89411              44,706                 44,706    
5            140,024    1077 0 1 0 129875                      -                 129,875    
6            280,048    1077 1 1 3 129875              64,938                 64,938    
7            131,862    1014 0 1 0 122304                      -                 122,304    
8              65,439    503 0 1 0 60695                      -                   60,695    
9              64,313    495 0 1 0 59651                      -                   59,651    
10            149,972    336 1 0 0 54051                      -                   54,051    
11            221,777    302 1 0 0 48646                      -                   48,646    
12            414,508    468 1 0 0 75322                      -                   75,322    
13            217,923    137 1 0 0 22143                      -                   22,143    
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs              958,658               133,073               825,585    
        
Platform 
design  0.14       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 19                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 49114                                       
2 49114 50521                                     
3     80074                                   
4     80074 96399                                 
5         140024                               
6         140024 140024                             
7             131862                           
8               65439                         
9                 64313                       
10 49114 50521               50337                     
11     80074 96399             45304                   
12         140024 140024     64313     70147                 
13             131862 65439         20622               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 19 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              49,114    378 0 0 1 52737              52,737                         -      
2              99,635    389 1 0 0 54248                      -                   54,248    
3              80,074    616 0 0 1 85981              85,981                         -      
4            176,473    742 1 0 0 103510                      -                 103,510    
5            140,024    1077 0 0 1 150354            150,354                         -      
6            280,048    1077 1 0 0 150354                      -                 150,354    
7            131,862    1014 0 0 1 141589            141,589                         -      
8              65,439    503 0 0 1 70266              70,266                         -      
9              64,313    495 0 0 1 69057              69,057                         -      
10            149,972    336 1 1 3 46500              23,250                 23,250    
11            221,777    302 1 1 3 41850              20,925                 20,925    
12            414,508    468 1 1 3 64800              32,400                 32,400    
13            217,923    137 1 1 3 19050                9,525                   9,525    
14                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2   2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,050,296               656,084               394,212    
        
Platform 
design  0.62       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 20                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 49114                                       
2 49114 50521                                     
3     80074                                   
4     80074 96399                                 
5         140024                               
6         140024 140024                             
7             131862                           
8               65439                         
9                 64313                       
10 49114 50521               50337                     
11     80074 96399             45304                   
12         140024 140024     64313     70147                 
13             131862 65439         20622               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt 20 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1              49,114    378 0 0 1 52737              52,737                         -      
2              99,635    389 1 0 0 54248                      -                   54,248    
3              80,074    616 0 0 1 85981              85,981                         -      
4            176,473    742 1 0 0 103510                      -                 103,510    
5            140,024    1077 0 0 1 150354            150,354                         -      
6            280,048    1077 1 0 0 150354                      -                 150,354    
7            131,862    1014 0 0 1 141589            141,589                         -      
8              65,439    503 0 0 1 70266              70,266                         -      
9              64,313    495 0 0 1 69057              69,057                         -      
10            149,972    336 1 0 0 54051                      -                   54,051    
11            221,777    302 1 0 0 48646                      -                   48,646    
12            414,508    468 1 0 0 75322                      -                   75,322    
13            217,923    137 1 0 0 22143                      -                   22,143    
14                      -        2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
15                      -        2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
16                      -        2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -        2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -        2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -        2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -        2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           1,078,257               569,984               508,273    
        
Platform 
design  0.53       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt A                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 70965 70965                                     
2   70965                                     
3     71790 71790                                 
4       71790                                 
5         150181 99020                             
6           99020                             
7             156782                           
8               70965                         
9                 61063                       
10 70965 70965         156782 70965   623964                     
11     71790 71790 150181 99020     61063   1247928                   
12                                         
13                                         
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt A 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1            141,930    0 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
2              70,965    0 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
3            143,580    0 1 1 3 317550            158,775               158,775    
4              71,790    0 1 1 3 317550            158,775               158,775    
5            249,201    0 1 1 3 664300            332,150               332,150    
6              99,020    0 1 1 3 438000            219,000               219,000    
7            156,782    0 1 1 3 693500            346,750               346,750    
8              70,965    0 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
9              61,063    0 1 1 3 270100            135,050               135,050    
10            993,641    624 1 0 0 1380000                      -              1,380,000    
11         1,701,772    1248 1 0 0 2760000                      -              2,760,000    
12                      -      0 2 1 2 197100                      -                           -      
13                      -      0 2 1 2 525600                      -                           -      
14                      -      0 2 1 2 73000                      -                           -      
15                      -      0 2 1 2 73000                      -                           -      
16                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -      0 2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -      0 2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -      0 2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2 0 2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           7,782,700            1,821,350            5,961,350    
        
Platform 
design  0.23       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt B                                         
                                          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 118008 118008                                     
2   118008                                     
3     119380 119380                                 
4       119380                                 
5         249737 164662                             
6           164662                             
7             260714                           
8               118008                         
9                 101541                       
10 118008 118008         260714 118008   210526     197593               
11     119380 119380 249737 164662     101541   541353 74097                 
12         249737 164662           74097                 
13             260714 118008         197593               
14                                         
15                                         
16                                         
17                                         
18                                         
19                                         
20                                         
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table GGG. (continued) 
Alt B 
Sum change 
costs EUR Volume m^3 
Threshold 
value change 
costs EUR/m^3 Options 
Correlation 
costs / options 
Investment 
costs EUR Costs Flex Flex  Costs Rob Rob 
      
Threshold 150 
Flex 0 Rob 1  Flex 0 Rob 1  
Flex Flex 1 
Rob Flex 3 
Rob Rob 0       
1            236,016    1 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
2            118,008    1 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
3            238,760    1 1 1 3 317550            158,775               158,775    
4            119,380    1 1 1 3 317550            158,775               158,775    
5            414,399    1 1 1 3 664300            332,150               332,150    
6            164,662    1 1 1 3 438000            219,000               219,000    
7            260,714    1 1 1 3 693500            346,750               346,750    
8            118,008    1 1 1 3 313900            156,950               156,950    
9            101,541    1 1 1 3 270100            135,050               135,050    
10         1,022,857    211 1 0 0 280000                      -                 280,000    
11         1,370,150    541 1 0 0 720000                      -                 720,000    
12            488,496    1 1 0 0 197100                      -                 197,100    
13            576,315    1 1 0 0 525600                      -                 525,600    
14                      -      0 2 1 2 73000                      -                           -      
15                      -      0 2 1 2 73000                      -                           -      
16                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
17                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
18                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
19                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
20                      -      0 2 1 2 0                      -                           -      
        Sum costs           5,365,400            1,821,350            3,544,050    
        
Platform 
design  0.34       
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. Principle decentralized structure case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alt 1                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 2                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 3                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 4                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 5                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4   2.8   2.8                                 5.6 5.6 0.00324 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8           3.1   3.1                         6.2 6.2 0.01764 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                   4.1   4.1                 8.2 8.2 0.58564 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                           3.5   3.6         7.1 7.1 0.17424 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                   1.8     1.8 1.8 1.58404 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 5 2.3648 
                                          Aver. 5.8 1.537790623 
                                          A_95   4.65 
                                          Dec   0.84 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 6                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4   2.8   2.8                                 5.6 5.6 0.00324 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8           3.1   3.1                         6.2 6.2 0.01764 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                   4.1   4.1                 8.2 8.2 0.58564 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                           3.5   3.6         7.1 7.1 0.17424 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                   1.8     1.8 1.8 1.58404 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 5 2.3648 
                                          Aver. 5.8 1.537790623 
                                          A_95   4.65 
                                          Dec   0.84 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 7                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 8                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1 2.8                                       2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
2   2.8                                     2.8 2.8 0.016901235 
3     3.1                                   3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
4       3.1                                 3.1 3.1 0.001234568 
5         4.1                               4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
6           4.1                             4.1 4.1 0.079012346 
7             3.5                           3.5 3.5 0.008345679 
8               3.6                         3.6 3.6 0.015123457 
9                 1.8                       1.8 1.8 0.199123457 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 9 0.416888889 
                                          Aver. 3.2 0.645669334 
                                          A_95   2.86 
                                          Dec   0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 9                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                         3.5     1.8         5.3 5.3 1.877777778 
19 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0     3.1 0.0                         8.7 8.7 0.087111111 
20         3.1 0.0     4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0   3.6 0.0           14.9 14.9 2.773777778 
Sum                                         28.9 3 4.738666667 
                                          Aver. 9.6 2.176847874 
                                          A_95   7.57 
                                          Dec   0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 10                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                         3.5     1.8         5.3 5.3 1.877777778 
19 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0     3.1 0.0                         8.7 8.7 0.087111111 
20         3.1 0.0     4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0   3.6 0.0           14.9 14.9 2.773777778 
Sum                                         28.9 3 4.738666667 
                                          Aver. 9.6 2.176847874 
                                          A_95   7.57 
                                          Dec   0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 11                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                         3.5     1.8         5.3 5.3 1.877777778 
19 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0     3.1 0.0                         8.7 8.7 0.087111111 
20         3.1 0.0     4.1 0.0 4.1 0.0   3.6 0.0           14.9 14.9 2.773777778 
Sum                                         28.9 3 4.738666667 
                                          Aver. 9.6 2.176847874 
                                          A_95   7.57 
                                          Dec   0.74 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 12                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.26406 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.2 6.2 0.10506 
12         4.1 4.1   3.6                         11.8 11.8 2.09306 
13             3.5   1.8                       5.3 5.3 0.37056 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 4 2.83275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.68308 
                                          A_95   5.84 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 13                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.26406 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.2 6.2 0.10506 
12         4.1 4.1   3.6                         11.8 11.8 2.09306 
13             3.5   1.8                       5.3 5.3 0.37056 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 4 2.83275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.68308 
                                          A_95   5.84 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 14                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.26406 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.2 6.2 0.10506 
12         4.1 4.1   3.6                         11.8 11.8 2.09306 
13             3.5   1.8                       5.3 5.3 0.37056 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 4 2.83275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.68308 
                                          A_95   5.84 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 15                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                     5.6     5.3             10.9 10.9 1.19025 
20                       6.1 11.7               17.8 17.8 1.19025 
Sum                                         28.7 2 2.3805 
                                          Aver. 14.4 1.542886904 
                                          A_95   12.56 
                                          Dec   0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 16                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                     5.6     5.3             10.9 10.9 1.19025 
20                       6.1 11.7               17.8 17.8 1.19025 
Sum                                         28.7 2 2.3805 
                                          Aver. 14.4 1.542886904 
                                          A_95   12.56 
                                          Dec   0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 17                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                     5.6     5.3             10.9 10.9 1.19025 
20                       6.1 11.7               17.8 17.8 1.19025 
Sum                                         28.7 2 2.3805 
                                          Aver. 14.4 1.542886904 
                                          A_95   12.56 
                                          Dec   0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 18                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.2480625 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.1 6.1 0.1155625 
12         4.1 4.1     3.6                       11.7 11.7 2.0475625 
13             3.5 1.8                         5.3 5.3 0.3515625 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.7 4 2.76275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.662152219 
                                          A_95   5.81 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 19                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.2480625 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.1 6.1 0.1155625 
12         4.1 4.1     3.6                       11.7 11.7 2.0475625 
13             3.5 1.8                         5.3 5.3 0.3515625 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.7 4 2.76275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.662152219 
                                          A_95   5.81 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt 20                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8                                     5.6 5.6 0.2480625 
11     3.1 3.1                                 6.1 6.1 0.1155625 
12         4.1 4.1     3.6                       11.7 11.7 2.0475625 
13             3.5 1.8                         5.3 5.3 0.3515625 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.7 4 2.76275 
                                          Aver. 7.2 1.662152219 
                                          A_95   5.81 
                                          Dec   0.80 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt A                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10 2.8 2.8         3.5   1.8                       10.9 10.9 1.26025 
11     3.1 3.1 4.1 4.1   3.6                         18 18 1.26025 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15                                         0 0 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 2 2.5205 
                                          Aver. 14.5 1.587608264 
                                          A_95   12.60 
                                          Dec   0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table HHH. (continued) 
Alt B                                               
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Sum     
1                                         0 0 0 
2                                         0 0 0 
3                                         0 0 0 
4                                         0 0 0 
5                                         0 0 0 
6                                         0 0 0 
7                                         0 0 0 
8                                         0 0 0 
9                                         0 0 0 
10                                         0 0 0 
11                                         0 0 0 
12                                         0 0 0 
13                                         0 0 0 
14                                         0 0 0 
15 2.8 2.8 3.1 3.1 4.1 4.1 3.5 3.6 1.8                       28.9 28.9 0 
16                                         0 0 0 
17                                         0 0 0 
18                                         0 0 0 
19                                         0 0 0 
20                                         0 0 0 
Sum                                         28.9 1 0 
                                          Aver. 28.9 0 
                                          A_95   28.90 
                                          Dec   0.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. Principle scalability case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alt 1                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs at 
the same time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 11806                 1                  11,806    
2   11806               1                  11,806    
3     14430             1                  14,430    
4       14430           1                  14,430    
5         23276         1                  23,276    
6           23276       1                  23,276    
7             16492     1                  16,492    
8               15742   1                  15,742    
9                 15742 1                  15,742    
10                                              -      
11                                              -      
12                                              -      
13                                              -      
14                                              -      
15                                              -      
16                                              -      
17                                              -      
18                                              -      
19                                              -      
20                                              -      
                    Sum                147,000    
                    Average                  16,333    
                    o                    1,421    
                    CC_95                  13,996    
                    Scalability 0.86 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 2                                         
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                                                -      
2                                                                -      
3                                                                -      
4                                                                -      
5                                                                -      
6                                                                -      
7                                                                -      
8               5250                         1                5,250    
9                 5250                       1                5,250    
10                                                                -      
11                     33750 6930 7035               1              47,715    
12                       6930                 1                6,930    
13                       6930 7035               1              13,965    
14                           6930             1                6,930    
15                           6930 7140           1              14,070    
16               5250               26250 7035       1              38,535    
17               5250                 7035       1              12,285    
18                                   6930     1                6,930    
19                 5250                 6930 33750   1              45,930    
20               5250           6930 7140 26250 7035     33750 1              86,355    
                                          Sum            290,145    
                                          Average              24,179    
                                          o                7,311    
                                          CC_95              12,152    
                                          Scalability 0.50 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 3                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 12410                 1              12,410    
2   12410               1              12,410    
3     15168             1              15,168    
4       15168           1              15,168    
5         24467         1              24,467    
6           24467       1              24,467    
7             17375     1              17,375    
8               16548   1              16,548    
9                 8983 1                8,983    
10                                          -      
11                                          -      
12                                          -      
13                                          -      
14                                          -      
15                                          -      
16                                          -      
17                                          -      
18                                          -      
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            146,996    
                    Average              16,333    
                    o                1,752    
                    CC_95              13,451    
                    Scalability 0.82 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 4                     
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                            -      
2                                            -      
3                                            -      
4                                            -      
5                                            -      
6                                            -      
7                                            -      
8                                            -      
9                                            -      
10 7421                   1                7,421    
11 7421 7421                 1              14,842    
12 7421 7421 40158               1              55,000    
13       7534             1                7,534    
14       7534 7534           1              15,068    
15       7534 7534 40158 28110 7534     1              90,870    
16             28110 7534     1              35,644    
17               7534     1                7,534    
18                 7534   1                7,534    
19                 7534 40158 1              47,692    
20                                            -      
                      Sum            289,139    
                      Average              28,914    
                      o                8,907    
                      CC_95              14,262    
                      Scalability 0.49 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 5                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                          -      
2 26186                 1              26,186    
3                                          -      
4   26186               1              26,186    
5                                          -      
6     27053             1              27,053    
7                                          -      
8       27053           1              27,053    
9                                          -      
10         47166         1              47,166    
11                                          -      
12           47166       1              47,166    
13                                          -      
14             30681     1              30,681    
15                                          -      
16               16011   1              16,011    
17                                          -      
18                 32496 1              32,496    
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            279,998    
                    Average              31,111    
                    o                3,389    
                    CC_95              25,536    
                    Scalability 0.82 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 6                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 56000                 1              56,000    
2   0                                      -      
3     56000             1              56,000    
4       0                                  -      
5         56000         1              56,000    
6           0                              -      
7             56000     1              56,000    
8               0                          -      
9                 56000 1              56,000    
10                                          -      
11                                          -      
12                                          -      
13                                          -      
14                                          -      
15                                          -      
16                                          -      
17                                          -      
18                                          -      
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            280,000    
                    Average              56,000    
                    o                      -      
                    CC_95              56,000    
                    Scalability 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 7                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 15304                 1              15,304    
2   15304               1              15,304    
3     18658             1              18,658    
4       18658           1              18,658    
5         30131         1              30,131    
6           30131       1              30,131    
7             21772     1              21,772    
8               11324   1              11,324    
9                 20737 1              20,737    
10                                          -      
11                                          -      
12                                          -      
13                                          -      
14                                          -      
15                                          -      
16                                          -      
17                                          -      
18                                          -      
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            182,019    
                    Average              20,224    
                    o                2,146    
                    CC_95              16,695    
                    Scalability 0.83 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 8                             
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                                    -      
2                                                    -      
3                                                    -      
4                                                    -      
5                                                    -      
6                                                    -      
7                                                    -      
8                                                    -      
9                                                    -      
10 5000                 27862         1              32,862    
11     5000               27862       1              32,862    
12                 5000     27862     1              32,862    
13         5000               27862   1              32,862    
14             5000             27862 1              32,862    
15                                                    -      
16                                                    -      
17                                                    -      
18                                                    -      
19                                                    -      
20                                                    -      
                              Sum            164,310    
                              Average              32,862    
                              o                      -      
                              CC_95              32,862    
                              Scalability 1.00 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 9                       Areas connected  Change costs at the same time 
  2 4 6 8 10 12 15 17 18 19 20 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                                  -      
2 6571                                                -      
3                                                  -      
4   6571                                              -      
5                                                  -      
6     3286                                            -      
7                                                  -      
8       3286                                          -      
9                                                  -      
10         6571                                        -      
11                                                  -      
12           6571                                      -      
13                                                  -      
14                                                  -      
15             6210                                    -      
16                                                  -      
17               8707                                  -      
18               8707 11265                                -      
19 6571 6571   3286           59141   1                  75,569    
20     3286   6571 6571 6210       71346 1                  93,984    
                        Sum                169,553    
                        Average                  84,777    
                        o                    9,208    
                        CC_95                  69,630    
                        Scalability 0.82 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 10                                 
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Yes 1 No 0   
1 12424                               1              12,424    
2                                                        -      
3     12424                           1              12,424    
4                                                        -      
5         15185                       1              15,185    
6                                                        -      
7             15185                   1              15,185    
8                                                        -      
9                 24493               1              24,493    
10                                                        -      
11                     24493           1              24,493    
12                                                        -      
13                         17354       1              17,354    
14                           16566     1              16,566    
15                                                        -      
16                               8874 1                8,874    
17                                                        -      
18                                                        -      
19                                                        -      
20                                                        -      
                                  Sum            146,998    
                                  Average              16,333    
                                  o                1,760    
                                  CC_95              13,437    
                                  Scalability 0.82 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 11                                         
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Yes 1 No 0   
1 12276                                       1              12,276    
2   78                                     1                     78    
3     12276                                   1              12,276    
4       78                                 1                     78    
5         15005                               1              15,005    
6           39                             1                     39    
7             15005                           1              15,005    
8       78       39                         1                   117    
9                 24202                       1              24,202    
10                   78                     1                     78    
11                     24202                   1              24,202    
12                   78   78                 1                   156    
13                         17148               1              17,148    
14                           16369             1              16,369    
15                             74           1                     74    
16                               8769         1                8,769    
17                                 103       1                   103    
18                                 103 134     1                   237    
19   78   78       39                     702   1                   897    
20           39       78         74         846 1                1,037    
                                          Sum            148,146    
                                          Average                7,407    
                                          o                1,965    
                                          CC_95                4,175    
                                          Scalability 0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 12                           
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Yes 1 No 0   
1 1505                                                -      
2   1505                                              -      
3     1840                                            -      
4       1840                                          -      
5         2969                                        -      
6           2969                                      -      
7             2108                                    -      
8               2007                                  -      
9                 1087                                -      
10                   33792       1              33,792    
11                     38913     1              38,913    
12                       78030   1              78,030    
13                         33793 1              33,793    
14                                                  -      
15                                                  -      
16                                                  -      
17                                                  -      
18                                                  -      
19                                                  -      
20                                                  -      
                            Sum            184,528    
                            Average              46,132    
                            o              10,701    
                            CC_95              28,529    
                            Scalability 0.62 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 13                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs at 
the same time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 12410                 1                     12,410    
2   12410               1                     12,410    
3     15167             1                     15,167    
4       15167           1                     15,167    
5         24475         1                     24,475    
6           24475       1                     24,475    
7             17383     1                     17,383    
8               16547   1                     16,547    
9                 8962 1                       8,962    
10                                                -      
11                                                -      
12                                                -      
13                                                -      
14                                                -      
15                                                -      
16                                                -      
17                                                -      
18                                                -      
19                                                -      
20                                                -      
                    Sum                   146,996    
                    Average                     16,333    
                    o                       1,754    
                    CC_95                     13,447    
                    Scalability 0.82 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 14                           
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Yes 1 No 0   
1 10507                         1              10,507    
2   10507                       1              10,507    
3     12842                     1              12,842    
4       12842                   1              12,842    
5         20722                 1              20,722    
6           20722               1              20,722    
7             14718             1              14,718    
8               14009           1              14,009    
9                 7588         1                7,588    
10                   5897       1                5,897    
11                     6790     1                6,790    
12                       13616   1              13,616    
13                         5896 1                5,896    
14                                                  -      
15                                                  -      
16                                                  -      
17                                                  -      
18                                                  -      
19                                                  -      
20                                                  -      
                            Sum            156,656    
                            Average              12,050    
                            o                1,371    
                            CC_95                9,795    
                            Scalability 0.81 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 15                 
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Yes 1 No 0   
1                                        -      
2                                        -      
3                                        -      
4                                        -      
5                                        -      
6                                        -      
7                                        -      
8                                        -      
9                                        -      
10                                        -      
11 1648                                      -      
12   1667                                    -      
13     3392                                  -      
14       2644                                -      
15     3392   87230       1              90,622    
16       2644   32746     1              35,390    
17 1648           38331   1              39,979    
18   1667           38331 1              39,998    
19                                        -      
20                                        -      
                  Sum            205,989    
                  Average              51,497    
                  o              13,087    
                  CC_95              29,970    
                  Scalability 0.58 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 16                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 27330                 1              27,330    
2   27330               1              27,330    
3     29840             1              29,840    
4       29840           1              29,840    
5         35139         1              35,139    
6           39601       1              39,601    
7             39601     1              39,601    
8               17569   1              17,569    
9                 33745 1              33,745    
10                                          -      
11                                          -      
12                                          -      
13                                          -      
14                                          -      
15                                          -      
16                                          -      
17                                          -      
18                                          -      
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            279,995    
                    Average              31,111    
                    o                2,305    
                    CC_95              27,319    
                    Scalability 0.88 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 17                                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Yes 1 No 0   
1 9015                                 1                9,015    
2   9015                               1                9,015    
3     9844                             1                9,844    
4       9844                           1                9,844    
5         11592                         1              11,592    
6           13063                       1              13,063    
7             13063                     1              13,063    
8               5796                   1                5,796    
9                 11131                 1              11,131    
10                                                          -      
11                   2078               1                2,078    
12                     2101             1                2,101    
13                       4274           1                4,274    
14                         3333         1                3,333    
15                       4274   54958       1              59,232    
16                         3333   20631     1              23,964    
17                   2078           24150   1              26,228    
18                     2101           24150 1              26,251    
19                                                          -      
20                                                          -      
                                    Sum            239,824    
                                    Average              14,107    
                                    o                3,378    
                                    CC_95                8,550    
                                    Scalability 0.61 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 18                           
Areas 
connected  
Change costs at 
the same time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Yes 1 No 0   
1 1228                                                    -      
2 1228 1263                                                  -      
3     2002                                                -      
4     2002 2410                                              -      
5         3501                                            -      
6         3501 3501                                          -      
7             3297                                        -      
8               1636                                      -      
9                 1608                                    -      
10 1228 1263               50337       1                  52,828    
11     2002 2410             45304     1                  49,716    
12         3501 3501     1608     70147   1                  78,757    
13             3297 1636         20622 1                  25,555    
14                                                      -      
15                                                      -      
16                                                      -      
17                                                      -      
18                                                      -      
19                                                      -      
20                                                      -      
                            Sum                206,856    
                            Average                  51,714    
                            o                  10,881    
                            CC_95                  33,814    
                            Scalability 0.65 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 19                   
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yes 1 No 0   
1 49114                 1              49,114    
2   50521               1              50,521    
3     80074             1              80,074    
4       96399           1              96,399    
5         140024         1            140,024    
6           140024       1            140,024    
7             131862     1            131,862    
8               65439   1              65,439    
9                 64313 1              64,313    
10                                          -      
11                                          -      
12                                          -      
13                                          -      
14                                          -      
15                                          -      
16                                          -      
17                                          -      
18                                          -      
19                                          -      
20                                          -      
                    Sum            817,770    
                    Average              90,863    
                    o              12,574    
                    CC_95              70,179    
                    Scalability 0.77 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt 20                           
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Yes 1 No 0   
1 49114                         1              49,114    
2 49114 50521                       1              99,635    
3     80074                     1              80,074    
4     80074 96399                   1            176,473    
5         140024                 1            140,024    
6         140024 140024               1            280,048    
7             131862             1            131,862    
8               65439           1              65,439    
9                 64313         1              64,313    
10 49114 50521               50337       1            149,972    
11     80074 96399             45304     1            221,777    
12         140024 140024     64313     70147   1            414,508    
13             131862 65439         20622 1            217,923    
14                                                  -      
15                                                  -      
16                                                  -      
17                                                  -      
18                                                  -      
19                                                  -      
20                                                  -      
                            Sum         2,091,162    
                            Average            160,859    
                            o              28,682    
                            CC_95            113,676    
                            Scalability 0.71 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt A                       
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Yes 1 No 0   
1 70965 70965                   1            141,930    
2   70965                   1              70,965    
3     71790 71790               1            143,580    
4       71790               1              71,790    
5         150181 99020           1            249,201    
6           99020           1              99,020    
7             156782         1            156,782    
8               70965       1              70,965    
9                 61063     1              61,063    
10 70965 70965         156782 70965   623964   1            993,641    
11     71790 71790 150181 99020     61063   1247928 1         1,701,772    
12                                              -      
13                                              -      
14                                              -      
15                                              -      
16                                              -      
17                                              -      
18                                              -      
19                                              -      
20                                              -      
                        Sum         3,760,709    
                        Average            341,883    
                        o            158,224    
                        CC_95              81,604    
                        Scalability 0.24 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table III. (continued) 
Alt B                           
Areas 
connected  
Change costs 
at the same 
time 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Yes 1 No 0   
1 118008 118008                       1            236,016    
2   118008                       1            118,008    
3     119380 119380                   1            238,760    
4       119380                   1            119,380    
5         249737 164662               1            414,399    
6           164662               1            164,662    
7             260714             1            260,714    
8               118008           1            118,008    
9                 101541         1            101,541    
10 118008 118008         260714 118008   210526     197593 1         1,022,857    
11     119380 119380 249737 164662     101541   541353 74097   1         1,370,150    
12         249737 164662           74097   1            488,496    
13             260714 118008         197593 1            576,315    
14                                                  -      
15                                                  -      
16                                                  -      
17                                                  -      
18                                                  -      
19                                                  -      
20                                                  -      
                            Sum         5,229,306    
                            Average            402,254    
                            o            108,094    
                            CC_95            224,440    
                            Scalability 0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table JJJ. Principle real-time control case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alternative # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 A B 
                                              
Topography 
<0,3%(2) 
<1%(1) >1%(0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flow length 
>5km (2) 
medium (1) 
<1km (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
# control 
devices >2 (4) 1-
2 (2) 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
Slope sewer 
<0,2% (4) med 
(2) >0,5% (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Loops sewer >2 
(4) 1-2 (2) 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
# Storage >4 (4) 
1-3 (2) 0 (0) 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
# discharge >6 
(4) 2-5 (2) <2 (0) 2 2 2 2 0 0 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Total storage V 
>5000m^3 (4) 
2000-5000m^3 
(2) <2000m^3 
(0)  2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
Specific storage 
V >40m^3/ha (4) 
20-40 m^3/ha 
(2) <29m^3/ha 
(0) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
Total (32)  8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 13 13 13 17 17 17 19 19 19 19 19 19 11 11 
potential high (1) 
medium (2) low 
(3) 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 
Potential real 
time control % 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.38 0.50 0.50 0.63 0.63 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.34 0.34 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table KKK. Principle low degree of specialization case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alternative  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8 
  UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 
Design flood frequency 50   50   60   60   60   60   60   60 
Long term performance 100   100   100   100   100   100   100   100 
Natural water balance 60   60   60   60   50   50   60   60 
Flood in receiving 
water body 30   30   40   40   40   40   45   45 
Pollution receiving 
water body 80   80   60   60   80   80   65   65 
Usability of open space 60   60   60   60   80   80   30   30 
Image of location 50   50   60   60   80   80   60   60 
Habitat quality 50   50   60   60   70   70   50   50 
Sum 60 8 60 8 63 8 63 8 70 8 70 8 59 8 59 
Standd   20.00   20.00   15.61   15.61   18.03   18.03   18.83   
o   7.07   7.07   5.52   5.52   6.37   6.37   6.66   
Hom   48.37   48.37   53.42   53.42   59.52   59.52   47.80   
Hom %   0.48   0.48   0.53   0.53   0.60   0.60   0.48   
Hom N   0.48   0.48   0.54   0.54   0.62   0.62   0.47   
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table KKK. (continued) 
Alternative    9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16 
  95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 
Design flood frequency   60   60   60   60   60   60   60   60 
Long term performance   40   40   40   100   100   100   100   100 
Natural water balance   60   60   60   60   60   60   60   60 
Flood in receiving 
water body   70   70   70   40   40   40   35   35 
Pollution receiving 
water body   70   70   70   40   40   40   75   75 
Usability of open space   60   60   60   60   60   60   60   60 
Image of location   50   50   50   60   60   60   80   80 
Habitat quality   50   50   50   60   60   60   80   80 
Sum 8 58 8 58 8 58 8 60 8 60 8 60 8 69 8 69 
Stabw 18.83   9.68   9.68   9.68   17.32   17.32   17.32   18.16   
o 6.66   3.42   3.42   3.42   6.12   6.12   6.12   6.42   
Hom 47.80   51.87   51.87   51.87   49.93   49.93   49.93   58.19   
Hom % 0.48   0.52   0.52   0.52   0.50   0.50   0.50   0.58   
Hom N 0.47   0.52   0.52   0.52   0.50   0.50   0.50   0.60   
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table KKK. (continued) 
Alternative    17   18   19   20   A   B   
  95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV 95% UV min95% 
Design flood frequency   60   60   60   60   60   60   
Long term performance   100   90   90   90   100   100   
Natural water balance   60   60   60   60   0   0   
Flood in receiving 
water body   35   80   80   80   0   0   
Pollution receiving 
water body   75   20   20   20   0   0   
Usability of open space   60   30   30   30   40   40   
Image of location   80   60   60   60   40   40   
Habitat quality   80   50   50   50   30   30   
Sum 8 69 8 56 8 56 8 56 8 34 8 34 8 
Stabw 18.16   18.16   21.76   21.76   21.76   32.76   32.76 
o 6.42   6.42   7.69   7.69   7.69   11.58   11.58 
Hom 58.19   58.19   43.60   43.60   43.60   14.69   14.69 
Hom % 0.58   0.58   0.44   0.44   0.44   0.15   0.15 
Hom N 0.60   0.60   0.42   0.42   0.42   0.06   0.06 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table LLL. Principle flexibility of elements case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alt. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 A B 
EOFI                                             
1 65 65 65 65 30 30 50 50 65 65 65 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
2 65 65 65 65 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
3 65 65 65 65 30 30 50 50 65 65 65 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
4 65 65 65 65 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
5 65 65 65 65 30 30 50 50 65 65 65 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
6 65 65 65 65 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
7 65 65 65 65 30 30 50 50 65 65 65 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
8 50 50 65 65 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
9 50 50 65 65 30 30 50 50 65 65 65 65 65 65 30 30 30 50 50 50 30 30 
10         60 60     50 50 50 60 60 60       50 50 50 30 30 
11         30 30     65 65 65 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50 30 30 
12         60 60     50 50 50 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50 30 30 
13         30 30     65 65 65 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50 30 30 
14         60 60     65 65 65       50 50 50       30 30 
15         30 30     50 50 50       60 60 60       30 30 
16         60 60     65 65 65       60 60 60           
17         30 30     50 50 50       60 60 60           
18         60 60     60 60 60       60 60 60           
19         40 40     60 60 60       50 50 50           
20         35 35     60 60 60       50 50 50           
FlexE a 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.65 0.44 0.44 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.30 
FlexE N 0.83 0.83 0.90 0.90 0.49 0.49 0.60 0.60 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.20 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. Principle low cost case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Alt 1         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 796677 796677     
Lifetime 40 19916.925 3240   
1 1 776760 0.0003 240 
2 2 756843 0.0006 467 
3 3 736926 0.0009 682 
4 4 717009 0.0012 885 
77 37 59751 0.0238 1420 
78 38 39834 0.0241 959 
79 39 19917 0.0244 486 
80 40 0 0 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 322851 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0750 
      Cos  0.93 
Alt 2         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 804381 804381     
Lifetime 40 20109.525 3240   
1 1 784271 0.0003 242 
2 2 764162 0.0006 472 
3 3 744052 0.0009 689 
4 4 723943 0.0012 894 
77 37 60329 0.0238 1434 
78 38 40219 0.0241 968 
79 39 20110 0.0244 490 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 325973 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0757 
      Cos  0.92 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 3         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 674975 674975     
Lifetime 40 16874.375 3240   
1 1 658101 0.0003 203 
2 2 641226 0.0006 396 
3 3 624352 0.0009 578 
4 4 607478 0.0012 750 
77 37 50623 0.0238 1203 
78 38 33749 0.0241 812 
79 39 16874 0.0244 411 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 273532 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0635 
      Cos  0.94 
Alt 4         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 681959 681959     
Lifetime 40 17048.975 3240   
1 1 664910 0.0003 205 
2 2 647861 0.0006 400 
3 3 630812 0.0009 584 
4 4 613763 0.0012 758 
77 37 51147 0.0238 1216 
78 38 34098 0.0241 821 
79 39 17049 0.0244 416 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 276362 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0642 
      Cos  0.94 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 5         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 4383200 4383200     
Lifetime 20 219160 3240   
1 1 4164040 0.0003 1285 
2 2 3944880 0.0006 2435 
3 3 3725720 0.0009 3450 
4 4 3506560 0.0012 4329 
77 17 657480 0.0238 15625 
78 18 438320 0.0241 10552 
79 19 219160 0.0244 5344 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 1902092 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4418 
      Cos  0.56 
Alt 6         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 4383200 4383200     
Lifetime 20 219160 3240   
1 1 4164040 0.0003 1285 
2 2 3944880 0.0006 2435 
3 3 3725720 0.0009 3450 
4 4 3506560 0.0012 4329 
77 17 657480 0.0238 15625 
78 18 438320 0.0241 10552 
79 19 219160 0.0244 5344 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 1902092 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4418 
      Cos  0.56 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 7         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 1216150 1216150     
Lifetime 20 60807.5 3240   
1 1 1155343 0.0003 357 
2 2 1094535 0.0006 676 
3 3 1033728 0.0009 957 
4 4 972920 0.0012 1201 
77 17 182423 0.0238 4335 
78 18 121615 0.0241 2928 
79 19 60808 0.0244 1483 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 527749 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.1226 
      Cos  0.88 
Alt 8         
    Payback p 
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 1209747 1209747     
Lifetime 20 60487.35 3240   
1 1 1149260 0.0003 355 
2 2 1088772 0.0006 672 
3 3 1028285 0.0009 952 
4 4 967798 0.0012 1195 
77 17 181462 0.0238 4313 
78 18 120975 0.0241 2912 
79 19 60487 0.0244 1475 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 524970 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.1219 
      Cos  0.88 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 9         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 798054 798054 798054 798054 
Lifetime 40 40 3240 3240 
1 1 798014 0.0003 246 
2 2 797974 0.0006 493 
3 3 797934 0.0009 739 
4 4 797894 0.0012 985 
77 37 796574 0.0238 18931 
78 38 796534 0.0241 19176 
79 39 796494 0.0244 19421 
80 40 796454 0.0247 19666 
` 80 Sum 1 797102 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.1852 
      Cos  0.81 
Alt 10         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 791675 791675 linear linear 
lifetime 40 19791.875 3240   
1 1 771883 0.0003 238 
2 2 752091 0.0006 464 
3 3 732299 0.0009 678 
4 4 712508 0.0012 880 
77 37 59376 0.0238 1411 
78 38 39584 0.0241 953 
79 39 19792 0.0244 483 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 320824 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0745 
      Cos  0.93 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 11         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 791666 791666 linear linear 
lifetime 40 19791.65 3240   
1 1 771874 0.0003 238 
2 2 752083 0.0006 464 
3 3 732291 0.0009 678 
4 4 712499 0.0012 880 
77 37 59375 0.0238 1411 
78 38 39583 0.0241 953 
79 39 19792 0.0244 483 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 320820 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0745 
      Cos  0.93 
Alt 12         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 606789 606789 linear linear 
lifetime 40 15169.725 3240   
1 1 591619 0.0003 183 
2 2 576450 0.0006 356 
3 3 561280 0.0009 520 
4 4 546110 0.0012 674 
77 37 45509 0.0238 1082 
78 38 30339 0.0241 730 
79 39 15170 0.0244 370 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 245899 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0571 
      Cos  0.94 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 13         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 598485 598485 linear linear 
lifetime 40 14962.125 3240   
1 1 583523 0.0003 180 
2 2 568561 0.0006 351 
3 3 553599 0.0009 513 
4 4 538637 0.0012 665 
77 37 44886 0.0238 1067 
78 38 29924 0.0241 720 
79 39 14962 0.0244 365 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 242534 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0563 
      Cos  0.94 
Alt 14         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 599934 599934 linear linear 
lifetime 40 14998.35 3240   
1 1 584936 0.0003 181 
2 2 569937 0.0006 352 
3 3 554939 0.0009 514 
4 4 539941 0.0012 667 
77 37 44995 0.0238 1069 
78 38 29997 0.0241 722 
79 39 14998 0.0244 366 
80 40 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 243121 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0565 
      Cos  0.94 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 15         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 4823748 4823748 linear linear 
lifetime 20 241187.4 3240   
1 1 4582561 0.0003 1414 
2 2 4341373 0.0006 2680 
3 3 4100186 0.0009 3796 
4 4 3858998 0.0012 4764 
77 17 723562 0.0238 17196 
78 18 482375 0.0241 11613 
79 19 241187 0.0244 5881 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 2093268 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4862 
      Cos  0.51 
Alt 16         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 4820850 4820850 linear linear 
lifetime 20 241042.5 3240   
1 1 4579808 0.0003 1414 
2 2 4338765 0.0006 2678 
3 3 4097723 0.0009 3794 
4 4 3856680 0.0012 4761 
77 17 723128 0.0238 17185 
78 18 482085 0.0241 11606 
79 19 241043 0.0244 5877 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 2092011 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4859 
      Cos  0.51 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 17         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 4822437 4822437 linear linear 
lifetime 20 241121.85 3240   
1 1 4581315 0.0003 1414 
2 2 4340193 0.0006 2679 
3 3 4099071 0.0009 3795 
4 4 3857950 0.0012 4763 
77 17 723366 0.0238 17191 
78 18 482244 0.0241 11610 
79 19 241122 0.0244 5879 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 2092700 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4861 
      Cos  0.51 
Alt 18         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 958658 958658 linear linear 
lifetime 20 47932.9 3240   
1 1 910725 0.0003 281 
2 2 862792 0.0006 533 
3 3 814859 0.0009 754 
4 4 766926 0.0012 947 
77 17 143799 0.0238 3417 
78 18 95866 0.0241 2308 
79 19 47933 0.0244 1169 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 416010 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.0966 
      Cos  0.90 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt 19         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 1050296 1050296 linear linear 
lifetime 20 52514.8 3240   
1 1 997781 0.0003 308 
2 2 945266 0.0006 583 
3 3 892752 0.0009 827 
4 4 840237 0.0012 1037 
77 17 157544 0.0238 3744 
78 18 105030 0.0241 2528 
79 19 52515 0.0244 1280 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 455777 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.1059 
      Cos  0.89 
Alt 20         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 1078257 1078257 linear linear 
lifetime 20 53912.85 3240   
1 1 1024344 0.0003 316 
2 2 970431 0.0006 599 
3 3 916518 0.0009 849 
4 4 862606 0.0012 1065 
77 17 161739 0.0238 3844 
78 18 107826 0.0241 2596 
79 19 53913 0.0244 1315 
80 20 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 467910 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.1087 
      Cos  0.89 
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Appendix E (continued) 
Table MMM. (continued) 
Alt A         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 8651400 8651400 linear linear 
lifetime 80 108142.5 3240   
1 1 8543258 0.0003 2637 
2 2 8435115 0.0006 5207 
3 3 8326973 0.0009 7710 
4 4 8218830 0.0012 10147 
77 77 324428 0.0238 7710 
78 78 216285 0.0241 5207 
79 79 108143 0.0244 2637 
80 80 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 2847753 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.6615 
      Cos  0.34 
Alt B         
    Payback p  
Stranded 
Investment 
Overall costs 5511400 5511400 linear linear 
lifetime 80 68892.5 3240   
1 1 5442508 0.0003 1680 
2 2 5373615 0.0006 3317 
3 3 5304723 0.0009 4912 
4 4 5235830 0.0012 6464 
77 77 206678 0.0238 4912 
78 78 137785 0.0241 3317 
79 79 68893 0.0244 1680 
80 80 0 0.0247 0 
Sum 80 Sum 1 1814169 
287000 
Average costs 
EUR/ha 15 Average costs 4305000 
      Costs % 0.4214 
      Cos  0.58 
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Appendix F - Measurement Flexibility Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Table NNN. Regret range of change case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
  Input Factor Runoff 
Regret Range of 
Change       
                
  
Maximal 
Range: 109 M^3          
                
  Input Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Regret   
  Alternative 3 204 95 204 204 0   
  Alternative 6 199 97 199 199 7   
  Alternative 7 139 95 139 139 65   
  Alternative 8 120 96 120 120 85   
  Alternative 13 204 95 204 204 0   
  Alternative 17 135 96 135 135 71   
  Alternative 9 170 95 170 170 34   
  Alternative A 135 97 135 135 72   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table OOO. Utility value analysis performance scenario 1 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance   
Scenario: 1                                         
Time 
step 
(years)   w 0 
UV 
0 10 
UV 
10 10+ 
UV 
10+ 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 30 
UV 
30 30+ 
UV 
30+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+   
Alt 3 Total 100   77   75   75   51   62   44   57   37   52   
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.23 39 0.13 54 0.27 38 0.13 54 0.28 38 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 4 100 3 100   
  W Balance 25 3.5 86 3.6 86 3.6 86 7.6 70 7.4 70 10.2 59 10.2 59 12.6 50 12.4 50   
  Flooding 25 -13 100 -8 100 -8 100 112 58 49 71 202 40 103 59 287 23 151 50   
Alt 6 Total 100   68   68   68   54   67   47   67   44   60   
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.3 38 0.12 56 0.48 33 0.13 54 0.36 36 0.16 48   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 5 100 5 100   
  W Balance 25 12 52 11.7 53 11.7 53 5.4 78 5.3 79 1.3 95 1.3 95 2.6 90 2.7 89   
  Flooding 25 -59 100 -54 100 -54 100 92 62 20 78 265 27 69 67 323 15 120 56   
Alt 7 Total 100   76   74   74   54   57   39   39   22   22   
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.26 39 0.18 44 0.35 36 0.35 36 0.94 22 0.94 22   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 7 100 7 100 14 93 14 93 15 90 15 90   
  W Balance 25 4.2 83 4.9 80 4.9 80 8.5 66 8.5 66 11.3 55 11.3 55 13.5 46 13.5 46   
  Flooding 25 -48 100 -44 100 -44 100 37 74 39 74 256 29 256 29 498 0 498 0   
Alt 8 Total 100   76   74   74   54   54   38   38   19   19   
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.26 39 0.26 39 0.51 32 0.51 32 1.29 14 1.29 14   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 7 100 7 100 12 100 12 100 15.5 88 15.5 88   
  W Balance 25 4.2 83 4.9 80 4.9 80 8.5 66 8.5 66 11.2 55 11.2 55 13.2 47 13.2 47   
  Flooding 25 -48 100 -44 100 -44 100 37 74 37 74 235 33 235 33 782 0 782 0   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table OOO. (continued) 
Alt 13 Total 100   76   75   75   51   61   42   56   35   49   
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.22 40 0.13 54 0.27 38 0.13 54 0.28 38 0.15 50   
  Long-term 0 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100 6 100 5 100 6 100 4.5 100   
  W Balance 25 3.8 85 4.2 83 4.2 83 8.2 67 8 68 11 56 10.8 57 13.2 47 13 48   
  Flooding 25 -14 100 -7 100 -7 100 104 59 60 69 225 35 113 57 314 17 156 49    
Alt 17 Total 100   70   70   70   53   53   38   38   28   28    
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.31 37 0.31 37 0.71 27 0.71 27 1.4 12 1.4 12   
 
  Long-term 0 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5.5 100 5.5 100    
  W Balance 25 10.2 59 9.9 60 9.9 60 3.7 85 3.7 85 0.4 98 0.4 98 3.5 86 3.5 86   
 
  Flooding 25 -52 100 -46 100 -46 100 139 52 139 52 607 0 607 0 1302 0 1302 0    
Alt 9 Total 100   76   76   76   63   63   46   51   36   36   
 
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.26 39 0.17 46 0.29 38 0.29 38    
  Long-term 0 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 5 100 5 100 7 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100   
 
  W Balance 25 3.8 85 4.3 83 4.3 83 8.3 67 8.3 67 11.3 55 12 52 13.6 46 13.6 46   
 
  Flooding 25 -64 100 -59 100 -59 100 21 78 21 78 138 52 97 61 284 23 284 23    
Alt A Total 100   30   29   29   20   23   17   17   9   9    
  Design flood 50 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.21 40 0.17 46 0.46 34 0.46 34 1.13 17 1.13 17   
 
  Long-term 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
 
  W Balance 25 61.4 0 62.4 0 62.4 0 66.4 0 66.4 0 69.5 0 69.5 0 57.8 0 57.8 0    
  Flooding 25 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table PPP. Utility value analysis performance scenario 2 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance   
Scenario: 2                                         
Time 
step 
(years)   w 0 
UV 
0 10 
UV 
10 10+ 
UV 
10+ 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 30 
UV 
30 30+ 
UV 
30+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+   
Alt 3 Total 100   77   76   76   75   75   74   74   75   73   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100   
  W Balance 33 3.5 86 4.3 83 4.3 83 5.1 80 5.1 80 5.9 76 5.9 76 6.7 73 6.7 73   
  Flooding 33 -13 100 -19 100 -19 100 -24 100 -24 100 -30 100 -30 100 -36 100 -32 100   
Alt 6 Total 100   68   68   68   67   67   69   67   68   67   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100   
  W Balance 33 12 52 12.3 51 12.3 51 12.6 50 12.6 50 12.8 49 12.8 49 13 48 13 48   
  Flooding 33 -59 100 -63 100 -63 100 -66 100 -66 100 -70 100 -64 100 -67 100 -60 100   
Alt 7 Total 100   76   76   76   76   76   77   77   76   76   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.09 63 0.09 63 0.09 63   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 3.8 85 3.8 85 4.1 84 4.1 84 4.9 80 4.9 80 5.7 77 5.7 77   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -52 100 -52 100 -56 100 -56 100 -61 100 -61 100 -64 100 -64 100   
Alt 8 Total 100   76   76   76   76   76   76   76   76   76   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.09 63 0.09 63 0.09 63   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 3.8 85 3.8 85 4.1 84 4.1 84 5 80 5 80 5.7 77 5.7 77   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -52 100 -52 100 -56 100 -56 100 -61 100 -61 100 -64 100 -64 100   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table PPP. (continued) 
Alt 13 Total 100   76   77   77   76   76   76   75   76   74   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 3.4 86 3.4 86 4.2 83 4.2 83 5 80 4.9 80 5.7 77 5.6 78   
  Flooding 33 -14 100 -19 100 -19 100 -24 100 -24 100 -29 100 -23 100 -28 100 -26 100   
Alt 17 Total 100   70   70   70   71   69   69   69   70   69   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100   
  W Balance 33 10.2 59 10.4 58 10.4 58 10.7 57 10.8 57 11.1 56 11.1 56 11.4 54 11.5 54   
  Flooding 33 -52 100 -56 100 -56 100 -61 100 -52 100 -57 100 -57 100 -61 100 -54 100   
Alt 9 Total 100   76   77   77   76   76   77   75   75   75   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.09 63 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 3.4 86 3.4 86 4.1 84 4.1 84 4.9 80 4.8 81 5.5 78 5.5 78   
  Flooding 33 -64 100 -69 100 -69 100 -73 100 -73 100 -77 100 -72 100 -76 100 -76 100   
Alt A Total 100   30   30   30   30   30   30   30   30   30   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60   
  Long-term 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
  W Balance 33 61.4 0 61.8 0 61.8 0 59.6 0 59.6 0 58.8 0 58.8 0 57.8 0 57.8 0   
  Flooding 33 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table QQQ. Utility value analysis performance scenario 3 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance   
Scenario: 3                                         
Time 
step 
(years)   w 0 
UV 
0 10 
UV 
10 10+ 
UV 
10+ 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 30 
UV 
30 30+ 
UV 
30+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+   
Alt 3 Total 100   77   76   76   69   69   67   67   64   64   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100   
  W Balance 33 3.5 86 3.3 87 3.3 87 4.3 83 4.3 83 5.2 79 5.2 79 6.1 76 6.1 76   
  Flooding 33 -13 100 -11 100 -11 100 10 80 10 80 30 76 30 76 52 71 52 71   
Alt 6 Total 100   68   68   68   68   68   68   68   57   69   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.24 39 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100   
  W Balance 33 12 52 12 52 12 52 10.4 58 10.4 58 9 64 9 64 7.7 69 7.7 69   
  Flooding 33 -59 100 -57 100 -57 100 -38 100 -38 100 -19 100 -19 100 9 82 -9 100   
Alt 7 Total 100   76   76   76   73   73   72   72   70   70   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 5.5 100 5.5 100 6 100 6 100 11 100 11 100   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 4.3 83 4.3 83 5.3 79 5.3 79 6.1 76 6.1 76 7 72 7 72   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -46 100 -46 100 -34 100 -34 100 -23 100 -23 100 -9 100 -9 100   
Alt 8 Total 100   76   76   76   73   73   72   72   70   70   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 5.5 100 5.5 100 6 100 6 100 11 100 11 100   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 4.3 83 4.3 83 5.3 79 5.3 79 6.1 76 6.1 76 7 72 7 72   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -46 100 -46 100 -34 100 -34 100 -23 100 -23 100 -9 100 -9 100   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table QQQ. (continued) 
Alt 13 Total 100   76   76   76   70   70   66   66   63   63   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 3.9 84 3.9 84 4.9 80 4.9 80 5.8 77 5.8 77 6.7 73 6.7 73   
  Flooding 33 -14 100 -12 100 -12 100 9 82 9 82 30 76 30 76 50 71 50 71   
Alt 17 Total 100   70   70   70   69   69   70   70   58   58   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.22 40 0.22 40   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100   
  W Balance 33 10.2 59 10.1 60 10.1 60 8.6 66 8.6 66 7.3 71 7.3 71 6 76 6 76   
  Flooding 33 -52 100 -50 100 -50 100 -25 100 -25 100 0 100 0 100 31 75 31 75   
Alt 9 Total 100   76   77   76   74   74   73   73   71   71   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.12 56 0.12 56   
  Long-term 0 3.5 100 3.9 100 3.5 100 4 100 4 100 4 100 4 100 4.5 100 4.5 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 3.5 86 3.9 84 5 80 5 80 5.9 76 5.9 76 6.7 73 6.7 73   
  Flooding 33 -64 100 -63 100 -63 100 -46 100 -46 100 -29 100 -29 100 -12 100 -12 100   
Alt A Total 100   30   29   29   28   28   28   28   27   27   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
  W Balance 33 61.4 0 61.7 0 61.7 0 62.7 0 62.7 0 63.7 0 63.7 0 64.6 0 64.6 0   
  Flooding 33 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table RRR. Utility value analysis performance scenario 4 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
              Utility Value Analysis Performance   
Scenario: 4                                         
Time 
step 
(years)   w 0 
UV 
0 10 
UV 
10 10+ 
UV 
10+ 20 
UV 
20 20+ 
UV 
20+ 30 
UV 
30 30+ 
UV 
30+ 40 
UV 
40 40+ 
UV 
40+   
Alt 3 Total 100   77   76   76   64   64   50   63   49   60   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.24 39 0.12 56 0.2 40 0.12 56   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100 3 100   
  W Balance 33 3.5 86 3.3 87 3.3 87 5.8 77 5.8 77 7.8 69 7.5 70 9.2 63 9 64   
  Flooding 33 -13 100 -10 100 -10 100 48 72 48 72 136 53 60 69 132 54 78 65   
Alt 6 Total 100   68   68   68   59   65   53   68   55   68   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.23 39 0.13 54 0.26 39 0.12 56 0.27 38 0.12 56   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3 100 3 100 3.5 100 3 100 5 100 3.5 100 5 100 3.5 100   
  W Balance 33 12 52 12 52 12 52 7.9 68 7.8 69 4.6 82 4.6 82 2.7 89 2.7 89   
  Flooding 33 -59 100 -57 100 -57 100 5 90 8 84 126 55 22 77 134 53 49 71   
Alt 7 Total 100   76   75   75   70   70   53   54   45   45   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.28 38 0.2 40 0.29 38 0.29 38   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 9 100 9 100 12 100 12 100 13 97 13 97   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 4.3 83 4.3 83 6.7 73 6.7 73 8.6 66 8.6 66 10.2 59 10.2 59   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -46 100 -46 100 -12 100 -12 100 58 69 55 70 171 46 171 46   
Alt 8 Total 100   76   75   75   70   70   53   53   45   45   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.28 38 0.28 38 0.34 37 0.34 37   
  Long-term 0 5 100 5 100 5 100 9 100 9 100 12 100 12 100 13 97 13 97   
  W Balance 33 4.2 83 4.3 83 4.3 83 6.7 73 6.7 73 8.6 66 8.6 66 10.1 60 10.1 60   
  Flooding 33 -48 100 -46 100 -46 100 -12 100 -12 100 58 69 58 69 167 47 167 47   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table RRR. (continued) 
Alt 13 Total 100   76   76   76   64   64   50   61   48   53   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.23 39 0.13 54 0.22 40 0.13 54   
  Long-term 0 4.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 4.5 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 4 84 4 84 6.4 74 6.4 74 8.4 66 8.2 67 9.9 60 9.7 61   
  Flooding 33 -14 100 -11 100 -11 100 47 72 47 72 127 55 66 68 142 52 187 43   
Alt 17 Total 100   70   70   70   58   58   50   50   38   38   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.21 40 0.21 40 0.39 35 0.39 35 0.67 28 0.67 28   
  Long-term 0 3 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 100   
  W Balance 33 10.2 59 10.1 60 10.1 60 6.1 76 6.1 76 3.1 88 3.1 88 1.2 95 1.2 95   
  Flooding 33 -52 100 -49 100 -49 100 26 76 26 76 184 43 184 43 452 0 452 0   
Alt 9 Total 100   76   76   76   72   72   62   62   58   57   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.1 60 0.12 56 0.12 56 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.12 56 0.14 52   
  Long-term 0 3.5 100 3.5 100 3.5 100 4.5 100 4.5 100 5 100 5 100 6 100 4 100   
  W Balance 33 3.8 85 4 84 4 84 6.5 74 6.5 74 8.5 66 8.5 66 10.2 59 10.2 59   
  Flooding 33 -64 100 -62 100 -62 100 -15 100 -15 100 31 75 31 75 89 62 70 67   
Alt A Total 100   30   29   29   27   27   19   23   18   18   
  Design flood 34 0.1 60 0.11 58 0.11 58 0.13 54 0.13 54 0.28 38 0.17 46 0.34 37 0.34 37   
  Long-term 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100   
  W Balance 33 61.4 0 61.8 0 61.8 0 64 0 64 0 66 0 66 0 67.7 0 67.7 0   
  Flooding 33 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0 6000 0   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table SSS. Performance scenario 1 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  1                         
  
Duration of 
Change 
(month)     6   6   6   6         
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 10.0 10.5 20.0 20.5 30.0 30.5 40.0 40.5 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  Alternative 3 77 75 75 51 62 44 57 37 52 60 4.21 57.43   
  Alternative 6 68 68 68 54 67 47 67 44 60 61 1.86 59.49   
  Alternative 7 76 74 74 54 57 39 39 22 22 54 6.43 50.61   
  Alternative 8 76 74 74 54 54 38 38 19 19 53 6.78 49.44   
  Alternative 13 76 75 75 51 61 42 56 35 49 59 4.41 56.34   
  Alternative 17 70 70 70 53 53 38 38 28 28 52 5.48 49.26   
  Alternative 9 76 76 76 63 63 46 51 36 36 61 4.85 58.00   
  Alternative A 30 29 29 20 23 17 17 9 9 22 2.38 20.22   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table TTT. Performance scenario 2 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  2                         
  
Duration of 
Change 
(month)     6   6   6   6         
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 10.0 10.5 20.0 20.5 30.0 30.5 40.0 40.5 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  Alternative 3 77 76 76 75 75 74 74 75 73 75 0.26 74.93   
  Alternative 6 68 68 68 67 67 69 67 68 67 68 0.07 67.78   
  Alternative 7 76 76 76 76 76 77 77 76 76 76 0.05 76.10   
  Alternative 8 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 0.04 76.08   
  Alternative 13 76 77 77 76 76 76 75 76 74 76 0.14 75.96   
  Alternative 17 70 70 70 71 69 69 69 70 69 70 0.16 69.52   
  Alternative 9 76 77 77 76 76 77 75 75 75 76 0.24 75.79   
  Alternative A 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 0.00 30.00   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table UUU. Performance scenario 3 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  3                         
  
Duration of 
Change (m)     6   6   6   6         
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 10.0 10.5 20.0 20.5 30.0 30.5 4.0 4.5 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV_95   
  Alternative 3 77 76 76 69 69 67 67 64 64 70 1.61 69.34   
  Alternative 6 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 57 69 67 0.85 66.10   
  Alternative 7 76 76 76 73 73 72 72 70 70 73 0.70 72.89   
  Alternative 8 76 76 76 73 73 72 72 70 70 73 0.70 72.89   
  Alternative 13 76 76 76 70 70 66 66 63 63 70 1.70 69.36   
  Alternative 17 70 70 70 69 69 70 70 58 58 68 1.06 67.50   
  Alternative 9 76 77 76 74 74 73 73 71 71 74 0.60 73.93   
  Alternative A 30 29 29 28 28 28 28 27 27 28 0.28 28.21   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table VVV. Performance scenario 4 case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
                              
  Scenario:  4                         
  
Duration of 
Change (m)     6   6   6   6         
  
Time step 
(years) 0.0 10.0 10.5 20.0 20.5 30.0 30.5 40.0 40.5 Average 
Standard 
Deviation UV -95   
  Alternative 3 77 76 76 64 64 50 63 49 60 65 3.25 62.89   
  Alternative 6 68 68 68 59 65 53 68 55 68 63 1.23 62.37   
  Alternative 7 76 75 75 70 70 53 54 45 45 65 3.89 62.37   
  Alternative 8 76 75 75 70 70 53 53 45 45 64 4.00 62.12   
  Alternative 13 76 76 76 64 64 50 61 48 53 64 3.46 62.19   
  Alternative 17 70 70 70 58 58 50 50 38 38 58 3.76 55.76   
  Alternative 9 76 76 76 72 72 62 62 58 57 69 2.36 67.88   
  Alternative A 30 29 29 27 27 19 23 18 18 25 1.39 24.45   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table WWW. Minimax regret performance case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
    
Minimax Regret Performance 
       
    Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Regret   
  Alternative 3 57.43 74.93 69.34 62.89 4.99   
  Alternative 6 59.49 67.78 66.10 62.37 8.32   
  Alternative 7 50.61 76.10 72.89 62.37 8.87   
  Alternative 8 49.44 76.08 72.89 62.12 10.05   
  Alternative 13 56.34 75.96 69.36 62.19 5.69   
  Alternative 17 49.26 69.52 67.50 55.76 12.13   
  Alternative 9 58.00 75.79 73.93 67.88 1.48   
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Appendix F (continued) 
Table XXX. Minimax regret effort of change case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
      Minimax Regret Effort of Change     
  Total costs Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Regret   
  Alternative 3 80,822.00 59,775.00 79,061.00 67,024.00 6,030.00   
  Alternative 6 243,386.00 213,085.00 231,356.00 225,670.00 163,063.00   
  Alternative 7 170,291.00 133,522.00 149,634.00 137,354.00 89,968.00   
  Alternative 8 162,658.00 133,522.00 144,039.00 137,354.00 82,335.00   
  Alternative 13 80,323.00 56,518.00 73,031.00 66,202.00 0.00   
  Alternative 17 444,359.00 397,904.00 418,149.00 406,150.00 364,036.00   
  Alternative 9 108,122.00 82,769.00 95,156.00 88,722.00 27,799.00   
  Alternative A 304,301.00 277,047.00 286,170.00 277,047.00 223,978.00   
                
 
Table YYY. Minimax regret range of change case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
            
    
Regret 
Range of 
Change 
Regret 
Performance 
Regret Effort 
of Change   
  Alternative 3 0.00 4.99 6,030.00   
  Alternative 6 6.61 8.32 163,063.00   
  Alternative 7 64.51 8.87 89,968.00   
  Alternative 8 85.35 10.05 82,335.00   
  Alternative 13 0.42 5.69 0.00   
  Alternative 17 70.58 12.13 364,036.00   
  Alternative 9 33.87 1.48 27,799.00   
  Alternative A 71.83 46.10 223,978.00   
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Appendix G - Hypothesis Test Flexibility Options Case Study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
Table ZZZ. Results measurement of flexibility case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
  
Regret 
Range of 
Change 
Regret 
Performance 
Regret 
Costs of 
Change 
Combined 
Value 
Alternative 3 0.00 10.83 2.69 0.95 
Alternative 6 9.20 18.04 72.80 0.67 
Alternative 7 89.81 19.25 40.17 0.50 
Alternative 8 100.00 21.80 36.76 0.47 
Alternative 13 0.58 12.35 0.00 0.96 
Alternative 17 98.26 26.30 100.00 0.25 
Alternative 9 47.15 3.22 12.41 0.79 
Alternative A 100.00 99.99 100.00 0.00 
Threshold       0.80 
 
Table AAAA. Results principle for the flexible design of urban drainage systems case study 
‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
  Mod Pla Dec Hom  Cos Scal FlexE  Com 1 
Alternative 3 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.54 0.94 0.82 0.90 0.87 
Alternative 6 0.88 0.50 0.84 0.62 0.56 1.00 0.49 0.70 
Alternative 7 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.47 0.88 0.83 0.60 0.81 
Alternative 8 1.00 0.50 0.90 0.47 0.88 1.00 0.60 0.76 
Alternative 13 0.74 0.92 0.80 0.50 0.94 0.82 0.87 0.80 
Alternative 17 0.55 0.37 0.56 0.60 0.51 0.51 0.45 0.51 
Alternative 9 0.69 0.70 0.74 0.52 0.92 0.82 0.77 0.72 
Alternative A 0.38 0.23 0.56 0.06 0.34 0.24 0.20 0.29 
Threshold 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
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Appendix G (continued) 
Table BBBB. Results chi-square-test case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
  Modularity     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Mod 3 0 2 
High Mod 3 2 6 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 1.60     
  
Platform 
design     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Pla 5 0 5 
High Pla 1 2 3 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 4.44     
  
Decentralized 
structure     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Dec 4 1 5 
High Dec 2 1 3 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 0.18     
  
Homogeneity 
performance     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Hom 6 2 8 
High Hom 0 0 0 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 0.03     
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Appendix G (continued) 
Table BBBB (continued) 
  Low costs     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Cos 3 0 3 
High Cos 3 2 5 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 1.60     
  Scalability     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Scal 2 0 2 
High Scal 4 2 6 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 0.89     
  
Flexibility of 
elements     
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low FlexE 6.00 0.00 6.00 
High FlexE 0.00 2.00 2.00 
Sum 6.00 2.00 8.00 
        
X^2 8.00     
  Combination1       
        
  Low Flex High Flex Sum 
Low Com1 5 1 4 
High Com1 1 1 4 
Sum 6 2 8 
        
X^2 0.89     
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Appendix G (continued) 
Table CCCC. Results R
2
 and F-test case study ‘Dorfanger-Boberg’ 
                      
    Mod Pla Dec Hom Cos Scal FlexE Com 1   
  R^2 0.35 0.62 0.44 0.38 0.65 0.51 0.89 0.74   
  n 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8   
  
F test 
value 1.37 4.16 1.99 1.54 4.73 2.58 19.88 7.27   
                      
 
 
